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Van Gosse

Introduction I

Postmodern America
A New Democratic Order 
in the Second Gilded Age

Anyone who teaches the history of the United States in the last
quarter of the twentieth century knows the available historiography is
thin indeed. These decades have seen constant change and contestation
in all areas of historical inquiry, covering the gamut of diplomatic, po-
litical, social, cultural, business, women’s, labor, and intellectual his-
tory. During the 1990s it became common to speak of dizzying techno-
logical and cultural revolutions that had occurred since one was a child.
Yet the teacher of the nearly three decades since the falls of Richard
Nixon in August 1974 and Saigon nine months later—as close to a his-
torical break as one can find—must rely upon books by journalists, po-
litical scientists, and sociologists. When it comes to historical scholar-
ship, there are few studies that treat the 1970s or 1980s, let alone the
Clinton era.

Why is there little serious history yet written about a generation of
vast demographic, economic, and cultural shifts, including the greatest
surge in immigration in a century, the transition to a postindustrial
economy, and the eclipse of the normative patriarchal family? One ex-
planation can be found in Richard Moser’s introduction to this book,
which examines the apocalyptic tendency written into U.S. culture; he
and I characterize this type of history as declensionist, following Perry
Miller’s analysis of how the Puritans mythologized their own trajec-
tory. In this scenario, the Sixties failed in their millenarian purpose and
now Americans have stepped outside their own history, lost their
groove, and forgotten what Todd Gitlin called their “common dreams.”1

Thus there is no real need for ongoing historical exploration, for the
case studies, revisions, new syntheses, and rediscovery of old argu-
ments leading to a dense, overdetermined series of explanations—a his-
toriography.
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Another reason for the dearth of history writing is the absence of any
accepted periodization. Historians have not yet agreed that the decades
since the Nixon presidency constitute a historical period equivalent to
the post-1945 “long boom” that mutated into the high Sixties of 1966–74,
or the Depression and World War II era framed by the crash in October
1929 and Hiroshima in August 1945. This is underlined by the problem
of naming: If the period is a coherent whole, what should we call it,
what are its defining features, and when does it end? Some of us get by
with makeshift phrases like “post-Sixties,” “late” or “post–Cold War”
America, but they lack explanatory weight and carry no evident asso-
ciations, unlike “the Progressive Era,” “Depression,” “the New Deal” or
“Cold War America.” Given this historiographical limbo, recent de-
cades become just “the present,” and there are few things more likely to
warn historians off than the possibility of being proved wrong by “cur-
rent events.” Certainly, the events of September 11, 2001, are likely to
make historians very wary. Was this the close of one period and the be-
ginning of another, or just one terrible moment in a long post–Cold War
era of U.S. hegemony stretching far into the future?

Above all, there is the professional inclination of historians to let the
dust settle. One suspects the same complaint was made in 1965, when
scholars were just beginning to examine the vast changes since D-Day.
Even now, many U.S. historians do not teach past 1968 or 1976, and the
final chapters of U.S. history textbooks rely on summaries derived from
the essays and polemical accounts of journalists like Haynes Johnson,
Kevin Phillips, Thomas Byrne Edsall, and Sidney Blumenthal.2

This book’s purpose is to initiate scholarly debate and begin filling in
the blanks for the end of the American Century. Our hope is that com-
bining case studies of particular places with synthetic arguments about
longer-term political shifts will stimulate further research and produc-
tive arguments. This introductory essay’s goal is to propose a period-
ization of, and a name for, the historical time since the Sixties “ended,”
looking closely at what constitutes current historiography. A central fo-
cus will be to challenge the assertion of a “Reagan” or “conservative”
revolution, since the claim of a decisive shift to the right is a constant 
in both textbook and journalistic accounts of what I call “Postmodern
America.” It starts with questions, rather than premises. First, from
1980 on, have the politics, society, and culture of the United States been
realigned in a conservative direction, and if so, what are the results?
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Second, what was the New Right, stripped of its pretensions? Third,
what happened to the New Left, the pluralist “movement of move-
ments” that some claim “died” circa 1970, but whose legacies and effects
surround us.?3

Locating Postmodern America

Why use the ubiquitous, much-abused term “postmodern?” In this
case, both its negative and positive connotations are appropriate.
Whereas the modern age assumed a driving imperative of industrial
development and progress, “postmodernism” has come to signal drift,
fragmentation, and the sense that no center can hold. In that sense, the
United States after Vietnam is the epitome of a postmodern capitalist-
democratic state, where an extreme liberalism regarding personal liberty
coexists with a rigorous corporate-driven regime of consumption. The
visceral impulse of such a society is to plunder its own past for styles
and cultural artifacts that can be marketed to precisely defined niches of
the public. This is the face that America presents to the world—the
truncated kind of freedom promised by “have it your way.”

There is an undeniable reality to this image of a strip-mall America
that is homogenized, alienated, and selling itself off to the highest bid-
der. Much that was authentic or at least “local” has faded fast in the
past generation under the onslaught of Wal-Mart and other chains. Nor
is this sense of commodified uniformity and vulgarity restricted to
what we see, hear, wear, buy, and eat. The ambience of dislocation
reaches into the core of our politics and is barely touched by the post-
9/11 crisis and official calls for a renewed spirit of national sacrifice.
What passes for public life at the millenial moment has a cartoonish
cast, a cheapness symbolized by the descent in scale and gravity from
one impeachment to another. However frightening and sordid, Water-
gate was about genuine abuses of power that amounted to a slow-
motion coup, as government police agencies were corrupted to neutral-
ize the political opposition at the president’s direct order.4 Contrast that
with the attempted removal of another president for lying about his
sexual dalliance with an intern, which threatened no one. Of course,
the Monica Lewinsky affair raised the question of post-Sixties sexual
libertinism and the supposed corruption of our culture, but it did so in
prurient, pornographic terms dictated by Kenneth Starr and the ham-
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handed Republican inquisitors, which explains why large majorities
rallied to the Clintons’ side—few Americans of any background wel-
come someone poking into their sex lives.

But defining late-twentieth-century America as “postmodern” has
other resonances that are more positive. To start with, the “diversity”
and fracturing of experience that a postmodern, fiercely pluralist
United States fosters in schools, churches, workplaces, and even the
armed forces is more than a slogan. It is a reasonable representation of
one of history’s most ethnically complex societies, now changing be-
fore our eyes as urban (and some rural) areas teem with new Americans
from Asia and Latin America. The politics of “diversity” and “multi-
culturalism” may be amorphous and hypocritical, submerging differ-
ences and inequalities into a mass of deferential mutuality—lists of re-
ligious and ethnic holidays, each with its own food. But hypocrisy is,
after all, the tribute that vice pays to virtue. The recognition of diversity
and the constant evocation of multiculturalism are the public faces of
our highly unequal society’s accommodation with a kind of “social”
democracy, one too hard-won to be sneered at.

Second, it is true that postmodern pluralism defines Americans as
consumers first and citizens second. Many citizens have simply opted
out of “politics,” with only a minority bothering to vote in presidential
elections, and old-style radical “mass movements” like those of the
Sixties seem unimaginable now. Yet the dense, fluid networks of age,
taste, and polycultural identity possible under postmodern conditions
provide constant opportunities for political organizing.5 These nooks
and crannies may be less familiar than those of the recent past, but 
they are fully equal to the ethnic lodges, saloons, union halls, and par-
ish churches of the old industrial America, circa 1877–1948. The long-
building upsurge against corporate neoliberalism that broke into the
open at the November 1999 World Trade Organization meeting in Seat-
tle, and earlier global solidarity movements for southern African and
Central American liberation during the 1970s and 1980s, have all relied
on new technologies and multiplying avenues for communication
across borders and hemispheres that sharply distinguish the post-Sixties
era. Certainly the New Right has never accepted that “postmodern”
meant “postpolitics,” which is why it has generated a series of genuine
mass movements via these technologies.

Thus we arrive at this book’s central argument: a primary reason for the
fragmentation and alienation of Postmodern America is that we are more dem-
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ocratic than any America that came before. Since the 1960s, conservatives
have dismissed the civil rights movement, feminism, and even, on oc-
casion, gay rights as the latest stage in a “natural” progress toward tol-
eration, while appealing via coded language (“law and order” and,
later, “family values”) to resentment of these movements. But manipu-
lation by the Right, resentment among sections of the public (especially
white men), and weariness on the Left cannot obscure the fact that we
live in a world the Sixties made. We are still fighting over that legacy in
ways that matter deeply, no matter how mindlessly partisan and trivi-
alized those struggles sometimes appear. It behooves us, therefore, to
examine those huge changes.

Given this country’s origin in slavery and the extermination of native
peoples, any discussion of democracy and its limits should begin with
race. On this front the second half of the twentieth century marks a po-
litical and cultural revolution both unfinished and undefeated.6 Within
the memory of the majority of Americans, any person of color faced
open, rampant discrimination in schools, housing, employment, and all
aspects of the public sphere, de facto or de jure, and the threat of vio-
lence by agents of the state or other groups acting with impunity. No
one could claim this castelike burden has disappeared, and in some re-
spects the complex of racial oppression has intensified in perverse, in-
sidious ways. So what has changed? First, since the 1970s (for the first
time since Reconstruction) this society has proclaimed an enforceable
equality before the law, while acknowledging that that equality does
not yet exist. Pronouncements by themselves mean little, however. Far
more important is that legislatures, judiciaries, police forces, and the
administrative apparatus of local, state, and federal governments are
now filled by people whose assumed origins once guaranteed their ex-
clusion. The rise of a “prison industrial complex” focused on incarcer-
ating black men, the constant threat of “profiling” that leads to police
brutality, and persisting discrimination in education, housing, and the
workplace cannot obscure the fact that white supremacy must hide 
its face, and the assertion that this is a “white man’s country” can no
longer be made in mainstream venues. “More democratic than any
America that came before” may be setting the bar very low, but it also
recognizes how far we must advance to overcome a legacy written into
our national identity as a settler and slaveholding republic.

The same argument for a sweeping democratic transformation can be
made, from a different angle, for the newest recognized “minority,” gay
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and lesbian Americans, who have moved from the lowest possible sta-
tus as a despised medical and criminal category to a contested but po-
tent level of recognition.7 By their insistence not on assimilation but on
the right to be, and be visible, across all the usual boundaries of race,
ethnicity, and class, homosexuals have confronted our assumptions
about how to categorize people. Lacking any radical past, any nine-
teenth-century symbols equivalent to Frederick Douglass, Seneca Falls,
or the Knights of Labor, the “out” presence of gay women and men
may be the sharpest indicator of how radically this country has
changed.

Last and most obvious is the profound democratization of relations
between the sexes, brought about by one of the longest-lived move-
ments in U.S. history, the second-wave feminism that germinated from
the 1940s on, burst forth between 1968 and 1972, and continues into the
new century.8 Nothing remains more fought over, as conservative
politicians bob and weave around the distinctions between equality
and difference, celebrating women’s slow ascent to political leadership
and workplace parity while invoking the tattered shreds of “separate
spheres” ideology. No one can claim that the female majority has gained
its fair share of power, and basic feminist tenets remain more prescrip-
tions than accurate descriptions of how family and sexual lives are led.
Yet the tide has turned—like Humpty Dumpty, it is exceedingly difficult
to see how patriarchy could be restored, short of a counterrevolutionary
scenario like that in Margaret Atwood’s Handmaid’s Tale.9

If there has been a revolution that changed the lives of the majority—
women, gays, lesbians, African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans,
Asians Americans—why is it still constantly asserted that “the Sixties”
failed and we live in a conservative era? Here’s why: The hope of gen-
erations of radicals, socialists, and progressives was that a new demo-
cratic, revolutionary order would strike at the basis of state and private
power in the capitalist system. Self-evidently, nothing like that has tran-
spired. Defying predictions, “late” capitalism proved capable of ac-
commodating, absorbing, and even welcoming revolutions in racial,
sexual, and gender relations. Indeed, the essence of Clintonism and the
boom times of the 1990s was to represent that enthusiastic accommo-
dation. Disturbed by this surprising resilience, some pundits on the
Left assert that the still-roiling democratic upsurge of our era is nothing
more than “identity politics,” affecting various subsets of the population
but not, presumably, the real America, which is white, heterosexual,
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and politically moderate. Some even argue that post-Sixties struggles
over race, gender, and sexuality—the “cultural war” named by Pat Bu-
chanan in his infamous speech to the 1992 Republican Convention—
are neither progressive nor democratic, instead only dividing the ma-
jority of the country so it can better be conquered.10

The term “identity politics” stood for a transitional moment, but, like
“politically correct,” it has turned into a meaningless pejorative. We
suggest that “democratic politics” is more useful, and that the coming
forward of new political communities claiming their own social, cul-
tural, and political identities constitutes the birth of a new democratic or-
der, which in the early twenty-first century is reaching maturity after a
generation defending the fragile egalitarianism catalyzed by the New
Left of 1955–75.11

Of course, we are aware of the dangers of a neo-Whig history that as-
serts the best of all possible worlds is just around the corner. Rather
than vindicating the Sixties, we seek a judicious balance. Our responsi-
bility in this volume is to avoid the twin pitfalls of an unwarranted pro-
gressivism, seeing only sunny vistas and final victories, and that ro-
mantic declensionism which does not bother to investigate the reality of
politics since 1975 (or even 1968). There have been powerful reactionary
currents since the Sixties, impressively assembled under the big tent of
Reagan Republicanism. But it is profoundly wrong to suggest the New
Left led to a resurgence of racism, greater sexism, more oppression of
homosexual people, or increased imperialism. All of these dynamics
were there all along, part of the warp and woof of Americanism, and the
success of “the Sixties” was to make visible and vocal what was largely
unseen or ignored. Such visibility produces discomfort, and not only
among self-defined conservatives.

We are also conscious of the risk in characterizing this transitional
period as similar to the first Gilded Age in terms of the fallout from a
bitter revolutionary war combined with sweeping political-economic
shifts at all levels of society.12 But the more one extends the analogy 
of “a second Gilded Age” into the practicalities of partisan politics, the
more apt it seems. The late-twentieth-century Democratic Party strongly
resembles the old post-abolition, post-Reconstruction, nominally an-
tiracist and thoroughly probusiness Republicans after 1877, while the
GOP has taken up the mantle of the solid (white) South. Like the late
nineteenth century, this is a period of partisan stalemate, with control of
Congress shifting back and forth as presidents eke out pluralities while
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trying to squelch third-party schisms within and around their own par-
ties. One notes also the avoidance of debate over the political economy
in favor of unchallenged nostrums (Herbert Spencer then, Francis
Fukuyama now). Finally, there is the power of certain totems, whether
“free silver” as a common man’s panacea then, or “free choice” as a leit-
motif for the most recent wave of women’s sexual liberation. It remains
to be seen whether this second Gilded Age will continue or will fall
prey like the first to a depression and another great wave of reform. Or
did it end with the crash of the Twin Towers? Only time will tell.

The End of the Sixties: 
Liberalism Breaks Right and Left

Historians may be wary of periodizing the years since 1968, but most ac-
cept the argument that in 1980, with Ronald Reagan’s election, the
United States took a major shift rightwards for the first time since the
1920s. This is the premise of the most influential work of historiography
on twentieth-century America published in the past twenty years, The
Rise and Fall of the New Deal Order, 1930–1980.13 But the endpoint of that
book’s title suggests the problem with this argument. Just as one cannot
end an assessment of the New Deal with the realigning election of 1936
and the epochal reforms of 1935–37 (social security, the Wagner Act and
so on), one should not make claims about the New Right’s rise without
extending the narrative forward into the 1980s and 1990s. To accom-
plish this requires clarity about what came before, and the radical shifts
to the left in U.S. politics and culture in the long decade from 1964 to
1976, in many cases institutionalized even further during Jimmy Car-
ter’s presidency, 1977–1980. A brief reprise is in order.14

From the mid-1960s through Nixon’s presidency, liberal government
steadily expanded its scope and reach, because of continuous pressure
from grassroots social movements and the unleashed inclinations of a
governing class raised on the premises of the New Deal. Old hopes of
the Thirties, Forties, and Fifties became realities in the early 1970s, in-
cluding a massive influx of black voters’ upending of the South’s white
power structure, and the new environmentalist movement challenging
big business’s prerogatives in the name of the whole citizenry.

But liberal government faced sharp challenges on its ideological
flanks. Best known is the repudiation of “corporate liberalism” by the
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movements grouped under the New Left’s banner. Even as the Nixon
administration introduced affirmative action, the Democratic Party was
democratized, opening doors to blacks and women, and environmental,
gay, and antiwar activists. Outside of Congress and partisan politics,
numerous social movements pushed beyond liberal premises and began
to talk openly about issues that New Deal left liberals had never con-
sidered: the division of labor in the family, whether black people con-
stituted a “nation within a nation” and should separate themselves, the
right of homosexuals to live as couples with the same legal protections
as heterosexuals.

The catalyst to this cascading radicalism moving the political center
leftward from 1964 to 1976 was the Vietnam War, the “liberals’ war,” as
it was dubbed. For a significant minority, there could be no common
cause with leaders who countenanced the year-in, year-out bombing of
a peasant country half a world away to maintain geopolitical credibility.
This insurgency turned the Democratic Party into an ideological free-
for-all. By 1972, two remarkably opposing figures competed as its lead-
ing presidential candidates—Alabama governor George Wallace, avatar
of white pseudopopulism, and South Dakota senator George McGov-
ern, leader of antiwar forces in Congress, with former vice president
Hubert Humphrey (once the shining star of Cold War liberalism) caught
in the middle as a late-blooming afterthought. Analogous to such a split
would be the Republican Party in 2004 choosing between a feminist
and a conservative evangelical Christian.

In short, the static version of liberalism that held sway from 1948 to
1968 was overturned, and the guardians of Cold War liberalism became
a disgruntled center-right rump in a party splitting at the seams. The
submerged “progressive” liberalism that had been a major bipartisan
current in the century’s first half, with its crusading style and preference
for single-issue “causes,” resurfaced via Eugene McCarthy’s candidacy
in 1968, McGovern’s in 1972, and the profusion of liberal champions
whom the centrist Jimmy Carter edged out for the 1976 Democratic
nomination (including Morris Udall, Fred Harris, Birch Bayh, Frank
Church, and Jerry Brown). Carter’s presidency awaits proper historical
consideration and was too contradictory and amateurish to summarize
here. But the efforts to incorporate activists connected to social move-
ments into high-level administration posts (Andrew Young, Pat Derian,
Virginia Apuzzo, and Sam Brown are among the best known), the im-
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mediate amnesty for draft resisters, and the global “human rights pol-
icy” all suggested a recognition that “the Sixties” must be accepted, and
the past expiated.

At the same time, a deep-rooted conservative movement based in
opposition to the waves of reform from the Progressive Era on also gar-
nered new adherents and political power. In the later 1970s and 1980s,
this movement took over parts of the Republican Party, elected as pres-
ident the charismatic orator Ronald Reagan, and passed legislation re-
versing much of the New Deal and the Great Society. Ever since then,
scholars and commentators have dissected the “New Right,” the “Reli-
gious Right,” the “Neoconservative Right,” and so on, trying to untan-
gle the origins of the Reagan Revolution.

The Intentions and Accomplishments 
of the Reagan Revolution

That U.S. politics underwent a watershed in the 1980s is not in question.
The premises of liberal “big government” fell into disrepute, and a
right-wing administration and party dominated governance for the
first time since the 1920s. But what the Reagan Revolution actually ac-
complished and the extent of its revolution, and how it took power in
the first place, are still in dispute. The safest assertion is that Reaganism
responded to a genuine mobilization and represented a significant social
base—the primacy of one group over another (southern white evangel-
icals versus northern white “ethnics”; “paleoconservatives” of the Old
Right versus cosmopolitan, often Jewish neoconservatives) remains
murky, as political disputes muddy the water. What makes the Reagan
Revolution most difficult to interpret is that it is hardly over. The 1994
Republican sweep of Congress and a majority of statehouses repre-
sented a more complete “realignment” of electoral power than Reagan
ever achieved. Then Clinton handily turned back the Republican drive
on the White House in 1996, and cut deeply into their congressional
majorities, sparking a counter-attack on his physical person led by Ken-
neth Starr, which in turn mobilized core Democratic constituencies
(African Americans and pro-choice women) to flock to the polls. The
bizarre 2000 election only confirmed the partisan stalemate and the un-
relenting conservative push for power by any means necessary, but in
2001 this sparked a one-man insurgency within the Senate itself, as Ver-
mont Senator James Jeffords, “the last of the Mohicans” of New England
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liberal Republicanism, left his party and returned the majority to the
Democrats, only to see control shift back after November 2002.

As the new century unfolds, political gridlock persists. No new pro-
gressive model of governance has emerged to challenge the promise 
of Reaganism—to “get government off the backs of the American peo-
ple”—but the Republicans appear unable to assemble a durable elec-
toral majority.

To understand what conservative organizers, Republican Party lead-
ers, and Ronald Reagan himself hoped to accomplish, we need to step
back to the post-World War II era, when New Deal policies and Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt’s posthumous presence dominated American po-
litical life. Ironically, this liberal golden age became a touchstone for 
the New Right of the 1970s and 1980s.15 America was at the peak of its
global economic, military and political power, and domestically con-
servative cultural values seemed triumphant. In 1945, the U.S. had
more than half of the world’s industrial capacity, and over the next
twenty years the average American family doubled its real income be-
cause of that economic supremacy. Until the late 1950s the U.S. faced no
serious competition in the nuclear arms race, and the CIA routinely
fixed elections and overthrew governments outside the Soviet orbit.
Rather than competitors, the Western Europeans and Japanese were
suppliants, desperate for Marshall Plan aid to rebuild their countries.
The idea of peasant guerrillas stalemating the U.S. Army would have
seemed absurd: the U.S. waged effective “counter-insurgency” in the
Philippines, as did our British allies in Kenya, Malaysia and elsewhere.
Few could imagine the rise of Ho Chi Minh, Fidel Castro, and the
“Third World.”

At home, the social order seemed unassailable, as none of the New
Left’s insurgencies were yet visible. Though segregation was clearly a
problem that was tearing at the Democratic Party as early as 1948,
hardly anyone in white America imagined that within a few years hun-
dreds of thousands would march, tens of thousands would be arrested,
and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., would become the greatest American
leader of his time. To most whites, black Americans were invisible, a
troubling side issue at best. Even harder to imagine was a feminist re-
nascence, as vast new suburbs and a flight from Depression and
wartime insecurity re-established the patriarchal nuclear family, where
husbands went to work and women raised children and kept house.
The clearest marker of the Fifties, however, was the position of homo-
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sexual men and women. Black people and women could evoke earlier
struggles and partial victories. Gays and lesbians had no such history
and barely existed as a recognized social group until after World War II,
when their presence in urban areas was seized upon as evidence of
decadence and cultural degradation. No one in America, and few gays,
could imagine that they would emerge as a recognized community
within a few decades.

The intentions of Reaganism can be summed up as restoring this
vanished world of the Fifties. Its political genius lay in evoking both
the imagined past and its chaotic coming apart, not just an argument
about what should be, but a vision of what had been, tying its destruc-
tion to Democratic liberals’ capitulation to radicalism. Over and over,
Reagan and his followers hammered away, finding specific policies and
people to blame. Indeed, this appeal to resentment first surfaced at the
1960s’ climax, in the 1968 presidential campaign when Richard Nixon
and George Wallace between them took 57 percent of the vote, with
Nixon offering a kindler, gentler version of Wallace’s racialized call for
“law and order.”

Reaganism offered three solutions to the uncertainties and change
faced by Americans in the 1970s and 1980s. First, it promised to restore
America as a dominant world power, no longer accepting military
parity with the Soviet Union, defeat at the hands of revolutionary guer-
rillas, or disrespect from NATO allies and the Japanese. Second, it pro-
moted the idea of an older moral order, based explicitly in the hetero-
sexual, patriarchal family and (slightly less openly) in the cultural
authority of white Americans. Finally, it promised to sharply limit the
federal government’s role as a re-distributor of wealth and regulator of
business—functions crucial to the legitimacy of the New Deal Order
consolidated by Franklin Roosevelt and extended by Lyndon Johnson.
The scope of these claims exceeded those of any of Reagan’s prede-
cessors. Neither FDR nor LBJ, nor Theodore Roosevelt or Woodrow
Wilson earlier, asked for a sweeping mandate to remake the nation. Un-
like Reagan, all of these presidents styled themselves progressives, and
the conservative has a great advantage in offering the familiar past
rather than an uncertain future.

To what extent did the Reagan Revolution meet its aims? Conser-
vatives still argue over that question, masking their disputes in venera-
tion of Reagan the man. That the Reagan Administration and a biparti-
san majority in Congress diminished government’s role as an agent of
social equality by shifting the focus of federal spending cannot be
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doubted. Between 1980 and 1988, spending on all domestic social pro-
grams dropped by more than a third, while military spending skyrock-
eted, to nearly half-a-trillion dollars per year (in 1999 dollars). The tax
cuts of 1981 and subsequent economic policies constituted a massive
deregulation in favor of business, which encouraged a shift in income to
the wealthy without precedent in American history. In that sense, the
Reagan Revolution was successful: it got government “off the backs of”
American capitalism, while maintaining the panoply of corporate wel-
fare via the military-industrial complex. The rich and to a lesser extent
the 20 percent of the population that Kevin Phillips designated “Upper
America” got a lot richer, the working classes and poor got a lot poorer,
and the middle classes barely hung on. By one basic measurement, the
New Deal was reversed, as the shares of national income held by the top
and bottom 20 percent of the population returned to the levels of in-
equality of the 1920s.16

It is inaccurate to claim, however, that Reaganism abolished the wel-
fare state, as “movement conservatives” had hoped. However strait-
ened, the host of liberal programs mainly lived on, either because of
wide middle-class popularity (Social Security, Medicare, the Clean Wa-
ter Act, Pell Grant college scholarships) or through stubborn resistance
by activists and their congressional allies (Legal Services, Head Start,
Food Stamps). In that sense, rather than a “revolution,” Reaganism was
one more wave of reform, in this case backwards instead of forwards.
The depths of disillusionment can be seen in Newt Gingrich’s bitter
gibe in the late 1980s that Senate Majority Leader and Republican stal-
wart Robert Dole was merely the “tax collector for the welfare state.”

If Reaganism enjoyed success at home, by reversing a half-century of
federal policy aimed at regulating capitalism, it also claimed victory in-
ternationally. Invoking a passionate anti-Communism stretching back to
the 1917 Russian Revolution, it celebrated the Soviet Union’s collapse in
1989–1991. The president and his supporters claimed all the credit, and
without doubt the arms race of the 1980s intensified the economic
strains destabilizing the Soviets, though their system had been declining
for decades, and a Democrat might just as easily have presided over
the “victory.” Yet the ambitious foreign policy of the Reagan years, in-
tended to “roll back” Communist revolution around the globe, pro-
duced numerous calamities, which threatened Reagan’s presidency and
consolidated significant domestic opposition.

For reasons ranging from geopolitical credibility to wounded impe-
rial pride, the Reaganites wanted to re-fight the Vietnam War in this
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hemisphere, making a test case of Central America. When Reagan took
office in January 1981, leftist guerrillas had taken power in Nicaragua
and threatened the military dictatorships in Guatemala and El Salvador.
Throughout the 1980s, the Reagan and Bush Administrations invested
enormous political capital in winning these proxy wars and proving
they could defeat Marxist revolutions. Ultimately, Reagan overplayed
his hand, illegally circumventing Congress and the Constitution by
funding “Contras” trying to overthrow the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua. The resulting Irangate scandal of 1986–87 tarnished Rea-
gan’s authority, and high Administration officials faced trial and con-
viction. Aid to the anti-Sandinista opposition produced a pro-U.S. gov-
ernment in Nicaragua’s 1990 elections, but the Bush Administration
was shaken by a 1989 rebel offensive in El Salvador, and deferred to a
United Nations-brokered peace settlement that ended death-squad rule
and brought the guerrillas into the political system. After a decade of
war, hundreds of thousands of civilians killed by U.S.-supported mili-
taries, and widespread protest and solidarity movements, few could
say that the Vietnam Syndrome had bit the dust.17

Nor was the Central American debacle the only major defeat in for-
eign policy. Despite their success in expanding the military-industrial
complex through expensive new weapons systems, the New Right was
hamstrung in its ability to exert force and rearrange the geopolitical or-
der. In the early 1980s, a trans-Atlantic movement for a “nuclear freeze”
made arms-control a political imperative, and it is an irony of the Cold
War that Ronald Reagan and then George Bush pushed through major
treaties with the Soviets reducing weapons of mass destruction. Despite
the desire of the U.S. Right for a “constructive engagement” with South
Africa’s anti-communist apartheid regime, the liberation struggle there
crested in the late 1980s, in large part because millions of Americans
believed they were carrying forward the civil rights movement by in-
sisting on economic sanctions that forced the Africaners to give up
power. The Reaganites did trumpet a clear win in CIA funding and di-
rection of the bloody Afghani war of resistance against Soviet occupa-
tion, but it was an odd kind of victory, consolidating an international
network of well-trained Islamic militants that came back to haunt the
United States in the late 1990s (and perhaps for the foreseeable future).

The greatest failure of Reaganism came at home, however, not in the
electoral or legislative arenas, but in the ordinary give-and-take, the
“personal politics,” of daily life and mass culture. Despite the cant of tra-
ditional morality and “family values,” American culture became more
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tolerant of difference of all kinds, more genuinely polycultural, and
more liberated (or just libertine) in its sexual mores. Even if all one did
was watch television or movies, it would be impossible to call this a
conservative era. Some scholars and conservatives have concluded
therefore that the Reagan Revolution was a sham, and that religious
and “social” conservatives were simply manipulated. The truth seems
more complex. In practical terms, the votes were simply not there for
overturning the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision legalizing abortion, or weak-
ening Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. However haltingly, peo-
ple of color, women, and gay people continued to advance as distinct
political constituencies, and the most canny conservatives recognized
this political reality. Whenever they needed reminding, the voters pro-
vided incentives, as in the sweeping repudiation of the Republican
Party by Latinos following California Governor Pete Wilson’s leader-
ship in passing a ballot initiative that sharply restricted immigrants’
rights to public services. In terms of policy-making, the New Right
could claim success for its fiscal, regulatory and economic policies,
while suffering significant defeats in its efforts to reverse the liberalism
of American culture and the official egalitarianism written into Ameri-
can society in the Sixties.

The best indicator of this failure is the focus of George W. Bush’s
campaign, from 1998 through the post-Labor Day 2000 endgame (when
it eroded Al Gore’s solid majority through relentless blandness), on
banishing the image of the Republican Party as a collection of ideologi-
cal zealots. Bush’s strategists emulated Bill Clinton’s opportunistic ma-
nipulation of multiculturalism, though relying more on gestures and
tableaux than the apparatus of patronage that kept the Democratic
Party running in the 1990s. Thus radical intellectuals were blind to the
central role of Colin Powell’s speech to the July 2000 Republican Con-
vention, and the insistence on giving the podium to the one openly gay
Republican congressperson, Jim Kolbe of Arizona, while Pat Robertson,
Pat Buchanan, James Dobson, Bob Barr, Newt Gingrich and other heroes
of the hard Right were put out of sight. It may be a bitter pill to call
“compassionate conservatism” a tribute to the Left, but that is the prac-
tical reality of U.S. politics.

Interpreting the New Right

The best-known account of Reaganism focuses not on where it came
from, but what it did: Kevin Phillips’ The Politics of Rich and Poor: Wealth
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and the American Electorate in the Reagan Aftermath. The former Republi-
can strategist charts the extent to which Reaganism succeeded in elimi-
nating taxes and regulations upon the very wealthiest in American so-
ciety, and the extent to which the top ten percent of Americans profited
during the 1980s because of the speculative fever instigated by right-
wing resurgence. Phillips’s arguments became foundational for every-
thing written about the rise of the Right, since he demonstrated irre-
futably the probusiness perspective that drives conservativism. But
Phillips had little to say about the movements that placed Reagan in
power, or the complex ideologies regarding race, gender, culture, sexual
morality, and the world that drove those movements. His is a balance-
sheet, bottom-line traditional kind of muckraking about results rather
than causes.

Godfrey Hodgson’s The World Turned Right Side Up: A History of the
Conservative Ascendancy in America offers the “movement” perspective of
the New Right’s rise.18 Hodgson focuses on how disparate streams of
conservative thought, from antistatist libertarianism to Burkean social
conservatism, fused in the 1950s and 1960s into a simple, effective elec-
toral message. His willingness to take conservatives seriously as ra-
tional political actors rather than provincial reactionaries makes the
book very useful. But he ignores the rawer, antidemocratic aspects of the
U.S. Right—its deep roots in northern (especially Midwestern) nativism
and antisemitism and the southern commitment to white supremacy.
Leaving the hard Right out of the story of conservatism is equivalent to
leaving Communists and other leftists out of the New Deal, or confining
the story of the black freedom struggle to Dr. King while pretending
Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael did not exist. It misses the impor-
tance of uncompromising militancy in redefining the terms of debate.

Thomas Byrne Edsall’s account in Chain Reaction: The Impact of Race,
Rights, and Taxes on American Politics is similar to Hodgson’s in positing
that the Right rose to power through a process of accretion, layering
constituencies into a working electoral majority.19 But Edsall puts Dem-
ocratic Party radical liberalism at the center. In his view, the Democrats’
errors are the cause of conservative resurgence because, since the 1960s,
Democrats have stepped away from an inclusive politics based on class
interests and taken the side of various minorities, particularly black
people, against the interests of working-class white Americans. Identi-
fying themselves with racial minorities, feminists, gays, and antiwar ac-
tivists, says Edsall, the Democrats destroyed the New Deal’s electoral
majority and handed power to a “top-down coalition” of conservatives.
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There is an overriding problem with Hodgson and Edsall, located in
their evasion of the centrality of race to U.S. politics. Hodgson does not
see how racialized fears inform nearly all organizing on the Right, per-
haps because since the 1970s these fears are conveyed in a “code”
(crime, drugs, immorality, shiftlessness, and so on versus traditional or
“American” values). Edsall’s version is superior to Hodgson’s because
race dominates his narrative, as the wedge breaking up the New Deal
coalition in which whites and blacks had submerged their differences.
But Edsall matches Hodgson in his inability to acknowledge the depth
of racism among white people, including the working-class “Reagan
Democrats” whom he considers the lost protagonists of U.S. politics.
This myopia is clearly delineated in each author’s assertion that north-
ern whites supported equality for blacks until the supposed excesses of
black militants frightened them away. The unavoidable conclusion is
that, however laudable morally, the Democratic Party’s association
with the civil rights movement was a political disaster—and should have
been avoided.

Recent studies provide useful foils to the conventional narratives just
described, showing that the roots of the Right’s resurgence go back
much further, to the early Cold War years—long before the emergence
of civil rights, black power, Vietnam, women’s liberation, gay rights,
and other radical causes commonly cited as provoking a conservative
reaction. Each of these books also shares a common taproot in the
recognition that whiteness itself (as fear, as pride, as a cross-ethnic
“Americanism”) was a basic organizing principle for right-wing politics.

The starting place for conservative politics as a postwar social move-
ment is the career of George Corley Wallace, the charismatic southern
Democrat who was governor of Alabama and a four-time presidential
candidate (running in the Democratic primaries in 1964, 1972, and 1976,
and as an Independent in the general election in 1968). Dan Carter’s re-
cent biography examines his enormous influence on both Democrats
and Republicans.20 By demonstrating the nationwide appeal of a mes-
sage that combines anti-elite and racist sentiments, Wallace inserted a
new dynamic. He broke the mold, and in his wake followed Richard
Nixon, Ronald Reagan, Newt Gingrich, and a host of others repeating
the same message in quieter tones.

Carter’s insistence on the centrality of unreconstructed white su-
premacism among white Southerners and others is complemented by
Sara Diamond’s Roads to Dominion: Right-Wing Movements and Political
Power in the United States, which makes a striking contrast to Hodgson’s
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book covering the same period.21 Though he gingerly covered the John
Birch Society, Hodgson ignored the web of profascist and extremist
groups that dated from World War II and persisted into the postwar
era, forming the infrastructure of Wallace’s campaigns. The anti-Semite
Willis Carto’s Liberty Lobby, the constellation of Ku Klux Klan groups,
and the proliferating “Christian Identity” networks, with their violent
offshoots like the Aryan Nation and the so-called “militias,” are all care-
fully examined by Diamond.

Two major studies of the Barry Goldwater phenomenon show how
the New Right incubated outside the traditional Deep South, in the
“old America” of the Midwest and the nouveau southwestern terrain
later dubbed the Sunbelt. Rick Perlstein’s definitive biography of the
Arizona senator places his movement’s extraordinary takeover of the
Republican Party between 1959 and 1964 into a larger cultural con-
text that stretches back to the New Deal, while Lisa McGirr’s study of
Orange County, California’s “suburban warriors” is the first in-depth
study of “movement conservatives” in their natural social location, the
postwar suburbs.22

A notable revision of conservatism’s rise is Thomas Sugrue’s The Ori-
gins of the Urban Crisis.23 Until Sugrue, scholars of the northern, white
working and lower-middle classes assumed that racial anger expressed
electorally was a distinctive feature of the late 1960s on, a response to
the civil rights movement. Sugrue turns this hypothesis on its head. In
Detroit, the heartland of blue-collar politics in the 1930s and 1940s via
the United Auto Workers, white aggression against black assertions of
equality surfaced violently during World War II and increased steadily
throughout the postwar era. Focused on the issue of “open housing,” it
spawned a massive movement, recruiting thousands of whites into
homeowners’ associations and electing a mayor committed to protect-
ing white privilege. Year after year, organized mobs protected racial
turf by driving out new black residents with little police intervention.

If white working-class communities shared and acted on a fear and
hatred of blacks before the civil rights movement, then the New Deal
was founded not on common interests but on black submission and
was inherently fragile. The sad story of Detroit also explains what white
politicians and journalists have long proclaimed irrational: the insur-
rections that shook northern African American “ghettoes” just as the
civil rights movement reached its peak of influence between 1964 and
1968. Just when blacks had the greatest sympathy from white America,
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goes the story, they threw it all away by burning and looting and fol-
lowing “extremists” like the Black Panther Party. Sugrue shows how
decades of “white flight,” continued residential segregation, acute hous-
ing shortages for African Americans, and deindustrialization—remov-
ing the unionized factory jobs that provided black men a route to secu-
rity—made cities like Detroit into tinderboxes of mutual resentment.
Certainly, the Great Society and practical assertions of black power mat-
tered, especially the breakthroughs in black electoral representation,
but these were not catalysts of legitimate white resentment against a
loss of status (as Edsall, Jonathan Rieder, and others argue) but rather
the latest stages in an explicitly racial war for urban control in which
whites were the aggressors.

The White Party

Taken together, this historiography suggests that the conservative tri-
umphs after 1980 are the product of a long germination, rather than a re-
sponse to immediate conditions. Looking back over modern America
since the Civil War, it is clear that the preservation of white privilege is
a defining resentment knitting together disparate classes, ethnicities,
and regions. This requires overturning the shibboleth that the “liberal”
New Deal smashed traditional conservatism, and only periodic appeals
to crude anticommunism combined with the liberal Republicanism
championed by figures like Thomas Dewey, Dwight Eisenhower, and
Nelson Rockefeller allowed the Republicans to maintain electoral power
after World War II. The New Deal itself, as a Democratic Party–led coalition,
contained within it the core ultraconservative constituency of twentieth-cen-
tury U.S. politics—the white supremacist voters and political apparatus of the
South. They briefly went along with the activist national state and radi-
cal reforms of the 1930s because of dire economic necessity, as long as
their regional power was unchallenged. Once postwar prosperity took
hold, the Democrats were forced to confront their contradictions be-
cause of pressure from the emerging bloc of northern black voters.
From 1948 to 1964, in fits and starts and motivated by a potentially
crippling black swing to the Republicans, the Democrats gave up their
historic identity as a “white man’s party.” In response, the solid South
began a long migration that over time birthed a new conservative coali-
tion, built from a southern base and using “southern” methods of cross-
class racial mobilization. In 1948, Mississippi governor Fielding Wright
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led his state’s delegation out of the Democratic National Convention
when a pro–civil rights plank was adopted. The Mississippians organ-
ized their own convention, never acknowledging they had bolted the
party, and ran South Carolina governor Strom Thurmond as a “states
rights Democrat” (or “Dixiecrat”). He carried the four states where he
was listed as the official Democratic candidate, a premonition of the
New Right to come decades later, as the South moved into the Republi-
can column.

By itself, however, the possible defection of southern Democrats did
not guarantee a new conservative alignment. Northern Republicans
had a deep antipathy to associating with the Confederacy’s heirs (and
vice versa). The historic identification as the “party of Lincoln” still
meant something, not primarily as a commitment to black equality—
though until 1965, northern Republicans joined Democrats in biparti-
san support for civil rights bills, and the twentieth century’s first African
American senator was Massachusetts Republican Edward Brooke,
elected in 1966—but because of inherited sectional hostility. The white
South stood for backwardness, corruption, ignorance, and lawlessness.
Therefore a central concern of New Right operatives, the little-known
professionals who infiltrated the Republican Party in the 1960s, was
reconciling the historic division between conservative constituencies.24

In the postwar era, there were two regionally defined right-wing voting
blocs: segregationists defending their white supremacist fortress, and
traditional Midwesterners who anchored the Republican Party but did
not control it, losing out every four years in the presidential selection
process to the “eastern establishment” identified with Wall Street and
elitist liberalism, personified in the 1960s by New York governor Nelson
Rockefeller. Assembling a new majority required moving all of these
natural allies into a single ideological home, breaking down the tradi-
tional overlap of liberals and conservatives spread across both parties.

The Goldwater presidential campaign of 1959–64 was a failed at-
tempt at this new conservative coalition. Goldwater as a “man of the
West” could transcend old regional and partisan divisions, it was
hoped. He repudiated the New Deal but in language that suggested a
newfangled individualism, not just old-fashioned fiscal probity. The
core of Goldwater’s message was not racial but political: anticommu-
nism married to antistatism as a holy cause. During the Fifties, this was
the creed that drew together the scattered fragments of intellectual con-
servatism, especially the cadre of polemicists, fundraisers, and organiz-
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ers around William F. Buckley’s skillfully edited National Review. For a
moment, it seemed the ghosts of Herbert Hoover and the Great De-
pression were finally banished.

But the Goldwaterites’ commitment to stopping the Soviet threat ob-
scures the base of this “new” conservative movement. In 1964, when
Lyndon Johnson monopolized the political center and claimed the alle-
giance of the liberal Left, the only states where Goldwater won a ma-
jority (other than Arizona) were in the deepest South, Democratic since
the 1870s. Commentators claimed this proved Goldwater’s irrelevance,
but it portended a fundamental shift in voter alignments: Every Demo-
cratic president and congressional majority for a hundred years relied
on the “solid” white South. If the GOP could take Dixie, all standard
electoral calculations were off. Republican losses in 1964 could be made
up, as the party rebounded spectacularly in 1966, but the Democrats,
now defined as the party of racial liberalism, had lost their historic base.
From 1964 through the present, conservatism’s rise has been a three-
pronged offensive anchored by the politics and ethos of southern white-
ness. First, whole sections of the old Democratic Party machines that
controlled the South turned Republican. Second, among the Republi-
cans, a bureaucratic contest festered to move the party to the Right and
southward, depriving the northeastern moderates of power. Finally, a
series of single-issue movements have been recruited into the Republi-
can Party, mainly via a politicized evangelical Protestantism spreading
nationwide from southern bases.

This summary raises an obvious point: The conservative ascendance
is really the story of the Republicans more than a narrative of social
movements. Why? From the beginning, conservative activists have fo-
cused on winning elections and controlling government machinery, not
as a means to an end, but as the end. The labor movement of the 1930s
wanted to change conditions on the factory floor and even democratize
capitalism itself, seeing government as a vehicle. The civil rights move-
ment of the 1960s wanted black people to live with dignity and the ba-
sic rights of U.S. citizens and needed federal power to make it happen.
The New Right was different and more revolutionary—from the first it
wanted to control government so as to determine the course of U.S. so-
ciety.

The internal Republican battle is the least visible aspect of this story.
The party has existed since 1854. A conscious attempt to take it over, us-
ing ex-Democrats, caused much bitterness. The conservatives had their
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own resentments, stemming from the repeated denial of the presidential
nomination from 1940 to 1952 to their standard bearer, Ohio senator
Robert Taft (“Mr. Conservative”), in favor of Wendell Wilkie, Thomas
Dewey, and Dwight Eisenhower. The public refusal of many northeast-
ern GOP leaders to support Goldwater after he won the nomination in
1964 set off a blood feud. By the late 1990s, liberal Republicans in Con-
gress could be counted on the fingers of one hand: Representatives
Connie Morella of Maryland and Jim Leach of Iowa, perhaps a few oth-
ers. Vermont senator James Jeffords’s defection in 2001 to “independ-
ent” status signaled the probable extinction of this wing of the Grand
Old Party.

The intraparty war for survival was complicated by Richard Nixon’s
presidency. Nixon’s willingness to implement liberal social policies
while using Vice President Spiro Agnew as a mouthpiece for right-wing
sentiments confused conservatives and slowed their coalescence, and of
course the Watergate affair hurt the Republicans badly. But Nixon ad-
vanced the Right’s long-term interests by narrowly winning in 1968
and sweeping to reelection in 1972 through a “southern strategy,” using
calculated appeals to white southerners to leave their Democratic
home. This plan included two failed attempts to put segregationists on
the Supreme Court (he knew they would lose but relished the symbolic
political gain), a go-slow policy on school desegregation, and demon-
strative opposition to busing, the main racial issue of the 1970s. Nixon
paved the way for the ascendance of conservative Republicans in that
pivotal decade, as Ronald Reagan moved from the Sunbelt fringe to be-
come the central party leader, and abortion became a key political litmus
test. A host of movements surged to block the Equal Rights Amend-
ment, defeat local ordinances banning discrimination against gays, and
advance aid to anticommunists abroad. The evangelical renaissance
among white Protestants gathered force; hundreds of new religious
television and radio stations went on the air. Building on all of these el-
ements, a self-conscious “New Right” announced itself. As Goldwater
veterans, they nursed skills and grudges and pioneered the techniques
of mass mobilization and direct-mail fund-raising that put the liberal
mainstream on the defensive. Between 1978 and 1980, New Rightists
defeated a host of senior liberal Democrats in Congress through gut-
level political attacks, sending shock waves through the bipartisan es-
tablishment. In 1980, they helped elect a president. Ever since, they
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have operated as a permanent insurgency, never achieving total con-
trol of the GOP but forcing it sharply to the right. Only the threat of
repudiation by centrist voters—as in President Bush’s stunning 1992
loss—kept the Republicans from complete co-optation by “movement
conservatives.”

A party-centered narrative of right-wing politics misses major devel-
opments. The “pro-life” movement, for instance, is certainly more than
a tool of Republican politicians. Based in Catholic and fundamentalist
Protestant infrastructures, it is an unlikely alliance between historical
adversaries committed to maintaining the patriarchal family based on
women’s chastity and service. Few scholars have yet investigated this
powerful movement’s relationship to partisan politics, so we are left
with the evidence of its effects. As recently as the late 1970s, major Re-
publicans endorsed “family planning” and supported Planned Parent-
hood. By the 1990s, no Republican aspiring to national office would
publicly identify with a pro-abortion organization, outside of scattered
urban areas. The shift in a once pluralist party can be extended to other
areas. Northeastern Republican senators like New York’s Jacob Javits
and Maryland’s Charles Matthias were leaders in passing legislation to
end discrimination and protect black voters. Even Midwestern conser-
vative Robert Dole helped extend the Voting Rights Act during the Rea-
gan years in alliance with liberal bogeyman Ted Kennedy. Nowadays, it
hard to imagine a senior Republican corralling votes to extend basic
constitutional protections to people of color when a pro-Confederate
rightist with a record of opposing desegregation, Missouri’s John Ash-
croft, was approved as attorney general in January 2001 by a solid bloc
of Republican votes.

That the past three decades have seen the rise of a technologically ad-
vanced, diversified right-wing political coalition is not in doubt. The
source of its dynamism, however, is much less understood. Hard as it is
for both liberals and leftists to believe, the Right sees itself as perma-
nently beleaguered. Though often manipulated for purposes of fund-
raising and mobilizing, conservatives share a worldview of moral, fa-
milial, and national (or imperial) collapse abetted by an organized Left.
From their perspective, this view of the United States after Vietnam, af-
ter Roe v. Wade, after black power and gay liberation, makes total sense.
Therefore, to understand the Right requires understanding the equally
entrenched brand of progressive politics within the structure of parties
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and interests. Acknowledging this balance of power means letting go of
the Left’s myths of heroic marginalization but brings us closer to an ac-
curate picture of U.S. politics and society since the 1960s.

Radical Liberalism and the Balance of Power

With this tracing of the outlines of the New Right, one fact must be un-
derlined. What has unified conservative forces, from 1972 to 2002, is the
conviction that they face a formidable enemy—a tide that threatens the
home, the school, the workplace, the church, and even the armed forces.
They give various names to this ideological and social force, from “rad-
ical liberalism” in the 1970s (the most accurate description) to “San
Francisco Democrats” in the 1980s (in Jeanne Kirkpatrick’s formulation
at the 1984 Republican Convention), to “McGovernism” in the 1990s, as
when Newt Gingrich labeled the Clintons “McGoverniks.” Most often,
conservative activists have painted with the broadest brush, using the
terms “liberals” and “the Left” interchangeably, to sow confusion.

Many self-described radicals ignore the Right’s tendency to conflate
different stances, as if Bill Clinton and Jesse Jackson (or Al Gore and
Ralph Nader) were on the same team. But this deliberate mystification,
whatever its intended purposes, points to a truth hidden in plain sight.
Conservatives have never believed that the New Left died, or that their own as-
cendance was predetermined. To them, the social movements of the Sixties,
from black power to women’s and gay liberation to the antiwar coalition, sur-
vived and prospered in the 1980s and 1990s, with disastrous results. In this
conviction, they are closer to grasping the main currents of U.S. politics than
are most on the Left.

To understand why the New Right often is the greatest booster of
“the Left,” we must turn to outlining radicalism’s contours since the
1960s. We begin by looking at the two definitions of the Left in U.S. pol-
itics over the past generation. When conservatives use the term, they
mean, first, the solidly social-democratic voters of black America, who
often function as a party within the Democratic Party. Second, they
mean the militant sectors of the labor movement: those unions that rep-
resent public employees and service workers, and what remains of the
old industrial union powerhouses like the United Auto Workers. That
the AFL-CIO and the National Education Association deploy the coun-
try’s most effective voter-mobilization operations guarantees that con-
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servatives have something to fear on Election Day. Finally, the Right
uses “the Left” most broadly to describe the host of well-funded organ-
izations that deal with reproductive and civil rights, environmental and
consumer protection, and social justice, plus their congressional allies in
the Democrats’ “progressive” wing.

Conversely, when most scholars (and leftists) talk about “the Left” in
recent America, they decry its decline from the halcyon past of Debsian
socialism in the 1910s, the Communist-led Popular Front in the 1930s, or
the New Left’s “beloved community” in the 1960s. It is an article of
faith among radicals that they are a tiny minority ignored by the vast
majority. To keep asserting this, they have to minimize the weight of the
actually existing Left of blacks, labor, feminists, gays, and environmen-
talists. The earlier schema is dismissed as mere “liberalism” yoked to the
Democratic Party, without ideological coherence. There is a clear con-
tradiction between these two views, and the Right’s version is consid-
erably more accurate. The least-told story of U.S. history in the late
twentieth century is how the social movements of the Sixties institu-
tionalized themselves, as documented by the essays in this book: a pat-
tern of irreversible democratization of political and personal life over
three decades—the “new democratic order” of this essay’s title.

Am I suggesting that the NAACP, the National Organization for
Women, Planned Parenthood, the AFL-CIO, the National Abortion and
Reproductive Rights Action League, the League of Conservation Voters,
the Sierra Club, the Human Rights Campaign Fund, the National Coun-
cil of La Raza, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the American
Civil Liberties Union, People for the American Way, Handgun Control,
Greenpeace, the American Friends Service Committee, the Public Inter-
est Research Groups (PIRGs), Amnesty International, the Association
of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), and the Chil-
dren’s Defense Fund (to list only some of the best-known organizations
denoted as “liberal,” “leftwing,” or “progressive”) constitute the Left in
U.S. politics? Yes and no. Certainly, these are the institutions defending
the gains staked out by the New Left between 1964 and 1976 and ex-
panded since then. Among them, they have millions of supporters,
many of whom not only support a “single issue” but also share a larger
commitment to civil and human rights for all people, women’s rights to
control their own bodies, the preservation of the natural world from
corporate despoliation, social justice for working people and the poor,
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and opposition to militarism. However hedged with qualifications,
these overlapping constituencies constitute the Left in U.S. politics, the
“radical liberalism” that so enrages the Right.

What conservatives miss, though, is that the combination of profes-
sionalized national advocacy groups with urban black, feminist, gay,
and labor voters is only one expression of progressive politics in Post-
modern America. Space precludes a thorough analysis of the patch-
work of the residual past and emerging future that constitutes the cur-
rent Left. The crucial distinction is between “national” and “local,”
since many of the national advocacy groups have a limited relationship
to grassroots activism. Anyone familiar with progressive organizing
knows there exists more openly radical layers of activism at the city
and county level, focused on issues like police brutality, immigrant
rights, environmental racism, the death penalty, sweatshops, corporate
globalization, and abortion clinic defense. Many activists commute be-
tween the “national” and the “local,” as the grassroots is where organ-
izers usually begin before moving on to national offices. Often, the 
two spheres remain separate, because of the name recognition and 
clout among press, policy makers, and the public reserved for the long-
established national organizations. During the November 1999 protests
against the World Trade Organization in Seattle, one could see the ex-
plosive consequences when radicals, from nuns to students, converged
with the institutional Left, represented by John Sweeney of the AFL-
CIO and Carl Pope of the Sierra Club.

Of course, this brief narrative leaves out much, like the dozens of
Jobs with Justice coalitions and “living wage” campaigns, and attempts
to build viable electoral formations outside of the Democrats like the
New, Labor, and Green Parties. And over the past generation the Left
has had a third leg: its influence in sectors of higher education, where
many social science and humanities disciplines are led by scholars who
identify publicly with the Left. The goal of demonizing the academic
Left, with its access to institutional resources and the minds of millions
of young Americans, underlay the 1990s campaign against “political
correctness.” But the general population at least knows about the exis-
tence of the academic Left, if only through the age-old stereotype of
“bearded professors” and indictments of “tenured radicals” by neocon-
servative academicians like Roger Kimball. Less visible but ultimately
more consequential are the thousands of progressive churches and
other places of worship, including the “mainline” Protestant denomi-
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nations (Methodist, United Church of Christ, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
Episcopal, and others), a significant number of Catholic parishes, many
synagogues, and, of course, the “peace churches” (Friends, Church of
the Brethren, and Mennonites). In large parts of rural and suburban
America, they are the Left, the voices for tolerance, social justice, and op-
position to war.

Despite claims of conservative dominance, solid support for core
progressive issues should not require demonstrating. As one example,
to counteract the voter mobilization by groups like the Christian Coali-
tion, a systematic effort began in 1994 to combine statewide “voter
files” of progressives, merging into one database the memberships of re-
lated organizations for lobbying and get-out-the-vote drives. This proj-
ect was initiated by the League of Conservation Voters in the environ-
mental community and largely funded by Ted Turner. It moved to the
national level during 1999 and 2000, after successful coalitions were
built in almost thirty states, generating a voter file with more than three
million names. Before the 2000 election, Turner funded a similar effort
by feminist organizations that rapidly assembled more than two million
pro-choice women voters.

The larger question is the extent to which single-issue commitments
overlap: Are “pro-environment” voters generally “pro-choice”? Are the
latter supporters of gay and lesbian rights? Do commitments to civil
liberties extend to support for trade unions or global human rights?
Certainly, most progressive organizations see themselves as mining the
same seam, bartering membership lists for fund-raising appeals, draw-
ing on the same celebrity endorsements, and supporting the same can-
didates for office. Locally, there is considerable overlap and mutual aid.
Whether their constituencies identify as a larger “progressive” sector
of society is less clear. This possibility has never been adequately tested
and may never be, given the frozen quality of the current standoff, rem-
iniscent of the Gilded Age when Democrats and Republicans sparred
ritually over the bloody shirts of partisan interest.

Radicalism’s post-Sixties segmentation should not be seen, however,
as the conscious preference of the current and former activists, self-
identified “liberals,” and less ideological single-issue supporters that
back the major progressive groups. That would constitute blaming the
victim—the error of those writers who attack the supposed divisive-
ness of “identity politics.” Rather, the dispersed, pluralist Left is the re-
sult of how U.S. politics function after the decline of the political parties
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and voting since 1945. To effect legislation, garner any notice from a
cynical press, and build anything lasting, the Left must operate by the
rules of interest-group politics. Since the 1960s, that engagement with
the terms of power has moved radical causes far away from left-wing
modes of operation and traditions of confrontation.25

A chief reason it is hard to recognize the progressive “communities”
as an extension of the New Left is their reliance on carefully focused dis-
courses (“choice” rather than “liberation”), with funding from wealthy
individuals via private foundations, and a larger mass of middle-class
professional/technical workers giving small donations. The core na-
tional organizations (and hundreds of others lesser known but similar)
are almost all centralized entities run by a full-time professional staff.
They rarely relate to explicitly radical groups. Only a few of the oldest,
like the NAACP and the Sierra Club, maintain traditional volunteer-
based local structures at city, congressional district, and state levels.
Many operate solely as “national” organizations—sophisticated fund-
raising machines that undergird communications and legislative
“shops” inside the Beltway, and electoral arms devoted to “issue advo-
cacy” aimed at forcing candidates to bend to their wills.26 Most are tied
to the Democratic Party and give short shrift to overturning the closed
two-party system through a “multi-issue” challenge to structures of
privilege. One need only cite the anger expressed by the leaders of most
progressive groups regarding Ralph Nader’s candidacy in 2000, and
their attempts to suppress that effort.

This is not an indictment. The single-issue progressive phalanx is not
corrupt, accommodationist, or insufficiently radical. When fewer and
fewer people will devote time as volunteers to building organizations
from the bottom up, there are few recourses for activists who seek to ad-
vance a particular cause. To defend the hard-won legal and social gains
of the 1960s and 1970s—and “defense” is the main mode of activism—
the only option is to professionalize via highly rationalized fundraising
apparatuses that will produce money sufficient to support a competent
lobbying, communications, and field staff. In terms of the oppositional
militancy associated with the Left, it is hard to see this trend as part of
the radical tradition—but it is. Can one imagine a NARAL (National
Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League) or Sierra Club field
organizer dragged off a soapbox and threatened with lynching, or board
members in these organizations hiding an escaped slave, or PIRG can-
vassers confronting U.S. Steel or Ford goons outside a plant gate? Per-
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haps not, but they must confront the challenges that exist now, rather
than the enemies of the past. The state violence, paramilitary gangs, le-
gal injunctions, and blacklisting once routinely endured by radical agi-
tators are no longer legally acceptable, and that marks a sea change in
U.S. history. As a recent development, we should celebrate that legal-
ization and “pacification” of political struggle, rather than bemoan it in
favor of the repression and resistance of the past.

The array of progressive issue constituencies and organizations are
necessary but not sufficient to defining the Left in Postmodern America,
but it is with these organizations and constituencies that we must start.
Otherwise, we are reduced to artificial distinctions between radical
goals, like full equality for gay men and women, including the civil pro-
tections of marriage, versus militant means, such as disrupting a service
at a church espousing homophobic policies. Propelled by grassroots or-
ganizers with high expectations, the progressive establishment contin-
ues to pursue radical goals: Anyone who thinks that civil rights for
homosexuals, a woman’s right to control her own body, or public con-
trol over the natural environment are “mainstreamed” liberal issues is
not paying attention or inhabits one of the bicoastal enclaves like
Boston, New York, the Bay Area, Los Angeles, or Seattle, where much of
radicalism is now conventional wisdom.

One more analogy sums up the role of progressives today: Since the
1960s the Left has gradually reclaimed the role it played in earlier peri-
ods, specifically the Popular Front of the 1930s and 1940s, when an ar-
ray of well-established institutions, from the Congress of Industrial Or-
ganizations to the National Negro Congress to myriad peace, youth,
women’s and ethnic groups were vital to the ascendance of the New
Deal coalition. Then, as now, no one could claim that the Left runs the
Democratic Party. Progressives and radicals remain both indispensable
and subordinate within a larger center-left political bloc, a difficult po-
sition to maintain and one that is constantly renegotiated, especially
since “New Democrats” associated with the Democratic Leadership
Council, like Bill Clinton and Al Gore, began working in the later 1980s
to limit the power of progressives within the party. But the ascendance
of Clintonism also included the cold-eyed recognition that Democratic
electoral victories required the all-out mobilization of constituencies
(African Americans, feminists, gays and lesbians, committed labor vot-
ers, environmentalists) who remain firmly on the Left. Early in the
twenty-first century, the paradox only intensifies. The Democrats have
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programmatically lost their bearings, scared of the Republicans and
holding desperately to a mythical “vital center.” They rely on the Left
but run away from it. How long this alliance of convenience can persist
is an open question.

How do the essays in this collection contribute to our understanding
of the complex “war of position” characterizing U.S. politics and culture
since the 1970s? They illuminate a vast field of change by what I denote,
with deliberate ambiguity, as either a post–New Left or a radicalized
liberalism.

First, there is the field of memory and representation, where conser-
vatives are sharply aware of their inability to reestablish the moral order.
Several essays bring into relief the impact of Sixties movements upon
the most visible aspects of public culture. The contrast between mass-
market movies and federally funded history exhibits underlines the
ubiquity of cultural shifts. In quite different essays, our contributors
demonstrate that addressing U.S. history on other than triumphalistic
terms has radical implications. First, in “The Movement Inside: BBS
Films and the Cultural Left in the New Hollywood,” Andrew Schroeder
explores how the independent filmmaker Bert Schneider and his co-
horts built upon their 1969 hit Easy Rider to change the Hollywood stu-
dio system and inaugurate a vastly expanded space for socially critical
films seeking a mass market. In their joint essay “Holding the Rock:
The ‘Indianization’ of Alcatraz Island, 1969–1999,” Tina Loo and Car-
olyn Strange explore the history of the ex-prison museum-island of Al-
catraz, popular because of its movie-made associations, where Park
Service personnel have worked to incorporate the 1969 Native Ameri-
can occupation, one of the New Left’s signature confrontations, into a
genuinely multicultural narrative. Future studies will undoubtedly ex-
pand this investigation of democratized cultural production to other
areas of public life and entertainment—television, radio, parades, cere-
monial gatherings, conventions and funerals, monuments, religious in-
stitutions, eating and drinking, neighborhoods and streets and parks,
and, most obviously, popular music and the rise of the web.

Turning to how the Sixties inflect recent politics, it is difficult to assert
which wing of the New Left had the greatest impact, since so much
changed so fast. Yet it seems indisputable that, just as gender cuts across
the most intimate tissues of society, so the effects of second-wave femi-
nism are the most pervasive, regardless of class, racial, or ethnic posi-
tion. As Sara Evans demonstrates in “Beyond Declension: Feminist Rad-
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icalism in the 1970s and 1980s,” the women’s movement not only be-
came a permanent presence, but also maintained its radical edge.
Evans’s argument is complemented by two other essays. In “Taking
Over Domestic Space: The Battered Women’s Movement and Public
Protest,” Anna Enke shows how one of the first women’s shelters,
founded in Minneapolis during the 1970s, managed class and cultural
antagonisms among women and the resistance of municipal authorities
to provoke basic changes in public policy that curtailed the male pre-
rogative of physical abuse. Looking at this same transitional moment,
Natasha Zaretsky argues in “In the Name of Austerity: Middle-Class
Consumption and the OPEC Oil Embargo of 1973–1974,” that the new
gendering of politics had sweeping effects during the energy crisis,
which seemed to augur permanent declines in both the nation’s politi-
cal economy and the myth of family harmony. Zaretsky probes how
gender concerns intruded into conventional politics, surfacing in coded
references to women’s liberation as the cause of disorder.

Another take on how post-Sixties social movements changed the
body politic can be found in a third set of essays, also concerned with
gender and sexuality. In “Fabulous Politics: Gay, Lesbian and Queer
Movements, 1969–1999,” Jeffrey Escoffier analyzes “the identitarian mo-
ment” in gay and lesbian life and politics. He argues that once gay lib-
eration with its utopian universalism declined, a more particularistic,
ethnic-group politics was the practical option, but one containing inher-
ent limitations. Christopher Capozzola’s “A Very American Epidemic:
Memory Politics and Identity Politics in the AIDS Memorial Quilt,
1985–1993” looks at one of the most successful campaigns for gay dig-
nity, the quilt project that spread nationwide during the 1980s, incorpo-
rating large parts of Middle America otherwise hostile to gay people.
Finally, Kitty Krupat’s semi-autobiographical essay, “Out of Labor’s
Dark Age: Sexual Politics Comes to the Workplace,” looks at being “out”
on the job, and the resulting requirement for traditional union structures
to defend gays against discrimination. She shows how committed trade
unionists in a progressive New York union stretched over time to un-
derstand this new discourse, while gay activists became an explicit in-
terest group within labor, leading to a formal commitment to gay rights
by the new AFL-CIO leadership in the 1990s.

Krupat’s essay points to one of the least understood shifts of recent
decades—the rise of a new social unionism opposed to the hierarchical,
Cold War–oriented conservatives who ran U.S. labor in the post-1945
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era. Her analysis of the accrual of reform forces shows that the 1995
election of John Sweeney as AFL-CIO president was no sudden coup
but the culmination of a long effort. In this context, co-editor Richard
Moser’s study, “Autoworkers at Lordstown: Workplace Democracy
and American Citizenship,” demonstrates the potency of working-class
solidarity at a time of supposed class collaboration and gives the lie to
those who have written off the labor movement.

The remaining essays each illustrate a major development of the
postmodern, post-Vietnam era. In “Unpacking the Vietnam Syndrome:
The Coup in Chile and the Rise of Popular Anti-Interventionism,” I
look at the mid-1970s transition from Vietnam-era protest to the more
enduring brand of resistance that made life difficult for Washington
policy makers during subsequent decades, especially when they at-
tempted to reimpose an imperial order in Latin America. Andrew Fef-
fer’s essay, “The Land Belongs to the People: Reframing Urban Protest
in Post-Sixties Philadelphia,” explores a central shift in electoral dy-
namics: a new urban majority politics based on an energized black elec-
torate. Focusing on Philadelphia in the late 1970s, Feffer examines po-
litical conflict over housing and municipal space in which the militants,
putatively outside the system, included the man who would be elected
mayor two decades later, John Street. His essay constitutes an ethnog-
raphy of black power in action, the sort of local study that is sorely
needed. James Livingston’s “Cartoon Politics: The Case of the Pur-
loined Parents” forces us to take seriously the complicated narrative
substructure of some of the biggest movie hits in recent years, the new-
style Disney movies The Little Mermaid and Toy Story. Livingston dem-
onstrates the sophistication and political depth of these films, which go
well beyond cartoon stereotypes of “feminism.” Eliot Katz concludes
our volume with “At the End of the Century.” Balancing the elegiac
with the prophetic, his poem surveys the century’s tragedies but finds in
jazz music and social movements metaphors for hope that “sometime
. . . our sketches will come to life.”

An astute reader will quickly grasp all the possible topics this col-
lection does not address. A few bear particular watching. First, respect-
ful attention should be paid to the phenomena grouped under the
heading New Age, including organic food production and consump-
tion, alternative medicine, and the search for spirituality. Second, the
“social movement” character of right-wing insurgency needs attention,
as groups from Operation Rescue to the Christian Coalition mimic the
rights-centered discourse (and sometimes the protest tactics) associated
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with the Left. Third, while I have just sketched the structural character-
istics of progressive, left, and liberal organizing since the Sixties, such as
the reliance on fund-raising rather than old-style membership building,
we need historians prepared to grapple with this history. Journalists
and therefore the “political public” know the New Right expanded its
power outside of traditional Republican politics via innovative direct-
mail operations led by Richard Viguerie and others in the 1970s, build-
ing new donor bases in the millions (for Jesse Helms’s Congressional
Club originally, and then for many other organizations). But many en-
gaged liberal and radical intellectuals are ignorant of the parallel tech-
nological breakthrough that built the post–New Left political machines
like Greenpeace, Citizen Action, and the PIRGs: door-to-door canvasses
that recruited millions of small donors, at the same time training hun-
dreds of new organizers every year (how to compress a salient political
argument into a simple short message; how to ask for money without
fumbling).

Finally, even in terms of this collection’s specific focus—politics and
culture since the Sixties that fall outside the shibboleths about “the 
rise of the Right”—we have not addressed continuing activism among
Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, and other Latinos/Latinas in the United States;
the politics of the Asian American community; the roiling “sex wars”
that have swept through and polarized the feminist and gay move-
ments (to invoke the title of Lisa Duggan’s and Nan Hunter’s excellent
book); the Rainbow Coalition as the great failed hope of independent
left electoralism (both Manning Marable and Adolph Reed Jr. have
written extensively on this and related subjects); and more. Much re-
mains to be done, if we are to recover this quarter century of low-level
ferment and high-level skullduggery, “old” middle-class and new Yup-
pie complacency, and constant brushfire confrontation. We hope our
readers will see this volume as the beginning of a long conversation
and respond themselves with new interpretations and further investi-
gation.
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Richard Moser

Introduction II

Was It the End or Just a Beginning?
American Storytelling and the 
History of the Sixties

Did the Sixties die a quick and quiet death? Can the final de-
cades of the American Century be accurately labeled a “conservative
era,” as so many left and liberal academics and analysts insist? The
most widely influential treatments of the 1960s see a wave of popular
protest that crested in 1968, followed by the rapid decline of social
movements and a national trend toward conservatism, co-optation,
backlash, and quiescence.1 We intend to challenge this interpretation by
investigating significant elements of continuity between the social
movements and cultural trends of the 1960s and later political and cul-
tural developments. Rather than endorsing the idea that the period be-
tween 1970 and the end of the century was a time of decline and cyni-
cism (or of the ascendance of a triumphal conservatism), this volume
examines the many ways that Americans continued to advance impor-
tant aspects of the Sixties’ unfinished agenda.

Certainly, the movements of that thirty-year period often seemed on
the defensive. The battles, for instance, against aid to the Nicaraguan
Contras and Robert Bork’s nomination for the Supreme Court lacked the
iconoclastic drama of the free-speech movement or Mississippi Free-
dom Summer. But from the 1980s to the new century, Mississippi Free-
dom Summer inspired new seasons of activism in Redwood Summer,
Union Summer, and Democracy Summer. The peace movement that
greeted the first Gulf War did not became an engine of social change like
its predecessor, yet it was an effective, broad-based, and spirited re-
sponse that successfully asserted very real constraints on U.S. policy.

It is valuable, indeed refreshing, to consider the trench-warfare of the
1970s, 1980s, and 1990s from the perspective of the Right. However
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much conservatives possessed an insurgent élan, they recognized that
the constituencies of the post-1960s social movements held the cultural
high ground. It was this painful recognition that energized the New
Right and their desire for the restoration of what they imagined to be a
superior traditional world. In this sense, then, we are more in agreement
with those New Right conservatives who waged prolonged war against
what they called “the Left” than with historians who write of the Six-
ties’ death.

During the 1990s, the renaissance of the labor movement and the
wave of demonstrations that started with Seattle 1999 convinced many
that a resurgent movement for change was afoot. These new demo-
cratic movements continue and are impossible to explain without refer-
ence to the various political currents and alternative cultures that blos-
somed during the Sixties.

The essays in this volume demonstrate that social changes unleashed
during the Sixties continued to shape American life until the end of the
century. The attacks on New York and Washington, the subsequent war
on terrorism and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq are world-historic
events but their meanings and consequences are far from clear. If these
political and armed conflicts proceed as U.S. leaders have projected,
they could be analogous to the Cold War in duration and character and
could become what John F. Kennedy once described as a “long, twilight
struggle.” The Cold War had multiple, ambiguous and unintended con-
sequences ranging from anticommunist hysteria to the civil rights move-
ment and gave rise to both the New Right and the New Left. Given the
doctrine of preemptive war, the rise of a grassroots antiwar movement,
and the conflicting understandings of freedom and empire such polar-
ization implies, it may well be that social movements similar to those
we describe in this volume will continue to be a major influence in the
politics and culture of the United States.

To see the Sixties and the movements that followed as part of an
American tradition we must broaden the scope of our analysis beyond
recent events and place the late-twentieth-century United States within
the grand narratives of its own history. Scholars such as Richard Slotkin
and James Gilbert have already begun to create accounts that under-
stand recent history as rooted in many of the values, ideals, and social
trends that reach back to the nation’s earliest times.2 We may join that
exploration by listening closely to old stories of new beginnings.
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New Frontiers, Apocalypse Now, 
and the Mirage of Paradise

All interpretations of the 1960s borrow from our inherited ways of un-
derstanding new beginnings. The reigning historical accounts explain
that time as a utopian moment in which America’s rebellious sons and
daughters strove for authenticity and sought to perfect the world with
moral and political ideals that envisioned an almost apocalyptic change.
In this view, Sixties activists were the descendants of radical pacifists,
existentialists, radical intellectuals, millennialists, abolitionists, utopian
communards, and finally the original protest reformers of the new fron-
tier, the Puritans.3 As with their forebears, the fantastic hopes of Sixties
activists were dashed, followed by a lament of loss and decline. Schol-
ars called this slipping away of the Puritan vision “declension,” and we
use the same concept to draw attention to the continuity between his-
torical events and historians’ interpretations of them.4

Declensionist readings of the Sixties unconsciously replicated a view
of historical and social change that derived its logic, emotional power,
and narrative form from the culture of the frontier and from the apoc-
alyptic strain in American religious culture. While these interpretive
metaphors do resonate deeply with certain aspects of the 1960s, an al-
ternative, equally compelling interpretation of the period could look in-
stead to the American Revolution, Civil War, and Reconstruction, and
the prophetic tradition of Judaism and Christianity. Interpretations that
appreciate the sensibility of American revolutions and believe that peo-
ple shape their own destiny by using the past, not fleeing from it, allow
for a more open-ended story that can encompass the social movements
and cultural changes of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Such a history dis-
allows claims of certain triumph or defeat and acknowledges contin-
gency, possibility, and conflict.

Stories of decline recast essential elements of two enduring and in-
tertwined narratives that have been used to explain endings and new
beginnings since America itself began. Early European colonists looked
at the new land and imagined it as a wild frontier where their apoca-
lyptic hopes for a godly community could be fulfilled. The idea of the
frontier and the apocalypse have shaped the national character and
American storytelling traditions ever since. Most scholars discuss the
frontier as the cradle of empire, a master narrative of domination and a
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source of violence in the United States. That is only half the story. The
frontier also calls us to a great, if ultimately misguided, adventure. Its
vast untouched spaces promise spiritual renewal, freedom, and material
wealth.

In 1702, when Cotton Mather wrote the first history of this country, he
pictured the Puritans “flying from the deprivations of Europe to the
American Strand” and inaugurated a lasting view of history that un-
derstood renewal as the product of departure and flight.5 Frederick
Jackson Turner’s famed “frontier thesis” first granted the frontier a pre-
mier role in scholarly explanations of U.S. history and culture. William
Appleman Williams elaborated Turner’s conception of the frontier as a
“gate of escape from the bondage of the past” into a theory that ex-
plained how Europeans, then Americans, attempted to evade social
and political problems or oppressive institutions by leaving them all
behind and starting over fresh.6 Richard Slotkin’s mighty study of the
frontier argued that the political ideas, military doctrines, and cultural
genres that shaped America’s response to the world all replicated a pro-
cess of “separation, regression to a more . . . ‘natural’ state and regener-
ation through violence” that originated in the frontier experience.7 All
these interpretations agree that deeply imbedded in U.S. culture is the
presumption that the first step on the path to change begins with escape,
departure, and separation.

While the physical frontier is no longer a viable resort for most Amer-
icans, the logic of the frontier lives on most forcefully in the imperial
spirit but also remains a powerful mode of comprehension and identity
that shapes social and political activity across what are otherwise pro-
found political divisions. Frontier mythology leads us to find our prob-
lems and their solutions along the outside edge of our country rather
than within. Thus, NSC 68, written in 1950, defined Cold War policy by
locating a global borderline between freedom and communism that re-
quired policing and containment. Internal dissenters could not be ac-
cepted as authentic and so were attacked as “un-American.”8 Following
this logic, liberal leaders of the 1960s convinced themselves that the cre-
ation of a new anticommunist nation in distant Vietnam was crucial to
U.S. domestic security and prosperity.

During these same years, youthful hippies felt such a profound re-
vulsion for urban commercial life that many withdrew to rural com-
munes. Other kinds of retreats—psychological, cultural, and pharma-
ceutical—were far more common. At the height of radical engagement,
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some of the most committed and active cultural and political radicals
adopted the stance of outsider, and the pose of permanent withdrawal
remains a marker of dissent.

Frontier thinking satisfies the desire for newness and experimenta-
tion, most starkly articulated in the impulse to tear it all down and start
over again, but directs the movement for change away from reforming
existing political, cultural, and social institutions. Living on the edge is
a kind of psychic utopia that thrives on feelings of release and freedom
from the constraints of society, but it also guarantees that all sorts of
seemingly radical actions and criticisms play themselves out without
creating fundamental political change.

The focus on escape may produce resistance but weakens the capac-
ity of social movements to propose practical alternatives and positive
programs. Radicals are often attracted to frontier metaphors because
they offer the most culturally ready modes of rebellion, but they are
distracted by them as well because the frontier focus on the margin and
periphery misdirect efforts away from reforming the core political in-
stitutions and culture understandings that most forcefully shape U.S.
policy and history. Using the rhetoric of the frontier, John F. Kennedy
was able to wed the optimistic hope for change to conventional politics.
His appeal for Americans to “bear any burden” and rise to the chal-
lenges of a “New Frontier” enlisted reforming energy unleashed by the
civil rights movement in the service of anticommunism abroad and the
status quo at home.9

When the metaphors of escape and renewal are applied to historical
time rather than physical space, as they now most often are, the frontier
spirit encourages us to think that we must shed our past on the way to
the future. History or tradition becomes the “old country” to be recalled
sentimentally, then forgotten and cast aside. Attempts to bring about
change interpreted through the lens of frontier mythology appear to be
outside the currents of history: new, unique, original, unprecedented,
and unrepeatable. Stories told in this vein have a closed circular quality
that strips the 1960s of their historical context and leaves them “her-
metically sealed off from what came before . . . and what has come
since.”10 Historical accounts that measure the 1960s solely by the stan-
dards of escape and total change cannot help but see decline.

Ultimately, the frontier is able to operate so successfully as a symbolic
substitute for revolution because both are metaphors of freedom.11 The
frontier promises freedom from the world, while revolution promises
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freedom to participate in it. This tension between opposing understand-
ings of freedom can be read across virtually all the movements of the
midcentury.

The values of the frontier and their power to displace revolutionary
thinking are fortified by America’s apocalyptic leanings. For the Puri-
tans, frontier thought was fused with the expectation that as God’s cho-
sen people they would either suffer God’s wrath for their sins or be
rewarded for their virtue with salvation and a good earthly life in a per-
fect “city on the hill.” Puritanism proposed that history turned on a del-
icate balance between the miraculous acts of God and studied, sweaty
human striving. Some Puritans tilted toward the apocalyptic and col-
lapsed human efforts for moral perfection into an instant and dramatic
conversion experience they believed gave them a new birth in God’s
grace. They considered salvation a predestined act of God that no one
could alter or prepare for. This style of apocalyptic belief was an im-
portant strain within Puritan religious attitudes that contributed to the
American Revolution and over time became secularized into a way of
viewing the world.12

As popular culture, apocalyptic thought directs our understanding of
history and expectation of the future toward a binary of utopia or
dystopia. We vacillate between a new world order of moral certainty
and security and one of anarchy and Armageddon. Both are unknown
worlds that follow an endtime that destroys the existing order. Apoca-
lyptic thinking anticipates a “radical discontinuity of history,” with the
future bursting in on, rather than arising out of, the past or present.13

History loses its power to explain and is reduced to a record of human
corruption or a romantic recollection of lost innocence. Apocalyptic
logic insists on a clean break between past and future but ultimately
produces social passivity, because its adherents have no way to imagine
the connection between what was, what is now, and what ought to be.

“Yet,” as Christopher Rowland observed about early Christians, “life
on the brink of the millennium is psychologically and politically im-
possible to sustain.”14 When a new dawn fails to materialize, apocalyp-
tic hopes tend to return to more conventional preexisting beliefs or to
degenerate into despair and cynicism. The wars, moral outrages, and re-
ligious uncertainty of the twentieth century have colored the apocalyp-
tic imagination with a decidedly dismal cast.15

The apocalyptic posture did indeed shape some aspects of the 1960s
and has certainly influenced historical thinking about the decade.
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Whether declensionist accounts despise the Sixties and the social move-
ments or sympathetically bemoan the latter’s presumed failure, these
arguments belong to the same culture of apocalyptic desire that drove
moralistic reformers, except that now their millennialist vision has
soured into a sense of disaster, pessimism, or ironic detachment. As
Perry Miller suggested about the Puritans, their very lament functioned
as a cultural and psychic purge that “serves as a token payment upon
the obligation” to their ideals and so “liberates the debtors” to return to
the more immediate tasks of building empires and making money.16

Some declensionist readings of the 1960s still cling to a vision of social
change, but their deep sense of resignation implies that people can only
wait for, not create, its coming.

The apocalyptic rupture from the past and the frontieresque depar-
ture toward new spaces and exotic cultures can actually predispose
radicals to return to the fold and abandon their project. When political
action is conceived of as striving for a world that has no practical con-
nections to the past, or to what already exists, activism often comes to
naught or devolves into adventure, repudiation, and piety. In the de-
clensionist version of the Sixties, the past (or “the system,” or “liberal-
ism”) is abandoned for a fresh start, rather than changed, and so re-
mains intact to beckon as an attractive destination for disillusioned
seekers. The radical frontiersman may head out boldly but, finding par-
adise a mirage, returns home to relive the past.17

Told in this light, the story of the 1960s came to its inevitable end as
the covenant that bound the true radicals together was torn apart with
their return to liberalism, conservatism, or the Marxism of the Old Left.
What little remained after 1968, by this account, was the false radicalism
of identity politics forever blinkered by its own narrow interests and
vision. This version of the Sixties labors under a weighty sense of pre-
destination as it moves inexorably toward declension.18 There can be no
denying its powerful resonance with significant groups of former ac-
tivists. These narratives of total change and defeat do describe an im-
portant dimension of the 1960s but also leave much unsaid and unseen.

American Revolutions, the Prophetic Vision, 
and the Transformation of Tradition

The existing stock of American stories contains vitally important, if less
appreciated, accounts of historical change that shift our attention from
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endings and failure to new beginnings by articulating the links between
continuity and discontinuity, between destruction and creation, be-
tween human agency and the possibility for a better world.

The Revolution and Civil War destroyed empire and slavery but also
served as acts of creation that gave birth to democratic traditions. The
history of revolution, reconstruction, and reform are enormously com-
plex human events that contain a frontier and apocalyptic dimension—
but, for the purposes of understanding the legacy of the 1960s, these
founding movements are even more useful because they lend them-
selves to narrative forms that defy the logic of declension with coun-
terthemes of transformation and reconstruction.

By using ideas of transformation and reconstruction, we can better
envision the processes of historical change as the play between conti-
nuity and discontinuity or between tradition and innovation. Not some
nagging residue that must be overcome, cultural and historical tradi-
tions instead represent the inevitable grounds on which social change
occurs and the raw materials from which new consciousness is con-
structed. Revolutions succeed when new, more inclusive, and compel-
ling versions of worn-out traditions take root by assuming the latent
power and liberating vision of some frayed but classic ideal. A better
telling of the 1960s will investigate the worklike processes of social
movements that embrace histories and traditions and simultaneously
change them through intellectual inquiry and citizen activism.19

In the years just before the American Revolution, New England’s
radical ministers touched the hearts and minds of their congregations by
investing the new meanings of liberty, natural rights, and reason into the
old form of the Puritan sermon known as the jeremiad.20 Jefferson’s
rhetorical strategy in the Declaration of Independence succeeded so
well because its affinity with the jeremiad’s themes of crisis, corruption,
anxiety, and salvation allowed criticism of the king and the call to in-
dependence to be communicated with familiar syntax and style. Jeffer-
son and the other signatories vowed allegiance to the cause with a
solemn pledge and exhorted their audience to action “with a firm re-
liance on the Protection of Divine Providence.” In so doing, they relied
on a mode of comprehension deeply embedded in the American mind
to marshal a nation toward the attainment of a lofty yet earthly des-
tiny.21 Tom Paine’s Common Sense similarly adopts the rhetorical forms
of traditional American Protestantism, as did some writings of Ben-
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jamin Franklin, John Adams, and Samuel Adams.22 In the crisis of the
Revolution, political actors resorted to the jeremiad as the best avail-
able model of persuasive speech but invested it with new political en-
ergy.

In the mid-1770s, revolutionary leaders across the political spectrum
sought to forge a new national identity by evoking the heroic past. They
revised the original Puritans’ “errand into the wilderness” and the Rev-
olution into commensurate episodes of the historic struggle of freedom
against tyranny. As Sacvan Bercovitch tells us: “The revolution was the
movement linking the two quintessential moments in the story of Amer-
ica—twin legends of the country’s founding fathers—The Great Migra-
tion and the War of Independence.”23 The sense of continuity with the
past was so profound in the imaginations of revolutionary Americans
that Franklin and Jefferson proposed that the seal of the new nation de-
pict not simply the Puritans, but the Puritans’ own imaginary forebears.
An image of Moses leading his people to the Promised Land and in-
scribed with the legend “Rebellion to Tyrants Is Obedience to God”
united biblical, colonial, and revolutionary content into a symbol of lib-
eration.24

James Madison typified revolutionary transformation when he turned
the classic arguments against large republics into the basis of a lasting
modern republic and reconceived the English constitution of monar-
chical, aristocratic, and common representation into three branches of
popular government.25 Madison’s intellectual achievement mirrored
the mass transformation of a people who initially undertook armed
conflict intent on reclaiming the narrow rights of freeborn Englishmen,
but subsequently produced a new American identity based on the
promise of universal principles.

Abraham Lincoln’s “mystic chords of memory” enunciated revolu-
tionary patriotism as the heroic measure of his generation of citizen-
soldiers and claimed the American Revolution as his “ancient faith”
and the only standard by which the reconstruction of the nation could
be rightly judged.26 For Frederick Douglass, slavery betrayed the ideals
of the republic and only slavery’s destruction could fulfill America’s
revolutionary vision. Douglass’s critical embrace of American religious
and political traditions formed the organizing principle of his widely
read slave narrative and 1852 oration, “What to a Slave Is the Fourth of
July?”27
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These revolutions transformed and reconstructed the past, and we
would do well to remember that some of the most influential figures 
of Sixties radicalism, from Robert F. Williams to Martin Luther King,
from Ho Chi Minh to the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, repeatedly
evoked this tradition of revolution in damning the contemporary U.S.
government.28

Narrative strategies that make transformation and reconstruction
their analytical metaphors will both reconfigure the historical lineage of
the 1960s and resist notions of the decade’s decline because they allow
us to see that social movements do not destroy or repudiate the past but
rather are bound to rewrite the past. At their best, the social movements
of the 1960s salvaged the universal values that republicanism, liberal-
ism, and socialism once championed. When continuity with classic po-
litical traditions is confirmed, the reflex for return to current and more
decrepit versions of these traditions is diminished. If the social move-
ments of the 1960s and after are understood as the best representations
of U.S. political traditions, then connections to, and continuations of,
the past are enhanced, and there is less risk of turning to some new
form of conservatism or orthodoxy. Once we recognize that the histori-
cal antecedents of the 1960s are located deep within the contours of U.S.
history, then its legacy in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s also becomes more
visible.

Like the transformative approach derived from the Revolution, the
Puritan legacy can also help us to place new beginnings in historical
time characterized by both continuity and discontinuity. Interwoven
with apocalyptic yearnings was a prophetic vision also deeply rooted 
in Judeo-Christian traditions and equally influential on secular con-
ceptions of social change.29 “Prophetic” here does not imply adherence
to biblical predictions of Armageddon, or the ability to see the future.
Rather prophecy shifts our attention from endtimes to beginnings and
asserts the human ability to create a better future in this world. The
prophetic view held that the good and godly life was attainable
through human action and choice.

Some Puritans saw conversion as a gradual process that stressed hu-
man preparation for God’s grace rather than relying on God’s will
alone.30 Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century post-millennialists contin-
ued the prophetic tradition. They believed that Christ would return
only after people made Christianity an earthly truth and lived a thou-
sands years in peace.31 From 1830 until the Civil War, widespread re-
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form movements, from abolitionism to women’s rights to temperance,
expressed the belief that the world could be improved, perhaps even
perfected, by taking action.

In modern secular terms, the prophetic consciousness of political ac-
tors becomes apparent when they articulate a path between what now
exists and the world that ought to be and insist that this path can be con-
structed by human activity and choice. While the apocalyptic view
waits for a swift end to the old world and an immediate start for the
new, the prophetic engages history as a gradual, unfolding, and chal-
lenging struggle that is worth the effort because a new world is possi-
ble.32 Within the prophetic vision, history is seen as transition.

Prophetic interpretations can minimize declensionist readings of the
1960s precisely because they do not require a total break with history 
for justice to be achieved. John Wiley Nelson suggests that inherent in
the prophetic is the idea that “the new age continues and fulfills the
possibilities of the old age, rather than inaugurating a totally different
world.”33 Put another way by James Darsey, prophets are “simultane-
ously insider and outsider.” “Prophetic discourse,” he argues, “seeks
to . . . re-create the audience in accordance with a strict set of ideals . . .
assented to in principle but unrealized by the audience.”34 Prophet ac-
tors give voice to the discord between ideals and reality.

This perspective finds American ideals damaged but still viable de-
spite their tainted origins in slavery and their marginalization under
the current corporate and imperial order. Democracy, justice, and free-
dom are worthy ideals for political action precisely because they remain
unfulfilled. Much of the 1960s and its legacy can be interpreted through
the prophetic lens as a movement that pursued a future whereby the
values of the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights might
be finally realized. Certainly the civil rights movement borrowed heav-
ily from the prophetic traditions of black Christianity in articulating a
revolutionary vision rooted in the American idiom.

The transformative, reconstructive, and prophetic modes of under-
standing social change also differ from the frontier and apocalyptic per-
spectives in allowing us to embrace open-ended contingency and com-
plexity rather than stark opposites and sealed fates. Like the America
Revolution and Civil War, the promise of the 1960s was both won and
lost. Ironically, it was the very anxiety of the uncertain historical transi-
tion of the late twentieth century that produced the desire to impose
conclusive outcomes on the decade’s legacy. Apocalyptic, frontier, and
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declension metaphors appeal most powerfully when old standards and
expectations no longer apply, but new ones are still uncertain or un-
formed.35 In this sense, the declensionist accounts of the 1960s are a re-
sponse to both the failure of utopian hopes and the real if ambiguous
outcomes of popular activism. The current stalemate has lingered on,
but activists endure despite the absence of total victory because they
read history as a record of successes as well as setbacks. Instead of de-
cline, the abundance and variety of social movements in the last three
decades should yield an abundance of interpretations. Of course, even
using the transformative and prophetic modes of analysis, historians
will have to investigate for movements below the radar screen of main-
stream media.

The essays in this volume join a number of existing works that see
1968 as a kind of beginning rather than a kind of ending. Works that
move in this direction are Reclaiming Democracy by Meta Mendel-Reyes,
and Sara Evans’s classic Personal Politics. Citizen Action and the New
American Populism by Harry C. Boyte, Heather Booth, and Steve Max
chronicles the activism of the 1980s and also sees modern citizenship 
as the “re-emergence” of America’s “most ancient” democratic vision.
Ronald Fraser’s 1968: A Student Generation in Revolt is of particular in-
terest because it deals with a history most conducive to declensionist
thinking. In the U.S. edition of 1968, by Ron Grele and Bret Eynon, the
concern for social transformation wins out and as a result the narrative
resists closure. The authors of 1968 present an “unfinished history” and
so invite us to consider how its next chapters may be written. The World
the Sixties Made contributes to this unfinished history of cultural change
and political action.

The essays herein demonstrate that the movements of the 1960s cre-
ated a durable, if variegated, alternative American public. Existing no-
tions of citizenship were cast into doubt but not thoroughly dissolved,
and people initiated the process of reconstructing the practice of citizen
activism. This new public made possible the wars of position evident in
the cultural and political history of the subsequent decades. In this
view, then, the 1960s and 1970s appear as a halfway revolution that pro-
duced conflict and meaningful debate for the rest of the century. By re-
casting the dissent of the last half of the twentieth century as an effort to
reconstruct citizenship, we may both rewrite the historiographic inter-
pretations of recent social movements and better contribute to the on-
going renovation of the grand narratives of U.S. history.
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Sara M. Evans

1 Beyond Declension
Feminist Radicalism in the 
1970s and 1980s

The evolution of the feminist movement in the 1970s and
1980s challenges most of the dichotomies that have framed discussions
of the legacy of activism in the 1960s. Despite the declension implied by
stories of the “rise and fall” of feminist radicalism in the 1970s, it is no
simple matter to plot on a liberal/left continuum the range of radical/
socialist/lesbian/cultural/reform/Marxist and postmodern feminisms.
As measured by public demonstrations, feminism peaked in the mid-
1970s, but the seeds it scattered continued to sprout. This evolution was
not a simple matter of decline. Step away from stereotypes and you will
find that many leading “liberal” feminists, defined by their focus on
working through traditional political, legislative, and judicial institu-
tions, have intellectual and activist roots in the left. Some of the most
militant feminist leaders (people the popular culture perceives as “rad-
icals”) are steeped in liberal tradition, while leftists have frequently
withdrawn from public activity into the professional comforts of aca-
demia. It was radicals who led the turn to an entrepreneurial, counter-
cultural feminism and fostered a plethora of women’s businesses while
others, having built alternative institutions to provide social services,
survived the Eighties by accepting state funding, with its accompanying
restrictions, and shifting away from volunteerism toward professional-
ism. As a result, despite regular pronouncements of its “death,” femi-
nism has not only weathered the right-wing backlash during the past fif-
teen to twenty years but also continued to grow.

A year of cataclysm for so many, 1968 was the year that wom-
en’s liberation burst into public consciousness with a demonstration at
the Miss America Pageant in Atlantic City. A small group managed to
get inside the auditorium and unfurl a huge “Women’s Liberation”
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banner from the balcony, while their cohorts outside crowned a live
sheep, auctioned off an effigy of Miss America (“the 1968 model: she
walks, she talks, AND she does housework”), and tossed objects of fe-
male torture (bras, girdles, curlers, and issues of the Ladies Home Journal)
into a “freedom trashcan.” August 1968 was the same month as the
Democratic Convention debacle in Chicago, where police assaulted
protesters. The women in Atlantic City were feisty but not violent. They
had fun with their anger because it was infused with a utopian hope.
The truth of their critique, they believed, was unassailable. With their as-
sertion that “the personal is political,” they exposed the power dy-
namics of the most private relationships and forced onto the political
agenda issues rooted in personal life, such as reproductive freedom, do-
mestic violence, child care, and the cultural definitions of “male” and
“female” imbedded in law and tradition. For almost a decade their
movement seemed invincible.

At the end of the Sixties, feminism was just getting started as a mass
movement. It reached its heyday in the middle 1970s and continued as
a powerful force in U.S. society to the end of the century and beyond. In-
deed, the label for the proliferation of groups, organizations, and ideas
that constituted the renewed struggle for women’s rights—”the second
wave”—offers a useful image with which to challenge declension nar-
ratives. Historians and activists alike have quibbled over the accuracy of
this designation, but most would accept its metaphoric power. Waves
are surface evidence of powerful forces that cannot always be seen or
understood—underwater earthquakes, changing climate, storms, or
just prevailing winds. They can be gentle swells that wear away rocks
molecule by molecule, or they can be tidal waves that rearrange the
landscape overnight. The sea, whose surge a wave is, remains always,
and another crest will inevitably develop as it reacts to change. The
“first wave” of feminism, the struggle for woman suffrage, waxed and
waned through almost a century. It would be a mistake to think that the
latest resurgence would fade away even more quickly. At the same
time, it is important to recognize how dramatically the second wave
has already reshaped U.S. society. To understand its power, it is essen-
tial to recognize that as a social movement, it defies most of the di-
chotomies that social movement historians and activists alike have tried
to impose.

Because the second wave was a movement with two distinct branches
in the beginning, one liberal and one radical, its history has tended to be
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told in a dichotomous way. Certainly in the early years, radicals were
greatly concerned to maintain their distinctive perspective, to avoid 
co-optation. Similarly, liberals feared that the radicals would alienate
women with their anger and issues like abortion and lesbianism. By the
middle to late seventies there were some radicals who believed that
their movement had been hijacked by liberals and by cultural femi-
nists.1 They failed to understand the transforming power of feminist
radicalism, however, and the interactive way in which these branches
shaped and reshaped each other. It is, in part, the broad political spec-
trum of the second wave that clarifies its power to reshape U.S. social,
political, and cultural landscapes and its continuing influence at the
turn of the century. This was a movement that drew on the deepest
wells of U.S. liberalism (individualism, egalitarianism, democracy)
while simultaneously challenging them all the way to their patriarchal
foundations.

Foundations in the 1960s

The founding stories of both initial branches have deep roots in the
1960s. They have been told many times, so I will offer brief summaries
here.

Liberal Feminism

The National Organization for Women (NOW) was founded in 1966 
out of networks built in the President’s Commission on the Status of
Women and the subsequent state commissions on the status of women.
Initially, they sought to build an effective lobbying network. The civil
rights movement had demonstrated that effective lobbying required
grassroots pressure and activism. As a result, early actions included
picketing campaigns against segregated want ads, and soon local chap-
ters began to initiate direct-action campaigns against all manner of pub-
lic symbols of discrimination. Around NOW grew a plethora of more
specialized policy organizations: the Women’s Equity Action League
(WEAL), highly focused on using the courts to challenge economic dis-
crimination and to insist on enforcement of Title VII; policy think tanks
like the Center for Women Policy Research in Washington, D.C. (founded
in 1972); the National Women’s Political Caucus (founded in 1971), cen-
tered on building women’s power in electoral politics.2
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Women’s Liberation

The Women’s Liberation Movement (so named in early 1968 when Jo
Freeman began to edit the first newsletter, “Voice of Women’s Libera-
tion”) erupted spontaneously among New Left activists in several cities
in the fall of 1967.3 Modeled in some ways on the black power move-
ment, it engaged in serious internal debates from the outset about the
degree of separation from the Left, but most of its activists shared an in-
tense disdain for the liberal feminists. Rather than collaborate with “the
system” in any way, they set out to understand the root causes of wom-
en’s oppression by pooling their personal experiences in “conscious-
ness-raising” sessions. Using the methods of consciousness raising, the
fluid forms of the small group, and the preexisting networks of antiwar/
student/civil rights activism, women’s liberation spread like wildfire
across the nation. Consciousness-raising groups were seedbeds for what
grew into diverse movements around issues that ranged from women’s
health, childcare, violence, and pornography to spirituality and music.

Even in the early years, it was often the case that liberals and radicals
joined forces for major demonstrations and events. Whoever called a
demonstration, the full spectrum of feminist activists was likely to
show up. NOW veteran Jacqui Ceballos, for example, can be seen in
news clips of the Miss America demonstration in Atlantic City organ-
ized by New York Radical Women. Two years later, Ceballos was the
key organizer for the NOW-inspired National Women’s Strike on Au-
gust 26, 1970.

The leadership in each branch was anxious to maintain a distinctive
public image untarnished by “radicals” (on the one hand) or “bour-
geois liberals” (on the other). Yet by 1970 the boundaries between liberal
and radical feminism were seriously blurred. The fact was that the
thousands of women who were drawn to the movement frequently did
not know or care which direction they went. In cities where NOW was
the only feminist organization, it became a center for radical activism.
Where women’s liberation groups predominated, they frequently drew
in women who were militant but not self-consciously leftist.

The Radicalism of the Liberals

The radicalism of early liberal feminists can be illustrated in multiple
ways. Many liberals, like Congresswoman Bella Abzug and Betty Frie-
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dan, had strong activist roots in left/labor movements from the 1940s. It
is only the erasure of the McCarthy era that has obscured this connec-
tion.4 Furthermore, liberal groups were often more hospitable spaces
for interracial organizing than were radical groups. Their somewhat
greater clarity about structure, and their focus on specific policy issues,
made it easier to work with people who were not “the same” but who
wanted to be at the table and to have their say. Early NOW activists, for
example, included EEOC member Aileen Hernandez and civil rights
lawyer Pauli Murray.5 Gloria Steinem, through the 1970s, insisted al-
ways on sharing speaking platforms with black women.6 The crossover
between liberal organizations (both feminist and mainstream) and gov-
ernment agencies also facilitated the career paths of a multicultural
feminist leadership that functioned, frequently, behind the scenes.

Liberals also included a substantial cohort of labor union organizers
and activists. United Auto Workers staff Olga Madar, Dorothy Haener,
and Milly Jeffrey and Addie Wyatt of the Meatcutters were involved in
NOW from the beginning and ultimately became the initiators of the
Coalition of Labor Union Women (CLUW). These were activists closely
allied to the civil rights movement and the farmworkers’ grape boycott
who also had strong connections to the President’s Commission and
numerous state commissions on the status of women.

Militancy characterized liberals as much as it did radicals. From the
outset, NOW disrupted legislative hearings and sat in at all-male clubs.
While they focused on specific policy changes (as opposed to “revolu-
tion”), such as equal pay, the ERA, enforcement of Title VII, passage of
Title IX, the Women’s Educational Equity Act, and the Equal Credit Op-
portunity Act, they did not shrink from using demonstrations, pickets,
guerrilla theater, and other tools from the tactical toolbox of the radicals.

Finally, liberal groups were effectively radicalized by the dynamism
of the radical movement. NOW chapters, YWCAs, even local churches
began offering “consciousness-raising” groups. Self-consciously femi-
nist organizations focused increasingly on “process” and a view of fem-
inism as inherently anti-hierarchical. An example of this confluence
was the National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC) founded in 1971
by many of the same women who founded NOW. On the one hand,
NWPC was clearly the creature of liberal political activists. Its purpose
was to influence the political parties both nationally and at the grass
roots. Radicals, deeply disillusioned with electoral politics in the wake
of the civil rights movement and Vietnam, felt that this was gross co-op-
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tation and maintained their distance. And yet, the women’s liberation
movement had already set a new tone, one that placed a powerful em-
phasis on flattening hierarchies and on inclusive representation. The
NWPC founding convention was far more inclusive both racially and
economically than most feminist gatherings up to that point. That gath-
ering included novelist Toni Morrison, civil rights leader Fannie Lou
Hamer, leaders from the National Welfare Rights Organization, and
strong caucuses of Chicanas, Native American women, and Puerto Ri-
can women. In its caucus structure, in its emphasis on local autonomy,
in its concern about hierarchy and “stars,” it incorporated central con-
cerns and practices of the radical movement.

Within NOW there was always a fierce contest for leadership that
was frequently framed in “radical v. liberal” terms. Early battles over the
ERA and abortion led those who considered such issues “too radical” to
create WEAL. Subsequent struggles over lesbianism and organizational
style deeply radicalized the organization. By the mid-1970s a battle
over leadership at the national convention revolved around the slogan,
“Out of the mainstream and into the revolution.” While many radicals
still saw NOW as mainstream, NOW activists cast themselves as revo-
lutionaries.

The Liberalism of the Radicals

Just as liberals used militant and radical methods, radicals found them-
selves employing the tools of liberalism as they grappled with the prob-
lem of creating genuine and lasting change on specific issues. Springing
from and embattled with the Left, feminist radicals challenged not only
liberalism but also the gender hierarchies imbedded in both theory and
practice on the Left. They challenged the idea that some structural in-
equalities (e.g., class) were more fundamental than others (e.g., sex) and
demanded a movement that lived up to its vision in every respect. They
also sought practical, active ways to address women’s oppression and to
mobilize for change. In doing so, they employed liberal or radical tactics
for ideological reasons and out of pure serendipity in equal measure.
For example, numerous women’s liberation groups engaged in under-
ground abortion counseling and referral in the years before Roe v. Wade.
One in Chicago, “Jane,” went so far as to begin providing illegal abor-
tions itself. Another in Austin, Texas, started Sarah Weddington on the
journey that would lead her to help initiate the case of Roe v. Wade. At
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the age of twenty-five, Weddington stood before the Supreme Court to
argue that a woman’s decision to have an abortion in the early months
of pregnancy was constitutionally protected as a private decision be-
tween the woman and her doctor. The resulting decision in 1973 legal-
ized abortion overnight.7

Throughout the 1970s, socialist-feminist groups (often called Wom-
en’s Liberation Unions) flourished across the country. Formed by femi-
nist radicals, who criticized the efforts of some radical feminists to de-
fine sex as the primary source of all oppression and men as “the enemy,”
they were nonetheless strong advocates of an autonomous movement of
women. Socialist feminists were among the most critical of “bourgeois
feminists,” who, in their view, sought equal access for women to sys-
tems that remained inherently unequal (e.g., the corporate ladder). Yet
their dedication to moving beyond ideological dispute toward practical
organizations capable of winning real victories led them to actions
which, in many ways, paralleled those of NOW chapters.

For example, members of the Chicago Women’s Liberation Union
who founded Women Employed in Chicago soon discovered that some
of their strongest allies for organizing clerical workers were in Chicago
NOW. Their sister organization in Boston, Nine to Five, ultimately
joined forces with a national labor union, the Service Employees Inter-
national Union (SEIU). Numerous radical groups set out to create alter-
native institutions such as day care centers or shelters for battered
women under the institutional wings of a local YWCA or church. At
the same time, a growing number of activists with radical roots found
themselves drawn to the possibilities of work within the government in
the Carter administration. Leslie Wolf, on the staff of the Civil Rights
Commission, always thought of herself as someone with radical roots
and a radical agenda, but her place of operation was a federal agency.
From there she could work on building a multiracial feminism long be-
fore that had become the mantra of feminist organizations.8

One of the great contributions of the women’s liberation movement
was the creation of an enormous range of counterinstitutions in re-
sponse to social problems discovered through the consciousness-raising
process. Hundreds of journals, newsletters, publishing houses, shelters
for battered women, rape crisis hot lines, health clinics, coffeehouses,
and multipurpose women’s centers appeared across the country. Their
very success created crises of institutionalization by the late 1970s. Vol-
unteers “burned out,” weary of eighteen-hour days and voluntary pov-
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erty. Founders and newcomers clashed over philosophy, divisions of la-
bor, and professionalization. Rent and taxes had to be paid and forms
filed to receive nonprofit status. Government funding and grants from
liberal foundations frequently filled the gaps, but each required a series
of compromises and loss of “purity.” Nonprofits, for example, had to
prove that they were not engaged in political activity in order to receive
the exemption from taxes that also made them eligible for most foun-
dation grants. The institutions that survived did so by incorporating ef-
ficient business practices, engaging in effective fundraising, and looking
more and more like their nonprofit (or even profit-making) liberal
counterparts. One of the most radical separatist groups—the Furies Col-
lective in Washington, D.C. (1971–72)—had multiple offshoots in the
realm of new feminist institutions, ranging from Olivia Records to Diana
Press to Quest: A Feminist Quarterly.

Many radicals turned toward the policy arena in search of changes
that could affect large numbers of women. One of the most impor-
tant Marxist feminist theorists, economist Heidi Hartman, headed a
National Academy of Sciences study on the issue of comparable worth.
She and her colleagues demonstrated with scientific precision that
female-dominated jobs receive lower pay than comparable male-domi-
nated jobs. Her work laid the theoretical ground for a series of path-
breaking policy initiatives in states throughout the country in the 
early 1980s. There is no doubt that comparable worth, or pay equity,
could be framed as a radical, structural reform that promised to in-
crease the economic independence of women in the very lowest-paid
jobs. It could also be framed as simple fairness, and its use of manage-
rial technologies to measure “worth” meant that it challenged pay sys-
tems that discriminated on the basis of gender or race but it did not in
any way challenge the idea of hierarchies of pay based on some measure
of a job’s “worth.” Thus, in the 1980s, the issue of comparable worth
made allies of feminist radicals and feminist liberals who had been do-
ing grassroots work on state commissions on the status of women, in
labor unions, through the NWPC or the League of Women Voters. In-
deed, in many instances it would be difficult to say precisely who 
was who.9

By the late 1970s, radicals had also joined the battle for the Equal
Rights Amendment, something for which they had little use a decade
before. The symbolic issues that framed the debate (unisex bathrooms,
alimony, women in the military, abortion) reflected cultural anxieties
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about the possible erasure of traditional sex roles. As the ERA became a
focal point for the newly aroused right-wing backlash, by the end of
the decade many radicals had come to see the symbolism of the ERA as
important to them too.

While many radicals over the course of the seventies turned to reform
and a reengagement with public policy and the state, a substantial num-
ber also moved into academia. Women’s caucuses formed in most dis-
ciplines in the early 1970s, and women’s studies programs came into be-
ing by the hundreds. By the 1980s feminist scholarship was flowering in
virtually every discipline of the humanities and social sciences. Armed
with new knowledge, feminist scholars inaugurated a massive effort to
transform the entire curriculum in the humanities and social sciences.
Women’s studies programs and centers for research on women (many
initially funded by the Ford Foundation) became institutionalized at
most universities, complete with journals, majors, minors, and tenure-
track faculty. The National Women’s Studies Association made a serious
effort to replicate the anti-hierarchical, inclusive ethos of women’s lib-
eration. Like other national organizations that did the same, it foun-
dered on deep internal splits and multiple agendas. At the same time,
the sheer intellectual power of the feminist critique and the outpouring
of new research sparked a series of intellectual revolutions. Among the
most powerful analyses from the late 1970s through the 1980s came from
scholars who had been activists in women’s liberation and socialist-
feminist groups, and in particular in a series of Marxist-feminist study
groups in the late 1970s and early 1980s.10

The Persistence of Feminist Radicalism

Contrary to stories of decline, feminism retained its radical edge through
the conservative backlash of the Eighties. One reason is that second-
wave feminism challenged a fundamental underlying structure of U.S.
culture. While liberal feminism sought, at the outset, to confine women’s
claims to the terrain of equal rights, the radical challenge to the defini-
tions and language of gender and the gendered division of labor, per-
meated virtually all feminist issues. The result, however, was a kind of
diffusion of radicalism. It is important, therefore, to track its various
paths and to recognize that conflicts within feminism cannot be under-
stood in a dichotomous way.
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In the late 1970s and early 1980s a series of debates emerged that il-
lustrate the diffusion of radicalism into positions that sit most uncom-
fortably on a Left/Right continuum. Indeed, both sides frequently had
liberal and radical versions. One such argument had to do with
whether women and men were fundamentally the same or essentially
different. Another focused on sexuality and pornography. A third prob-
lematized the category “woman” in light of the massive differences
among women in terms of race, class, religion, nationality, sexuality,
and so forth.

The “sameness/difference” debate took many forms and can be
found in almost every feminist venue by the late 1970s. Initially, both
radicals and liberals perceived that arguments based on women’s dif-
ference (presuming some essential female nature) were at the root of
most discriminatory practices, and that first-wave activists who em-
braced such arguments had in fact traded short-term rhetorical gains for
long-term loss. Protective laws, for example, that limited women’s
working hours and imposed weight-lifting restrictions had allowed
employers to discriminate and exclude women from higher-paying
jobs. Liberals insisted that women and men be treated the same under
the law. Radicals went even further to claim that most research on “sex
differences” was so infused with bias that the outcomes were virtually
predetermined.11 Radical feminists’ insistence on the eradication of sex
roles on the one hand, and on the designation of men as “the enemy” on
the other, set up a contradictory polarity, however. The former claimed
sameness as its critical ground. The latter asserted a fundamental dif-
ference as the basis for political solidarity.12

By the mid-1970s, however, the power of women’s communities, 
the growth of feminist artistic expression in music, poetry, painting,
sculpture, and other visual and performing arts, and the articulation of
lesbian feminism meant a widespread exploration and celebration of
womanhood. Cultural feminism was related to the emergence of iden-
tity-based cultural politics among numerous marginalized groups, es-
pecially racial minorities. And in every case, the celebration of unique
cultural attributes flowed easily into assertions of essential difference.

While other radicals—most notably socialist-feminists—continually
challenged the essentialist premises of cultural feminism, liberals fre-
quently embraced them, flocking to retreats and workshops by charis-
matic psychologists like Anne Wilson Schaef and arguing in settings
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from corporations to classrooms that there is a “women’s way” of doing
things.13

Similarly, the issue of pornography provoked an intense, acrimonious
debate in which both sides had liberal and radical versions. Radical fem-
inists like Robin Morgan, Andrea Dworkin, and legal theorist Cather-
ine MacKinnon built an anti-pornography movement on the analyses
of sexual violence that had emerged from the women’s liberation move-
ment. In consciousness-raising groups and in a wide variety of publica-
tions women named the violence against them as fundamental to their
oppression. Exposure to the routine use of violence and degradation in
pornography, in fact, became an important tool in the process of con-
sciousness raising. Yet there were other radicals for whom sexual ex-
pressiveness and challenges to cultural boundaries on female desire
were central elements of their concept of feminism. In their view, sup-
pression of one form of sexual fantasy (pornography) could only lead
to suppression of other forms. These two views clashed most overtly at
a conference at Barnard College in 1982, where anti-pornography ac-
tivists accused “pro-sex” feminists of betraying the movement, and sub-
sequently in connection with a series of legal initiatives intended to
grant women individual rights to sue pornographers. Interestingly, the
anti-pornography activists often found themselves allied with right-
wing conservatives. The “pro-sex” radicals, on the other hand, found
their strongest allies among civil libertarians and the ACLU.

Like the “sex wars,” debates about race, class, and gender also took
place most fiercely within universities, where they assumed a strongly
theoretical cast. Certainly the migration of feminist radicals into uni-
versities made for an audience well prepared to take seriously the chal-
lenges issued by women of color in the late seventies. It was minority
women—e.g., bell hooks, Bonnie Thornton Dill, Darlene Clark Hine,
Gloria Anzaldua—who posed the problem most starkly, accusing fem-
inist theorists of generalizing to all women from the experiences of
white, Western, middle-class females.14 While the debates were some-
times acrimonious, for the most part they were serious and tough, and
the result very quickly was that concerns about race and class moved to
the center of feminist theory and of a growing proportion of feminist
scholarship.

It is important to note that this massive growth in sheer scholarship
and institutionalization took place in the hostile atmosphere of the
Eighties. It was the radicalism of liberal feminism—as Zillah Eisenstein
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has argued—that provoked such a sharp right-wing backlash.15 Indeed,
the second wave reshaped the political landscape not only by introduc-
ing new issues under the rubric of “the personal is political” but also by
serving as the foil and the chief antagonist of the New Right, which
made cultural issues—family, abortion, gay rights, and opposition to af-
firmative action and welfare—its central concern. Once elected, Ronald
Reagan sought to systematically eliminate the large number of feminists
who were working within government agencies and to starve the pro-
grams focused on education, childcare, the poor, and race or gender eq-
uity in any form.

Conclusion

Late-twentieth-century feminism had (at least) two wellsprings, one lib-
eral and the other New Left. Its liberalism, however, was never invested
in Cold War anticommunism (as, for example, the labor movement
was), and its roots in the Left were tempered—or perhaps more accu-
rately, driven—from the outset by critique. At the level of theory, femi-
nist theory exposes deep flaws in both liberal and radical traditions.
These were, not unexpectedly, similar flaws, by the way, as both tradi-
tions sprang from an enlightenment view rooted in gendered notions of
public and private. When liberals advocated “civic equality” and left-
ists called for “liberation,” each assumed that politics had to do with
public life and that the public was primarily a male domain. Thus, by
pronouncing that “the personal is political,” feminists demanded a re-
definition of “the political” across the board. Marxism and classical lib-
eralism alike employed concepts of “the worker” and “the citizen” that
were inherently male. They presumed that politics and public life were
male domains. When liberals and radicals included the personal within
their definitions of the political, they reconfigured U.S. politics across
the political spectrum. Feminism released a passion for change among
U.S. women, who came to the movement without ideological precondi-
tions and predilections but with a deeply personal sense of anger and
hope. The result was a remarkably fluid relationship between “Left” and
“liberal” in the 1970s, and indeed ever since.

Thus the second wave, in all its variety, offered a radical (in the sense
of going to the root) challenge regardless of the arenas in which actions
occurred. Furthermore, many of the changes that “radicals” articulated
have been incorporated into U.S. culture. Language has shifted to be-
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come more inclusive. The designator “Ms.” avoids labeling women by
their marital status. Occupations are no longer linguistically coded male
and female (e.g., “firefighter” replaces “fireman”). The double standard
for sexual behavior no longer has the power to destroy women’s lives—
a power that had endured for millennia. Lesbians and gay men now
constitute a publicly visible (though far from universally accepted) po-
litical force. The definition of “family” has been challenged profoundly
by single parents, by gay and lesbian couples, and by reproductive tech-
nologies that separate biological from social parenthood, sex from con-
ception, and conception from gestation. Laws now provide defenses
against not only employment discrimination but also marital rape and
sexual harassment.

Feminism persisted because of its breadth. Rooted in the liberal val-
ues of equality, democracy, and individual rights, feminists also chal-
lenged the patriarchal bias of that tradition that has distorted those very
values throughout U.S. history. Under attack, feminists have succumbed
from time to time to the splintering effects of identity politics and to the
illusory power of moral self-righteousness rooted in claims of victim-
hood. The resulting damage and fragmentation are real, but that any-
thing survived is also remarkable. The fact is that feminist radicalism
has continued to produce nodes of experimentation and activism that
proceed inside and outside of mainstream institutions. Not so out of
fashion as it was in the mid-Eighties, the feminist infrastructure of re-
search and policy institutes, academic programs, and national organi-
zations coexists with an ever-shifting layer of associational life and a
younger generation that is extremely impatient with older divisions.

This new generation has begun to claim the mantle of leadership 
and the right to (re)define feminism. Designating themselves a “third
wave,” some of them are young women of color who use the term to
designate their challenge to white feminists. Others—frequently daugh-
ters of feminists—critique the “second wave” as rule-bound, rigid, and
uptight. For example, some argue that wearing makeup is not neces-
sarily a form of collaboration with cultural prescriptions to be pleasing
to men; rather it can be a method of trying on and playing with identi-
ties or simply fun. Similarly they reject rigidly identity-based definitions
of lesbianism and heterosexuality, embracing a more fluid spectrum. In
general young women accept the postmodern theoretical challenge to
positivist epistemology and the assumption that fixed categories
(“women,” “reality”) can be defined, grasped, and made the basis of ac-
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tion.16 And yet even they yearn to employ the “we” of feminism, despite
their acute awareness of its difficulty.
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Andrew Feffer

2 The Land Belongs to the People
Reframing Urban Protest in 
Post-Sixties Philadelphia

For the third Thursday in a row, hundreds of poor, mainly
black Philadelphians filed into the weekly session of City Council, as
police formed a cordon between the gallery and the main floor. The
crowd, comprised largely of residents of Philadelphia’s impoverished
North Central ward, was assembling to contest the city’s 1979 applica-
tion for federal community development funds, which they maintained
funneled federal resources into downtown redevelopment at the ex-
pense of neighborhood rehabilitation. The atmosphere was tense. The
previous week nearly one thousand protesters had filled the fourth
floor of City Hall while others were forcibly evicted from council cham-
bers for disrupting earlier hearings. Council leaders had declared they
would not tolerate further disruptions.

No sooner did President George X. Schwartz open the session, how-
ever, than a melee began. As blackjack-wielding police waded into on-
lookers, housing activist and state representative Milton Street dove
over a brass railing onto the council floor, followed quickly by his
brother and fellow activist John. Both were dragged from the room
shouting. As police beat and arrested protesters in the gallery, a white
council member attacked a black colleague, punching him in the face
before others pulled them apart. The civility of council was shattered,
and its ability to govern the city ended, not to be restored for several
weeks.1

From the Bicentennial until the first year of the Reagan administra-
tion, dramatic scenes of social protest like the one just described regu-
larly disrupted the conduct of Philadelphia’s municipal government.
Such events were unmistakable signs of deep social rupture over urban
policy, growing impoverishment, and political disfranchisement. Yet
when framed by conventional narratives, which describe America set-
tling into complacency and ideological drift after the turbulence of the
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1960s, the scenes that unfolded in Philadelphia’s City Council cham-
bers in February 1979 appear incongruous and out of place. Were these
protests the residue of “Sixties activism”? Were they an aberration in the
complacent Seventies, a last gasp of protest before the Reagan Revolu-
tion?2 The origin of these confrontations and the vehemence with which
they were engaged suggest a negative answer to both questions, and a
different picture of left politics after 1968 than implied by the narrow
frame of standard historical accounts.

Indeed, it is only when one extends the narrative frame of recent
Philadelphia history back well before the 1960s that events like the City
Council fracas of 1979 become comprehensible. Rather than simply pro-
longing the movements of the previous decade or anticipating the tra-
vails of the next one, the protests that wracked Philadelphia in the late
1970s were part of a story of deindustrialization, suburban migration,
and the transformation of the social and racial geography of the city.3

The near riots in City Council chambers marked the climax of a citywide
housing movement that brought redevelopment programs under closer
public scrutiny and mounted dramatic squatting campaigns that in-
volved hundreds of poor Philadelphians. Attacking the “pro-growth”
policies of professional city planners, downtown businesspeople, and
liberal politicians, who hoped to make local residential and commercial
real estate attractive to investors, housing activists called for equalizing
power in the economy and the use of public resources for redistribu-
tion rather than growth. Similar popular responses to related structural
dislocations emerged in cities as disparate as New York, Boston, San
Francisco, Cleveland, and Chicago. The primary resources at stake were
shelter and land. They belonged, housing activists declared, “to the
people.”4

Expanding the historical frame in this manner restores the relation-
ship between the recent past and long-term structural trends that occu-
pied the background of Vietnam-era political life. It would be a mis-
take, however, to view Philadelphia’s housing movement primarily as a
futile popular reaction against relentless post-Fordist forces of global
economic change. Many Philadelphians experienced urban restructur-
ing as part of the enduring legacy of racial discrimination and institu-
tionalized racial inequalities, recognizing them as matters of personal
and political responsibility for which alternatives were possible. Phil-
adelphia’s housing movement, comprised primarily of African Amer-
icans and Latinos, disrupted city government in large part because city
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officials over the previous two decades conceived and implemented re-
development strategies that were racially discriminatory in effect and
intent. Not only did liberal policy perpetuate the spatial segregation of
the postwar city; but also it was enacted on a terrain of constant racial
polarization, in which the geographic and occupational mobility of
black Philadelphians was regularly blocked by the use of force and in-
timidation.5

That racism and restructuring went hand in hand suggests a break
with yet another conventional narrative, that of a civil rights protest cy-
cle in which the respectable demands for political equality and deseg-
regation in the 1950s and 1960s were exceeded by black nationalism,
rising expectations of public entitlements, and a “rights revolution” in
the 1970s (all setting the stage for a white backlash in the 1980s). Racial
politics in Philadelphia was considerably more complex than such con-
ventional wisdom would have it, involving a concerted public response
to liberal urban policy that evolved over the decades from the struggle
for civil rights to the assertion of political self-determination. By the
1970s, caught between planners on the one hand and the aggressive de-
fense of racial boundaries on the other, activists addressed long-stand-
ing, acutely intolerable, and remediable injustices in the economic and
racial geography of the city. And they demanded far more than rights
and entitlements.6

Redevelopment, 1952–1976

The City of Philadelphia’s redevelopment program took shape in the
period immediately after World War II. A liberal “pro-growth coalition,”
the Greater Philadelphia Movement (GPM), led by Democrats Richard-
son Dilworth and Joseph Clark, mobilized reform-minded business
leaders to support a successful bid to take control of city government in
1951, revise the city charter to minimize ward-based political patronage
and graft, and prepare a plan for the rebuilding of the city’s downtown.7

But the reform years under the Clark (1952–56) and Dilworth (1956–62)
administrations, while they brought temporary order and honesty to
city government, could not stem the outflow of jobs and population.
Long a center for the production of nondurable consumer goods, Phila-
delphia suffered more than many other northeastern cities as textile, gar-
ment, and similar manufacturing moved to the suburbs, to the South,
and overseas. Between 1958 and 1986 Philadelphia, a city of roughly two
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million in 1950, lost 200,000 manufacturing jobs.8 By 1960, the city was
already showing a clear population loss, and with it a loss in the resi-
dential as well as the commercial tax base. By the 1980s, Philadelphia
(smaller by nearly half a million residents) could be declared a “post-
industrial” city, more concentrated in lower-paying service and retail
occupations than in manufacturing, situated in a “diversified, multi-
centered metropolitan region,” no longer part of a “core-dominated in-
dustrial metropolis.”9

Meanwhile, the composition of the city’s population followed the
pattern of other northern industrial cities, with people of color, prima-
rily African Americans, replacing whites, until by 1960 one in every four
Philadelphians was black. As Kenneth Kusmer points out, the influx of
African Americans “coincided with the reshaping of the metropolis,”
including the suburbanization of industry and business, and the large-
scale, federally subsidized displacement of white urban populations to
the suburbs.10 Philadelphia’s net population loss was almost entirely
white, comprised of families that followed employment and residential
development beyond the city limits.11 While white out-migration was
limited only by the availability of economic resources, for blacks it was
a different matter. Numerous studies by the Philadelphia Commission
on Human Relations (PCHR), established in 1953, and the nonprofit
Philadelphia Housing Association (PHA) found suburban housing
closed to blacks (and other racial and ethnocultural minorities) by se-
vere and persistent racial discrimination.12 The changing metropolitan
political economy combined industrial relocation, highway develop-
ment, and housing subsidies with a pervasive culture of racism to con-
centrate people of color within the boundaries of the city.13

Few if any planners were overtly racist, instead couching their con-
cerns in terms of the perceived socioeconomic liabilities of the black
population. As one Planning Commission study put it, “[D]ifferences
between the white and nonwhite races in social characteristics make it
important to distinguish the two in connection with any planning that
bears upon economic and social problems.”14 Nevertheless, redevelop-
ment projects hatched during the Clark and Dilworth administrations
aimed to change the composition of the city’s resident population. On
the surface only the socioeconomic consequences of economic restruc-
turing seemed to motivate and guide redevelopment strategies, such as
the 1960 Comprehensive Plan, initiated shortly after Clark entered the
mayor’s office in 1952. The basic framework for redevelopment through
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the next quarter century, the plan combined federally subsidized ur-
ban renewal projects in the central business district (CBD) and sixteen
neighborhoods targeted for middle- and lower-income housing devel-
opment.15

The breadth of this approach earned the Philadelphia planning offi-
cials, led by liberals such as Edmund Bacon and William Rafsky, a rep-
utation among reformers for unusually careful and creative attention to
neighborhoods and shelter. Liberal activists associated with the GPM
through the Philadelphia Housing Association had high expectations of
the city’s ability to balance downtown revitalization with housing,
through the private market supplemented by public projects.16 How-
ever, in practice, city government found that its resources were most ef-
fectively spent on rebuilding the CBD. And to the extent that there was
a successful “housing program,” it also emerged downtown, in historic
districts such as Society Hill, adjacent to Independence Mall, renovated
with substantial public investment to serve the tax-paying upper mid-
dle class that reformers hoped to keep in the city.17

Redevelopment projects like Society Hill symbolized for many Phila-
delphians the misapplication of public funds for private gain. Orches-
trated by the Old Philadelphia Redevelopment Corporation, a public-
private partnership set up by the GPM and controlled by downtown
corporations and real-estate interests, Society Hill’s financial underpin-
nings included nearly $40 million in federal funds directly subsidizing
private developers by absorbing the cost of demolition and site im-
provement. As local housing reformer Cushing Dolbeare recognized in
1961: “Because most current redevelopment proposals are based on the
premise that the city must recapture the upper income group, we are in
reality subsidizing this group.”18 Conversely, a substantial cost of the So-
ciety Hill project was born by existing residents of the district, more
than six thousand of whom were forced out by demolition of cheap
rental property and the inflation of housing costs. That many of them
were black suggested to some critics that the interest of the city officials
in economic revitalization was in what housing activists called the
“whitening” of downtown.19

Housing Conditions in Neighborhoods

Meanwhile, housing conditions deteriorated in other parts of the city, in-
cluding areas on the periphery of the CBD slated for redevelopment.
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African Americans bore the brunt of the deterioration. A housing survey
of selected districts conducted for the city in the late 1940s found blacks
living in housing with four times the number of deficiencies of those oc-
cupied by whites.20 The Philadelphia Housing Association similarly
found that by 1950 roughly 35 percent of the black population lived in
dilapidated housing or housing that lacked a private bath. Only 8 per-
cent of whites lived under similar conditions.21 This disproportion in
substandard housing for blacks could not be explained solely by the
operation of filtering mechanisms in the housing market, which re-
served older, more deteriorated real estate for more recent (and usually
poorer) arrivals to the city (as blacks were in the 1940s). As the PHA and
the city’s Human Relations Commission demonstrated, discrimination,
which one human relations researcher declared “a daily, commonplace
practice in Philadelphia,” determined the distribution of housing in the
private market, closing access for blacks to better real estate. Between
1940 and 1950, 140,000 housing units were built in the Philadelphia area,
but only 1,044 were available to African Americans, and only 466 of
those were in the suburbs. As in other northern cities, black and Latino
Philadelphians searched fruitlessly for home financing. Mortgages were
available to them neither for suburban housing nor for the purchase or
renovation of inner-city real estate.22

Liberal planners decried housing discrimination. Indeed, to the ex-
tent that discrimination blocked the movement of African Americans to
the suburbs, housing desegregation was in the interest of those who
wanted to “revitalize” the city. Suburbanization allowed many whites
to withdraw resources from the city, leaving its residents and businesses
to cover the residual costs of deindustrialization.23 But fair-housing ad-
vocates fought an uphill battle. Deindustrialization and neighborhood
deterioration brought with them an increase in racial polarization and
conflict that broke out in race-related violence on a number of occasions.
Residents often used violence to police the boundaries between so-
called transitional and white neighborhoods in northeast and southwest
Philadelphia and the surrounding suburban communities, severely lim-
iting the ability of blacks to follow the migration of earlier inner-city eth-
nic groups.24

Federal policy, discrimination, and racial violence thus combined to
keep African Americans from the better-paying jobs, superior schools,
and newer housing of the suburbs and the outer neighborhoods of the
city, confining them to those that were decrepit, more rapidly deterio-
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rating, and, as officials and activists agreed, more expensive to live in.25

A chronic absence of cheap rental units in black neighborhoods was ex-
acerbated by the massive abandonment of housing that began in the
1960s and accelerated through the 1970s. By 1972, the city estimated
that around 35,000 units or more than 5 percent of the housing stock had
been abandoned. According to one calculation, during the 1970s the
city contained a constant 22,000 abandoned structures, with 10,000 res-
idential buildings being demolished each year. Roughly 10 percent of
housing units disappeared by the end of the 1980s, despite the building
of middle-class housing in gentrifying neighborhoods. While abandon-
ment occurred throughout the city, it was most severe in areas such as
North Philadelphia that had been settled by blacks within the previous
two decades.26 These abandonment and demolition statistics indicate
that good housing was not filtering down to lower-income renters and
buyers, as predicted by conventional theories. Vacancy rates in districts
with substandard and crowded housing (such as North Philadelphia)
remained high, as often did the rents. The effect of this shortage in
cheap dwellings was that Philadelphia’s urban poor were spending far
more of their income on shelter than was recommended by the federal
government, and many of them were on long waiting lists to enter the
dwindling supply of public housing.27 Redevelopment projects, osten-
sibly meant to revitalize neighborhood housing, neither stemmed the
rate of abandonment nor aided resident black communities. Despite the
official commitment to providing shelter, redevelopment increasingly
resorted to slum clearance, removing abandoned and blighted struc-
tures rather than rehabilitating or building new housing, of serious con-
sequence for African Americans, who constituted a disproportionate
number of the residents in redevelopment zones.28

Neighborhood Responses to Urban Restructuring

As it grew plain in the late 1960s that abandonment and redevelopment
were palpably degrading the quality of life of inner-city neighbor-
hoods, mobilization over housing issues began to pick up momentum.
According to Thad Mathis, a longtime activist in the African American
community, a turning point in housing conflicts came with the 1967
rent strike against the Jefferson Manor apartment building in North
Philadelphia, an early and prominent effort at collective bargaining in
local landlord-tenant relations.29 The collective-bargaining strategy be-
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came the centerpiece of the North West Tenants Organization (NWTO),
founded that same year as a nonprofit representative of tenant interests
and a “federation of tenant unions” in the Germantown section of the
city. NWTO launched its first collective bargaining effort at the Green
Street apartment complex in Germantown in the fall of 1971. By Febru-
ary 1972 the organization had forced a settlement with the landlord that
addressed the primary concerns of building maintenance and the arbi-
tration of landlord-tenant disputes.30

According to North West Tenants organizer Rudy Tolbert, the central-
ized and accessible Green Street complex was “an organizer’s dream. ”
The group’s success in the rest of North Philadelphia, however, was
limited. The large number of relatively small and widely dispersed ren-
tal properties made trade-union-style organizing among Philadelphia
tenants difficult.31 By the early 1970s, as the housing crisis intensified,
activists became increasingly aware of the need for a citywide hous-
ing movement that would address the structural transformation of the
market and mobilize poor Philadelphians for better municipal regula-
tion of housing.

Such a citywide movement did not successfully coalesce until North
West Tenants activists established the Tenant Action Group (TAG) in
1974, founded explicitly to engage in political advocacy and militant
grassroots organizing.32 Run by a board comprising housing activists,
tenants, and neighborhood representatives, TAG knitted together ten-
ant grievances, as well as concerns about housing and redevelopment
policy, from African American, white, and Latino communities across
the city. Meanwhile, other organizations formed to address the in-
equities of redevelopment and its damaging effects on poor neighbor-
hoods. The Philadelphia Housing Association, long associated with the
liberal Greater Philadelphia Movement, drifted leftward as the city’s
progrowth coalition fell apart under the political pressures of the late
1960s. In 1968, PHA combined with the Fair Housing Committee of the
Delaware Valley to form the Housing Association of the Delaware Val-
ley (HADV), which soon embarked on a more activist course that in-
cluded opposition to the war in Vietnam. In 1971 the board appointed
Shirley Dennis, a former real-estate agent and NAACP activist, as exec-
utive director. Bringing neighborhood representatives into the decision-
making process, Dennis quickly aligned the organization with TAG 
and other more militant groups, though it largely remained dedicated 
to its original service and fact-finding mission. By 1974 a coalition of 
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more conventional and less militant neighborhood organizations had
emerged as well under the leadership of a Catholic priest, Father Joseph
Kakalec. With the venerable HADV, Kakalec’s Philadelphia Council of
Neighborhood Organizations (PCNO) lent a politically respectable and
melioristic voice to the ensuing struggle over redevelopment.33

In 1974 TAG entered a rent-control bill into City Council, its first ef-
fort to force greater regulation of the housing market. Four years later,
after much wrangling, rent control died, but TAG’s mobilization di-
rected public attention to the city’s housing crisis and to the need for
legislation to address the restructuring of the urban economy. TAG was
more successful in forcing the passage of a Tenant Bill of Rights, an en-
semble of municipal laws that by 1978 included a model lease and a
statute forbidding housing discrimination against single parents.34 Un-
like the HADV and PCNO, TAG explicitly dedicated itself to mobilizing
“direct action” throughout the city to force legislation protecting the
rights and interests of the poor. Unafraid of militant displays of discon-
tent and “rule-violating” behavior, often in City Council chambers and
the offices of city government, TAG called on housing activists to “es-
calate their activities beyond polite petitioning.” “If the lives of the poor
are to be transformed,” declared Tolbert, then “forces superior to those
which resist change must be mobilized to counteract them.” Conflict
and confrontation were necessary. In many respects, TAG simply re-
asserted the public right to control municipal resources and to hold
elected officials accountable. Yet, while the organization primarily con-
fined itself to such collective-consumption organizing, it nonetheless
addressed housing as a political issue and understood the housing cri-
sis as a systemic problem, defined in some part by the conflict of irrec-
oncilable class interests and by racial inequality and discrimination.35

As TAG, HADV, and PCNO built the organizational framework to
respond to the deepening housing crisis, several factors added momen-
tum to citywide organizing. First, as did other U.S. industrial cities dur-
ing this period, Philadelphia suffered a fiscal crisis that intensified with
the economic downturn after 1973. While the city was never put into vir-
tual receivership as New York was, Philadelphia’s budget woes mounted
nonetheless. In 1972 the combined deficit of the municipal government
and the school district topped $90 million. The Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia projected a fivefold increase in three years.36 Creative ac-
counting and deferred debt service kept the city afloat; however, con-
stant downward pressure on spending, as well as the constant need to
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raise revenues and stabilize and rebuild the tax base, became ever-pres-
ent limiting conditions for city planning.

Second, the credibility of the city’s planning community, especially
with people of color and the poor, began to dissolve. It is not clear ex-
actly when this happened. The tenuous synthesis of redevelopment
and housing upon which liberal planners had built an international
reputation did not long survive the final demise of the GPM’s pro-
growth regime. Yet even as late as 1975, city planners and redevelop-
ment officials enjoyed a residue of public trust left over from the days of
the Clark-Dilworth reform coalition. That trust began to crumble when
evidence emerged in the mid-1970s that the administration of former
police commissioner Frank Rizzo, elected in 1971, consciously engaged
in a policy of “recycling” poor and largely black neighborhoods for
business and middle-class residential use. While elements of such a re-
cycling strategy were implicit in downtown redevelopment from the
start (and even in the optimistic projections of progressive city plan-
ners), city officials began publicly to endorse the withdrawal of city
services in poor districts to encourage abandonment and depreciation of
property, and to foster the displacement of poor populations that dis-
couraged real-estate investment. The suspicions of housing activists
were confirmed in early 1973 when the chair of the city planning com-
mission, Bernard Meltzer, bluntly declared that the city should recycle
“nonviable” neighborhoods, withdrawing services and demolishing
abandoned properties (regardless of their potential for rehabilitation).37

Meltzer’s statement entered “recycling” into the city’s political lexi-
con, yet city officials still insisted that it did not reflect official policy. In
early 1975, the Rizzo administration became even less guarded about its
intentions and revived Meltzer’s earlier proposal, assigning $10 million
in federal community development money for razing up to four thou-
sand houses a year and landscaping and fencing off vacant lots, as part
of a highly publicized program to remove “urban blight” in preparation
for the following year’s Bicentennial celebration. Housing and redevel-
opment officials estimated that twenty thousand dwellings could be re-
moved over the course of five years.38 Even worse, the press quoted
city officials predicting the “eventual loss of North Central Philadel-
phia,” where the city’s black population was concentrated. Declaring in
response that the city “never had a housing program,” the normally cir-
cumspect director of HADV, Shirley Dennis, accused officials of con-
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sciously trying to push poor blacks out of districts that bordered on
prime real estate and predicted a “dilution of black political strength.”39

Although Rizzo later cut the demolition program back by half in re-
sponse to the public outcry, neighborhood activists continued to suspect
that under Rizzo the city had abandoned earlier commitments to shel-
tering the poor in favor of recycling poor neighborhoods.

To some extent, housing policy in the city was being determined at
the federal level, a third factor in the unfolding confrontation over urban
space. The imbroglio about recycling began at public hearings about
the city’s Year I application for funding under the new federal Commu-
nity Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, instituted under the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. Part of the Nixon
administration strategy to shift responsibility for human services and re-
sources to the local level, CDBG replaced the grants-in-aid system of
the Johnson administration with largely undifferentiated blocks of
funding that would be administered by municipal agencies. So, even if
it essentially marked the death of Johnson’s Model Cities program,
CDBG gave much greater latitude to municipalities in determining the
application of federal funds, with relatively few guidelines and restric-
tions. City governments therefore tended to support it.40

Perhaps more importantly, the Nixon administration together with
the federal courts drastically limited the availability of public housing.
Nixon’s 1973 moratorium on rental and purchase subsidies directly af-
fected poor Philadelphians, many of whom could find shelter only in
the projects or through government assistance. The housing authority
served as a landlord to fully 3 percent of the city’s population, most of
whom were black. While public housing cost the city virtually nothing
(it was built and maintained with federal funds and rent), the racial
composition of the projects made it a delicate political issue. According
to historian John Bauman, Philadelphia’s public housing, innovative as
it was in pursuing scattered-site and used-house programs, nevertheless
followed a familiar path of least resistance determined by suburban
zoning, neighborhood racism, and political pressure. During the 1950s
and 1960s, planners, some of them reluctantly, increasingly concen-
trated housing projects in black neighborhoods, areas with the least de-
sirable real estate and limited political power, and often moved blacks
there from redeveloped neighborhoods close to downtown.41 When in
1972 HUD, under court order, tightened site selection criteria for public
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housing, requiring its location in “nonimpacted” (i.e., white and middle-
class) areas, circumstances were set for a virtual blockage of large-scale
public housing construction in the city.42

While the courts and HUD merely set conditions for public-housing
construction, Rizzo used those conditions as a pretext for stalling it al-
together by allowing neighborhoods the right of refusal on the location
of projects. Not surprisingly white districts took Rizzo up on his offer,
and together they drew a racial boundary on the dispersal of public
housing around a long-delayed project in the south Philadelphia neigh-
borhood of Whitman. First approved in 1956, construction of Whitman
Park Homes began with housing demolition, displacing low-income
residents, 46 percent of whom were black. This action effectively re-
moved black residents from the blocks south of Snyder Avenue, one of
the area’s informal racial boundaries. White residents thereafter ob-
structed the efforts of planners to finish the project. As in other parts 
of the city, in Whitman the combination of restrictive site selection 
and racism contributed to the overall shortage of low-income housing,
whether public or private. Though only a small number of units were at
stake, for years the city’s failure to complete Whitman Park symbolized
to Philadelphia blacks official complicity with communal racism to de-
fend racial boundaries and restrict the geographical and occupational
mobility of people of color. The Rizzo administration’s intentions were
unmistakable when, in 1977, the mayor (on behalf of local residents and
using racially inflammatory language) illegally used an injunction to
stop the project’s construction.43 Meanwhile, Rizzo’s housing authority
neglected maintenance on existing high-rise projects, making many
units almost uninhabitable, spurring tenants (mainly black) to organize
tenant councils and engage in rent strikes, the most visible of which oc-
curred at the Schuylkill Falls project in northwest Philadelphia in early
1976.44

The ascent of the Rizzo regime in 1971 also heightened a long-brew-
ing sense of urgency about institutionalized racism and racial violence,
a fourth impetus to the emerging housing movement. Installed as police
commissioner by Mayor James Tate (1964–72) as a concession to con-
servative voters in blue-collar ethnic wards, Rizzo won the 1971 election
on the thinly veiled racism of a “law-and-order” campaign. His reputa-
tion for keeping the city relatively free of openly violent racial con-
frontation contributed to his electoral fortunes. So too did his notoriety
for tough treatment of black nationalists and their sympathizers during
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the mid-1960s, with spectacular contempt for civil rights evidenced in
the public strip searching of Black Panthers in a night-time raid on their
headquarters in 1970. The fact that the federal Civil Rights Commission
considered Commissioner Rizzo’s approach to police-community rela-
tions incendiary did not stop voters in predominantly white south and
northeast Philadelphia from voting for him in large numbers.45

Evidence indicates some escalation in police abuse after Rizzo’s as-
cent to power in police headquarters and city hall. Reports of police
brutality brought the intervention of the federal government as early 
as 1971, when the Civil Rights Commission held hearings on problems 
in the department. That study reported the routine beating and verbal
abuse of suspects, the regular harassment of black citizens, and a pro-
tective code of silence that extended from the officers’ ranks to the dis-
trict attorney’s office. The Civil Rights Commission also reported a dra-
matic increase in the shooting of black civilians by police officers in
1970 alone. By 1978, when the housing movement was at its height, in-
cidents of police violence were reported in the press on a weekly basis,
and demonstrations on the issue by civil rights activists took place with
regularity at city hall. A Philadelphia Inquirer investigation in early 1975
revealed that the practices about which witnesses testified in 1971 had
continued and worsened. One state official complained that “police in
this town are out of control.” In 1976, the Public Interest Law Center of
Philadelphia (PILCOP) reported a threefold increase in police brutality
complaints during just one year (1975) of the Rizzo regime. The follow-
ing year PILCOP found a 38 percent increase.46

Meanwhile there was every indication that the spatial segregation
that had defined urban life for African Americans in the North contin-
ued and even intensified, a fifth factor in the emergence of the city’s
housing movement. We now know, from Douglas Massey and Nancy
Denton’s exhaustive comparative study of census data, that racial dis-
crimination unrelentingly locked African Americans into the inner city
through the 1970s. As Massey and Denton point out, throughout the
postwar period “there was widespread support among whites for racial
discrimination in housing and for the systematic exclusion of blacks
from white neighborhoods.”47 Philadelphia was no exception, as hous-
ing activists were aware at the time. Racial violence marked the periph-
ery of many black neighborhoods, as well as the border between black
Philadelphia and the white suburbs, especially along the boundary be-
tween northwest Philadelphia and Montgomery County, where occa-
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sional white-supremacist activities reminded blacks that geographical
mobility brought unexpected costs.

Community Development, 1976–1980

These conditions set the stage for the dramatic confrontations of the 
late 1970s, focusing on applications for the city’s annual federal Com-
munity Development Block Grants. In July 1976, the CDBG program
was in its second year of funding and already beset by controversy. For
more than a year, community activists had severely criticized Philadel-
phia’s funding applications in public hearings and the press. That win-
ter several prominent housing and neighborhood coalitions, including
Tenant Action Group and the Housing Association of the Delaware Val-
ley, formed the Ad Hoc Committee on Housing and Neighborhood Re-
vitalization to challenge the city’s CDBG applications and to consolidate
citywide opposition to redevelopment.48

At the center of the Ad Hoc Committee stood Milton Street, a young,
dynamic street vendor and state legislator, whose North Philadelphia
Block Development Corporation soon would provide the core of ac-
tivists for the city’s squatting movement. With relatively little political
experience, Street had entered the public arena in the fall of 1974 in a
conflict with the city over the availability of sidewalk space for street
merchants. Initially a dispute over the placement of Street’s hotdog and
pretzel stands at locations around the city, the controversy quickly de-
veloped into a struggle over who would be represented in the revital-
ized public life of the downtown. Street and other vendors laid claim to
downtown sidewalks, while city officials tried to control the symbolic
and commercial space of the streets through legislative and police au-
thority, in part responding to pressure from conventional downtown
businesspeople who liked neither the competition from vendors nor the
visual aesthetic of a virtual bazaar stretched along the streets in front of
their shops.

Street’s theatrical manner of confrontation, which included well-or-
chestrated disruptions of City Council meetings, set the tone for the
battles over housing and redevelopment that would follow, many of
which he would lead. Upstaging the city fathers, Street displayed an
uncanny sense for the appropriateness of dramatic and comic confron-
tation at a time when the city’s primary concern was to restore pros-
perous civility and decorum to the downtown in preparation for the Bi-
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centennial. By February 1975, Street and his fellow vendors were able to
mobilize an effective interracial opposition to a proposed bill severely
restricting vendors’ licensing rights.49 As the vending issue died down
in the press, Street and many of his followers shifted their attention to
the pressing need for services and housing in poor districts of Philadel-
phia, initiating campaigns demanding more frequent trash removal
and the boarding up of houses in Street’s north Philadelphia neighbor-
hood. Soon Street turned his attention back to city hall, joining the on-
going campaign to force redistribution of the city’s federal block grants
to include more housing and services for the poor.50

Street, the Ad Hoc Committee, and other critics attacked the com-
munity development program for two general failings. First, the city
was not meeting the requirements of the act for full community disclo-
sure and participation, which mandated well-publicized open hearings
on yearly applications and proposed budgets. Community organiza-
tions complained from the start that the city neither offered sufficient
notice of public meetings, nor incorporated in CDBG applications citi-
zen concerns expressed at those meetings and elsewhere. Such criticism
got to the heart of the CDBG strategy, which as one housing activist
pointed out, circumvented existing forms of neighborhood control, no-
tably the Project Area Committees set up under urban renewal and
maintained through the Model Cities program. “The real effect” of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, he argued, was “to
take power over planning and development away from the people in
the neighborhoods, and . . . centralize [it] in City Hall.”51 Such indiffer-
ence to neighborhood concerns and public criticism created especially
acute problems in the Philadelphia program, as the Rizzo administra-
tion became increasingly defensive and recalcitrant, favoring, according
to some critics, the needs of conservative white neighborhoods that en-
dorsed Rizzo’s authoritarian and racially incendiary politics.

The community development program’s second general failing, ac-
cording to critics, was that the city was avoiding public scrutiny be-
cause only a small fraction of the federal money was going to the neigh-
borhoods. That which did, as housing officials acknowledged, was not
effectively applied to rehabilitation of low-income housing.52 As HADV
pointed out in testimony to City Council, the “so-called housing pro-
gram set forth in [the Year II] application is not rightfully a housing pro-
gram at all, but a program of housing demolition.” Furthermore, that
small portion of money applied to housing rehabilitation offered limited
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benefits to the poor, concentrating mainly on complete reconstruction of
buildings that would enter the market at prices too high for low-income
residents to afford.53 However, as activists tirelessly pointed out, what-
ever money went into housing and neighborhood revitalization was a
pittance compared to that which the city was using for administration,
for police and fire services, and for downtown commercial develop-
ment, including the building of a new shopping mall.54 A proposed
commuter tunnel underneath that mall, linking rail lines into a contin-
uous service between suburbs and city, elicited the most concerted
early opposition. Receiving a substantial portion of community devel-
opment funding, the tunnel, a centerpiece of the planning commis-
sion’s 1960 blueprint, would be of little benefit to inner-city neighbor-
hoods. Opposition to the tunnel merged in the winter of 1977 with
neighborhood protests over declining transit service, as well as with
rank-and-file mobilization by left-wing militants in the transit workers
union. That March more than four hundred people packed City Coun-
cil for hearings on the tunnel project, which a local left-liberal think
tank estimated would use up more than half of available funds for cap-
ital improvements in regional transportation.55

Meanwhile, activists maintained intense public and political pres-
sure on HUD in the press and the courts to block the city’s Year II and
Year III applications (for fiscal years 1976 and 1977).56 They claimed not
only a failure to meet the mandate of the act to supply low- and middle-
income housing, but also “a strong pattern of racial discrimination and
destruction of minority neighborhoods.”57 By the spring of 1977, the
pressure brought a warning from HUD, reinforced by a vote of no con-
fidence from the regional planning commission and embarrassing rev-
elations in local papers that the city’s new housing director, John Gallery
(a protégé of the Greater Philadelphia Movement’s Edmund Bacon), fa-
vored withdrawing services and funds from “hardcore” areas of the
city (most of them black), allowing them to “fall apart.” In an April let-
ter to the Rizzo administration, Robert Clement, HUD director for the
Philadelphia area, threatened the rejection of Philadelphia’s Year III ap-
plication if more effective provision of low-income housing were not
worked into the city’s redevelopment plans.58 To placate his increas-
ingly vocal and effective critics, Gallery publicly offered a “special ef-
fort” to apply funds to the housing problem in north Philadelphia. Pri-
vately, the city’s defense of its application revealed the fundamental
disagreement of principle between officials and activists. Arguing that
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Philadelphia’s program technically fulfilled the requirements of the
1974 act, Gallery conceded that low-income housing was not a priority
for his office. For him, community development primarily served urban
revitalization; it was not an assistance program. The conflict that had
emerged between housing activists and planners such as Gallery, then,
was not just between neighborhood and downtown, but between com-
peting views on policy goals and metropolitan models.59

HUD’s responsiveness encouraged housing activists to step up their
pressure for the following year’s application, packing City Council and
disrupting city government with increasing regularity. To some extent
their expectations were raised by the entry of Jimmy Carter into the
White House in 1977. Under Patricia Harris, Carter’s HUD tightened
guidelines for and oversight of the use of community development
funds and sent a clear message to municipalities to raise local commit-
ments to low- and moderate-income housing programs.60 A suit chal-
lenging distribution of block grant funds, charges of police brutality, and
stonewalling on public-housing construction combined with sit-ins at
regional HUD offices and high-profile squatting in several Philadelphia
neighborhoods to draw the attention of national political leaders, who
brought pressure on HUD officials at the highest level to do something
about the situation in Philadelphia.61

Squatting, 1977–1981

By 1977 housing advocates had spent six years wrangling with an in-
transigent city government. It was partly to underscore this indiffer-
ence to the housing woes of poor Philadelphians and to force the hand
of federal officials that first Street and then other housing activists began
squatting.

In June 1977 Street announced that his North Philadelphia Block De-
velopment Corporation would begin to help local residents break into
abandoned homes and demand squatters’ rights. Actually, by that sum-
mer Street and his organization had been discretely placing people for
more than a year in vacant houses around his north Philadelphia neigh-
borhood. Choosing only those houses that obviously had been aban-
doned by their owners, Street avoided confrontation with the city over
the disposition of the real estate, terming the new residents merely tem-
porary tenants. They were there, he argued, to prevent vandalism and
further deterioration of the housing stock.62 By the summer of 1977,
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however, Street had moved beyond neighborhood preservation, lead-
ing crowds of people to snip the padlocks off the front doors of feder-
ally owned buildings with a large pair of bolt cutters. Choosing homes
under FHA foreclosure and currently controlled by HUD, Street de-
manded the sale of vacant HUD homes to poor families through his
organization.63 At first HUD agreed in principle to lease some of its
properties, declaring squatting an admirable “direct action” to deal
with a problem inherited from Republican predecessors. But HUD
failed to deliver on promises of reasonable rents for a sufficient num-
ber of habitable buildings. By September Street’s organization claimed
to have settled 110 families, in defiance of HUD threats to evict.64 As
HUD’s tolerance of Street waned, the north Philadelphia activist esca-
lated the confrontation, leading a three-day sit-in at the Philadelphia
HUD offices, and harassing HUD secretary Patricia Harris in her Wash-
ington, D.C., headquarters. Meanwhile, Street moved on to buildings
owned privately and by the city, broadening the scope of the unfolding
conflict to include the Rizzo administration, from whom Street had no
reason to expect cooperation. HUD soon abandoned any efforts to re-
start negotiations with Street, beginning to evict squatters in late Sep-
tember.65

The squatting movement followed closely on the heels of federal
court decisions ordering the Rizzo administration to build the Whit-
man Park project, legitimating claims by Street and others that the city’s
federally funded housing programs were racially motivated. Squatting
also appeared as moderate housing activists expressed frustration and
disgust with such showcase projects as Urban Homesteading, long pur-
sued as a means of converting abandoned property into habitable shel-
ter by housers such as Dennis.66 It was not surprising then that when
Street began squatting, which in his penchant for comic appropriation
he called “walk-in homesteading,” Dennis and other moderates sup-
ported the action fully, adding institutional respectability to his blatant
disregard for public authority and private property rights. So too did
City Councilmen Lucien Blackwell (of west Philadelphia) and Cecil
Moore (of north central), as well as Edmund Bacon, the former executive
director of the planning commission, whose association with the liberal
GPM put him at odds with Rizzo. And they would continue to do so as
squatting spread across the city. “We applaud Mr. Street’s efforts to try
to provide housing for people who need it desperately,” declared Den-
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nis, “people who have been discarded by the city who uses their exis-
tence to gain greater federal funds, then uses those funds to try to elim-
inate them.”67

Some housing experts criticized the north Philadelphia squatters for
setting poor people up in houses that they had insufficient resources 
to rehabilitate and maintain (a problem that also plagued the urban-
homesteading program). But Dennis recognized Street’s squatting cam-
paign for what it actually was: a dramatic effort to force the hand of
city government and bring down public (and federal) opprobrium on
local housing authorities for failing to address the housing crisis and ab-
rogating their responsibility to the poor. The objective, she wrote, was “a
turn-around by government at all levels. Housing must be provided
and can be provided if only the commitment [from government] were
there. But the commitment is not there so conflict and confrontation is
where we are.”68 Always oriented toward center city, Street and his
supporters were relentless in their harassment of municipal and fed-
eral agencies, regularly packing City Council chambers and disrupting
its proceedings. On one occasion they set up a bureau in city hall to “pro-
cess” squatting claims on HUD houses, mocking the pompous spectacle
with which federal and municipal government doled out a tiny supply
of rehabilitated properties.69 Squatting demonstrated that neither the
city nor HUD had any intention of addressing the need for affordable
housing and forced HUD and the city to evict families en masse. One
sweep came in the middle of a frigid December. As the list of aban-
doned properties lengthened, federal and local authorities found them-
selves in the position of removing one needy family from a house to (at
best) replace it with another.70

In part because of high-profile publicity, the walk-in homesteading
campaign expanded through the neighborhoods to include Latinos and
whites as well as blacks, making it, as Street often argued, an act on be-
half of the poor, for economic as well as racial justice. By 1979, multi-
ethnic squatting campaigns from the Kensington section of the city
joined forces with Street, as did poor black and Latino squatters across
the Delaware River in Camden, New Jersey, two years later. As it spread
across the metropolitan area, squatting combined the salvaging of shel-
ter with the creation of public spectacle, stabilizing neighborhoods
while pressuring local, state, and federal governments to grant more
vacant properties to poor families and people of color. The numbers
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were substantial and impressive. While activist claims of having ap-
propriated one thousand houses in Philadelphia may be exaggerated,
Camden squatters can document the permanent walk-in homesteading
of nearly two hundred in a city one-twentieth the size.71 Yet, housing ac-
tivists across the city had no illusions about stemming the tide of aban-
donment through squatting. Fifteen hundred homes saved from demo-
lition and recycling did not supply the persistent need for affordable
shelter, which HADV and others estimated required the rehabilitation of
roughly six thousand properties a year, and thus a massive federal and
local spending program.

Indeed it was evident from their range of targets that squatters’ dra-
matic transgression of property rights addressed a larger set of issues
than merely local building abandonment and housing shortages. Many
of the same people involved in appropriating houses throughout Phil-
adelphia took part simultaneously in the continuing spectacle of protest
against downtown redevelopment and the political authoritarianism of
the Rizzo administration. The goal for many housing activists was the
mobilization of public sentiment against a political regime that had ev-
ident contempt for the poor and for racial minorities and was interested
in displacing such undesired populations from a gentrified urban land-
scape. Thus, downtown projects such as the Gallery shopping mall,
completed in 1977, represented all that was unsavory and unjust in the
history of redevelopment and all that was dangerous in the Rizzo ad-
ministration’s championship of urban revitalization. Incorporated in
the planning commission’s original blueprint for the downtown rede-
velopment zone, the Gallery was heavily funded by public investment,
including portions of several federal community development block
grants. While it was legal for the city to invest CDBG money in com-
mercial development, many Philadelphians, especially those from de-
teriorating neighborhoods, considered it an injustice to construct a
downtown mall during a severe housing crisis and a moratorium on
subsidized housing.

While its designers conceived of the Gallery as a commercial public
square, they had no idea that it would become a political one as well. In
the summer of 1978, on the first anniversary of its completion and as
squatters continued to break into houses throughout the city, the new
mall became a magnet for protest by the same coalition of neighbor-
hood activists that comprised the Ad Hoc Committee, whose griev-
ances had by that time expanded to include inadequate housing, the
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misappropriation of public resources, the Rizzo administration’s cor-
ruption and racism, and Rizzo’s attempt to change the city charter to
allow himself an unlimited number of terms in office. In the midst of tu-
multuous political disturbances over housing and the charter change,
the Rizzo administration added a final provocation: the unannounced
storming and destruction in early August 1978 of the headquarters of
MOVE, a radical environmentalist and predominantly black commune
that had beleaguered a West Philadelphia neighborhood for the previ-
ous year. One police officer was killed in the fusillade of bullets let loose
in the confrontation (the source of the bullet was never determined),
and news cameras caught officers brutally beating a MOVE member
taken into custody. Although few Philadelphians, white or black, had
much sympathy for MOVE at the time—the MOVE members let gar-
bage collect in their backyard and went about violently haranguing
Philadelphians on obscure doctrinal matters—many were shocked by
the brutality of the police action. The attack served as the final convinc-
ing evidence of the Rizzo administration’s violent racism and corrup-
tion.72

In the weeks leading up to the MOVE incident, Philadelphians had
futilely struggled to avert a tragedy. So it was partly in frustration and
anger with Rizzo’s authoritarianism that on the occasion of a massive
protest at City Hall over the MOVE affair, Milton Street officially an-
nounced a boycott of the Gallery to commence the following week (Au-
gust 25). The boycott targeted the proposed charter revision, added by
City Council to the ballot in early September, and the absence of black
businesses in the new mall.73 It lasted through the next spring, with as
many as one thousand picketers at a time paralyzing the mall’s com-
mercial activity. Legal action, upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court, ended
the boycott and resulted in Street’s prosecution by District Attorney
(and future mayor) Ed Rendell on charges of criminal contempt.74 The
spectacle of social protest came to a head that February 1979 as Street
and his allies stopped City Council proceedings for nearly two months
in displays of extraordinary public contempt for the authority of city
government, recounted on an almost daily basis in the press. Packing
the weekly City Council meetings with as many as a thousand sup-
porters at a time, Street’s well-scripted antics had become a centerpiece
of Philadelphia life and of the regular business of government, and TV
viewers were tuning in nightly to make sure they didn’t miss the latest
episode.75
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Conclusion

By the time of the City Council fracas, much already had changed in city
politics that measured the success of a decade of popular protest. In
May 1978, HUD released a report finding Philadelphia had widely dis-
criminated against minorities and the poor in community development
programs since 1975. The result of its first review of a city’s civil rights
compliance under the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act,
HUD’s revelations confirmed the accusations of Street, Dennis, and the
Ad Hoc Committee. The following year HUD was forced to impound 90
percent of the city’s nearly $70 million in community development
funding until housing officials submitted a viable program for shelter-
ing the poor by building and renovating subsidized housing.76

Meanwhile, voters blocked Rizzo’s effort to extend his term. Rizzo’s
departure in 1980 deflated authoritarian backlash even as the nation ex-
perienced the ascendancy of Reaganism, which had been prefigured on
a local level by political leaders such as Philadelphia’s former police
commissioner. Meanwhile, another vacuum in the upper reaches of po-
litical leadership appeared almost simultaneously. That chaotic Febru-
ary of 1979 witnessed the death of City Council member Cecil B. Moore,
head of the militant branch of Philadelphia’s fragmented NAACP and a
major force in earlier struggles against racial discrimination. Moore’s
death opened a seat on City Council for Milton Street’s brother John,
who won election that fall. John Street would go on to lead an informal
progressive caucus in council (four members of which entered office in
1980), eventually becoming council president and using that position to
launch his successful candidacy for mayor twenty years later.77

John Street’s rise to power in municipal government marked, with
Rizzo’s departure, the transition to a new black political leadership and
a reconfiguration of progressive politics in the city. Street owed his as-
cendancy in part to the successes of his brother and the housing move-
ment, whose assaults on the public square yielded a margin of greater
space for the expression of dissent and the shaping of urban policy. The
social protests of the late 1970s manifested a broad and intense opposi-
tion to established urban regimes, uniting diverse groups in a citywide
movement that defied predictable alignments of power among urban
constituencies. By the early 1980s that movement had essentially re-
moved a racist mayor from office, helped change the political compo-
sition of city government, and, far from exhausting the “political en-
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ergies” of the 1960s, laid a durable foundation in city institutions and 
in the city’s left political culture on which opposition to Reaganism
could be maintained into the early 1990s. With the 1983 election of Wil-
son Goode, the city’s first black mayor and a longtime housing activist
with ties to the GPM, some of the goals set in the housing protests of the
previous decade were reached. Goode redistributed federal funding to
previously neglected districts, shifted the focus of housing develop-
ment from demolition to construction, and encouraged the growth of
community development councils as neighborhood-based administra-
tors of housing money.

Yet Philadelphia’s political opening of the early 1980s reached defi-
nite structural and political limits characteristic of such urban move-
ments, stopping short of institutionalizing community advocacy, sub-
stantial resource redistribution, or even reliable oversight of the planning
and policing of urban space. Efforts by the Black Political Convention
(BPC), a coalition of black nationalists, neighborhood populists, and
Marxists, to mount a left challenge against Rizzo, as well as against
remnants of the GPM machine (represented by the winning 1979 may-
oral candidate, William Green), based on an alternative to pro-growth
planning failed the same fall that John Street won office. Though the
BPC-endorsed mayoral candidate, Lucien Blackwell, fared well in the
election (garnering more than 15 percent of the vote), his defeat, to-
gether with the retiring of Rizzo as a common enemy uniting progres-
sive activists, began a decline in grassroots mobilization against rede-
velopment and recycling.78 By the time of Goode’s election—an event
that could not have happened without the political and social move-
ments of the late 1970s—places for progressives opened at all levels of
city government. As a result, much of the previous decade’s progressive
momentum disappeared into a newly formed centrist regime, which
included descendents of the GPM (Goode and Rendell, who succeeded
Goode in 1991), as well as younger and more militant activists such as
John Street, TAG’s Maisha Jackson, and the leader of Kensington squat-
ting, Mike DeBerardinis (who would serve as Rendell’s commissioner of
recreation).

This power shift in city government was surprisingly durable and to
some extent can be credited with laying the foundation for more en-
lightened urban management under the Goode, Rendell, and Street ad-
ministrations. Yet, as progressive activists entered city government, the
restructuring of urban space continued, as did pro-growth policy. Phila-
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delphia still competed for corporate and real-estate investment, while
steadily hemorrhaging population. An addition to the Gallery was com-
pleted in the mid-1980s, as was a huge convention center nearby (the
funding of which was engineered by Goode). Huge new redevelopment
projects transformed other parts of the downtown, which appeared to
flourish even as north and west Philadelphia continued to decline.
Thus, it was not surprising that opposition to the use of public money to
revitalize the downtown continued, including additional waves of
squatting in 1981 and 1982. Tragically, Goode achieved his greatest no-
toriety for the 1984 bombing of another MOVE house in another part of
the city, resulting in the incineration of an entire block and widespread
condemnation of Goode’s own version of municipal authoritarianism.

Even such a mixed political legacy should not tempt us to resurrect
conventional narratives in which a dissipating urban activism in the
1970s merely extended the protest cycle of the 1960s beyond its natural
life span. As the reframing presented here suggests, Philadelphia hous-
ing activists addressed a transformation of the urban political economy
that had been occurring for decades, in terms that recognized a broader
and more enduring set of issues than those usually associated with the
politics of 1968. Street, his followers, and their opponents experienced
and enacted that social transformation in racial terms, along the bound-
aries of neighborhoods, in housing and community development agen-
cies, along the thin blue line of police authority. Yet, in recognizing the
instrumental role of redevelopment in shaping the racial and economic
geography of the city, they drew together the struggle for black libera-
tion and efforts to restore public control to the management of the city.
Their concerns and aspirations far exceeded the demand for rights and
entitlements, reaching for a more fundamental, democratic reorganiza-
tion of city life.
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Van Gosse

3 Unpacking the Vietnam Syndrome
The Coup in Chile and the Rise of 
Popular Anti-Interventionism

Besides suffering military defeat by a “fourth-rate power,” in
Henry Kissinger’s words, the long-term impact of the Vietnam War at
home was that, from 1967 on, major institutions of civil society, includ-
ing professional and academic associations and leading religious de-
nominations, linked their antiwar demands to those of radicals. Sud-
denly, opposition to U.S. foreign policy became pervasive instead of
marginal—a part of life in major urban centers. In this context, the am-
bitious and the brilliant were drawn in through the mixture of high
purpose and opportunism that distinguishes crises like wars and revo-
lutions. Bill Clinton’s trajectory from helping organize the 1969 Mora-
torium to serving as Texas director of the 1972 McGovern campaign
demonstrates the attraction of the antiwar side in a polarized United
States, even for those seeking power within the mainstream. The failure
of U.S. political-military strategy in Southeast Asia, and the ensuing
systemic crisis, produced a free fall where the mainstream had no con-
sensus, legitimating sharp public disagreements unknown since the de-
bates over entry into World War II before Pearl Harbor.

Out of this ferment emerged a new political coalition opposed to the
Cold War’s basic premises: containment of revolutionary nationalism in
the Third World; covert action as a principal policy instrument; support
for reactionary (usually military) dictatorships as bulwarks against the
“two, three, many Vietnams” across Africa, Asia, and Latin America
prophesied by Ernesto Che Guevara. This coalition represented the suc-
cessful fusion of the antiwar movement and the heterogeneous New
Left with the post-1968 radicalization of Democratic Party liberalism.

The Vietnam War was the starting point, rather than the culmina-
tion, of effective anti-interventionist politics in the Cold War era, and the
consolidation of a radical-liberal bloc against the Cold War consensus
came at the war’s end, after U.S. troops withdrew from Indochina in
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early 1973. Congressional and grassroots activism against U.S. backing
of military dictatorships in places like Greece, Brazil, and Guatemala
had grown from 1968 on, as demonstrated by a series of legislative
hearings, the first restrictions on U.S. aid to governments that abused
human rights, and the formation of small activist groups like the Amer-
ican Friends of Brazil and the American Friends of Guatemala. Interna-
tional outrage focused especially on Brazil in the early 1970s, with a
Bertrand Russell Tribunal in Rome in July 1973. All of this was a pre-
lude, however, to protest against the Nixon administration’s role in the
September 11, 1973, coup that toppled Chile’s elected Marxist govern-
ment, which kept growing in the months after the coup because of the
brutality of the junta led by General Augusto Pinochet. Activism around
Chile played a central role in cohering the new anti-interventionist coa-
lition from 1974 to 1976. From then on, during the late 1970s and the
1980s, until the end of the Cold War between 1989 and 1991 and military
triumph in the 1991 Gulf War, it placed real limits upon the “national se-
curity state” by redefining the relationship between the public, Con-
gress, and the Executive. In sum, this was the Vietnam syndrome: not
just an unarticulated public malaise and a gun-shy senior-officer corps,
but the establishment of a well-grounded foreign policy opposition.

Historians have documented that the premises of Cold War diplo-
macy came under attack after 1965 because of a mushrooming antiwar
movement with a Capitol Hill lobby led by liberal churches and tradi-
tional peace groups, and political scientists have noted the significance
of the Chilean coup to the development of a new, post-Vietnam foreign
policy ethic.1 In 1981, Lars Schoultz examined how by 1977 “the com-
bined interest groups concerned with the repression of human rights in
Latin America had become one of the largest, most active, and most vis-
ible foreign policy lobbying forces in Washington” and that “Chile be-
came the focus of the human rights movement in the United States.”2

Later, Paul Sigmund assessed the long-term effects of revelations about
CIA activities, outlining how a series of sensational congressional hear-
ings coinciding with the Watergate crisis ratcheted up pressure to assert
congressional control over foreign policy. This process began in March
1973, before the coup, when Idaho senator Frank Church exposed the
International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT) company’s attempts to use
the CIA to block the Socialist Salvador Allende’s 1970 ascension to
Chile’s presidency. It extended through 1976, when Congress cut off all
military and most economic aid to the Pinochet junta—at that time, an
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unprecedented step. In between came the 1975 hearings on intelligence
activities by Senate and House committees (headed, respectively, by
Church and Representative Otis Pike) that were the worst humiliation
ever suffered by the Cold War elite, worse even than that spring’s final
collapse of “South” Vietnam. The Church and Pike Committee hearings
ruined the careers of two directors of Central Intelligence and exposed
decades of routine CIA political corruption, destabilization, and assas-
sination in the Third World. As Sigmund reminds us, the lever that
forced this grand show-trial was outrage over revelations of U.S. com-
plicity in the destruction of Chilean democracy.

But there is an ellipsis, a gap, in these studies. Why? Why the Church
Committee? Why the intense focus on state terror in Chile, when re-
pression, torture, and murder had been the norm in Latin America
since the U.S.-backed coup in Brazil in 1964? Certainly Chile’s Socialist
president Dr. Salvador Allende was a compelling figure, and his Popu-
lar Unity government’s experiment in “socialism with freedom” by a
coalition of Socialists, Communists, and radical Christians engaged
global sympathy. But asserting major public and congressional outrage
without explaining the sources of that protest begs the question of
causality. Sigmund essentially ignores the anti-intervention mobiliza-
tions “in solidarity” with Chile.3 Schoultz takes the organized opposi-
tion seriously but limits his investigation to Capitol Hill, alluding only
briefly to diverse constituencies outside Washington that were the
ground troops for human rights lobbyists like the Washington Office
on Latin America and the Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Pol-
icy. His account of how “humanitarian values” intersected with “bu-
reaucratic politics” points us in the right direction, however, by listing
the factors that changed U.S. policy after 1973, a sequence from Vietnam
through Watergate to “the 1973 coup in the nation that had been the
pride of Latin American democracy.”4

My goal in this essay is to reconsider the role of dissent so as to show
how organized activism is sometimes central to the making of foreign
policy. The congressional heroes of the “human rights years” in the
mid-1970s, Senator Edward Kennedy and Representatives Donald Fra-
ser, Michael Harrington, and Tom Harkin, and the groups that collabo-
rated with them to write vital new legislation responded to specific con-
stituencies, including three distinct sectors with their own institutional
bases: first, intellectuals organized by their profession or discipline,
including professors, doctors, and lawyers; second, the self-identified
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Left (both New and Old); finally, the vast web of Christian denomina-
tions, with the United States Catholic Conference (USCC) as a leading
voice.

The intelligentsia was quickest off the mark in responding to the
coup. In the first months after September 11, 1973, professors and doc-
tors played the leading role. Without a chorus of respectable but im-
passioned voices that labeled the new junta as beyond the pale, Chile
might never have become a celebrated human rights cause. At first,
even liberal opinion was hardly unanimous. In the coup’s immediate af-
termath, the New York Times gave repeated excuses for the junta, which
had bombed and then militarily assaulted Chile’s presidential palace,
the Moneda. On September 12, 1973, the day after a democratically
elected president had died gun in hand, it editorialized that “a heavy
share [of blame] must be assigned to the unfortunate Dr. Allende” be-
cause “he persisted in pushing a program of pervasive socialism for
which he had no popular mandate.” On September 20, four days after
publishing an Amnesty International report that thousands of leftists
had been summarily shot, the Times asserted “it was inevitable that
lurid rumors of mass executions would circulate” and “it was incorrect
to refer to what had happened there as a fascist coup” because “there is
no reason to doubt that the military leaders moved against Dr. Allende
with great reluctance, and only because they genuinely feared a polar-
ized Chile was headed for civil war.”

In this context, the prompt reaction of academics and other profes-
sionals made a real difference. The first national protests against the
coup were led by professors. On Sunday, September 23, the Chile Emer-
gency Committee placed a full-page ad in the New York Times under 
the headline “Santiago: the Streets Are Red with Blood.” Besides de-
nouncing the “reign of terror” in Chile, it detailed the U.S. destabiliza-
tion of Allende, with numerous quotations from ITT memos and New
York Times and Washington Post articles. The bulk of the text was a list of
nearly a thousand sponsors. Along with the usual suspects on the anti-
war liberal-Left, from Congresswoman Bella Abzug to Susan Sontag,
Daniel Ellsberg, Jules Feiffer, Tom Hayden, Joan Baez, Philip and Daniel
Berrigan, Jane Fonda, Fannie Lou Hamer, Country Joe McDonald, Huey
P. Newton, and Jann Wenner, this list was dominated by contingents of
professors from campuses like Antioch, California State at Los Angeles,
Catholic University, Columbia, George Washington, Hampshire, Har-
vard, MIT, New York University (NYU), Rutgers, Stanford, Berkeley,
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Santa Cruz, the University of Maryland, the University of Massachu-
setts, American University, and various City University of New York
colleges. Evidently the organizing took place school by school, which
was clarified when two of those professors, Donald and Margaret Bray,
announced in the Nation a “Week of Solidarity with the Popular Forces
in Chile” for October 8 through 14, naming themselves as coordina-
tors.5

On September 28, the New York Times also ran stories announcing
that the six-thousand-member Authors League of America had sent ca-
blegrams to the Chilean Writers Society deploring “the book burning
and suppression of writers by the Chilean Government,” and that the
Committee for Latin American Studies at Harvard, joined by the presi-
dent of MIT, Jerome Wiesner, and John P. Lewis, dean of the Woodrow
Wilson School at Princeton, had appealed to the U.S. government to
“exert the strongest pressure” on the junta “to stop its reign of terror.” A
few days later it was announced that the Latin American Studies Asso-
ciation (LASA, which turned sharply left in the early 1970s) and various
universities such as NYU were joining with Amnesty International and
the office of Senator Edward Kennedy to find academic positions for
newly exiled Chilean scholars. Read together, the effect of this con-
certed institutional denunciation was to effectively stigmatize the Pino-
chet junta, a burden from which it never recovered.6

Of all these protests, what irritated the junta most was an ad cam-
paign begun on January 27, 1974, by the Emergency Committee to Save
Chilean Health Workers, which charged in yet another New York Times
ad, over the names of several hundred doctors, that the junta had killed
pro-Allende doctors and initiated a “policy that closed health centers,
cut back milk and supplemental health programs, burned libraries, dec-
imated the faculties of medical schools and schools of public health and
placed them under military control.” This committee grew from an es-
tablished leftwing New York medical group, the Physicians Forum. In
response, the Pinochet regime ran its own advertisement on February
24, 1974, “The Real Story of the Persecution of Doctors in Chile.” Its
fabrications were rebutted in another ad by the Emergency Committee
on September 15, 1974, commemorating the coup’s anniversary, which
suggested that “it is as if American military and economic aid had been
used to support the Nazis, fund the Gestapo, and maintain Auschwitz,
Belsen and Dachau.” A week earlier the news had broken of the CIA’s
committing $8 million to overturn Allende through what New York
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Times columnist Tom Wicker called “gangster schemes of bribery, vio-
lence and even assassination,” so this language did not seem especially
inflammatory.

Intellectuals were not limited to these expressions of professional
sympathy, or to the conventional forms of activism like the stream of ar-
ticles on torture and repression in the New York Review of Books and
Harper’s. They also acted directly. The murders of Charles Horman and
Frank Teruggi by the Chilean military in late September 1973, in the
context of the arrests, beating, and expulsions of numerous U.S. citi-
zens, were key events in catalyzing public outrage and congressional in-
tervention. The primary goad in making the Horman and Teruggi cases
a public scandal was a prominent Latin Americanist, Professor Richard
R. Fagen of Stanford, vice president of LASA. He and three other LASA
officers went to Washington, D.C., immediately following the coup, to
pressure Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Jack Ku-
bisch. Fagen then flew to Santiago, where he “uncovered a whole series
of outrages.” He led the effort to contact the victim’s families (in Terug-
gi’s case, the State Department had told them nothing) and to bring the
case to the attention of U.S. reporters, who pursued it with a ven-
geance.7 Fagen also wrote a nine-page letter to Senator Fulbright, chair
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, spurring high-level con-
gressional pressure on the State Department.

Fagen was the first of many North Americans to fly down to Chile,
conducting personal diplomacy on behalf of established institutions
openly at odds with U.S. policy. When the trials of former Socialist and
Communist officials began in the spring of 1974, a Lawyers Committee
on Chile was set up in New York, which delegated as “observers” at the
trials Orville Schell, head of the Bar Association of the City of New
York, and Paul O’Dwyer, former U.S. Senate candidate and head of the
New York City Council.8 It is not surprising that when the junta moved
to improve its public relations through a contract with a subsidiary of
the J. Walter Thompson ad agency, it stipulated that the major targets
would be “government leaders, intellectuals and other decision-makers
in the United States.”9

While academics, doctors, and lawyers mobilized immediately
around Chile, the uncredentialed Marxist Left moved more haltingly. In
the weeks after the coup, there were dozens of protests, but they were
relatively small in comparison to the scale of the antiwar movement of
the early 1970s. The Guardian weekly, the newspaper of record for the
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New Left, reported rallies in New York, San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh, Ann Arbor, Philadelphia,
Boston, St. Louis, Baltimore, Austin, Iowa City, Indianapolis, Denver,
and Memphis between September 12 and 18, most involving a few
hundred people. Several weeks later, thirty-five cities were claimed to 
be participating in the “Week of Solidarity with the Popular Forces of
Chile,” with an emphasis on teach-ins and memorial services, but no
major national demonstrations were called.10

The divisions of the later Chile Solidarity Movement were apparent
even at this stage, however. Since leftist infighting was a significant fac-
tor in the 1970s, it is worth briefly examining, as it undermined not only
solidarity organizing for Chile, but also many other radical campaigns
in those years. The same Guardian that reported “Thousands Protest
Coup” also carried a long analysis by Steven Torgoff, “Revisionism and
Counter-Revolution in Chile.” At the very moment that hundreds of
Chilean Communists were being hunted down and shot, Torgoff in-
dicted the “revisionist” Chilean Communist Party for betraying the
workers because of its “petty bourgeois” orientation. How does one ex-
plain this seeming betrayal (or blaming the victim) to a later genera-
tion?

The year 1973 was the climax of the “new communist” movement, an
attempt to build a new Marxist-Leninist party out of the hard core of the
New Left, and the Guardian was key to this doomed effort. The central
principle uniting the thousands of youthful “new communist” party
builders was attacking the Soviet Union and the “old Communists”
who supported it around the world, including the Communist Party
USA (CPUSA). The debilitating rivalry between “new communists,”
who were highly critical of Allende, and the more moderate CPUSA,
which identified closely with the Popular Unity government, persisted
throughout the consolidation of an organized Chile solidarity network
in 1974 and 1975.11

Between 1974 and 1975, U.S. Communists established leadership
over the heterogeneous local groups that sprang up after the coup, such
as the Los Angeles Coalition for the Restoration of Democracy in Chile,
the Michigan Committee for a Free Chile, the Colorado May Chile Be
Free Committee, and the Chicago Citizen’s Committee to Save Lives in
Chile. Two national conferences were held, from which a National Co-
ordinating Center in Solidarity with Chile was established under the
leadership of an experienced CPUSA organizer, Susan Borenstein. Key
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to the party’s ability to bring together this broad network was its status
as the only U.S. organization with formal ties to Allende’s coalition, via
the Chilean Communists. As a consequence, when prominent exiles
such as former government ministers and Allende’s widow visited the
United States, it was Communists who organized their tours and hosted
them. Many of these local Communist activists were well established in
the antiwar movement, in unions, and even in Democratic Party circles,
where their CPUSA affiliations were not publicly admitted.

The New York–based National Chile Center, as it became known, ef-
fectively tied together many different strands of activism. It recruited
Cynthia Buhl, a young human rights activist from Oregon who would
become the principal Washington, D.C., lobbyist on Latin America in the
1980s, and its board of directors included Mary Ann Mahaffey, a Detroit
City Council member, and a prominent historian of Latin America, John
Coatsworth, who in the 1990s served as president of the American His-
torical Association. It organized speaking events by exiled Popular Unity
leaders and 1977–78 concert tours by the famous “Nuevo Cancion”
groups Quilapayun and Inti-Illimani that included celebrity appear-
ances by Jon Voight; Leonard Bernstein; Jane Fonda; Peter, Paul and
Mary; and Senators Edward Kennedy, James Abourezk, and George
McGovern. A Chile Legislative Center was opened in Washington,
staffed by the Reverend Charles Briody, and considerable emphasis
was put on lobbying, with close but unpublicized relations maintained
to Senator Kennedy’s office—the command post for antijunta work on
the Hill.

Throughout this period, however, there was a different strain of sol-
idarity activism that rejected the pragmatic emphasis on human rights,
the legislative focus, and the alliances with liberals championed by 
the National Chile Center. The national Chile Solidarity conferences al-
ways included a minority Anti-Imperialist Caucus led by supporters of
Chile’s clandestine Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR), which
had refused to join Allende’s coalition and criticized it as insufficiently
revolutionary. In late 1975, the anti-imperialists split off to form an or-
ganization called Non-Intervention in Chile (NICH), committed to a
more militant style of protest and to making the connections between
U.S. corporate capitalism at home and in Chile. As Seattle NICH put it:
“It is central to our work to educate the people in the U.S. to the issues
of 1) how did the repression in Chile come about? and 2) how is the
Chilean experience relevant to the people of the U.S.?”12
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Diplomatic historians may doubt the significance of this solidarity
organizing by the “far” Left, far out of the political mainstream. But the
tendency to disparage radicalism as removed from what happens on
Capitol Hill reflects a myopia about who actually generates letters and
phone calls and visits to congressional offices. The business of radicals
is to make life uncomfortable for those who are not radical, and the com-
bined forces of Chile Solidarity proved they could do that on many oc-
casions, as when a Chilean Navy sailing ship, the Esmerelda, was invited
to participate in “Operation Sail” during the 1976 Bicentennial. It was
alleged that the schooner had served as a torture center after the coup,
and the storm of protest reached all the way into the august New York
Yacht Club. Moreover, these gadfly campaigns to annoy the Pinochet
junta occurred in a larger global context of condemnation, reflecting the
United States’ general loss of authority after the debacle of Vietnam. A
July 1974 Pan-European Conference for Solidarity with Chile attracted
leaders of both Communist and historically anticommunist social dem-
ocratic parties and was keynoted by François Mitterand, the future pres-
ident of France. A hemispheric conference in Mexico City was addressed
by President Luis Echavarría, and Representative Michael Harrington,
a Massachusetts Democrat and antagonist of the CIA, served as one of
the U.S. delegates. Closer to home, in September 1974, the newly formed
Center for National Security Studies, a left-leaning think tank, organized
a “congressional conference” on Capitol Hill sponsored by Michigan sen-
ator Philip Hart, where CIA director William Colby answered questions
from panelists like Richard Barnet of the Institute for Policy Studies and
was booed for his insistence that there was no policy of deliberate as-
sassination in the Phoenix Program he had directed in Vietnam.13 Soli-
darity with Chile, like opposition to the U.S. war in Vietnam, was ulti-
mately a worldwide phenomenon, and those who carried that banner
in the United States had powerful allies abroad.

A world removed from the Marxist Left was the surge in church ac-
tivism catalyzed by the coup in Chile. From the first day, the junta had
targeted U.S. missionaries in Chile, and for good reason, since the Chi-
lean group Christians for Socialism had attracted numerous North
American supporters. Two Maryknoll priests, Francis Flynn and Joseph
Dougherty, were expelled in the first days, as well as a Methodist vol-
unteer, Carol Nezzo, and the Reverend Charles Welch of the Holy Cross
Missioners. In late October 1973, St. George’s College, an elite school run
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by U.S. priests that was opened to the poor during the Allende years,
was taken over by a Chilean Air Force officer because it was “infiltrated
by Marxism.” The key figure in founding the Washington Office on
Latin America, the main hemispheric human rights lobby in the past
quarter century, was the Reverend Joseph Eldridge, another Methodist
who was expelled after the coup. This pattern did not abate. In Sep-
tember 1974, the superior of the Holy Cross order, Father Robert Plasker,
was put on a plane, and in late 1975, three U.S. nuns were expelled for
allegedly hiding guerrillas of the MIR.14

What is most striking is the Catholic hierarchy’s declaring its open
opposition to U.S. policy in Latin America. This was a watershed mo-
ment in the evolution of post-Vietnam politics. From the Cold War’s be-
ginning, the Catholic Church was a pillar of anticommunism, at home
and abroad. But North American Catholic perspectives had been chang-
ing since the 1960s, in response to epochal shifts in the Latin American
Church. A new doctrine and practice called “Liberation Theology,” in-
tended to align the church with the vast poverty-stricken majority of its
communicants rather than elites, began germinating in Brazil in the
1950s. In the 1960s, it swept across the Americas, stimulated by the Vat-
ican II reforms of Popes John XXIII and Paul VI, and culminating in the
1968 Medellin Conference, where the assembled Latin American bish-
ops declared a “preferential option for the poor.”15 The North American
Church was not immune to these influences. During these years, thou-
sands of priests, religious men and women, and lay volunteers went
south as Papal Volunteers for Latin America (the National Catholic Re-
porter claimed four thousand from U.S. dioceses by 1966), and many of
them came home radicalized, committed to spreading a new gospel of
solidarity. The example of the Columbian priest Camilo Torres, killed in
1966 while fighting with a guerrilla group, attracted considerable atten-
tion in the United States (he was eulogized by Dorothy Day, among
others), and in a case famous among the U.S. religious, a group of Mary-
knoll men and women were expelled from Guatemala in late 1967 as
they were about to form their own Christian guerrilla front.16 Similar
processes of “reverse mission” affected numerous Protestant mission-
aries, like the Reverend Philip Wheaton, an Episcopal priest who left the
death squad–ridden Dominican Republic to found the Ecumenical Pro-
gram for Inter-American Communication and Action, the first church-
based organization dealing with Latin America, in 1968.
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A good example of the deep changes among North American Chris-
tians, affecting even the institutional structure of the Catholic Church,
can be found in the 1970 conference of the Catholic Inter-American Co-
operation Program. Initiated in 1964 by the Latin America Division of
the U.S. Catholic Conference (USCC), by 1970 an openly radical mes-
sage was preached to the four-hundred-odd participants in Washington,
D.C. The theme was “Conscientization for Liberation,” and speakers
included Gustavo Gutierrez, the Peruvian theologian later silenced by
Pope John Paul II; James Petras, the best-known Marxist scholar on
Latin America in the United States; Paolo Freire, the eminent theorist of
radical pedagogy; the Reverend Philip Wheaton; and Senator Frank
Church.17

The Chilean coup was a catalyst in this emerging process of “consci-
entization” within the U.S. Church and its hierarchy. In October 1973,
the Reverend Frederick McGuire, director of the USCC’s Latin America
Division, went to Santiago to investigate the human rights situation. His
first-person report in the November 30 National Catholic Reporter was
headlined “Freedoms Snuffed Out in Chile.” It was unambiguously pro-
Allende and condemned unnamed figures in the Chilean Catholic hier-
archy that had lent official sanction to the military junta. By itself, this
report and subsequent calls for action on human rights in Chile by Mc-
Guire’s office would indicate merely that there were substantial liberal
elements in the Church who were permitted to speak out. However, the
requirements of what both radicals and prelates called “Christian soli-
darity” soon extended all the way to the top. The twenty-eight bishops
sitting on the Administrative Board of the USCC—the highest-ranking
body in U.S. Catholicism—voted unanimously on February 13, 1974, to
denounce abuses of human rights by the governments of Chile and
Brazil, and to urge the U.S. government to consider ending aid to these
countries. They were led in this action by John Cardinal Krol of Philadel-
phia, the USCC president, who underlined his commitment a few
months later by sending a telegram of “solidarity” to Cardinal Raul
Silva of Chile, under fierce attack by Pinochet and his supporters for
speaking out against torture.

The USCC’s action, which committed the church offices in Washing-
ton to lobby against the junta and sanctioned action by hundreds of
bishops and tens of thousands of priests and religious, is only a glimpse
into the world of U.S. Catholic politics around Latin America during
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the 1970s and 1980s. It was largely church people, for instance, that
bedeviled ITT’s annual meetings for years, picketing in the hundreds
and using their pension-fund holdings to make impertinent sugges-
tions inside, such as the nomination of Charles Horman’s widow, Joyce,
as a corporate director.18 However, it is a good place to end this outline
of the anti-interventionist, even anti-imperialist, coalition that mobi-
lized opposition to U.S. government policies in Chile, and later on a
much larger scale when Central America became a battleground of the
“new Cold War” in the 1980s.

Religious activism in the Chile Solidarity Movement, at the grass-
roots and the highest institutional levels, forces us to rethink the char-
acter of the New Left and the antiwar movement, and the results of the
Sixties. The mobilization of radical Christians, more precisely the radi-
calization of mobilized Christians (like that of a section of the profes-
sional-intellectual elite described earlier), underlines that the “New
Left” of white college students was only one part of the larger Left that
cohered during the Sixties. Here, as elsewhere, I argue that an amor-
phous bloc that spanned the distance between polite liberalism and un-
alloyed radicalism came together originally in opposition to U.S. poli-
cies in the Third World, most importantly the war in Indochina, and
that rather than falling apart, this broad foreign policy opposition con-
solidated and advanced in the Seventies.19 This is the only way we can
explain Jimmy Carter, who positioned himself in the dead center of the
Democratic Party to win its 1976 nomination, turning to Gerald Ford
during a presidential debate on October 6, 1976, and saying: “I notice
that Mr. Ford did not comment on the prisons in Chile. This is a typical
example, maybe of others, that this administration overthrew an elected
government and helped establish a military dictatorship.” In politics,
opportunism is the most sincere form of flattery, and at that moment
Carter certified that the “Vietnam syndrome,” or opposition to Cold
War interventionism, had become an underlying fact in U.S. political
life. Though well understood in Washington, D.C., policy circles and
by right-wing strategists, among scholars this is the least recognized
legacy of the Sixties, though fully as significant as the “culture wars”
that conservatives have publicized. It suggests that the “New Left,” if
we appreciate the breadth of what that term implies, never was de-
feated or dissolved. Rather, it melded into the fabric of our political in-
stitutions and habits, and by doing so, changed them profoundly.
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Andrew Schroeder

4 The Movement Inside
BBS Films and the Cultural Left 
in the New Hollywood

From the standpoint of the traditional “political” segments of the
U.S. movements of the 1960s, the various forms of cultural experi-
mentation that blossomed with a vengeance during that period all
appeared as a kind of distraction from the “real” political and eco-
nomic struggles, but what they failed to see was that the “merely
cultural” experimentation had very profound political and economic
effects.

—Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire

During the 1960s, every U.S. cultural industry experienced
some sort of relationship to the upheaval that we understand in retro-
spect as that decade’s distinctive “cultural revolution.” The tales have
gained a mythic glow over time, the major figures made to seem larger
than life, but they still contain essential grains of truth. Hollywood’s
own mythic transformation tale began in 1969 with the emergence of the
young auteur directors, the unexpected success of Easy Rider, and the re-
markable rise of the BBS company (Bert Schneider, Bob Rafelson, and
Steve Blauner).1

As with most political myths, this one contains elements of truth and
fiction. Although founded on the idea of empowering individual direc-
tors, BBS was a collective, even sometimes cooperative, enterprise. Its
unusual level of funded independence was a result of careful intention
and a contingent event, an unforeseen result of the financial crisis of
the former studios between 1966 and 1973. Coming apart as vertical
units, the former studios became increasingly willing to let others take
the blame for their production decisions. More and more, they pre-
ferred to act as absentee financiers.2 That unexpected window of op-
portunity allowed BBS the time to set up a base of operations, accumu-
late talent, forge industrial alliances, and launch an attack on ossified
forms of Hollywood filmmaking and their outdated social values.
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What was BBS? Ultimately, nothing too substantial. BBS was a cor-
porate subunit, a concentration of cultural workers, a handful of con-
tracts, a distribution agreement, a lease on a building in Los Angeles,
and a collective spirit bound up with the general atmosphere of late-
Sixties social ferment.3 It was a network enterprise. Business plans, bud-
gets, themes, character types, visual styles, and political projects devel-
oped from one film to the next regardless of the exact constellation of
authors involved. Over the course of eight films and eight years, BBS
also represented some of the basic fault lines of its cultural moment as
linked parts of a network. Doing so, it cleared vital space for a new wave
of progressive U.S. cinema distributed through the still-powerful post-
studio Hollywood.

Reading BBS as a network enterprise, semi-autonomous from its fund-
ing sources while intricately engaged with its historical moment, also
opens up new possibilities for a critical reading of the 1970s New Hol-
lywood. As the scholarship on the New Hollywood makes abundantly
clear, many young filmmakers viewed BBS as the single best example of
a workable break with studio orthodoxies and the dominant U.S. cul-
ture. For these figures, corporate institutions, cinematic content, and
progressive politics were distinct but linked forces. In response to that
tension, organizations of the 1970s New Hollywood (including such
small, entrepreneurial firms as Francis Coppola’s American Zoetrope
Studios and Robert Altman’s Lion’s Gate Films) took on new political
responsibilities through the lens of popular film. These organizations
were neither dependent on the rigid command system of the vertical stu-
dios nor disaffiliated from the interests of the dominant system. They
functioned somewhere in between these options. New “independents”
and ministudios like BBS attacked the point of production through pre-
cision maneuvers of capital, narrative, celebrity, and ideology. While
BBS did not succeed on its own in undermining the distribution struc-
ture that held (and still holds) studio-based power intact, BBS’s point-of-
production politics proved so influential among young executives and
creative professionals in Hollywood that it helped to shift the center of
Hollywood significantly to the left of most mainstream U.S. cultural
politics. That shift has held up surprisingly well since the late Sixties, in
a way that defies conventional descriptions of Hollywood as a purely
retrograde ideological arm of corporate capitalism.

BBS’s production strategy developed during the fluid formation of a
new cultural and political regime in the West, in the wake of the dis-
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integration of Fordism as a broad social formation. The New Holly-
wood’s blend of pop spectacle, high profits, flexible accumulation, coun-
tercultural values, and progressive cultural politics—a blend strongly
influenced by BBS—became a permanent, if often contradictory, part of
dominant U.S. culture. The New Right, formed at the same time in a
parallel set of developments, refers to the development odiously as the
“cultural elite,” arguing with surprising precision that the elites in the
U.S. culture industries do in fact represent a generation formed by the
political and cultural radicalism of their moment. In those terms, BBS de-
cisively advanced a new cultural “common sense” for the post-Vietnam,
post-Sixties period. In many ways we still inhabit the contradictions of
the world made during those years, but the last frame of the story has
yet to run. Our world remains unfinished. To move beyond the impasse
of our times, stuck as we are between fears of co-optation and desires for
political power, we need to understand the genuine ambivalence of
Hollywood’s position since the Sixties while responding flexibly to per-
sistent questions of inequality raised ever more insistently by the in-
creasing centralization and globalization of the corporate media.

Hey, Hey, We’re Subversive: 
The Politics of BBS

Of the three founding members of BBS, Bert Schneider was the most
influential and normally retained final cut on all BBS features. It was, af-
ter all, his family connection to Columbia executive Harold Schneider
that brought him and fellow Ivy League malcontent Rafelson to Hol-
lywood in the first place. Schneider worked his way up through the
ranks of Columbia’s Screen Gems, beginning in the early 1950s. Rafelson
slipped into the international film industry through the Japanese com-
pany Shochiku while stationed in Tokyo by the U.S. Army. Meeting in
New York, they quickly formed a fertile creative partnership.

In 1965, Schneider and Rafelson became the cocreators of The Mon-
kees show for Screen Gems. The Monkees ran for three full seasons and
produced high ratings among teenagers and preteens. The group and
the show made Schneider and Rafelson rich men with moderate influ-
ence in Columbia’s TV division. By the end of their tenure in late 1967,
Schneider and Rafelson were in a position to call most of the shots on
their next project. So they formed the Raybert corporation (the direct
precursor to BBS) and moved as fast as possible into commercial feature
film production.
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Late in 1967, they got the green light from Columbia on a film ver-
sion of The Monkees, to be modeled on Richard Lester’s films of the Bea-
tles. The timing was less than perfect. The show’s popularity was on the
downslide and it had little or no currency at the cutting edges of the
youth culture. The Monkees, in 1968, were not hip. However, the Ray-
bert company would have full creative control, a $1 million budget, and
a substantial profit stake, as well as the support of Columbia’s distribu-
tion network. Schneider would produce, Rafelson would direct, and the
Monkees would star. Everything above the line was in place almost from
the get-go, except for the writer. That problem was solved with the ad-
dition of then B-grade character actor Jack Nicholson, whom they met
through the L.A. countercultural party circuit. Nicholson’s work on Head
was a way for him merely to stay afloat in a Hollywood that had not yet
learned to value his talents.

Nicholson also proved instrumental in convincing Rafelson and
Schneider that their film had to expose the commercial mechanics of the
Monkees if it was to have any shot at countercultural cachet. Schooled in
Jean Luc Godard’s critique of cinematic spectacle, Schneider and Rafel-
son were well prepared to receive this strategic advice. In practically
no time, Nicholson was signed as the principal writer for the Monkees’
movie, still ambiguously named “Untitled.” Through the Nicholson
connection and the endless party circuit, Henry Jaglom came into their
orbit, as did such ex-Corman refugees and studio marginalia as Dennis
Hopper, Peter Fonda, Laszlo Kovacs, Monte Hellman, Carole Eastman,
Terry Southern, Karen Black, Toni Basil, Peter Bogdanovich, Ellen Bar-
kin, Buck Henry, Mike Nichols, Martin Scorsese, and the widely re-
vered but practically exiled Orson Welles.4 BBS consolidated a crucial
network of cultural workers and creative resources for the emergent
New Hollywood Left.

Sometime in the early months of 1968, “Untitled” became Head. Leg-
ends of Head’s origin are still conflicting and may never be fully sorted
out. One story puts it at a weekend drug orgy at a golf resort in Ojai,
California. Another puts it at a marathon Santa Monica beachfront LSD
session between Nicholson and Rafelson.5 Each probably contains its
own grain of truth, but the legends also pass a critical judgment, passed
down through a generation of reviews, that Head was utterly incoherent.
The drug stories wrote off stylistic surreality, offbeat humor, and narra-
tive nonlinearity as self-indulgent myopia, or even worse, mere intoxi-
cation. To the contrary, Head was a consistent critical exercise right from
the start, a hybrid of fun and politics.
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Its antiauthoritarian playfulness took on political significance in light
of the film’s critique of the Monkees as commercial spectacle. At one
point early on, for example, the full-screen image shrank to a tiny pic-
ture cropped in the shape of a TV and confined to the corner of a huge
black background. While a succession of similar shapes playing a suc-
cession of switching channels repeated down and across the back-
ground, a cynical rendition of The Monkees TV theme song played on the
soundtrack. By framing the Monkees as a “manufactured image,” using
techniques derived from Brecht and Godard, Head played directly to
the audience’s feeling of betrayal over revelations of the group’s inau-
thenticity.6 Pleasures of sound and image were interrupted by staccato
bursts that directed the audience’s anger away from the Monkees as a
single instance of “false” imagery, and toward TV as a system of indus-
trial reproduction. In that way, Head positioned The Monkees as the rule,
not the exception, to the world-making capacities of TV. Unfortunately,
its young audience wasn’t ready for such a challenging work. Head mis-
calculated commercially and flopped badly at the box office.

The next BBS project built upon Head’s basic ideas while turning
directly to face the growing counterculture. Late in 1968, while Head was
nearing the close of its production schedule, Bert Schneider used
$335,000 of the BBS budget to purchase the rights to a biker movie star-
ring Dennis Hopper and Peter Fonda. The screenplay was written by
those two, plus the camp-modernist writer Terry Southern. In all likeli-
hood, Schneider expected the film would turn a respectable profit that
might allow them to stay in business, based on the take from Fonda’s
last biker role, The Wild Angels, in 1966. Yet by 1969, that biker film, now
called Easy Rider, turned out to be the greatest cost-to-profit blockbuster
in the history of Hollywood movies up till then. BBS was immediately
flush with cash and the envy of every small film company on both
coasts. Studio heads started pouring money into a range of “counter-
cultural” projects and BBS-style companies, while hiring all the young
film hands they could gather in pursuit of the next big thing.7 Easy Rider
became not only an amazing profit machine but also one of the most
widely recognized images of the late-Sixties counterculture, a sign of
utopian idealism doubled with capital investment and mainstream cir-
culation. Its evident contradictions between “underground style” and
Hollywood marketing, memorably laid bare by Paul Schrader’s lacer-
ating review in the L.A. Free Press, opened the door to a possible fulfill-
ment of the BBS project by securing a momentary financial shield and an
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aura among Hollywood executives as a field report on the desires of the
“unreachable” countercultural youth audience.8

After their amazing success with Easy Rider, BBS was in a position to
advance its collective project directly into mainstream U.S. culture. It
was of course not the only radical film collective, but it was the most
prominent. The difference between BBS and the more locally based, ideo-
logically rigorous “underground” and Newsreel collectives is a crucial
distinction. BBS did not intend to become politically pure yet culturally
marginal. While keeping an eye on the alliance of aesthetics and radical
politics that defined the Movement at its early-1970s height, BBS be-
lieved it was also possible to take over the most central areas of ideology
formation directly, thereby making the countercultural margins into the
new mainstream center.

Easy Rider became the symbol par excellence of this subversive “cross-
over” potential. During the wave of Easy Rider hype, Hopper turned 
up the rhetoric another notch by claiming publicly: “The studios are a
thing of the past. They are very smart if they just concentrate on being
distribution companies for independent producers.” The seizure of
power would be led by not just any “independent” producers, how-
ever, but by companies that tried in one way or another to challenge the
standard division of labor in Hollywood. Henry Jaglom recounted it
this way to Peter Biskind: “The original idea of BBS was that we were all
hyphenates. We were all writers, directors and actors, and we would
work on each others’ movies, giving people points, making movies in-
expensively, with everybody working at scale, everybody participat-
ing.”9 The New Left overtones are unmistakable and undifferentiated in
spirit from other culturally and politically avant-garde collectives of the
period. Likewise, the attack on the division of labor emblematized the
new junction between progressive cultural interests and the financial
decomposition of the studios. But the greatest gamble that the success of
Easy Rider made imaginable was for such experimentation not to re-
main marginal at all. If a committed few with strategic positions played
their cards right, they might reconstruct the division of labor at the
point of production and anticipate a permanent reconstruction of the
balance of power in Hollywood, if not the national popular culture.

The story of Easy Rider involved two bikers, played by Dennis Hop-
per and Peter Fonda, who seal a cocaine deal between Mexico and L.A.,
then set off together across the country to live the easy life in Florida.
Along the way, they encounter a number of strange characters, includ-
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ing a hippie who takes them to a commune in the desert and an alco-
holic southern civil rights attorney, played by Jack Nicholson. Nichol-
son’s character bails them out of jail, then joins them on the leg of their
journey to the Mardi Gras celebration in New Orleans. Along the way,
the group is harassed and hunted by bigoted rural whites who sneak 
up on them in the night and beat Nicholson’s character to death. Un-
daunted, the bikers carry on to New Orleans, where they drop acid in a
graveyard with two prostitutes. Upon leaving the city, though, they are
haunted by the earlier violence, and Peter Fonda’s character apocry-
phally declares that they “blew it.” In the end, they too are hunted down
and killed by a similar group of rural whites with a shotgun blast from
a passing truck.

Easy Rider was the first Hollywood studio production to engage fully
with the counterculture, incorporating a rock-and-roll soundtrack and a
filming style pulled directly from the New York underground. For that
reason alone it stands as testimony to the widespread cultural changes
going on within Hollywood in 1969. It fused the commercially success-
ful cult formula of the Roger Corman biker movies with an up-to-the-
minute countercultural sensibility that struck many audience members
as an authentic image of cultural radicalism. Many critics at the time
also took note of that stylistic change but dismissed the film as a super-
ficial turn toward culture, away from the politics of the New Left. In ret-
rospect, and with the advantage of additional research, we now see that
this is a mistaken view. Easy Rider was a film deeply engaged in the po-
litical debates of its time, furthering in a different way the cultural pol-
itics developed in Head.

To fully appreciate the political meaning of Easy Rider, we need to
look at not only what made it to screen, but also the design and story
concepts that did not. In the original opening scripted by Terry Southern
and actually filmed on Columbia back lots, Billy and Wyatt were free-
lance cultural laborers, carnival showmen doing motorcycle stunts at
county fairs. After one of their shows, a promoter tried to rip them off.
A bitter argument ensued, sparking their interest in getting out of the
wage labor game altogether. They headed south to cut a massive co-
caine deal in Mexico. Evading the border patrol, they set up the deal and
returned to Los Angeles International Airport to make the sale to a
record producer played by Phil Spector, himself an actual record pro-
ducer. This was more or less where the released version began. None of
the consequences of their decision to quit the carnival were altered, yet
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without that opening scene their characters seemed dislocated and al-
most purely allegorical, without psychology or even personal history to
match their obvious national-mythic symbolism (as Billy the Kid and
Captain America). Taking the other opening into account changes our
possible understanding of the film’s ending in fundamental ways and
locates Easy Rider squarely in line with major strategic arguments be-
tween the New Left and the counterculture.

Among the significant contexts for this other Easy Rider was the no-
tion of social refusal, or the construction of a space of authentic cultural
politics set apart from the corrupted realm of commodities. This idea re-
ceived its most famous treatment in Herbert Marcuse’s formulation of
the “Great Refusal.”10 According to Marcuse, while advanced commod-
ity capitalism tirelessly excreted social groups and forces that it found
useless for the production of value—the young, the Lumpenproletariat,
some cultural avant-gardes, and many of the Third World revolutionary
movements—these groups and forces retained a distinct and innova-
tive form of revolutionary agency by virtue of their enforced marginal-
ity from the logic of capitalist commodity value. Their agency was un-
like, say, the industrial unions, which had already been boxed into
negotiations with the cultural dominant, for it relied on rejecting en-
tirely the social relations of capital and forming a new society in its
margins as an eventual basis for the total revolutionary upheaval. Billy
and Wyatt, in either version of Easy Rider, were members of the Lumpen-
proletariat. In Marcuse’s terms, they were ripe for refusal. Yet without the
original opening, audiences did not get a sense of their tactical decision
making, or the stakes in their plan to head across the continent and re-
tire. Refusal became mythic. The images of the hippie and the biker (not
to mention their outlaw namesakes) almost entirely replaced the signs
of cultural work and strategic debate. This substitution all but divorced
their voyage from its politics in favor of a more diffuse identification
with the counterculture.

Reading Easy Rider in the context of cultural labor and the “great re-
fusal” allows us to make sense of the film’s apocalyptic ending. Wyatt’s
famous “we blew it” comment came right on the heels of Billy’s insis-
tence that they would soon be retiring in Florida. “Retirement” was one
possible popular version of utopian refusal, yet one that retained an un-
fortunate association with the social relations of capital. In its utopian
form, retirement signified the possibility that ordinary people might one
day experience the freedom traditionally associated with an ascendant
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bourgeois class. At a certain age, they would move into a social space
unfettered by the necessities of wage labor. Yet retirement was un-
avoidably bound to an economy of necessity and labor, having been
purchased only by years of “socially useful” labor, deferred gratification,
and careful saving. Thus it supported wage relations by locating a space
internal to those relations that appeared on the surface as their negation.
Far from a gift or a right, retirement signified the exhaustion of the so-
cially useless, the aged, and the infirm, who could no longer maintain
capital’s ever-increasing demands for productivity. Billy’s expression of
utopian hope was circumscribed not only by exchange value (i.e., the
“big score”) but also by capitalist labor relations. His death was the price
of his strategic failure

Further complicating matters, the film posed for the viewer an alter-
native utopia—the freedom of endless movement. While the bikers did
locate an end point from the outset (Florida), they discovered along the
way another form of liberation in perpetual motion. This might have
been part of the meaning of all those long sequences where nothing
seemed to happen except empty travel down open roads. The Western
landscape was constantly observed yet only as a landscape in motion. In
that unfurling nothingness lay the projection of a limitless selfhood, un-
bounded by the claims of social life and politics. Yet their freedom of
motion could base itself only on the intersection of several contradic-
tions: between liberal self-determination, social investment (in the build-
ing of the interstate highway system), and the ubiquity of corporate
capital in the guise of the automobile industry. In Easy Rider, these
contradictions seemed to resolve into a kind of freedom in motion—a
radically democratic, cosmopolitan selfhood relieved of the ordinary
commitments of locality and the constraints of the flesh through the
mechanical body of the motorcycle. Billy and Wyatt found release from
the drudgery of self-definition and deferred gratification, and as their
trip unfolded, motion itself became a utopian space where decisions
about one’s true identity and final destination might be infinitely post-
poned.

This utopia of perpetual motion and mechanical fetishism also failed.
In some sense, it had to. It sustained itself only on the basis of exclu-
sions.11 Their illusion was that that they could keep moving through so-
cial space indefinitely without purpose. The trouble with that illusion is
made manifest in the film by the unavoidable tension with locality. All
during their travels, Billy and Wyatt encountered examples of local and
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possibly noncommodified forms of selfhood—an isolated horse farm, a
desert commune, a local civic celebration, and even Mardi Gras itself.
In the end though, bigoted rednecks returned the repressed locality as
antirational nightmare and arbitrarily cut short Billy and Wyatt’s free-
dom, leaving them dying by the side of a lonely Louisiana road. Local-
ity, the film claimed, cannot be both encountered and neutralized. The
political and cultural contradictions of the film were symptomatic of the
contradictions BBS struggled with throughout the period of its rapid
growth.

In 1971, BBS went into production on a follow-up for Rafelson and
Jack Nicholson, who had emerged from Easy Rider as a major star wait-
ing to happen. Called Five Easy Pieces, it quickly became one of the most
often referenced period allegories of identity and cultural politics. Five
Easy Pieces was an eminently political movie that purported not to be
about politics at all. To unpack its meanings, we could do worse than
begin with its map of cultural space: low cultures and high cultures
divided roughly between the L.A. oilfields and Bobby Dupea’s island
home off the coast of Washington State. Likewise, Bobby’s character
split between the banal and the transcendent—one part tied to the blue-
collar world of bowling alleys, trailer homes, and Tammy Wynette, the
other stumbling through the effete luxuries of the bourgeois family and
art for art’s sake. Bobby himself never authentically occupied either of
these worlds. His character was always out of joint with his surround-
ings. His available models of class, gender, and racial identity failed to
allow him any meaningful alternatives to the high-low divide. Bobby
Dupea thus occupied a prepolitical space where individual rebellion,
not solidarity or communal commitment, appeared to be his only way
out of the bourgeois family.

Five Easy Pieces was preoccupied with the inauthenticity (even im-
possibility) of social identity. Bobby, divided at heart, also divided for
the audience right before its eyes. His character completely changed
from one class to another midway. This created a jarring narrative effect,
as if the audience was watching two movies stitched together instead of
just one. When Bobby was first introduced, all of the viewer’s available
information indicated that he was a member of the white working class.
He spoke with a working-class accent; he wore a hard hat; he worked 
at a blue-collar job; he participated in working-class leisure activities.
When he left L.A. to visit his family, the audience discovered that he was
actually of an upper-middle-class background. His pattern of speech
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changed; he put on a suit and tie; he played Chopin on the piano; he so-
cialized freely with people of an evidently bourgeois background. He
believed in none of it, adopting the alienated pose of the outsider even
in his own domestic space. His attitude was one of ironic distance and
disaffection. Bobby’s choice to leave his family and move south, in es-
sence to refuse his class privileges, cast him as a middle-class rebel 
in flight from the privileges of his birthright. In other words, Bobby Du-
pea embodied one of the primary splits within the New Left at large—
between alienated, educated, white middle-class youth and the white
working class. Splitting Bobby this way, the film placed the politics of
white middle-class alienation into fundamental doubt as a viable social
strategy.

How successful was Bobby Dupea’s image of rebellion? Many critics
claimed that his final choice to abandon Rayette pinned him to older
models of the antihero and condemned him to drift in alienation. Were
this actually the case, Five Easy Pieces would certainly have been guilty
of representing a failed revolution against fixed identities. Bobby would
have nothing left, no other option, but the refusal of his past. He would
likewise condemn cultural unrest to something like mere restlessness.
There are good reasons to believe large parts of this reading. For one,
Bobby’s final escape appeared distinctly as a loss. The hum of tires on
blacktop, held through an extended closing shot, sounded a lament for
his banishment from society. Rather than admiring his rootlessness, the
viewer was urged feel sorry for Rayette and all but hopeless for Bobby.
The ending’s absences negated the presence of all available models of
identification: the roles of son, husband and, crucially, the antiheroic
rebel. Yet the film’s basic open-endedness blocked all hope for a return
to the reassurances of a past that from that point on would be available
only as nostalgia. Although Bobby’s fragments never came together
again, he nonetheless retained certain possibilities for agency in and
through the act of negation itself. Five Easy Pieces artfully frustrated nar-
rative closure in order to inhibit identification and stimulate further crit-
ical negation on the part of its audience. The loss of identity was also a
gain in new horizons of social possibility.

Bobby Dupea’s identity position was directly analogous to the posi-
tion of the BBS group itself as a fragmentary industrial form working
unevenly toward the ideals of commercial artistry and communitarian
individualism. Indeed, the practice of critical negation seems key to an
understanding of the politics of Five Easy Pieces and of BBS at the time.
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By “critical negation,” I mean the act of presenting social alternatives by
indirection, negating social relations to clear a space within the viewer
for the imagination of social alternatives. In negating what actually ex-
ists, it clears the way for unrealized social forms. The meaning of criti-
cal negation therefore resides not in the film alone, but also in the way
it refers back to its own unresolved or incomplete moments in order to
allow the viewer somehow to squirm through into other meanings not
indicated on the surface of the film itself. In this way, Five Easy Pieces
opened vital room for progressive cultural politics to maneuver in the
new industrial environment of the New Hollywood without necessarily
positing a precise alternative.

It is important to bear in mind that negation in Five Easy Pieces did not
mean nihilism, nor did it pave the way for closure into fatalism. In-
stead, the film offered the audience social hope in the form of flashes of
insight, where genuine social alternatives to a life lived in the prison of
identity might be glimpsed. These moments recognized that the insti-
tutions that tried to enforce the necessity of identity were really nothing
more than surfaces barely concealing the depths of their own arbitrari-
ness and irrationality. Five Easy Pieces, like Head before it, imagined that
a psychic split between surface and depth at the level of consumer sub-
jectivity was the ascendant condition of its historical moment. It is no co-
incidence that two of the film’s brightest moments became Nicholson
signatures, moments that encapsulated the narrative pleasures of free-
dom represented by his character from that period. In one, Bobby leapt
to the back of a truck containing a piano and played it furiously as the
truck wheeled out of rush-hour traffic onto an unexpected freeway exit.
In the other, Bobby told a truck-stop waitress how she might fulfill her
own fruitless rules and still bring him a side order of toast. The former
was a denser field of meanings, for as Bobby pounded melody from the
borrowed instrument, the cars all around him sounded their frustration
in a cacophony of honking horns. The car horns played a screeching ac-
companiment to his piece and by their dissonance brought into focus
Bobby’s struggle to squeeze rhythm and harmony from his recalcitrant
surroundings. Both his initial act (leaping to the back of a truck) and his
music defied the pettiness of urban capitalism signified by one of its
most enduring symbols: the traffic jam. For just a moment, the viewer
could glimpse what a certain kind of freedom might actually look and
feel like, where defiance becomes as “easy” as leaping out of traffic to a
waiting piano, as magical as the unimagined possibility that one did
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not need to remain exactly where one was, and that there was a place
beyond the traffic where one is never sure where one will end up once
the choice to pursue it is been made. Once performed, the freedom em-
bodied there looks “easy”—a new possibility ushered into the world
for Bobby and for the viewers urged to collective identification with 
the star.

The BBS project from this period of gathering cultural energy was not
ideologically based in the narrow sense of putting forth programmatic
images, to be adopted and followed slavishly by their audiences. The
BBS project was not propagandistic. Instead, BBS films negated ossified
social forms (the masculine hero, classical Hollywood narrative, the stu-
dio production unit) without necessarily fixing what would come after-
ward. In that sense, the negation of values and narratives was made pos-
sible by the negation of conventional Hollywood industrial forms. One
might say that even if BBS did not have a good idea of what would come
next in narrative terms, it did have a pretty good idea about industrial
succession: namely BBS itself. All indications are that BBS understood it-
self to be a temporary phenomenon, even if certain members did not.
The fact remains that BBS was never able to challenge the hegemony of
the studios at the point of distribution, and thus its revolution always re-
mained an anticipatory one at the point of production. Independent
American cinema has referenced BBS constantly ever since, with good
reason. BBS was a crucial negation of the actually existing Hollywood.
This was no small feat, but it was nothing like a permanent replacement
for the studios, made evident by the dispersal of BBS’s talent through
the studios themselves during the 1970s.

Dissemination: BBS after BBS

At its apex, BBS was marked by apparently irresolvable contradictions.
On the one hand, it produced its third critical and commercial hit in 
a row with The Last Picture Show. Directed by Peter Bogdanovich and
starring Cybil Sheppard, Jeff Daniels, and a cast of soon-to-be-famous
young actors, the story of absent fathers and Old Hollywood nostalgia
was certainly youth oriented and socially liberal, yet anything but po-
litically radical. On the other hand, Schneider began moving further
into the orbit of the radical political Left, particularly the antiwar move-
ment and the Black Panther Party. He was a key supporter of Daniel
Ellsberg in the Pentagon Papers case and was placed on the Nixon ene-
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mies list while being subjected to intense FBI surveillance. By 1971, he
was perhaps the single largest funding source for the Black Panther
Party as it fought to stave off a vicious legal and paramilitary counter-
offensive. He played a direct role in aiding Huey Newton’s flight from
the United States to Cuba. Although never proven, rumors abounded 
of his support for the Weather Underground. He opened his home to
Abbie Hoffman when Hoffman went underground in the wake of his
conviction on drug charges. He almost single-handedly masterminded
the return to Hollywood of radical auteur Charlie Chaplin. And in 1972,
he and his partner, Candice Bergen, made a highly publicized trip to
China that had Schneider, upon returning to the States, loudly touting
the merits of Mao’s Cultural Revolution and even importing the term
“cultural worker” into his everyday business vocabulary.12

The pairing of the liberal Bogdanovich and the radical Schneider
within the organization seemed to be a contradiction in ideological
terms. Yet it was far more complex. Schneider insisted on maintaining
ties with the left wing of the Democratic Party throughout his radical
period and refused to cave in to suggestions from militants that partic-
ipation in so-called mainstream political venues somehow precluded
support for more avant-garde social forces. A similar position was gain-
ing currency within the Black Panther Party at a moment when the
party was trying to recoup its ranks by broadening contacts with inter-
national revolutionary movements and focusing on Oakland city poli-
tics as the gestation point for a legitimate popular base. Likewise, a
number of ex–New Left activists, such as Tom Hayden, veered toward
political opportunities that seemed to be opening up on the state and lo-
cal levels, as well as in mainstream entertainment and journalism.
Schneider’s desire was that BBS occupy an institutional space within the
main currents of Hollywood, thereby guarding against a counteroffen-
sive within studio system while offering as much aid as possible to rad-
ical forces outside.13

But calls from the Left for direct engagement between BBS films and
radical movements were growing louder. Many on the Left thought that
it was not enough simply to produce films with countercultural values.
BBS ought to represent and engage the movements directly. Doing that
in any consistent way was made difficult by the internal composition of
the company. BBS was hardly unified ideologically. Its first foray into
direct political articulation, the student radical film Drive He Said,
proved to be a muddled failure that caused Schneider great public em-
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barrassment. The director, Jack Nicholson, was empowered by the phi-
losophy of directorial control to represent in Drive He Said his beliefs on
psychosexual liberation and the mentally confining powers of cultural
institutions—ideas linked in many ways to main currents of progressive
thought at the time. However, his film was not unambiguously in sup-
port of the student movement. Nicholson’s main character was a stu-
dent radical driven mad by the demands of the institution, and mar-
tyred by the psychiatric profession. His ideas were complicated and
often sophisticated, but their reception in 1971 provoked a furor among
student radicals and the antiwar movement, both of whom saw Drive
He Said as a slanderous betrayal of their interests.

As the Sixties turned to the Seventies, BBS was also starting to feel
some heat from the Right and more centrist studio elites within Holly-
wood. After the follow-ups to Drive He Said—Henry Jaglom’s A Safe
Place and Bob Rafelson’s King of Marvin Gardens—also failed to perform
at the box office, Columbia Pictures began legal proceedings to dissolve
its financial commitment to the BBS company. BBS wasn’t alone. Most of
the studio-financed counterculture films came in well under profit. BBS’
failure was exceptional though, given the high profile of the organiza-
tion. All of a sudden, BBS felt the sting of real independence. The com-
pany fell apart. The idea of maintaining BBS as an institutional axis of
the Left in Hollywood fell prey to emerging concerns over changing
audience tastes and cost controls.

By 1975, BBS was for all intents and purposes institutionally dead. Its
distribution contract was terminated and the rights to its ancillary prof-
its were tied up in the courts until 1979. Schneider, motivated by his in-
volvement in the antiwar movement and his friendship with Daniel
Ellsberg, initiated on his own a controversial long-term documentary
project in 1971. It was just approaching completion in 1975.14 Hearts and
Minds, while not labeled a BBS product, overlapped sufficiently in its
planning and production schedule with the last moments of BBS that 
it can reasonably be called a BBS film. It was also the first documentary
released by a major studio about the causes and consequences of the
Vietnam War. Hearts and Minds was perhaps the clearest expression of
Schneider’s mediation between liberalism and radicalism. Released to
wide public controversy, Hearts and Minds won an Academy Award for
best documentary and afforded Schneider his most memorable public
political moment when he used his acceptance speech to read a state-
ment from the provisional government of postrevolutionary Vietnam.
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Still, not everyone on the Left was overjoyed with Hearts and Minds.
Emile de Antonio, for one, wrote to his friends and associates through-
out 1973 that Hearts and Minds was far inferior politically to his own
work, Vietnam in the Year of the Pig. In a letter to Jane Fonda, he claimed:
“I reviewed Hearts and Minds and was as hard on it as I could be. It’s a
contemptible work—quite literally. It has no politics, it has no structure
and above all it is filled with contempt, the contempt of CBS-Beverly
Hills liberals for all the Americans in it. And it ignores the Vietnamese.”
Jane Fonda, embroiled in work with the Indochina Peace Campaign
since the failure of Nixon to end the bombing of the North after the 
so-called official end of the war in Vietnam, wrote back saying that al-
though she agreed with de Antonio in principle about the film’s politics,
“it is a progressive film which can have a very powerful impact on
some people who have never given much thought to the issue.”15 Once
again, the issues were always more complicated than the name calling.

The crux of the debate between them, and ultimately with Schneider,
was the relationship between liberals and radicals in the movement. De
Antonio believed that the film dismissed the Vietnamese revolutionary
movement altogether and therefore failed at the level of accurate and re-
sponsible political representation. Fonda, like Schneider, was committed
to branching her own efforts out from the core of movement radicals
and disagreed on the grounds that the important thing about Hearts 
and Minds was not the absence of the most radical line, but the way it
reached popular audiences and encouraged a critical perspective on the
war and its roots that many still hadn’t approached as late as the mid-
1970s. Actually, the film vacillated between the two. It did not fully en-
courage identification with the National Liberation Front (NLF), but it
did argue that ordinary Americans steeped in the traditions of U.S. lib-
eralism were morally complicit in the Vietnam War.

The most compelling scenes in Hearts and Minds showed Revolution-
ary War reenactors juxtaposed with Ho Chi Minh’s early statements on
conciliation with the United States. Revolutionary republicanism and
anticolonialism were constructed as visual analogues. The implication
was that opposition to the NLF, from the policy makers on down to
popular rituals, was based on a willful blindness to the radical elements
within the U.S. political tradition. That message demanded nothing like
hatred of the United States or outright identification with the Viet-
namese, only the assertion of what the film describes as a subterranean
strain in U.S. history, the Revolutionary republicanism of the citizen
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soldier and opposition to institutional tyranny. On those terms, Hearts
and Minds was simultaneously a radical and a liberal film, grounding it-
self on the radicalism inherent but submerged within U.S. liberalism.

Schneider’s and Peter Davis’s sense of the simultaneous culpability
and possibility of U.S. liberalism was a much more complicated strate-
gic standpoint than many interpretations of 1970s U.S. politics have
been willing to allow. After Watergate and the final U.S. pullout from
Vietnam, at least two things changed fundamentally in terms of the po-
tential for a radical critique of the state. The first is the emergence of a
broad sense of disillusionment with the government that seemed to
mark the beginning of a trend toward popular disengagement from
electoral politics. Many take this tendency to be the only relevant out-
come of the scandal. Stephen Paul Miller argues that the Ford adminis-
tration used the sense of public distrust of government brought on by
revelations of Nixon-era excesses to cement trends toward limitations
on government activism that Nixon had cannily undertaken in his at-
tempts to co-opt the Great Society policies of Lyndon Johnson.16 In
1976, although he didn’t win the Republican nomination, Ronald Rea-
gan was already setting the agenda for the emergence of a post-Nixon
electoral mandate. By this reasoning, the outcome of Watergate was to
undermine confidence in any political regime whatsoever, enabling an
increasing drift toward privacy and personal self-involvement (the “me
decade”), and finally paving the way for the rise of New Right variants
of personalism and antistatism undertaken by Ronald Reagan and
George Bush. This, however, was not the only outcome of Watergate. To
claim that it was merely exaggerates a retrospective sense of defeatism
from the perspective of newly marginalized or exhausted movement
radicals.

In the wake of Watergate, a new round of political initiatives began
under the aegis of the Carter administration and various local or re-
gional political campaigns—Tom Hayden’s in California for instance—
that sought to re-instate many of the victories and values of the Sixties
movements as normal features of U.S. political life. Through such un-
derappreciated paths as the alternative energy and antinuclear move-
ments during the latter stages of the oil crisis, the late 1970s witnessed
a minirevival of genuine interest in liberal policy activism prompted 
by interaction with a range of increasingly powerful social movements
including ecology and a prebacklash feminism. Had Carter not lost the
1980 election, those social movements that grew substantially through-
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out the 1980s even under harsh conditions of legislative and executive
hostility might have been even more influential. As it was, the energies
of the post-Sixties Left were mostly diverted to blocking the actions of
an aggressive executive branch determined to revive Cold War bipolar-
ism and militaristic investment priorities, rather than to aggressively
initiate new progressive policies.

Just as the liberal state experienced a brief revival of interest on the
Left in its progressive possibilities, so too did critical realism in Holly-
wood film. The year of the Carter presidential election, 1976, was in
many ways the key year for considering what became of the New Hol-
lywood Left, as well as the BBS project, after BBS broke up. At precisely
the moment when Biskind and others have noted the movement’s im-
minent demise, we can detect an amazing proliferation of forces.17 This
was, for instance, the year that Paramount Pictures released Bernardo
Bertolucci’s three-hour Marxist epic, 1900, dedicated to the Italian Com-
munist Party during the “historic compromise” of that year. Jack Nich-
olson’s antiheroic character reached its peak of articulation and cultural
influence with Milos Forman’s One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest, the anti-
authoritarian dramatic comedy which long-time liberal Kirk Douglas
had been trying to realize on film since he bought the rights to Ken Ke-
sey’s novel in 1963. Nicholon’s performance, notably, came right on the
heels of another collaboration with a great Italian Communist film-
maker in Michelangelo Antonioni’s The Passenger (the final installment
in his MGM trilogy, which also included Blow Up and Zabriskie Point)—
a pop monument if there ever was one to the closure of formal European
decolonization in the mid-1970s. The same year, Alan Pakula released
All the President’s Men. Robert Altman released Nashville. Martin Ritt and
Woody Allen reconsidered the blacklist in The Front, a film that seemed
to signal a new public awareness of Nixon-era surveillance politics. 
Hal Ashby, Jane Fonda, and Vanessa Redgrave returned to the Popular
Front as a relevant stock of popular imagery, Ashby through his Woody
Guthrie biopic Bound for Glory, Fonda and Redgrave through their anti-
Fascist Lillian Hellman adaptation, Julia. Emile de Antonio and Haskell
Wexler became cause célèbres once again in Hollywood after an unsuc-
cessful move by the FBI to ban their film Underground on the Weather
Underground—a victory won in no small part by the active lobbying ef-
forts of people like Bert Schneider and Warren Beatty. Martin Scorsese,
Robert de Niro, Karel Reisz, and Nick Nolte all made important, pre-
Rambo contributions to the returning Vietnam veteran subgenre with
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Taxi Driver and Who’ll Stop the Rain?18 Bert Schneider, Henry Jaglom,
and Dennis Hopper did likewise on the small-budget film Tracks. And
Bob Rafelson finally returned to directing in a Hollywood studio–backed
project, after the debacle of The King of Marvin Gardens, three years of
frustration over the collapse of BBS as an alternative funding source,
and the hesitation of conservative executives to hire him on their own.
In 1976, the New Hollywood Left reached full flower within the stu-
dios, even as many of the most important “independent” companies of
the 1960s went under financially.

Rafelson’s Stay Hungry, remembered today mostly for being the film
that brought Arnold Schwarzenegger to Hollywood, was an underap-
preciated milestone in the late-Seventies turn toward the progressive
potential of the liberal state and of mainstream Hollywood. Much like
Warren Beatty’s Shampoo, also released in 1976, Stay Hungry was an al-
legory of political corruption doubled with an appearance of excessive
personalism and the muddle of class, race, and gender categories. The
plot revolved around an ambivalent young real-estate broker working
for a corrupt southern firm that specialized in underpaying tenants for
their buildings, then building office towers in their place. The company
purchased tangible assets merely to translate them once again into
money at exploitative rates of profit. The body builders were likewise
symbols of masculine muscle power made purely spectacular and ex-
changeable rather than productive. By the same token, the most vibrant
and active character of the film was Sally Field’s, whose task it was in
the end to enable the young broker, played by Jeff Daniels, to overcome
his identity-based limitations and do the right thing by refusing to par-
ticipate in the company’s scheme. Daniels’s character, the son of wealthy
southerners, had the job of buying up a local, working-class gymna-
sium run by a corrupt old miser using imported body-building talent at
exploitative rates to make the profits that his gym may no longer pro-
vided during the recessionary Seventies. Along the way, Daniels, much
like Bobby Dupea, is tortured by his own class prejudices until he finally
rejects his vocation and decides to buy the gym by selling off his fam-
ily’s ancestral southern mansion, keeping it off the market and returning
the tangibility of the gym’s assets to ensure the possibility of a continued
livelihood for the body builders.

The politics of Stay Hungry were basically reformist liberal. Yet its
liberalism retained genuine social hope that the economic excesses of a
postindustrializing capitalism could be controlled by the efforts of com-
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mitted self-critical insiders and locally based active communities. This
transaction echoed the desire for a revived social liberalism in the wake
of the Carter election and belied the general sense of malaise stereotyp-
ically portrayed as the pervasive sentiment of the time. Unlike Bobby
Dupea’s escape into negation, Daniels decided not to flee and instead
pursued the potential, however limited, for specific changes in the cul-
tural and economic prerogatives of his moment. The late-Sixties radical
rejection of class identity, privilege, and the welfare/warfare state was
thus brought full circle into renewed social possibilities on the basis of
more complex social identities and affiliations.

Schneider’s work in the late Seventies covered related ground. His
last producing job before retreating into more-or-less self-imposed iso-
lation came in 1978 with the much-celebrated Days of Heaven, the Oscar-
winning final project by director Terrence Malick before his own return
to Hollywood filmmaking with The Thin Red Line in the late 1990s. Days
of Heaven was the story of a working-class couple from Chicago in the
early twentieth century. Tiring of urban labor, they headed to the Mid-
western wheat fields to work in the harvesting crews of a wealthy land-
owner. At first, the land itself seemed to improve their working condi-
tions, yet agricultural labor was just another form of class exploitation.
Meanwhile, the couple pretended to be siblings rather than lovers in
order to fend off inquiries into their private life. Deceit and masking
became primary themes. The landowner, stricken with a fatal disease
and told his death was imminent, became infatuated with the woman.
She refused his advances at first, but her lover urged her to give in 
so they could deceive the owner and steal from him. The plan worked,
until the landowner lived longer than expected. In time, the woman fell
in love with him, and the landowner (now her husband) became suspi-
cious of her unusually close relationship with her “brother.” To ease her
psychic burdens and keep their scheme alive, the brother left them.
When he returned, the farm faced an almost biblical descent of a swarm
of grasshoppers that ate up the crop, forcing the landowner to burn the
remainder to prevent their spread. The conflagration erupted into a vi-
olent confrontation between the two men that ended in the stabbing
death of the landowner. At that point, the film shifted into virtually a
reprise of Malick’s early-1970s neo-noir masterpiece, Badlands, where
antihero Martin Sheen killed his teenage bride’s father, then led her into
a darkly comic killing spree across the northern United States. How-
ever, in that movie the father merely signified an abstract authority
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figure, the stoic face of tradition against the delirium of freedom. In
Days of Heaven, on the other hand, the death of authority was figured
specifically as the death of class constraints, the end of authority that
bound the two lovers to a succession of fatal rebellious choices. While
each film ended badly for the main characters, with their apprehension
or death at the hands of authority, Days of Heaven avoided the nihil-
istic irony of Badlands by portraying its antihero’s capture as a tragedy
brought on by a failure to account for the closure of the repressive state.
Freedom purchased by the death of patriarch came attached to the
larger constraint of capital’s regulation by the repressive state.

The tragedy of Days of Heaven was not that of transcendent fate but of
the ignorance and impotence of individual rebellion against the state.
Such individualist rebellion was guaranteed to fail insofar as it could
not, in and of itself, outgun the law. The possibilities of liberalism re-
turned at the moment the film recognized that its rebellion against
terms of legality (the capitalist father) was doomed from the start by its
overdetermination within a system of authorized violence under the
law, that is, the state. The antihero’s death at the end of Days of Heaven
became a virtual call for return to a form of state authority capable of
mitigating the excesses of capitalist accumulation and providing a legal
foil for the possible procurement of a postcapitalist freedom.

This notion of the liberal state as a defensive instrument against the
unmitigated excess of capitalist authority in turn becomes a very use-
ful concept for understanding the role and position of the New Holly-
wood Left during the Reagan Revolution and New Right backlash of 
the 1980s. For many, Hollywood in the 1980s returned to being what it
ought to be under classical theories of ideology, namely an expression of
the dominant priorities of ruling elites. The rise of the blockbuster and
the emergence of the first-weekend gross as the prime measure of cine-
matic success are both routinely cited as examples of a return to busi-
ness as usual in Hollywood. This is not entirely wrong. New Hollywood
progressives, then and now, persistently disparage the increasing ve-
locity of these tendencies within a globalizing Hollywood apparatus.
Still, they don’t come close to telling the whole story, nor do they give
full credence to the important defensive work performed by progres-
sives in Hollywood during the Reagan period.

The notion of political defense is crucial here, for it indicates much of
the difficulty faced by progressive culture workers in a system of dom-
inance during a period when the state seemed almost to drop out alto-
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gether as a viable institutional means of opposition. In these terms, per-
haps we can understand something more about the strategic stakes in
the so-called culture wars. As Stuart Hall has pointed out, the so-called
culture wars were generally initiated by the New Right in the 1980s as
a way to use culture to unify a Republican Party coalition of business-
people and backwoods types that did not make sense even at the time.
The 1980s New Right therefore conducted the backlash against femi-
nism and the rollback of the welfare state in cultural as well as in leg-
islative terms. Each required the other. The response of the 1980s Holly-
wood Left, deprived of many of its legislative resources by a succession
of incompetent liberal congressional majorities, the complete absence of
third-party alternatives, and the inability of the national Democratic
Party to function effectively at all on the presidential level until the ad-
vent of Bill Clinton, was thus primarily cultural and aimed at blunting
the effects of New Right attacks by revaluing antiauthoritarianism, non-
dominant political subjects, and basic democratic values as the objects of
political desire. They did this through positional institutional action on
their most favored ideological terrain. By the same token, as Gramsci
long ago asserted, we ought to bear in mind that the “war of position”
concept was always intended as a strategic supplement, not a replace-
ment, for the “war of movement.” In that precise sense, the Hollywood
Left’s positional politics kept resistance alive during a period when the
configuration of dominant power blunted direct confrontations.
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Natasha Zaretsky

5 In the Name of Austerity
Middle-Class Consumption and the 
OPEC Oil Embargo of 1973–1974

Since the events of September 11, 2001, we have heard over
and over again that, in the course of one morning, the entire world
changed—unequivocally, irreparably, and forever. And while at one
level, it may be tempting to dismiss these declarations as hyperbolic,
there is an element of truth to them; it is hard to imagine that September
11 will not be a historical watershed of incalculable proportions. But
what may be less obvious is that we have heard these sorts of declara-
tions before, and not all that long ago. Less than thirty years ago, during
the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries’ (OPEC) oil
embargo of 1973, media pundits and policy makers made very similar
kinds of claims: namely, that an act of aggression emanating from the
Middle East posed a grave challenge to the American way of life; that
this Middle Eastern threat could somehow “hit people where they live”
in a way that was unprecedented for U.S. citizens, who saw themselves
as somehow immune from global conflict; and finally, that this act of ag-
gression threatened to permanently unmake the world.

Historians have tended to cite the OPEC oil embargo as evidence of
America’s waning hegemony during the early years of the 1970s, and, to
some extent, this essay draws on that interpretation. There is much evi-
dence to support this view. Energy policy analysts, politicians, and com-
mentators at the time portrayed the oil embargo as a profound national
crisis, one that revealed that the nation had lapsed from a state of inde-
pendence into one of dependency (in this case, dependency on Middle
Eastern oil). And opinion polls suggested that, even as the public re-
mained skeptical and divided over the causes of the embargo, they
agreed that it constituted evidence of national decline in the immediate
wake of the Vietnam War and as revelations about the Watergate scan-
dal moved higher and higher up the chain of command.
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While this essay relies on this standard interpretation, it also seeks to
complicate it. As a significant cultural watershed of the early 1970s, the
oil embargo contained meanings that were complex and sometimes im-
manently contradictory. For example, even as some claimed that the oil
embargo, almost overnight, had transformed the United States into
what one newscaster called “an enfeebled giant,”1 a second public debate
was taking shape that condemned the excesses of postwar consumer
culture and predicted that the embargo would initiate a much-needed re-
turn to austerity, particularly among the American middle class. This
discourse begat strange bedfellows, bringing together, however fleet-
ingly, ecologists and oil company representatives, advertising executives
and public intellectuals, scientists and theologians, and conservatives
and the counterculture. These critics were divided in countless ways,
but they were provisionally in agreement on one point: America’s post-
war prosperity had produced a bloated and profligate middle-class fam-
ily that, in its consuming frenzy, had lost sight of the virtues of doing
without.

This debate suggests that the oil embargo was a significant turning
point not just within the realm of international politics, but within do-
mestic politics as well. The embargo raised a host of questions about the
future of the American middle class in an age of diminishing resources
and economic dislocation. How would families modify their behavior in
light of future energy shortages? Who within the family would be as-
signed primary responsibility for energy conservation? What forms of
moral and economic readjustment would be required? Would the social
movements of the 1970s be forced to modify their demands for greater
social and economic entitlement in light of this new politics of austerity?
How would the need for family sacrifice be reconciled with contempo-
rary political challenges to traditional family forms, embodied most
clearly in the women’s liberation movement? And, finally, could mate-
rial privation prove to be morally cleansing for middle-class Americans?

If these questions imply that the oil embargo was a moment of con-
servative retrenchment in a new era of economic austerity, then this is
only part of the story. This cultural conversation also drew on left cri-
tiques of the affluent society and reflected the profound impact of these
critiques on the wider culture. This was particularly true of the ecology
and environmentalist movements, which were gaining considerable
momentum and far-reaching support over the course of the 1970s. The
oil embargo initiated a widespread public debate about themes that
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had long motivated the activists within these social movements: the im-
plications of American energy consumption both for the environment
and for other people throughout the globe; the alarming depletion of the
earth’s natural resources; and the need to develop alternative energy
sources. This public debate—one that would come to encompass many
people who identified with neither the counterculture nor modern en-
vironmentalism—surely would have looked very different had it not
been for the social activism of the decade.

“Having Another Fix”: The United States 
as Petroleum Junkie

Although the term “energy crisis” first appeared in 1970, it became in-
stantly ubiquitous in the autumn of 1973 when OPEC declared an oil
embargo against the United States. The embargo was motivated by
both political and economic objectives: It was an act of retaliation for
U.S. support of Israel in the Yom Kippur War, and it was also an at-
tempt to recoup profit losses that had accompanied the devaluation of
the U.S. dollar in 1971. The effects of the embargo were felt immedi-
ately. From May 1973 to June 1974, the retail price of gasoline rose from
38.5 cents to 55.1 cents per gallon. Some states implemented gas ra-
tioning, and long lines at gas stations became typical. In a televised ad-
dress on November 7, 1973, President Nixon ordered a lowering of
household thermostats to sixty-eight degrees, a reduction of air travel by
10 percent, increased carpooling efforts, and a lowering of highway
speed limits.2

These material effects, however inconvenient, paled in comparison to
the profound psychological impact of the embargo. In order to under-
stand this subjective aspect of the crisis, one must emphasize the extent
to which postwar economic growth had been predicated on access to
cheap and plentiful petroleum. Between 1950 and 1974, oil consumption
in the United States had doubled. Furthermore, between 1947 and 1974,
the United States went from importing only 8 percent of its total petro-
leum to importing 38 percent, with much of this oil coming from the
Middle East.3 Many of the defining features of the postwar economic
boom—from the thriving steel and automobile industries to the explo-
sion in home and highway construction—were premised on the as-
sumption that the United States would always have access to affordable
oil petroleum. But by the late 1960s, oil policy experts recognized that
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the era of cheap and plentiful oil was drawing to a close, and by the
winter of 1972, the rising costs and restricted availability of energy re-
sources began to receive sustained, widespread public attention. But it
was the OPEC oil embargo, which lasted from October 17, 1973, to
March 18, 1974, that inaugurated the energy crisis of the 1970s. In the
words of one historian: “America’s energy crisis began symbolically in
the third week of October 1973.”4

The effects varied considerably from region to region, with some ar-
eas, such as the Northeast, experiencing high energy costs much more
dramatically than others. Yet regardless of the regional differences, the
embargo captured the imagination of the national public, which began
searching for the explanation for this new challenge. Throughout the
press, commentators routinely cast the oil embargo as a national crisis
and, above all, as a crisis of biological survival.5 Oil was not simply one
aspect of advanced industrial society, but its “blood supply,” “an inte-
gral part of the nation’s life support system,” and the “life’s blood of
American civilization.”6 These sanguinary metaphors contributed to
the belief that, through becoming increasingly reliant on foreign oil, the
nation had degenerated from a state of independence to one of depen-
dency. Independence was America’s birthright, proclaimed an editorial
in Reader’s Digest, and “it’s up to us that we don’t sell that birthright for
a barrel of oil.”7

Oil was also described as a potent drug that had now brought the na-
tion to its knees. One well-known psychiatrist, Thomas Szasz, bitterly
reflected on America’s compromised position in the oil embargo: “Hav-
ing betrayed our commitment to dignity and liberty, we now whimper
and whine, a whole nation in the grips of auto petroleum withdrawal
pains.”8 As with drug and alcohol addiction, America’s lapse into this
state of petroleum dependency appeared to constitute a failure of will.
“We have become literally and figuratively fat,” proclaimed William C.
Westmoreland, the former commanding general of U.S. forces in Viet-
nam. “Perhaps the crisis will bring us back to some of the virtues that
made this country great, like thrift and the belief that waste is sinful.”9

This identification of petroleum as a habit-forming drug informed
popular representations of OPEC as well. In editorial cartoons, oil sup-
pliers from the Middle East were depicted as drug pushers, replete with
intravenous needles, feeding tubes, and syringes. One cartoon showed
a haggard Uncle Sam, outstretching a bare pockmarked arm to an Arab
sheik who reassured him, “We’re gonna let you have another fix.”10
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Another cartoon was set in a casbah where the bottle labels read “raw
crude” and “diesel.” As he pours a drink for a dejected Western busi-
nessman, the Arab bartender observes, “That’s a terrible habit you’ve
got there.”11

These editorial cartoons drew on the discourse of drug addiction 
to suggest that the OPEC cartel had inappropriately gained the upper
hand and was wielding power against the United States in ways that
were not simply unfair, but even criminal and psychologically sadistic.
But what is also revealing about these cartoons is that, by mobilizing the
figures of the junkie and the alcoholic as signifiers of the nation, they con-
vey a sense of abjection and shame in the 1970s about the newly com-
promised position of the United States itself and, more specifically,
about the out-of-control nature of American consumption. That the em-
bargo provoked a groundswell of rage against OPEC (which was often
falsely equated with “the Arab world” or “the Middle East” writ large)
is not particularly surprising. What is surprising is the extent to which
a range of opinion makers seized on the embargo as an occasion to take
angry aim at the American middle class, to condemn the excesses of
postwar consumer culture, and to predict that a new era of material
scarcity would somehow prove to be morally cleansing for Americans.

Before taking a closer look at this discourse, it is important to point
out that these sorts of diatribes against consumer culture were not new.
On the contrary, they were a standard feature of postwar social criticism.
As historian Howard Brick points out, the discourse of abundance that
emerged in the late 1950s was itself “more a criticism of conventional
thought and practice than an endorsement of it.”12 Throughout the
1950s, novels such as Sloan Wilson’s Man in the Gray Flannel Suit and so-
ciological studies such as David Riesman’s Lonely Crowd suggested that
widespread affluence created a culture of conformity and threatened 
to undermine individuality. When economist John Kenneth Galbraith
coined the term “affluent society” in 1958, he was not heralding the tri-
umphs of this society, but pointing to the disjuncture between “private
opulence and public squalor” that typified it.13

But even as postwar social critics expressed concern about the dam-
aging effects of consumer culture, consumer goods themselves contin-
ued to function as potent symbols of what Life magazine editor Henry
Luce had dubbed the American Century. In the 1950s, Life reported tri-
umphantly that U.S. supermarket shoppers could choose from “thou-
sands of items on the high-piled shelves . . . until their carts became cor-
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nucopias filled with an abundance that no other country in the world
has ever known.”14 And in the famous “kitchen debate” of 1959 be-
tween Richard Nixon and Nikita Khrushchev, the U.S. vice president
had marshaled energy-intensive consumer appliances as evidence of
American capitalism’s moral, political, and economic superiority over
Soviet communism.15 The shining kitchen appliances on display at the
Moscow trade show were, according to the New York Times, “lavish tes-
timonial(s) to abundance.”16 More than offering a privileged glimpse
into an idealized domestic sphere, they seemed to constitute irrefutable
proof of America’s unlimited economic potential on the world stage.

Now, with the embargo, the symbolism of these consumer goods
was turned on its head as these same appliances became symptomatic
of pathological and addictive behaviors. “What we have here is a pros-
perity psychosis,” declared one historian.17 Only fourteen years after
the kitchen debate, America’s energy consumption habits no longer em-
bodied national strength, but instead were endemic of a “binge,” a “dis-
ease,” an “orgy,” and “insatiable appetites.”18 “We are being punished
for our past sins of conspicuous consumption and planned obsoles-
cence,” reflected one clergyman.19 “Our society has suffered from men-
tal and physical atrophy,” commented a Manhattan social worker. “This
crisis could be a really good thing.”20

Nowhere was this symbolic reversal more pronounced than in the
case of the American automobile. More than any other consumer good,
the car had emerged as a powerful symbol of postwar mobility—
both literal mobility across space, and upward social mobility. Indeed,
the American automobile had functioned as a metonym for many of the
promises of the affluent society: the Fordist compromise, which claimed
to enable workers to buy the same goods that they had produced; the
spread of the suburbs; and a widening sphere of leisure that would en-
able more and more Americans to hit the open road. Only a few years be-
fore the oil embargo, the marketing objective of the American Petroleum
Institute’s advertising campaign had been simple. Targeting “virtually
every owner of an automobile,” the campaign sought to “increase the
consumption of gasoline.”21 To that end, API advertisements in local
newspapers showed detailed maps of close-to-home vacations and
weekend getaways that could bring American families face-to-face with
scenic, recreational, and historical attractions.22 “Get to know your state
(and your family) better—on this close to home tour,” read one adver-
tisement that suggested a loop driving tour from Los Angeles to San
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Diego. “How about a family auto tour this weekend—just for a
change?” beckoned another advertisement that included a detailed map
of Virginia’s historical attractions.23

With the embargo, however, the once simple objective of the API ad-
vertising campaign became infinitely more complicated as the major oil
companies fended off accusations that they had contrived the oil crisis
in order to amass unprecedented profits.24 And the roomy American
family automobile was deemed by one angry New York Times reader to
be a “gas gulper, pandering to the gross tastes of a depraved consuming
public.”25 Indeed, when you ask people today what they remember
about the oil embargo, their memories almost always revolve around
auto petroleum: the two-hour lines at gas stations, the rationing that
occurred in some states, and the media spectacle of irate and panicky
drivers committing acts of violence against each other, all in their fran-
tic pursuit of gasoline.

But, significantly, energy waste within the private sphere of the
home would also need to be redressed, and it was middle-class women,
as consumers par excellence, who would need to be on the front lines of
the nation’s new war against energy excess. Newspapers and maga-
zines assumed an overtly pedagogical role as they schooled readers 
in the rules of household energy conservation. “What’s Your Energy
IQ?” queried a writer from Shell News, who proceeded to administer a
true/false test on thermostat settings, insulation, and indoor lighting.26

“Where Does All the Energy Go?” read another headline for an article
that went on to divulge the silent but voracious energy appetites of the
space heater, the air conditioner, and the refrigerator.27 Appearing in
periodicals such as Better Homes and Gardens, Good Housekeeping, and
House Beautiful, these how-to guides for household conservation were
directed to women readers, who were seen as ultimately bearing re-
sponsibility for household energy waste.28

Advertisers also took up the cause as they attempted to inculcate a
conservation ethic into consumers. Modern advertising had always en-
tailed not simply the selling of products but the prescription of behav-
iors.29 Historically, these prescriptions had sought to maximize con-
sumption, but now advertisers found themselves in the anomalous
position of having to curtail rather than stimulate consumer desire. The
president of Standard Oil Company of Indiana conceded that this re-
versal was a shock to the oil industry, observing that the switch to a
conservation message was “quite a change for us after training our peo-
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ple to go out there and sell. Suddenly, we are saying: ‘Please don’t come
in and ask for so much.’”30 A Mobil Oil advertisement urging cus-
tomers to use less fuel called attention to the irony: “That may seem
funny to you, coming from an oil company; but we simply think it’s
the right thing to do in the circumstances.”31 The anomalous task of ad-
vocating less rather than more fuel consumption was compounded by
public skepticism about the severity of the energy crisis. The situation
required, in the words of one advertiser, “a very delicate communica-
tion.”32

Beyond the world of advertising and journalism, this new attention
to conservation throughout the public sphere also represented an ex-
traordinary moment in the history of the ecology and environmentalist
movements, albeit one that had historical roots in the postwar period.
Since the 1950s, these movements had worked to call public attention 
to the nation’s wasteful energy habits and to promote a conservation
ethic, one that would encourage more energy-efficient ways of living.33

The publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, an exposé on the harm-
ful effects of DDT and other commonly used pesticides, had provoked
a public outcry in 1962. By the early 1970s, the ecology and environ-
mentalist movements had gained considerable momentum. The first
Earth Day was held in April 1970, and opinion polling at the time sug-
gested that environmental concerns were at the top of the public agenda.
Meanwhile, longstanding groups like the Sierra Club grew in member-
ship over the course of the decade, and new organizations like Green-
peace were founded. This activism profoundly changed the face of the
national government, as well; the most obvious example of this was the
establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. In addi-
tion, books like Frances Moore Lappe’s Diet for a Small Planet and Barry
Commoner’s A Closing Circle, both published in 1971, urged readers to
reflect on the dire implications of a deeply troubling statistic: Americans
comprised only 6 percent of the world population, but they were con-
suming one-third of the world’s available energy sources.

Remarkably, the oil embargo brought this disturbing news home to a
much wider public. Throughout the mainstream press, this alarming
statistic about U.S. consumption was quoted over and over again, and
readers who identified with neither the counterculture nor the ecology
movement were now urged to consider the nation’s energy consump-
tion habits in a new light: as part of a globally interdependent ecologi-
cal system.34 Clinging to the logic that had undergirded the kitchen de-
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bate, President Nixon assured Americans that this statistic should in-
spire pride rather than embarrassment, proclaiming in the autumn of
1973: “That isn’t bad; that is good. That means we are the richest, strong-
est people in the world, and that we have the highest standard of living
in the world. That is why we need so much energy, and may it always
be that way.”35 But in the final months of 1973, Nixon’s assurances rang
hollow and the logic of the kitchen debate appeared anachronistic. The
revelation that the United States was consuming one-third of the world’s
available energy sources was now seen as evidence of American reck-
lessness. “We have been on an energy binge and the hangover could be
protracted and painful,” predicted Arizona representative Morris K.
Udall.36

Although the public discourse surrounding the oil embargo vividly
captured the ecology and environmentalist movements’ growing in-
fluence throughout the wider culture during these years, it also con-
stituted only a partial victory for these movements for a number of
reasons. Despite the rhetorical attention being paid to conservation, re-
search at the time showed that the energy crisis was having only a mar-
ginal effect on household energy consumption. Furthermore, once the
oil crisis had passed, rates of household energy consumption contin-
ued to climb, supporting historian David Nye’s claim that Americans
actually increased their energy use throughout the 1970s.37 But most
importantly, the emphasis on conservation presented the energy crisis as
primarily one that afflicted middle-class families, which had the power
and means to consume, and which now had the opportunity to mend
their energy-dependent ways. This emphasis on consumption obscured
the impact of the energy crisis on the nation’s low-income families, dis-
proportionately comprised of the elderly and minority groups. For
them, the central drama of the crisis did not revolve around energy
waste, but instead around a poverty that at times compelled them to
choose between food and heat.38 But this emphasis did more than sim-
ply obscure the impact of energy shortages on people living at or below
the poverty line. It also assigned disproportionate blame to the middle-
class family for energy waste, suggesting that energy reform could best
be achieved through private restraint within the home rather than
through wider structural change throughout the society. In truth, do-
mestic households consumed a relatively small percentage of the na-
tion’s energy resources when compared with large corporations and in-
dustries.
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“Learning to Love the Energy Crisis”: 
Scarcity and Family Redemption

By focusing on the energy excesses of the middle-class family, the con-
servation message also converged with a broader discussion about fam-
ily decline and alienation, and it is here that its Janus-faced dimensions
come into full view. With its lexicon of dependency, self-sufficiency, and
waste, the discourse surrounding the oil crisis quickly became about
much more than thermostat settings, speed limits, and gasoline prices.
On the contrary, the embargo inspired both somber meditations on the
compromised state of the American family, and gleeful predictions of
the family’s regeneration in a new era of energy scarcity.

Meditations and predictions about energy scarcity were premised on
a number of enduring claims about the American family in crisis. One 
of these claims was that individuals within the modern family had
grown alienated from one another, and household technology was
largely to blame. One Newsweek editorial appropriately entitled “Learn-
ing to Love the Energy Crisis” speculated on the redemptive features 
of the energy crisis, predicting that the crisis could rescue the family
from its current state of alienation. “Cutting back on our use of fossil fu-
els will have the incidental effect of forcing us inside ourselves for hu-
man resources long dormant, and on each other,” author Ralph Keyes
wrote. “In the process families may revive as working units.” Attrib-
uting the demise of family conversation to the discord produced by
household appliances, Keyes continued: “Since normal conversation is
hard against background noise exceeding 55 decibels, the din of fuel
consuming appliances may be one reason family members seem not to
talk so much, or at least not to listen.”39 Surveying the compromised
state of the American family, Keyes appeared to have identified his cul-
prit: the cacophonous dishwasher.

A second related claim was that energy scarcity would compel people
to return their attentions to long-neglected communitarian and familial
ties. The embargo promised to strengthen families, affirm religious
commitments, and inspire neighborhood loyalties. The gas shortage
was “the greatest thing for Christianity since World War II,” exalted one
minister, who insisted that church attendance was now on the rise
thanks to the oil embargo’s incursion on Sunday driving trips.40 Short-
ages could lead to a “rediscovery of friends . . . and families because it
will be harder to run away,” predicted a sociologist.41 As people stay
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home more, they’re becoming “more neighborly,” proclaimed one arti-
cle celebrating the resurrection of the neighborhood block party.42 One
Connecticut housewife expressed frustration at an overloaded schedule
that constantly had her chauffeuring her children from school to ballet
classes to birthday parties and concluded: “I’m glad the energy crisis
happened . . . if I spend less time chauffeuring, I can go back to paint-
ing and get to know my kids better.” This woman expressed her hope 
that the fuel shortage would not only improve her relations with her
children, but also afford her more time to pursue her own creative as-
pirations.43 Finally, one commentator celebrated the embargo for the
nostalgia that it would one day evoke, imagining that “[s]ome day,
Americans may look back nostalgically at this cold comfort winter as a
time when tightly knit families triumphed over adversity.” Reflect-
ing further on its sentimental potential, he conjectured that “[e]ventu-
ally, the energy crisis may even end up like the other crises, wars and
upheavals in American history—as the setting for a warmhearted TV
series.”44

A third claim was that a commitment to self-sufficiency or “simplic-
ity” would no longer be embraced solely by groups outside the main-
stream, but would now become part of conventional familial existence.
Scarce energy resources meant that now anyone could be a survivalist.
A forty-three-year-old divorced mother of five children from Portland,
Oregon, who routinely got up before dawn to get gasoline before com-
ing home to cook breakfast for her children, described herself as “a
hunter who has gone out and gotten his supplies for the week.”45 A mar-
ried couple who embarked on a “no energy weekend experiment” were
able to summon the survivalist spirit without ever leaving their subur-
ban home. “Edie looked like a true pioneer heating the soup over the
open fire,” William Hoffer, her husband, reminisced in House Beautiful.
“Later, Edie and I sat together in the den. Warm candlelight flickered off
our faces. It had been a good day. We had found a source of new energy
within ourselves that was not dependent on oil, gas or coal,” Hoffer con-
cluded, never revealing what had become of this new energy source
once the weekend experiment had come to a close.46

Given that no one actually believed that the vast majority of families
would suddenly start living like hunters, survivalists, and pioneers, we
must ask about the symbolic meaning of these sorts of accounts. What
kind of cultural and ideological work was being performed here? At
the most obvious level, these accounts were drawing on a long tradition
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of social criticism that constructed mass consumption as a threat to the
integrity and purity of the traditional family unit. But ultimately, the in-
dictments of middle-class consumption that came to the fore during the
embargo—like the fantasies of redemptive scarcity that accompanied
them—must also be situated within the context of a much broader eco-
nomic and ideological assault on the middle class during the 1970s.
Both a Keynesian-Fordist economic regime and an expansive New Deal
welfare state had fostered the unprecedented expansion of a the middle
class during the postwar years. Federal housing, education, and training
programs like the GI Bill had done a great deal to stimulate consumer
spending. As historian Stephanie Coontz has argued, despite the trap-
pings of independence, the nuclear family of the 1950s was one of the
most heavily subsidized in U.S. history.47 Thus the attack on middle-
class consumption that emerged within the context of the embargo was
never simply about consumption alone: It was also about the entire
structure of social provision that that had enabled the expansion of the
middle class throughout the postwar years, a “golden age” that, by the
early 1970s, was drawing to a dramatic close.

Working Women and the Dangers of Convenience

While these critiques of the middle-class family’s excessive dependency
on gadgetry, appliances, and convenience often targeted the family as a
unit, they were in fact highly gendered. As I have already suggested,
middle-class women were identified as the primary consumers (and
hence wasters) of energy-intensive household goods, and they were as-
signed a pivotal role in the nation’s new war against dependency on for-
eign oil. But women’s work outside the home also assumed importance
here, since women’s employment earnings had been closely linked to
the explosive growth of consumer spending during the postwar years.
As the embargo provisionally redefined middle-class consumption as a
kind of national emergency, women’s roles as both consumers and
workers came under increased scrutiny in a variety of ways. And
women’s liberation and the oil embargo—two themes that historians
have rarely addressed together—became intertwined.

While conservation guidelines openly appealed to women as energy
consumers within the home, the link between energy waste and wom-
en’s work outside the home was subtler. This link often functioned as a
tacit assumption within discussions of the energy crisis, and nowhere
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more so than in discussions of convenience. It was not only blenders,
freezers, and television sets that were deemed guilty of energy waste,
but also frozen foods and convenience supermarkets. The use of con-
venience foods had grown dramatically in the postwar period, and this
trend accelerated in the 1970s.48 “Housewives, especially younger ones,
are either too lazy, too busy, or don’t know how to cook,” declared one
food retailer as he offered an explanation for the boom in convenience
foods. This explanation, according to a commentary in advertising
agency J. Walter Thompson’s company newsletter, “might well cause a
militant feminist to explode faster than an overheated boil-in-the-bag
pouch,” but sales confirmed that the boom itself was unmistakable.49

Like the spread of the dishwasher, the blender, and the television set,
the proliferation of frozen foods was endemic to two related afflictions:
national energy waste and family alienation. Cheerfully predicting the
return of the family meal in the wake of the energy crisis, one editorial
decried the “individual boil-pac servings,” “TV dinners,” and “Del
Monte pudding cups” that had not only wrecked home-cooked meals,
but also drained families of their originality.50 What was never men-
tioned, of course, was that historically, the elaborate home-cooked meal
had been prepared by either an unremunerated homemaker, a paid do-
mestic worker, or some combination thereof.

These critiques of U.S. reliance on convenience often went hand in
hand with implicit appeals to “Old World” tradition and values. For
example, one Federal Energy Administration study compared energy
consumption patterns in the United States with those of “other wealthy
Western countries.” Never actually defining the category of the house-
hold, the study was comprised of elaborate tables that showed the
energy profligacy of U.S. households when compared to those of Eu-
rope and Japan, which remained conflated throughout the study. U.S.
households relied on frozen and convenience foods, while European
and Japanese households were more likely to use fresh foods. U.S.
households shopped for groceries at large, dispersed shopping facilities,
while European and Japanese households relied on small grocery stores
and local neighborhood specialty shops. Large refrigerators meant that
American families made weekly shopping trips, while European and
Japanese families shopped daily for perishables. When asked to explain
the underlying reason for European and Japanese consumption prac-
tices, the study repeatedly invoked a vague and hopelessly elusive term:
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“tradition.” It was tradition that compelled European and Japanese
households to buy fresh foods at local specialty shops, and presumably
it was an American repudiation of tradition that had set the stage for en-
ergy excess. Most importantly, the use of the term “household,” itself
vague and undifferentiated, dodged a crucial question: Who within the
household was making the daily trip to the neighborhood specialty
shop to buy the perishable foods to cook the family meal?51

It is important to note that this proliferation of “TV dinners” and
“Del Monte pudding cups” did not signal the demise of the female
homemaker or mean that women were spending less time on house-
work. On the contrary, historians of women and technology have per-
suasively argued that technological innovations actually engender new
household responsibilities and duties for women, even as they claim to
save time and promise less drudgery.52 Nonetheless, the perception is
significant here: The emancipatory promises of frozen foods and con-
venience stores—even if they went unrealized—took on more cultural
significance, not less, as middle-class women with children entered the
paid labor force in ever increasing numbers.

This perceived connection between frozen foods and working women
was clearly visible in 1970s advertising. Never challenging the assump-
tion that women bore primary responsibility for housework, advertisers
now had to take account of women’s ongoing efforts to balance domes-
tic duties with labor outside the home. By the early 1970s, advertise-
ments expressed sympathy for women as they encountered the same
dilemma over and over again: There was never enough time. “General
Electric knows your time is as important as ours,” the company reas-
sured women customers in an advertisement depicting a harried mother
standing in her kitchen and talking on the telephone, surrounded by un-
finished ironing, unfolded laundry, a bucket of cleaning supplies, a
young boy, a hungry toddler, and a family dog urgently in need of a
walk.53 “Because you’ve got plenty to do, Mrs. Paul’s makes Onion
Rings,” read an advertisement for frozen foods that included a collage
of photographs of a woman shopping at the supermarket, playing ten-
nis, seeing her son off to school, and sitting in front of a typewriter while
talking on the telephone at a secretary’s desk.54 Another frozen-food ad-
vertisement celebrated the ways in which men were successfully adapt-
ing themselves to the new gender order and suggested that a dinner of
Stouffer’s lasagna was a fitting reward: “It isn’t every girl who can work
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and run a home. And luckily you’ve got an understanding husband.
Tonight, you’re going to thank him for all the times he could’ve
grumped and didn’t. It’s a good day for Stouffer’s.”55

These advertisements reified women’s domestic roles, but they also
revealed the extent to which, within print media, the proliferation of
frozen foods had become associated with women’s work outside the
home and the double burden that it entailed. Thus when magazine ed-
itorials and advertising campaigns urged the middle-class family to
adopt a more tempered and restrained approach to convenience foods
and electrical appliances, they were not only envisaging a family that
would “discover more gas for America” but also simultaneously calling
for a nostalgic return to a simpler and more traditional model of family
life, one that was somehow free of all the pressures presumably bearing
down on the middle-class family, including those pressures posed by
the “working woman.”

Thus far, my discussion has proceeded from the premise that the
conservation message surrounding the oil embargo was essentially
shaped by gender conservatism. In an age of feminism, this message rei-
fied women’s domestic duties and subtly constructed women’s work
outside the home as a drain on the energy reserves of both the nation
and the family. In addition, the conservation message made it clear that
it was primarily through domesticity that women could contribute to
the nation. But it would be wrong to interpret this message solely
through the lens of gender conservatism. Critiques of middle-class con-
sumption—so pervasive throughout the embargo—also resonated with
the politics of the women’s liberation movement in complex ways. Af-
ter all, just as the energy crisis was emerging as a national challenge, an
ascendant women’s liberation movement was also taking aim at the
middle-class family, albeit for a different reason: to indict this family 
as a primary locus of women’s subordination. To be sure, the conserva-
tion message linked women to the domestic sphere at the precise mo-
ment that many women were questioning this link. But the conservation
message also dovetailed with feminism, both in its condemnation of
certain family forms and in its critique of consumer culture. As a cul-
tural watershed of the early 1970s, the oil embargo simultaneously re-
flected feminism’s growing influence and the persistence of gender con-
servatism throughout the dominant culture.
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Betty Friedan’s classic, The Feminine Mystique, offers an illustrative
case in point. Friedan’s screed against middle-class suburban domes-
ticity demands scrutiny not because it accurately reflected the lived
experiences of most women (a presumption that has long since been
dispelled), but rather because of its canonical status within liberal fem-
inism. For our purposes, what warrants attention is the way that Friedan
invoked images of appliances and gadgetry in order to expose the ba-
nality of the life of the suburban housewife. Indeed, Friedan focuses
less on interpersonal relations and more on the housewife’s vapid rela-
tionship to consumer goods. The suburban housewife, according to
Friedan, “made the beds, shopped for groceries, matched slipcover ma-
terial,” all the while afraid to ask herself, “Is this all?” This housewife,
presumably liberated by labor-saving appliances, was free to choose
“automobiles, clothes, appliances, supermarkets.” Yet despite the pur-
ported freedom and the endless choices accorded her by the consumer
culture, this woman, according to Friedan, felt profoundly unfulfilled by
her lot in life. Within discussions of the oil crisis, energy-intensive con-
sumer appliances connoted consumer excess and waste. Similarly, for
Friedan, consumer goods functioned as a kind of shorthand for the
emptiness, indeed the “waste,” she associated with the lived experi-
ences of the women of her socioeconomic class and cultural milieu.56

But the ultimate aim of Friedan’s attack on consumer goods also de-
serves attention here. When feminists like Friedan surveyed the middle-
class family of postwar America, they saw a family that undervalued
women’s domestic labor and undermined women’s creative and pro-
fessional aspirations outside the home. They perceived an oppressive
normative ideal that persisted in spite of the fact that women—and
women with young children in particular—were entering the paid labor
force in ever-increasing numbers. They punctured the mythology sur-
rounding the suburban housewife, arguing that behind the sunny fa-
cade there was profound isolation, deep discontent, and thwarted
dreams. They attacked consumer culture as sexist and reevaluated their
prescribed role as consumers. While some feminists called for its refor-
mation and others for its abolition, there was consensus that the nu-
clear family, specifically in its postwar incarnation, was a linchpin of
women’s oppression.

Bridging the divide between liberalism and conservatism, critics of
the so-called affluent society writing during the oil embargo also cast as-
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persions on this family, but this time in order to serve very different po-
litical ends. For them, ever-widening prosperity had set the stage for en-
ergy excess, which in turn led to a compromised condition of national
dependency on foreign oil. Energy excess and the excesses associated
with women’s liberation captured the same problem: Postwar affluence
had produced unrealistic expectations, and these expectations would
now need tempering. Feminists saw household appliances as empty
symbols of an idealized home that aimed to keep women in their place,
but critics of consumer culture came up with an opposing interpreta-
tion: These same appliances were symptomatic of family dissolution
and the erosion of traditional roles. In an age of feminism, was it really
surprising that the oil crisis inspired a nostalgic evocation of earlier
ideals of family life, including those of the pioneer and the survival-
ist? Driven by scarcity instead of indulged by prosperity, unified by
necessity rather than estranged by leisure, such families had presum-
ably adhered to a clear division of labor and a traditional gender order.
Above all, according to this nostalgic fantasy, these families all prized
self-sufficiency, individualism, and autonomy over dependency.

Conclusion

Historians have tended to interpret the OPEC oil embargo in one of two
ways. First, as I have suggested, they have cited the embargo, along
with the Vietnam War and Watergate, as clear evidence of America’s
waning hegemony during the early 1970s.57 They have argued that the
embargo was one of several indicators of national decline and “mal-
aise” during this period. While there is merit to this interpretation, it is
problematic in a number of different ways. Significantly, even at the
level of geopolitics, the embargo was not solely a blow to U.S. power; it
also confirmed the nation’s continued dominance within the West and
among advanced industrialized states. For however painful the effects
of the embargo in the United States, they were minor when compared to
the impact of energy shortfalls on Europe and Japan.

Likewise, when examining the oil embargo’s significance as a cul-
tural watershed, as I have attempted to do, the filter of national decline
can be misleading. If the energy crisis succeeded in forcing the nation to
become less reckless and wasteful, then, according to John Kenneth
Galbraith, “one can only assume that the Arab nations and the big oil
companies have united to save the American Republic.”58 Just as the
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middle-class family functioned as both symbol of and antidote for na-
tional energy dependency, so the oil crisis was a harbinger at once of na-
tional decline and of potential regeneration. For critics of “the affluent
society” like Galbraith, the embargo clearly represented an opportunity
to reinstate earlier ethics of self-sufficiency, industry, and thrift. These
mores, according to a long tradition of social criticism, had dissipated
within a postwar economy driven by ever-rising levels of consumption.
At first glance, it may appear that the shift from a discourse of abun-
dance to a discourse of limits constituted a purely pessimistic vision of
America’s future. But the profound nostalgia inspired by the oil crisis
suggests that a new era of tempered expectations was also tied to both
national and familial redemption, and to an imaginary return to a pris-
tine historical moment dictated by scarcity rather than by abundance.

Such redemptive calls for a “return to austerity” were premised on a
profound gender conservatism, even as they superficially echoed certain
feminist critiques of postwar consumer culture. At a time when women
were questioning their identification with the domestic sphere and ex-
ploring alternatives to the nuclear family, demands for a privatized
form of national sacrifice made it clear that women could make their
most valuable contributions to the nation from the confines of the home.
Debates about energy consumption and conservation did not speak
solely to the international politics of oil; they also reflected domestic
anxieties about family decline, women’s labor outside the home, and
feminism’s potential threat to family and nation.

The second way historians have described the oil crisis, and the en-
ergy crisis of the 1970s more generally, is as a kind of lost opportunity—
as a moment when Americans were made aware of the need for energy
conservation and ecological sacrifice, only to quickly forget the lesson.
They have argued that despite a new rhetorical attention to conservation
and limits, consumer behavior in the United States did not change.59

This interpretation of the energy crisis, while not incorrect, is too lit-
eral. Rather than simply bemoaning Americans’ failure to change their
consumption habits, we must also ask what the new awareness of lim-
its actually accomplished, culturally and politically.

The cultural response to the embargo—and the amount of self-
scrutiny about energy consumption that it inspired within the public
sphere—was not simply a story of lost opportunity. It was also a testa-
ment to the enduring legacy of left critiques of American affluence, and
to the growing vitality of the environmentalist message during these
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years. Indeed, the explosion of public interest in conservation that ac-
companied the oil embargo did not come out of thin air but was in fact
many years in the making. The widespread condemnation of U.S. en-
ergy waste that accompanied the embargo is impossible to imagine
without the vibrant environmental activism of the 1970s. This is not to
overlook or diminish the obvious: with the growing rates of energy
consumption over the course of the decade, the ecology and environ-
mentalist movements would face an uphill battle in a culture that de-
fined consumption as a national pastime.60

Ultimately, the embargo of 1973 also captured a moment of conser-
vative retrenchment in the midst of economic turmoil and dislocation.
As the Keynesian-Fordist economic regime came apart, middle-class
families found themselves without a social safety net. By identifying
the home as a locus of excess, oil company executives, advertisers, and
public intellectuals all seemed to imply that, if American families were
now hurting, they had only themselves to blame. If this indictment of
the middle-class family constituted a form of victim blaming, then the
tendency to spin out fantasies of familial regeneration in a new era of
energy scarcity was an example of making a virtue out of necessity. Just
as advertisers had tried to morally elevate consumption during the
postwar years, now material privation would be invested with morally
redemptive features.61 Implicit in the imaginary return of the survival-
ist and the pioneer, then, was the illusion that all of the social and cul-
tural transformations born by postwar prosperity could somehow be
undone. In this way, the cultural work of the oil crisis entailed much
more than a simple call for conservation. It also bound utopian dreams
of plenty and helped pave the way for a leaner, meaner economic order.
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Anne Enke

6 Taking Over Domestic Space
The Battered Women’s Movement 
and Public Protest

When we finally went to the “dirty money” [corporate] sources to
help fund shelter space, they told us we needed a director, gov-
erning board and this whole hierarchy to run it. Well we had al-
ready provided shelter for over 1,200 women, for two years, from
our homes. . . . So . . . the first thing we did was to make the gov-
erning board identical to—composed of—the whole membership,
and the membership consisted of everyone who stayed at or
worked for Women’s Advocates.

—Sharon Rice Vaughan

Women’s Advocates in St. Paul, Minnesota, is one of the most
well-known and longest-lasting battered-women’s shelters in the coun-
try.1 Though evidencing the lasting and far-reaching impact of women’s
movements of the 1970s, it is rarely included in the history of radical so-
cial movements. In 1972, the year of Women’s Advocates’ founding, an
international movement against domestic violence against women was
in its fledgling stage, lacking even a name for itself, but based in part on
a perceived need for “a place” that offered temporary residence and re-
sources for women trying to get away from violent partners. Critiquing
the structural conditions that made women economically and socially
vulnerable to male violence, the battered-women’s movement shared
roots, analyses, and strategies with women’s movements that addressed
rape, welfare, and homelessness, and similarly gained strength by build-
ing broad-based coalitions with other activist groups and public agen-
cies. By the end of the 1970s, activists in the United States had created
hundreds of housing facilities for battered women in both urban and
rural locations, making “shelter” the signature stamp of the battered-
women’s movement.2 During the 1980s and 1990s, women of color espe-
cially elaborated movement networks and strategies to take advantage
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of the particular resources available to specific Indian, Latina, African
American, and Asian communities, and in the process have shown that
“shelter” and “advocacy” for battered women can and must take on a
vast array of forms.3

In the historiography and memory of the 1960s and 1970s, militant,
direct action—sit-ins, takeovers—and mass protests have been so val-
orized that it is difficult to recognize radicalism in other forms and con-
texts. The battered-women’s movement and much of the feminist and
gay and lesbian liberation movements have been represented as con-
cerns about personal, private, or “lifestyle” issues.4 However, those
movements not only are continuous with radical movements of the
1960s, but also have expanded radical critiques and strategies. Many of
the founders of Women’s Advocates first came together years earlier,
through their involvement in the antiwar movement. There, they de-
veloped a critique of a violent society, a critique that meshed well with
their budding feminist consciousness. Another thing that those white
women brought with them from the antiwar movement was a feeling
of constant emergency and the need to act now—taking risks, creating
protests, and taking over spaces—to save people’s lives. I argue here
that one of the most important strategies of the battered-women’s move-
ment involved nothing less than a radical takeover, not of a government
office for a few hours, but of domestic space, to create a place in which a
woman could rightly demand public protection, privacy, and the invi-
olability of her own body at all times. Doing so required coalitional ac-
tion and outreach to thousands of people beyond the existing feminist
movement.

Feminists have argued that domestic space, far from being a wom-
an’s place, has taken shape firmly within male-dominated social struc-
tures.5 In the United States, ideals originating in the early nineteenth
century suggest that the privacy of domestic space is a (white, middle-
or upper-class, heterosexual) male right, based on the inviolability of his
property, including his domicile, his wife, and his progeny; as owner, he
protects his wife’s social and sexual status and the purity of his blood-
line.6 In the post–World War II years (largely in response to women’s ac-
tual departure from the home), popular representations of domesticity
as a private—yet nationalist—endeavor further painted a vision of the
white, middle-class, nuclear-family “home” as the unassailable space
essential to individual and national security.7 Deviations from domi-
nant domestic ideals made those ideals no less potent in their ability 
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to privatize and support men’s violence against women “in their own
homes.”8 The women’s movement, perhaps more than any other post-
1960 social movement, not only condemned the lingering nineteenth-
century liberal ideal of separate private and public realms, but also
showed that personal and political realms were inseparable or even in-
distinguishable.

Women’s Advocates’ mission was not simply to add to or reform so-
cial services for women; instead, women in that grassroots organiza-
tion launched a deep critique of society’s division into public and pri-
vate, and they organized to transform it by creating a domestic space
that was intensely political. They argued that the notion of dichotomous
public and private realms functioned to privilege white, middle- and
upper-class, heterosexual men. The privatization of domestic space, in
particular, isolated and confined women, reinforced men’s “property
rights” over them, and condoned violence as a private matter not sub-
ject to public intervention.9 Neither social services nor legal practices
had challenged the privatization of battering; indeed, many argued,
existing services even contributed to the isolation of women who expe-
rienced domestic battering.10 Normative conceptions of “home” as an
apolitical space furthered women’s invisibility. While women’s libera-
tion in general challenged this conception by asserting that “the per-
sonal is political,”11 the battered-women’s movement in particular went
further, both critiquing domestic norms and creating an alternative
homelike space that women embraced as a site of protection, politiciza-
tion, and political resistance.

Women’s Advocates battered-women’s shelter entailed three impor-
tant aspects of social change. First, it generated a politicized and politi-
cizing “domestic” space. Second, Women’s Advocates demanded that
“public” institutions such as law enforcement agencies change to accom-
modate and support that new space. Third, Women’s Advocates deep-
ened their own social critique and vision by developing coalitions to ad-
dress problems of race and class that emerged in the process of running
a shelter. Far from cutting themselves off from people who did not share
their feminist or leftist analyses, leaders in the battered-women’s move-
ment engaged state agencies and capitalist funding sources to create a
lasting network of institutions that addressed domestic violence. Most
importantly, as the Women’s Advocates case reveals, the movement be-
gan with the ideas and needs of battered women themselves, and over
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the years a diversity of shelter residents and advocates innovated strate-
gies to increase resources for women in violent relationships, decrease
domestic violence, and sustain the movement.

Politicizing Domestic Space

The founders of Women’s Advocates emerged from one of many eclec-
tic consciousness-raising collectives in the Twin Cities. They were “ten
or so” white women in their midtwenties to late thirties, of working-
and middle-class backgrounds, and had in common prior work with
the Honeywell Project, which sought to prevent Honeywell’s produc-
tion of cluster bombs used in Vietnam. Sharon Vaughan of St. Paul had
gained local prominence through her activism in the Honeywell Project;
she had also been active in the local Catholic Left, but, recently di-
vorced and with three children, she chafed at “St. Paul’s Catholic val-
ues,” which denied women accurate legal information related to mar-
riage and divorce.12 Minnesotans Monica Erler and Bernice Sisson each
had years of traditional civic volunteer work behind them and a grow-
ing frustration with the lack of emergency services for women. Susan
Ryan, a young VISTA volunteer originally from New York, was perhaps
least tolerant of the establishment and demanded nothing less than
community-based devotion to ending violence and hierarchies of gen-
der, race, and class.

Upon learning that most female clients of the county legal assistance
offices lacked basic legal rights information, especially regarding di-
vorce and custody issues, the collective first created a divorce-rights
booklet for women and worked to distribute information about cus-
tody, support, and name changes. Drawing on Ryan’s VISTA program
grants, they also established a telephone hotline, housed in an office
donated by the legal assistance office.13 Countless women throughout
Minnesota called the phone service, alerting workers to a shocking re-
ality: So many women were battered in their homes, but most had no
place to go and no financial resources. While there were thirty-seven
emergency shelters for men in the Twin Cities, the only place that a
woman with children could receive emergency shelter—for one night
only—was in a motel booked through Emergency Social Services. Lack
of safe shelter and legal recourse led this first group of activists to
found Women’s Advocates in March 1972, a nonprofit group of volun-
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teers who provided legal advocacy for women in abusive relation-
ships.14 As contact with women increased, advocates began to develop
a vision of “a place” for “women who ‘need to get away right now.’”15

Women seeking Women’s Advocates’ services almost invariably came
from situations of extreme isolation, the result of domineering partners
and a society that did not acknowledge battering. While long-enduring
peace and civil rights movements strengthened critiques of all kinds 
of violence, even they did not focus on violence in the home. Few bat-
tered women had been touched by the social upheavals of the 1960s.16

Activists offered clients shelter in their own homes and apartments.
Women and children crowded onto floors and couches, an experience
that was indeed politicizing for many, but it was a short-term solution
that was politically weakened by its relatively privatized nature. Thus
arose the idea of a formal shelter; it would be “like home” but collec-
tively run, and not one person’s property.

In part, it was the opposition Women’s Advocates faced that prompted
activists to envision wide-reaching, almost utopian, change. Their early
efforts to help battered women—such as housing women in their own
homes and later building a formal shelter—were policed with neigh-
borhood suspicion, evictions, and threats of lawsuits by actors concerned
with “men’s rights.” From the outset, therefore, advocates adopted a
role as “protector” of women, usurping a prerogative traditionally be-
longing to fathers and husbands. But advocates also demanded a “re-
sponse from the whole public community.”17 They envisioned “a house
on every block” in which the whole neighborhood would be involved,
“like McGruff houses for kids, only they would be shelters for women.”18

Such houses would not only act as discreet zones of safety for women,
but would also signal neighborly intervention in battering, making vis-
ible a formerly privatized issue. Women’s Advocates, then, offered a vi-
sion of a dramatically changed public landscape that would support an
alternative domestic space.

In challenging normative notions of domesticity, and in nurturing
the politicization of residents and staff, Women’s Advocates shelter itself
represented a concerted challenge to the boundary between public and
private. This was another kind of takeover, one which—in keeping with
feminist ideologies—also challenged the boundaries between the move-
ment and the mainstream. Like other social movements, it incorporated
dramatic and at times militant acts aimed at radical social transforma-
tion. Unlike others, it aimed to take over the home, usurping it from a
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public order that supported male violence within it, and reappropriat-
ing it as a space safe for women.19

Most accounts of the battered-women’s movement narrate the move-
ment’s engagement with “the public” through a shift from grassroots
funding to public and private funding sources. This exclusive focus on
funding generates a familiar narrative of declining control over re-
sources and discourses.20 A very different story can be told, however, by
tracing the process through which Women’s Advocates laid claim to a
new kind of space and insisted that existing social entities change to
support it. Initially, Women’s Advocates activists seemed to believe that
the protection of women depended on constructing impenetrable walls
between the shelter and the public world. But Women’s Advocates con-
stantly renegotiated those boundaries, forging new relationships with
local police departments, batterers, the neighborhood, and the larger
metropolitan community.

For the energetic founders of Women’s Advocates, sheltering women
was a logical and necessary extension of social movements that pro-
tested institutionalized racism, class stratification, and U.S. colonization
of other countries. By 1972, advocates with homes took on an increasing
number of women needing shelter. While their homes functioned as a
sort of underground shelter system, advocates and residents caught
their first glimpse of alternative domesticity: “Women and children
slept in spare beds and on our living room floors, sharing our food and
belongings. Our children met a succession of new friends.”21 Through
opening their homes to a diversity of women and children, advocates,
along with clients, further “realized the importance of women being to-
gether in one house, sharing their experiences and getting support from
one another.”22 This experience, along with a feminist belief in democ-
racy, shared authority, and female empowerment, prompted Women’s
Advocates to insist on a governing structure in which all residents, as
well as advocates, were members of the board of directors, and all
members had voting rights.23 It was this moment—critical to the move-
ment—during which formerly privatized individuals experienced, as a
group, a shift from perceiving the world from within a nuclear-family
framework to strategizing about the world as a community under one
roof. This shift in perception also encouraged a coalitional approach—
seeking involvement from a diversity of politicized groups—that would
become an inherent and far-reaching aspect of the battered-women’s
movement.
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Advocates saw their actions as radical challenges to society. Many ad-
vocates opened up their homes to women facing all manner of crises,
convinced that such direct action “was part of working there and being
an advocate.” Their work as shelterers and advocates thus took place 
in the space of their own “private” lives, giving them their first taste of
danger (e.g., men armed with knives or guns) intruding into their homes.
As activists had for the civil rights and antiwar movements, many ad-
vocates believed that “taking risks and chances” was also “what you did
for Women’s Advocates.”24 More importantly, doing so convinced ad-
vocates that U.S. domestic norms and the privatization of nuclear house-
holds allowed, rather than protected women from, domestic violence.
As Bernice Sisson, Women’s Advocates volunteer for twenty-six years,
explained, battering depended on “private homes” since “most batter-
ers do not batter in front of others.”25 Equally important, this led to an
intense focus on the boundary between outside and inside, as advo-
cates tried to convert the exterior walls of their homes (and later the
shelter) from barriers that hide violence within to barriers that keep vi-
olence out. Advocates at that time interpreted violence explicitly in gen-
dered terms. They determined that the most important thing was that
women be able to get to a space “free of violence,” where they could
“keep the man out” long enough for women to envision a further solu-
tion.

As if to confirm that Women’s Advocates was challenging the pub-
lic order and the hierarchies that supported it, backlash came from
many fronts. After only a few months, one advocate got evicted from
her apartment because neighbors complained that she was bringing too
many women and children into what was supposed to be an adults-
only property.26 Sharon Vaughan, Women’s Advocates’ first director,
explained that it helped that early activists tended not to have male
partners. “I had kids, but I don’t think I could have done any of [Wom-
en’s Advocates work] with [my former husband]. . . . I didn’t have to
check in with anybody, to see if it was okay to have somebody sleep in
my house.”27 But it was not long before advocates discovered that even
their own private homes were under a tangible net of public surveil-
lance. Vaughan eventually stopped housing women and children in the
home she owned due to pressure from several sources: In her “ho-
mogenously white” neighborhood, neighbors noticed the many women
and children of color coming and going at all times of the day and
night, and they pressured local legislators to find out and put an end to
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“what is going on in there.” At the same time, a men’s rights group
threatened to sue Vaughan for housing only women and children. She
recalled: “I was really scared of them, because when all you have is a
house, you know that’s what you’ll lose.”28 It was the “public”—neigh-
bors, civic groups, legislators, and so on—who seemed to secure (or
deny) privacy in accordance with gendered and racist norms about the
use of space. Housing only women and children, Vaughan broke neigh-
borhood and social codes about the gender, as well as the number and
ethnicity, of residents and thereby forfeited her “right” to the privacy of
the home she owned.

The challenge of housing women in their own homes prompted
Women’s Advocates to transfer to a new location their ideals of com-
munal living and their challenge to the links between domesticity and
violence. By July 1974,Women’s Advocates had raised enough funds
through public agencies and private donors to purchase a large Vic-
torian house on Grand Avenue, a short bus ride from downtown St.
Paul.29 Vaughan explained that “one of the best things about [the neigh-
borhood] was that it wasn’t really a neighborhood. There was a big
apartment building next to us, and a rooming house on the other side.
. . . That makes it a great place for a shelter: because it’s very visible and
public, but it’s not right in the middle of a residential neighborhood.”30

As shelters opened in other areas over the years, neighborhood accept-
ance proved to be critical to a shelter’s survival. The battered-women’s
movement narrates countless incidents of local shelters being pushed
out of their neighborhoods by angry neighbors, primarily in white or
upper-class neighborhoods in which residents espouse homogeneity
and longevity of property owners and occupants. Women’s Advocates
chose its block so well that, within a decade, they owned and occupied
three adjacent houses on the block and thereby gained an unchallenged
presence in and influence over an area otherwise on its way to gentrifi-
cation.

Central to the advocates’ vision was the desire to make the shelter
feel like home, albeit a temporary one, rather than like a treatment facil-
ity. In the 1970s, that meant “scrounging” for “castoff” furniture, “cov-
ering the tatters with brightly colored throws,” and finding things “to
help create a homey atmosphere.”31 They sanded wood floors, stripped
off old paint, installed louvered shades and drapes over all the win-
dows, and filled the house with plants. While many commented on the
beauty of the shelter, Pat Murphy’s affectionate comment points even
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more to the meaning of the space: “We made do. It was never a showplace,
it was a home. . . . It was ticky-tacky right from the start.”32 The shelter
implied that battered women could and should make a public claim on
their right to home. In the words of one former volunteer: “Women were
not the ones who were crazy or needed to be institutionalized.”33

Staff often felt ambivalent about changes that seemed institutional,
and such measures became points of conflict. For example, finding that
residents often took house bedsheets with them when they left, Women’s
Advocates eventually built locks on the cupboards. Vaughan recalled
that the locked sheets were “the thing that made me totally wild with
anger. You know, putting sheets behind these cages, and it was like put-
ting women in cages so they wouldn’t take them. There would be that
kind of feeling.”34 To mitigate against this hierarchy, Women’s Advo-
cates instituted nightly meetings in which residents and staff would col-
lectively develop house policy, forming and reforming rules usually
through consensus and as need arose.

To keep women safe in this new, politicized domesticity, advocates at-
tempted to create a shelter that was impervious to intrusion by empha-
sizing a commitment to house security. In the first year or two of the
shelter’s operation, there were a number of incidents in which violent
men broke into the shelter, endangering the well-being of residents and
staff.35 Other scares included telephone bomb threats, and angry men
pounding on doors and throwing rocks to break windows.36 The sense
of ever-present threat led advocates to take two actions: One involved
building an elaborate security system around the house; the other in-
volved pressuring the local police department to change its policies.
Both measures reveal some of the ways that the movement perceived
and analyzed patterns of violence against women, as well as their strat-
egies for taking over domestic space and introducing it to the realm of
public protest.

The house security system signaled Women’s Advocates’ determi-
nation to keep women inside safe even without public support. The
system received a great deal of attention in local papers. A 1976 Min-
neapolis Tribune article subtitled “Battered: Security Is Essential” began
its description of the shelter: “Women’s Advocates looks like most of the
large old houses on Grand Avenue in St. Paul, except for the wire mesh
over the door and the highly visible alarm system across every win-
dow.”37 The reporter implied that security systems were not typical—
indeed, they were newsworthy—on residential houses in that neigh-
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borhood. Attention to the security system disrupted the normative im-
ages of domestic space in which men protect women inside from threats
outside; Women’s Advocates painted a counterimage of violent men in-
truding into (an all-female) domestic space.

Advocates also attempted to control all the permeable elements of the
house’s boundary with the neighborhood outside. Not only did they
cover windows with heavy-duty mesh wiring and alarm systems, but
also they kept heavy drapes and shutters pulled across all windows 
at all times. The front door was kept closed and women constantly
checked to see that locks were secured. Because of the electronic alarm
system, residents were required to notify a staff person before opening
any outside door or changing the position of any window.38 At the
time, advocates saw no alternative to maintaining this system, which
sealed off the shelter from any relationship to its neighbors, as well as
from the rest of the outside world. The darkness of the house, the rules
against touching windows, and the surveillance of passersby were all
intended to create security. Unwelcome intrusions only reinforced ad-
vocates’ sense of dependence on a barrier that even the sun could not
penetrate.

Women’s Advocates did not intend, however, to reproduce the cen-
turies-old image of the cloister as an impermeable, safe, and even chaste
space. Ultimately, rules and alarm systems smacked of institutions and
were thus at odds with advocates’ vision of the shelter as home and
private residence. Security rules implied that staff held exclusive power
to draw the defining boundaries between inside and outside the shelter.
Staff mediation, further, implied that residents bore a problematic rela-
tionship between inside and outside the shelter—indeed, that residents
were vulnerably situated somewhere near that boundary, poised either
to fall off to the exterior, or to add threatening potential to the interior.
This element of an institutional relationship between residents and staff
could be dispensed with only when Women’s Advocates figured out
how to create a shelter that was not cut off from the world, but that was
part of it.

In the summer of 1976, advocate Pat Murphy visited a working shel-
ter in Toronto. Murphy returned to Women’s Advocates with a new vi-
sion of how a shelter could feel more like a safe home, and she still
vividly recalls how her trip to Toronto altered her perspective on secu-
rity.39 The Toronto shelter, in Murphy’s opinion, was staffed by women
“just like the women at Women’s Advocates—collective, smart, great
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politics, great women,” and the “very big, old house” itself was “very like
Women’s Advocates’ house.” Residents similarly came from all walks of
life and included children of all ages. But the “feeling” of the house,
compared to Women’s Advocates, was like day compared to night:

There was such a sense of openness! The light! It was so light! . . . his
place was wide open and the light was there and the doors were open and
the windows were open. . . . There was clearly no sense of crisis going on.
. . . And there was a foyer where men could come visit their girlfriends or
visit with the kids . . . there were no rules like we had about “you can’t tell
him we’re here” and all that kind of stuff. And the feeling in that house
was so much better . . . the staff weren’t fearful, the women in that house
were not fearful. They and their kids went outside, played outside, came
and went and were not fearful. It was just like a home.

Suddenly, to Murphy, the “feeling” at Women’s Advocates stood in
stark contrast: She saw Women’s Advocates “all holed up against the
fearful men out there . . . it was like a fortress, a fortress holding women
in, imprisoning them here, we have them in this little prison, and we’re
going to get the walls high enough and nobody’s going to hurt us or
them.”40

Murphy’s visit to the Toronto women’s shelter prompted a reevalu-
ation of the effects of Women’s Advocates’ security measures, as well as
a decision to open the house by publishing the address, opening the
drapes, and letting in the light.41 To Murphy, it was apparent that living
in a “fortress” where the walls can never be quite high enough actually
contributed to a feeling of fear. Murphy blamed advocates and staff for
setting the fearful tone of the house: “We projected the need for that
fear, with our rules: Don’t tell him you’re here, don’t give out the phone
number. . . . We projected that fear.” Others agreed that the symbolism of
an “open” house was crucial, and wanted to project a message that
“women are not here to hide, and that women can be here and do not
need to be afraid, that this is safe, this is a good place.”42 Most residents,
most of the time, did experience Women’s Advocates as a safe and
good, even life-saving, place. But to go from “hiding behind a fortress”
to being “open” required renegotiating Women’s Advocates’ relation-
ship with the public, and reconceptualizing the relationship between
gender, space, and power. Women’s Advocates transformed normative
ideologies about “private” domestic space as they discovered that to
create a private and impenetrable domesticity was, in practice, to create
a fortress or even a prison. Residents and advocates alike had much to
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celebrate: “Letting in the light” was an act that irrefutably politicized a
domestic space by opening it up to engagement with the public world.

Residents’ representations of the shelter revolved around a slightly
different set of spatial images than those of many advocates.43 Generally,
residents represented the shelter neither as an institution nor as a home.
They were not typically critical of house rules that governed women’s
manipulation of shelter boundaries; locked doors meant greater secu-
rity, not entrapment. As one resident put it: “There’s safety and emo-
tional support here. Just having the door closed behind you and know-
ing you’re safe is half of it.”44 For residents, inside/outside and public/
private did not define a stable dichotomy between essentially different
spaces. Abusive partners took over even the privacy of women’s own
bodies and at the same time walled women in to a space of extreme iso-
lation. Domestic violence proved the contingency and malleability of
the relationship between women’s security and all spaces. While they
preferred a place that felt “open,” residents struggled more with a crit-
ical set of concepts: “leaving,” for them, could imply banishment, exile,
failure, danger, being alone or the end of being alone, escape, resist-
ance, and liberation.

“Reaching Out, Looking In”

While advocates tried to create a place that felt like home, their initial
representation of violence as perpetrated by males outside and some-
thing that could be kept out crumbled in the face of their experience. At
the shelter, women encountered violence among each other and in dis-
ciplining children. A simple gender analysis proved inadequate, as all
women at the shelter were forced to grapple with complex and ubiqui-
tous dynamics of violence and power. Residents, some of whom be-
came advocates, helped Women’s Advocates shape itself around the
difference that race and class made in uses of space and in experimen-
tal solutions to domestic violence. Through practice, Women’s Advo-
cates gradually exposed and redressed the white, middle-class bias of
the shelter’s policies. As soon as advocates acknowledged the multiple
ways that hierarchy shaped the interior, as well as exterior, of the house,
they brought the meaning of violence and nonviolence under closer
scrutiny.

Advocates, most of whom had cut their political teeth in the antiwar
movement, created and posted a set of house rules named “House Pol-
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icy” to “protect everyone’s safety.” Initially, rules on house security fo-
cused only on the risk of violence from outside. And yet advocates be-
came aware of women’s own violent potential early on, through a few
incidents in which clients verbally or physically attacked staff mem-
bers. To address this, advocates reiterated their ability to keep it out: As
one advocate told the Milwaukee Journal in 1976, “violence in the house
is simply not tolerated.”45 Rules portrayed violence within the house as
a very simple matter with a simple and workable solution, and rules
granted staff the right to evict anyone acting in a “violent or threaten-
ing” way. Staff thereby implied that they had the power to keep the
shelter free of violence.46

“House Policy” did not initially elaborate what would constitute
“violent or threatening” behavior among women, nor did advocates 
see any need to explain why there was a code against violence among
women in the house. The definition of, and reason for prohibiting, vio-
lent behavior among adults was self-evident to advocates, at least in
the early years of operation. Initially, advocates put forth their lengthi-
est interpretation and discussion of violence within the house not under
the “House Security” section, but rather under the section called “House
Policy Regarding Children”:

It is important that Women’s Advocates be a safe and secure place for the
children who stay here as well as the women. For this reason we have
general rules concerning care and behavior of children.

Violence is frequently a learned behavior. Children who grow up with
it as part of family life and discipline may well incorporate it into their
adult lifestyle. This is one of the reasons there is no violent discipline of
children allowed during the time they are here. This includes spanking
and slapping hands. The staff, especially the child care staff, are willing to
work with women to find workable alternatives.

Vaughan retrospectively explained the “Regarding Children” policy
as an instance in which staff imposed white, middle-class values on res-
idents.

We had a rule that you couldn’t spank children because that was a form of
violence. And there wasn’t any question in our minds that this was just. I
remember [intervening when] a woman was whopping her kid, a woman
of color who came from a really tough situation in her neighborhood, and
she turned around and looked at me, and in this calm voice said, “It’s
normal to spank.” Just like that. I never forgot that, because I thought,
“Well, what is normal?” So even the radical philosophy [about violence]
was up for grabs. . . . She said, “I teach her to whip anybody who comes
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up to her, because otherwise she’s going to get whipped.” And I thought,
. . . “I have a daughter too, and why would this not be the way I raise my
kids?” I thought a lot about the social context of violence and nonvio-
lence, and how . . . we did a lot of things that . . . came from our own con-
text, not necessarily from the women we served.47

It was the very definition of violence that was suddenly “up for grabs”
for Vaughan. “Violence” and “nonviolence” proved not to be self-explan-
atory or essential categories; rather, the terms were culturally and spa-
tially specific.

Initially, advocates put forth a philosophy about child rearing that ex-
plicitly equated spanking and hand slapping with violence, assumed
that those practices would make Women’s Advocates space unsafe for
children, and implicitly held parents responsible for normalizing bat-
tering as a form of violent control over others. Advocates thus acknowl-
edged—and attempted to reform—one kind of women’s behavior that
they interpreted as “violence.” In keeping with much of the feminist
movement of the time, they defined power and violence so that, stereo-
typically, men were physically, economically, and socially more power-
ful than women, and adults more powerful than children. As women in
the shelter discovered that hierarchy, control, and violence were part of
the internal dynamics shaping the shelter space, they revised their sim-
ple gender analysis and definition of violence to one that recognized
hierarchies of class, ethnicity, race, and sexuality. The experience of liv-
ing in the shelter thus launched this idealistic, if initially naïve, group of
activists into the forefront of emerging feminist theory and critique of
the multiple dimensions of social hierarchies.

Revising definitions of gender and violence opened up Women’s Ad-
vocates by the late 1970s to the reality of violence in lesbian relation-
ships. Until then, advocates presumed males to be the perpetrators of
violence, and sheltered women to be in heterosexual relationships. As
Women’s Advocates wrestled against their preconceived notions, les-
bian clients increasingly demanded that Women’s Advocates develop
awareness of the particular needs and resources of lesbians. During the
1980s, lesbians then built on the battered-women’s movement to de-
velop a movement that would specifically challenge the multiple social
roots of lesbian battering.

In addition to definitions of violence, the first group of shelter work-
ers discovered that their own assumptions about food and waste dis-
posal actually created class distinctions between residents and staff.
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While many staff members came from working-class backgrounds and
did not identify with the shelter’s initial consumption plans, residents
experienced the emphasis on whole grains, alfalfa and bean sprouts,
and recycling as an imposition of values that they themselves had nei-
ther the leisure nor interest to pursue. Advocate Pat Murphy described
this as a huge “culture clash” between women for whom “brown rice”
was “real big” (many staff), and women who were “making it just liv-
ing” or who were on public assistance or who simply preferred meat,
sweet potato pie, chips, and pop (many residents). In distinction from
social services that operated out of offices, Women’s Advocates took the
opportunity for transforming their own assumptions because, as Mur-
phy put it, “you’re not in an office seeing people for an hour. You’re liv-
ing together. So all of your cultural patterns and behaviors are there.48

Staff conceded that consumption practices were one of the most tangi-
ble markers of class and ethnic hierarchy at the shelter and accordingly
reprioritized around residents’ preferences.

Claiming public space for a shelter included more than creating a
functional house; it also meant transforming the existing social land-
scape. All residents had experienced the ways that existing public insti-
tutions kept them in violent relationships. Vaughan recalled the “image”
that prevailed in her mind as she staffed the shelter: “Women would
come into Women’s Advocates, and it would be this shelter, and our
back door was a cliff, and we’d push ’em out the back door and they’d
fall off the edge.” Under one roof, women developed a picture of sys-
temic violence against women—a system supported by norms about
gender, privacy, and domesticity. Beyond a roof, Women’s Advocates
addressed a long list of residents’ needs: school arrangements for their
children; visits to hospital emergency rooms; support from welfare, po-
lice, and courts; the search for affordable long-term housing; and re-
trieval of women’s possessions from their former homes.49 Meeting
those needs involved intervention in all manner of public agencies and
institutions.

Advocates’ struggle to gain police protection revealed the ways that
law enforcement was organized to protect established hierarchies. From
the moment Women’s Advocates opened, activists demanded that the St.
Paul Police Department change its practices in order to protect women
against abusive men. Thirty to forty residents and advocates marched
down the mile-long hill to the state Capitol to confront the mayor about
Women’s Advocates relationship with the police. They also showed up
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as a group at the police department, demanding attention.50 Direct action
had been an inherent part of Women’s Advocates from the beginning;
protests at the Capitol flowed naturally from their basic goal to change
the public landscape into one that supported a violence-free domes-
ticity.

The struggle between Women’s Advocates and the police depart-
ment shows the influence that the battered-women’s movement had on
common notions of acceptable and unacceptable violence. Women’s
Advocates records show that during Women’s Advocates’ first year of
operation, police response to emergency calls was slow at best. Officers
were generally dismissive of women’s demands for protection and
treated calls from Women’s Advocates as routine “domestics”—the
term police used in cases of violence between heterosexual couples.
They were reluctant to intervene in what they defined to be private
matters or, worse, arrived on the scene with statements such as, “My job
is to protect marriage.”51

Women’s Advocates insisted that women have a right to be pro-
tected even from private violence. But police department responses as
late as September 1975 indicate that any such rights were yet to be won.
Chief of Police R. H. Rowan recorded an incident in which an officer dis-
patched to Women’s Advocates found a man aggressively demanding
“visiting privileges” with his children at the shelter. The officer, rather
than removing the man or intervening in the escalating tension, re-
ferred the couple to court arbitration and told the advocate on duty:
“You’re a woman’s advocate, I’m a man’s advocate.” Notably, Chief
Rowan found no fault with the officer’s behavior and concluded that
“[Women’s Advocates’] complaint can not be sustained.”52 Advocates,
familiar with this outcome, insisted that “public servants” such as police
officers have “no right” to be “partial” in their protection of any citi-
zens.53

Women’s Advocates began submitting formal complaints to the po-
lice department in May 1975. The department initially responded to
complaints with arguments about “legal procedure.” In instances of
armed break-in to Women’s Advocates, officers sometimes dismissed
Women’s Advocates’ request for intervention, arguing that they could
only arrest a man if his wife explicitly demands his arrest at the time of
his initial break-in, or if she demands his arrest in the event of future vi-
olent contact.54 In response, Women’s Advocates emphasized that their
own primary function was to shelter and protect women, and that the
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police department should similarly bear public responsibility for ensur-
ing the safety of everyone at Women’s Advocates.55

Normative assumptions about (male) property ownership made po-
lice unwilling to recognize Women’s Advocates as a private property
against which men could be considered trespassers; police assumed that
even when women owned a property, men retained a right of access to
“their” women and children on that property. In mid-September 1975,
Women’s Advocates voiced their criticisms of the police department at
a formal meeting with the department and Mayor Cohen of St. Paul.
Their protests did change the department’s practices to the increased
satisfaction of Women’s Advocates.56 But their success depended to a
large extent on subsequent legal confirmation that Women’s Advocates
shelter was, in fact, private property. During the meeting itself, Chief
Rowan was “very concerned about the legal rights of men who wished
access to their wives and children.” Only after a representative from the
city attorney’s office determined that men do not have a “right” to “self-
help” in seeking access to women or children, and that a man may be
considered “at the very least a trespasser on Women’s Advocates’ prop-
erty,” did the police department begin to take seriously their role in
protecting the shelter.57 Before this legal clarification, common notions
of private property were essentially gendered. Not only did privacy pro-
tect male property owners from social surveillance, but also it granted
men the right to access “their” women on any property. Women, though
they might become property owners, would gain privacy against social
surveillance and protection against intruders and trespassers only
through protracted struggle with public agencies.

By August 1976, the police department had adopted new policies to
“relieve some of the difficulties,” including “to give calls to your facility
[Women’s Advocates] a high priority designation.”58 Women’s Advo-
cates thereby successfully instituted an unprecedented relationship
with the St. Paul Police Department, which included the presence and
input of advocates at officer training sessions to educate officers on do-
mestic violence and the options available and unavailable to women.
Women’s Advocates saw to it that officers would not treat the cases as
“private” matters and therefore inappropriate for police intervention.

Living the Coalition, 1975–1980

Women’s Advocates was a politicizing space for both advocates and res-
idents. Many shelter residents did not consider themselves feminists,
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nor even about to become feminists. But Women’s Advocates was “a
place to go” where individuals suddenly became part of a broad-based
movement. After isolation and demoralization, Women’s Advocates
was a space that was both radicalizing and empowering for battered
women across race and class differences. In early 1976, while talking
with other residents and staff after her first day at the shelter, Lois re-
marked: “This is the first time I’ve felt like a human being. I’ve kept
quiet for so long.”59 Being with other battered women at the shelter
helped women begin to transform the meaning of leaving into a positive
act that affirmed that they had the right to run their own lives. Most res-
idents experienced life-changing moments of community and support,
such as the celebration parties they held whenever a woman found an
apartment after a long search. Among their liberating actions were en
masse marches to the St. Paul Police Department or down the hill to
the Capitol, where they interrupted legislative sessions to demand laws
and programs that would meet women’s needs for safe domestic space.

Women’s Advocates was a specifically politicizing space that gave
many women their first consciousness-raising experience not segre-
gated according to race and class. One resident wrote of her arrival at
Women’s Advocates in fall 1975:

I was given a bed the first chance I got I lay down to rest. . . . [Later] I
went downstairs and found that a woman named Manuella had pre-
pared a fried chicken and potato dinner. There were ten or so women sit-
ting around the table eating. . . . I felt pleased and part of the pleasure
came from the fact that here were women from several different racial
groups all sitting together and sharing. . . . Often one hears, “Really, that
sounds just like my husband/boyfriend.” The revelation is quick in com-
ing that the woman is not alone in her situation.60

Consciousness-raising came in the context of crisis and the first suc-
cessful mobilization for change in these women’s lives. By 1978, resi-
dents had also helped increase public awareness of battering and of the
movement created to stop battering. In that year, Minnesotan Ellen
Pence, a leader in linking the battered-women’s movement with other
movements, reflected: “Most people think there’s more wife-beating
than before. I don’t think that’s true. They also think because of wom-
en’s liberation, women are getting more uppity so they’re getting beaten
up more. But it’s just the opposite. Most of the women in shelters are not
feminists. . . . They’ve just never had a place to go before.”61 Shelters like
Women’s Advocates became one place in which feminism extended be-
yond the lives of self-named activists to become a broader movement.
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The shelter also created an unparalleled opportunity for experienc-
ing, confronting, analyzing, and changing racist dynamics within its
own walls and within feminist activism. Changes did not happen over-
night; in the words of one advocate: “It wasn’t like we just opened the
doors and in came women of color and we figured it out. It was a long,
three-year process.”62 Women at the shelter functioned as an unnamed
coalition, learning about the ways that race, class, and (later) homo-
phobia shaped battered-women’s experience. As former resident Eileen
Hudon put it: “It was in shelters that I first started talking about racism.
What does that have to do with battering? Or what does homophobia
have to do with battering? Well, it all has to do with a woman’s safety,
that’s all. If you can’t say the word ‘homophobia’ or ‘lesbian,’ if you
don’t understand a woman’s community, how’re you going to help? If
you don’t know what resources or powers are there, or what particular
kind of dangers or isolation she has to deal with, then you’re not doing
your job.”63 This accomplishment of the movement, too often over-
looked in histories of radicalism, was based on innovative responses to
difference and power; not without struggle, Women’s Advocates be-
came one place that gave concrete meaning to the idea of coalition.

Early residents of the shelter—particularly women of color—felt
they were largely on their own to deal with racism without the support
and understanding of the (virtually all white) staff.64 Indeed, according
to Hudon, they thought that the staff “had no idea of the racism going
on” among residents or between residents and staff. At least initially,
some residents actively hid from the staff their perception of conflict
between white women and women of color at the shelter. They per-
ceived racism at the shelter to function similarly to racism in the wider
society, but with one crucial difference: Whereas most urban space was
defined by racial segregation, the shelter brought otherwise segregated
women together under the same roof. Hudon recalled an escalating
argument between a black woman, a Chicana woman, and a white
woman in the second year of the shelter’s operation. Hudon believed
that “[the advocate] was instrumental in creating a division between
white women and women of color at the shelter.” Ultimately, the argu-
ment came to physical threat: “You had two women, a white woman
and a black woman, facing off in the kitchen with knives.” Hudon (an
Indian woman) and a Chicana woman were actively but not physically
involved. Before an assault occurred, “an advocate comes walking in.
Everybody immediately acted like nothing happened. She asked what
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was going on, and everyone was just, ‘Oh, we’re just talking about
what we’re going to have for dinner.’ Which was an absolute lie. She for-
tunately walked in at the right time, otherwise somebody probably
would have been injured. But they [staff] did not know about this fight;
I don’t know if anybody [staff] knows—ha ha ha!”65

Being together under one roof allowed residents to share, for the first
time, the trials of being battered women and simultaneously facing the
racism and classism of social services, and therefore to foster a move-
ment for radical change that incorporated race, class, gender, and sexu-
ality. Through their activism, advocates learned about and responded
to race and class conflict by devising tools to undermine the tendency to-
ward hierarchies between staff and residents. From the moment advo-
cates began sheltering women in their own homes, residents impressed
upon them that “battered women are all women.”66 Residents also re-
vealed that every woman came for shelter with her own specific re-
sources and challenges; for the shelter to be a safe space, advocates
needed to understand the cultural contexts that shaped residents’ needs.
Some residents, like Beatrice during the shelter’s second month of op-
eration, quite vocally criticized staff for being “do-gooders,” “liberals”
who were separated from and “better than” residents.67 Women’s Ad-
vocates began to keep a residents’ notebook in which residents could
anonymously evaluate staff as well as bring up conflicts they wanted
addressed. Activists throughout the country—including former shelter
residents—expanded this innovative strategy over the next decade by
incorporating battered-women’s needs assessments, service evaluations,
and ideas for solutions to design increasingly effective shelter and ad-
vocacy programs.

Staff perceptions of racism led to two critical policy changes by 1978.
Women’s Advocates created a statement against racism and promi-
nently posted that statement alone on the kitchen wall: “As a reminder
to the staff, residents, and visitors: Racism is a form of violence which
will not be tolerated at the shelter.” Racism incurred the same conse-
quences as violence toward others in the shelter, namely, eviction. The
introduction of this policy reveals an acknowledgment of racist conflict
at the shelter, due entirely to residents’ increasing willingness to dis-
cuss or write about their perceptions of racist dynamics.

Even more significant, after several grueling house meetings and
staff retreats, Women’s Advocates made a decision to hire and main-
tain a staff that proportionally matched the ethnic and racial composi-
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tion of the residents—at that time, 35 percent women of color.68 Wom-
en’s Advocates’ insistence on maintaining a staff that was ethnically
representative of residents arose initially out of the understanding that
many women of color did not receive enough support or “safety” at
the shelter; the original white staff, by themselves, were not aware of the
specific challenges that faced battered Indian, Latina, or black women or
the resources available to them. The meetings that resulted in Women’s
Advocates’ new hiring policy did not simplistically envision that a
black woman would best be served by a black advocate, or an Indian by
an Indian. Rather, the policy, hinting at the value of coalition, was in-
stated to draw more resources to the shelter, and to hold everyone ac-
countable for being aware of the specific “intersectional” issues facing
women of color.69

Conclusion

In the early 1970s, advocates focused on creating a shelter, a place for
women to get away from their batterers long enough to make longer-
term plans. This became the focus of the movement through the 1970s.
As Pat Murphy told the Minneapolis Tribune in 1976: “The reason women
who are battered continue to be battered is that they have no place to
go. At least one or two or three or five or ten houses like this are needed
in every town in the country.”70 By 1978, having received unprecedented
state and national recognition of battering, advocates were critical of all
the bills and programs that provided only for more shelters and coun-
seling. “The shelter thing is really a stop-gap remedy. We have to get to
the point where women and children are safe in their homes and are not
forced to leave,” Marlene Travis, chair of the State Task Force on Batter-
ing, told the Minneapolis Star.71 Each of several shelters in the cities re-
ceived four to seven times more requests for shelter than they could pro-
vide, turning away hundreds each month.

But, while shelters may be a stopgap, the process of creating one of
the first shelters, as a resident or staff-member, was a radicalizing expe-
rience and generated far-reaching changes in the social landscape. As
Lisbet Wolf, current director of Women’s Advocates, recalled of her
work with Women’s Advocates in the 1970s: “It was absolutely the
most transforming thing in my life, absolutely unique. We had nothing
to model ourselves after. We did things right and we made devastat-
ing mistakes.”72 Many residents’ lives were transformed too, as they
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collectively experienced “the power of women in crisis trying to make
changes.”73 The act of creating and maintaining a space that is safe for
women challenged normative gender-, class-, and race-laden concep-
tions of domesticity and privacy. Alone of all exclusively women’s
spaces in Minnesota during the 1970s, Women’s Advocates was not just
open to, but did serve, all women; to best advocate for and shelter—and
ensure the safety of—a diversity of women, Women’s Advocates be-
came a space defined by coalition.

The battered-women’s movement was similar to earlier social move-
ments in that it arose through community organizing that originated in
spaces not usually represented as political, in this case, women’s private
homes. The collective nature of southern civil rights organizing, for ex-
ample, depended on spaces such as churches and kitchens not only be-
cause that was where black people could gather, but also because those
spaces were normatively imagined and represented as apolitical spaces.
During the 1950s and 1960s, ironically, dominant media representations
of civil rights organizing both reinforced a norm of domestic security
and masked the community-based nature of the movement by dwelling
excessively on private, nuclear-family (i.e., specifically depoliticized)
scenes in activists’ homes, to the exclusion of formal and informal meet-
ings in churches and the importance of extended kin and community
networks.74 A decade and a half later, the battered-women’s movement
was uniquely constructive because collective political alliances were re-
alized not only within, but also about, domestic space. Thus from its in-
ception, the battered-women’s movement necessarily resisted a defini-
tion of “home” as a privatized, nuclear-family space that masks both the
politics of security (national or personal) and the power relations inher-
ent in domestic norms. Instead, the act of turning a private house into a
shelter created a home built of collective action, a place that directly in-
tersected with the public and political world.

As Women’s Advocates created specifically politicizing shelters, it
generated a social movement that was successfully built through the in-
volvement of a broad range of people—self-identified feminists, women
who distanced themselves from feminism, Indian women, black women,
Latina women, and white women across all classes. The movement,
thanks largely to the involvement of formerly battered women, has
proven itself to be highly flexible, adapting to (and surviving) the vicis-
situdes of federal and state funding, and also imaginatively tapping
community resources to minimize violence against women in disparate
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contexts, from Indian reservations throughout the country (each with
unique financial and political resources) to multiethnic or homoge-
neously white neighborhoods in urban and suburban settings. While
Women’s Advocates’ early vision of a neighbor-run “house on every
block” has not been realized, the persistence and success of the battered-
women’s movement can in fact be measured by increased community in-
volvement, networks, and coalitions at local, regional, national, and in-
ternational levels. The movement thus achieved a goal fundamental to
most progressive movements that arose in the 1960s, in that it radically
challenged the relationship between the personal and the public, polit-
ical world. While nineteenth-century ideals about the separation of do-
mestic and political realms lingered well into the twentieth century, the
women’s movement proved that such separation was no longer viable.
The battered-women’s movement did not shelter itself from the rough
and tumble real world. Rather, the movement learned to create shelters
that served a diversity of women across political, ideological, and cul-
tural differences and also engaged the larger social world in the interest
of radical change.

Notes

Acknowledgments: Epigraph: Sharon Rice Vaughan, interview by the author,
October 24, 1996, St. Paul, Minn. Quotations from the manuscript collection of
Women’s Advocates (St. Paul) Shelter reprinted courtesy of Women’s Advo-
cates Collection, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minn.

1. Most literature on the battered-women’s movement credits Women’s Ad-
vocates (in the United States) and Chiswick Women’s Aid (in London, since
1971) with being “the first” and getting the movement rolling. But there were
battered-women’s shelters before them: Haven House in Pasadena (1965–72); In-
graham Volunteers in Maine (1967–69); Transition House in Boston, which be-
gan virtually concurrently with Women’s Advocates, and, though it may have
been less influential nationally, raised awareness of the problem and the move-
ment in New England and the mid-Atlantic states.

2. The battered-women’s movements in England, New Zealand, and Aus-
tralia also created shelters, though the structural and philosophical underpin-
nings of shelters varied a great deal from place to place. The meaning of “shel-
ter” thus also varies. For example, in New Zealand, shelters receive enough
government funding to shelter women for six months—the length of time (ac-
cording to social workers’ calculations) it takes for a woman to rebuild eco-
nomic and social stability for herself and her children. In the United States,
most shelters are limited by government funds that stipulate that women may
reside in a shelter for a maximum of two weeks (Eileen Hudon, interview by the
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author, September 22, 1997, Minneapolis, Minn.; Sharon Rice Vaughan, inter-
view by the author, October 24, 1996, St. Paul, Minn.; and Lisbet Wolf, interview
by the author, April 15, 1998, St. Paul, Minn.). See J. Hanmer and M. Maynard,
eds., Women, Violence, and Social Control (London: Macmillan, 1987); and R.
Emerson Dobash and Russell P. Dobash, Women, Violence, and Social Change
(London: Routledge, 1992).

3. Women have created shelters on a neighborhood basis (intentionally serv-
ing various ethnic communities), such as Casa D’esperanza in St. Paul, Casa
Myrna Vazquez in Boston, and White Buffalo Calf shelter on the Rosebud
Reservation, South Dakota. Women also formed coalitions and networks ad-
dressing needs of women of color, such as the Women of Color Task Force of the
National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (1980); the Sacred Circle Na-
tional Resource Center in Rapid City, South Dakota; and the Indian Women
Grant Program, which innovatively works with individual Indian communi-
ties’ specific configuration of resources (Hudon interview).

4. Todd Gitlin has represented the view that radical activism ended before
the advent of women’s liberation and gay and lesbian liberation. While Terry
Anderson’s generous volume is “about the Sixties” and does include brief men-
tion of women’s liberation, in it he suggests that “scars” are the most notable
legacy of “the movement,” which for him ended with Wounded Knee in 1973.
Others repeat this view even when focusing on often overlooked movements, as
in John Sayer’s claim that the standoff at Wounded Knee in 1973 was the last
breath of militant, radical activism (Todd Gitlin, The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days
of Rage [New York: Bantam, 1987]; Terry Anderson, The Movement and the Sixties:
Protest in America from Greensboro to Wounded Knee [New York: Oxford University
Press, 1995], preface and passim; John Sayer, Ghost Dancing the Law: The
Wounded Knee Trials [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997]).

5. Linda Gordon, Heroes of Their Own Lives: The Politics and History of Family
Violence, Boston, 1880–1960 (New York: Viking, 1988); Elizabeth M. Schneider,
“The Violence of Privacy,” in Martha Fineman and Roxanne Mykituik, eds., The
Public Nature of Private Violence: The Discovery of Domestic Abuse (Routledge:
London, 1994), 36–58; Wendy Kozol, “Media, Nationalism, and the Question of
Feminist Influence,” Signs, spring 1995: 646–67. Challenging the historiographical
reification of “separate spheres” and the dichotomy between “public” and “pri-
vate,” see Linda Kerber, “Separate Spheres, Female Worlds, Women’s Place:
The Rhetoric of Women’s History,” Journal of American History 75, 1 (1988): 9–39.

6. See Gordon, Heroes, 293–99. On the systems that accord property and pri-
vacy to males and not females, see R. Emerson Dobash and Russell P. Dobash,
Violence Against Wives: The Case Against Patriarchy (New York: Free Press, 1979),
and Carol Karlsen, The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New
England (New York: W. W. Norton, 1998).

7. Kozol, “Media, Nationalism.” Also see Elaine May, Homeward Bound:
American Families in the Cold War Era (New York: Basic Books, 1988).

8. “The ideal of domesticity has grown only more powerful as it has become
less a matter of fact and more a matter of fiction. . . . It begins to exert power on
our lives the moment we begin to learn what normal behavior is supposed to be.
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. . . In this respect, the most powerful household is the one we carry around in
our heads” (Nancy Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction: A Political History of
the Novel [New York: Oxford University Press, 1987]).

9. Also see Gordon, Heroes; Schneider, “The Violence of Privacy.” With re-
spect to legal definitions, Elizabeth Schneider argues that “the interrelationship
between what is understood and experienced as private and public is particu-
larly complex in the area of gender where the rhetoric of privacy has masked in-
equality and subordination. The decision about what we protect as private is a
political decision that always has important public ramifications” (“Commen-
tary: The Affirmative Dimensions of Douglas’s Privacy,” in S. Wasby, ed., He
Shall Not Pass This Way Again: The Legacy of Justice William O. Douglas [Pitts-
burgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1991], 978).

10. See Ellen Pence and Melanie Shepard, “Integrating Feminist Theory and
Practice: The Challenge of the Battered Women’s Movement,” in Kersti Yllö and
Michele Bograd, eds., Feminist Perspectives on Wife Abuse (London: Sage, 1988),
282–98.

11. On the relationship of this idea to women’s liberation see Sara Evans, Per-
sonal Politics: The Roots of Women’s Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement and the
New Left (New York: Vintage, 1980).

12. Vaughan interview.
13. Early forms of antirape organizations were similar in their reliance on

borrowed minimal space (see Nancy Matthews, Confronting a Rape Culture: The
Feminist Anti-Rape Movement and the State [New York: Routledge, 1994]).

14. Women’s Advocates received two VISTA volunteer positions to help
staff the operation.

15. Women’s Advocates to “Friends,” letter seeking support for a “Women’s
House,” March 11, 1973, Women’s Advocates Collection, Minnesota Historical
Society, St. Paul, Minn.

16. Hudon interview; Wolf interview; Bernice Sisson and Pat Murphy, inter-
views by the author, January 22, 1998, St. Paul, Minn.; Joan [no last name],
Women’s Advocates newsletter; Diane Nelson, “Battered Women Statistics Mini-
mize Problem,” Minneapolis Elliot Park Surveyor, August 1978. The pattern is
also described in Del Martin, Battered Wives (New York: Pocket Books, 1977), and
Dobash and Dobash, Women, Violence, and Social Change.

17. Bernice Sisson to subscribers to Women’s Advocates newsletter, November
1976. A study released by the Community Planning Organization, Inc., simi-
larly concluded that “physical abuse to women is a serious problem affecting
not only the individual woman, but the entire community in which she lives.
The problem needs to be acknowledged as a public rather than a private prob-
lem” (quoted in Women’s Advocates newsletter, November 1976).

18. Susan Ryan, interview by the author, September 8, 1997. Women’s Ad-
vocates developed this ideal while advocates were housing women in their
own homes, beginning in 1972. See Sharon Vaughan, “Where It All Began,” in
NOW’s national newsletter, Do It NOW 9, 5 (June 1976); and Women’s Advo-
cates, Women’s Advocates: The Story of A Shelter (St. Paul: Women’s Advocates,
1980). “McGruff houses” are houses that occupants designate as safe for kids
should a child be lost or threatened. Occupants designate the house by posting
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a McGruff sign in the window, and schools familiarize children with the Mc-
Gruff logo.

19. Women Strike for Peace was another, earlier movement that confronted
the U.S. political and military machinery based on the desires of “housewives”
to raise healthy children. That movement was similar in that it rooted its very
radical politics in values much upheld as traditional. In contrast, that move-
ment “believed in” traditional domesticity and did not challenge the fabric of
home itself, nor the behaviors socially permitted in domestic spaces (Amy
Swerdlow, Women Strike for Peace: Traditional Motherhood and Radical Politics in the
1960s [Chicago: University of Chicago, 1993]).

20. The narrative runs thus: Dependence on public and private money
caused the movement to lose control of the discourse about battering, the sys-
temic analysis was lost, and public investment consisted of Band-Aid solutions
addressed to individuals, including building more shelters (see Wini Breines
and Linda Gordon, “The New Scholarship on Family Violence,” Signs 8, 3
[1983]: 490–531; S. Schechter, Women and Male Violence: The Visions and Struggles
of the Battered Women’s Movement [Boston: South End, 1982]). Also see Nancy
Fraser, “Struggle over Needs: Outcome of Socialist-Feminist Critical Theory of
Late-Capitalist Political Structure,” in Linda Gordon, ed., Women, the State, and
Welfare (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1990). This narrative is not
foreign to Women’s Advocates. Some former advocates credit the decision to
seek public and private funding with causing the most radical activists to leave
Women’s Advocates before the shelter formally opened. Though Women’s Ad-
vocates decided in June 1973 to seek funding from corporations to help pay for
a house, Women’s Advocates intended to maintain a commitment to community
involvement: In May 1974, Women’s Advocates newsletter argued: “Time is still
being spent talking to foundations and funding bodies, and there is just so
much of paneled rooms with benevolent ancestors staring from the walls that a
humble applicant can take. The men with the button-down shirts will never be
a substitute for the checks that come in far smaller amounts from you” (Women’s
Advocates newsletter, May 1974).

21. Women’s Advocates, Women’s Advocates, 5; Vaughan and Murphy inter-
views.

22. Women’s Advocates, Women’s Advocates, 6; Murphy and Sisson inter-
views; Lois Severson, interview by the author, June 15, 1998, Schafer, Minn.

23. Women’s Advocates created bylaws in 1972 that granted voting rights to
paid staff, volunteers, and “any adult who is being or has been housed by
Women’s Advocates.” Amended June 6, 1975, article 3 of the bylaws stated:
“There is but one class of member, and all members have voting rights. The
membership equals the Board of Directors, and the Board of Directors equals the
membership. An adult achieves and maintains membership status by partici-
pating in an on-going work group, and by indicating acceptance of membership
status” (“Notes on By-laws meeting,” January 9, 1973; March 19, 1975; June 6,
1975, Women’s Advocates Collection, box 1).

24. Murphy interview. Lisbet Wolf (formerly Lisbeth Levy), while down-
playing the number of advocates who sheltered women in their homes, recalled
mainly that “the bigger and more complex a woman’s problems were, the more
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Women’s Advocates wanted to work with her, and so invited all kinds of issues
into their own lives” (Wolf interview).

25. Murphy and Sisson interviews.
26. Women’s Advocates was at that time housing its phone line, as well as

women, in that apartment (Vaughan, Ryan, and Severson interviews; Women’s
Advocates newsletter, August 1973).

27. Vaughan interview.
28. Ibid.
29. Women’s Advocates newsletter, March 1974. While still using their own

homes as shelters, advocates received requests for thirty to forty women and as
many children each month, and generally could fill requests for fifteen to
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30. Vaughan interview.
31. Women’s Advocates newsletter, August 1974.
32. Murphy interview.
33. Sisson interview. Despite advocates’ best efforts, institutional trappings
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furniture, and commercial-grade appliances would “last” and ultimately keep
the house in good repair (Murphy interview; Women’s Advocates, Women’s Ad-
vocates, 13.

34. Vaughan believed that Women’s Advocates should have solicited dona-
tions for sheets so that women could freely take them: “Then we could keep
sheets coming in, and keep ’em going out” (Vaughan interview).

35. In a six-week phone log for fall 1974, advocates entered more than
twenty notes about men threatening residents and former residents. Entries in-
cluded descriptions of men who tried to find specific women at Women’s Ad-
vocates by following other residents to social venues such as bars and harassing
them there, a man repeatedly threatening to kill one resident, and men breaking
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phone-log entries (Women’s Advocates Collection, box 1).
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Jeffrey Escoffier

7 Fabulous Politics
Gay, Lesbian, and Queer Movements, 1969–1999

We’re here, we’re queer, we’re fabulous.

—Queer Nation chant

[A]bout fabulousness . . . there’s an issue of investiture, that you
become powerful because you believe yourself to be.

—Tony Kushner

Perhaps the far horizon of lesbian and gay politics is a socialism of
the skin. Our task is to confront the political problematics of de-
sire and repression.

—Tony Kushner

It is one of the clichés of “the Sixties” that innumerable new
subcultures and movements—black power, the student antiwar move-
ment, the New Left, hippie communes, pop art and minimalism, ex-
perimental theater and dance, rock music, and the counterculture—
emerged in opposition to the mainstream U.S. society. One of the most
notable developments is the emergence of openly gay and lesbian com-
munities, which have continued to grow and thrive up to the present.
The political movement that both grew out of and recreated these com-
munities is one of the most significant to emerge from the political tur-
moil of the Sixties.

In the 1980s, political analysts labeled the gay movement, along with
the women’s movement, the black civil rights movement, and other
race-based and ethnic movements, a form of identity politics. Though it
shared many characteristics with these other “identity” movements, it
was also distinctive in a number of important ways. First, it was a po-
litical movement whose initial project was the legitimation of particular
forms of sexual desire. Second, it was a form of identity politics in a par-
ticularly unique way—it was rooted in a shared identity that lesbians
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and gay men were socialized into only as adults, but it also helped to
shape both individual identities and the group identities that it repre-
sented politically. Formation of both personal and collective identities
was central to the movement’s political process, and they were forged
jointly.1 The “fabulousness” of lesbian and gay politics refers to this cre-
ative process, a process of “confabulation”—of empowerment and rep-
resentation, of imagination and institution.2

The testimony of historians and anthropologists has shown that ho-
mosexual behavior has existed in every historical period and in most
human societies. However, in most cases, men and women who en-
gaged in homosexual activity rarely saw themselves as a particular
kind of person distinguished by their sexual desire. Nevertheless, in
certain historical periods and in some societies, certain individuals did
identify their sexual desires for those of the same sex as their primary
emotional-erotic preference.3

During World War II, many American men and women, away from
their families and communities and amassed in wartime same-sex en-
vironments, discovered their sexual desires for those of their own sex.
After the war, the first efforts to organize homosexuals were under-
taken—in Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York—by war veterans and
by members, acting privately, of the Communist Party.4 In 1951, Donald
Webster Cory published his groundbreaking book The Homosexual in
America, in which he declared that “homosexuals constitute what can be
termed the unrecognized minority. . . . Our minority status is similar, 
in a variety of respects, to that of national, religious, and other ethnic
groups: in the denial of civil liberties; in the legal, extra-legal, and
quasi-legal discrimination; in the assignment of an inferior social posi-
tion; in the exclusion from the mainstream of life and culture.”5 The ho-
mophile movement that emerged from these efforts did not attempt to
promote a coherent homosexual culture, but instead, it worked within
the postwar liberal consensus to educate the U.S. public that homosex-
uals were neither criminals nor mentally ill degenerates.

In 1969, a police raid on a Greenwich Village bar called the Stonewall
Inn provoked a series of riots that mobilized drag queens, street hus-
tlers, lesbians, and gay men, many of whom had been politicized by the
movement against the war in Vietnam.6 There were already many signs
that homosexuals were in the process of creating a civil rights move-
ment, inspired, in part, by the black struggles of the Sixties, but the
Stonewall riots of 1969 crystallized a broad grassroots mobilization
across the country.7
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The movement that emerged after Stonewall resulted from a clash of
two cultures and two generations—the underground homosexual sub-
culture of the 1950s and 1960s and the New Left counterculture of 1960s
youth.8 The gay culture of the Fifties and early Sixties reflected its bitter
consciousness of the oppressive stigma against homosexuality in its
flamboyant, irony-charged camp humor, but it was not political. Fifties
gay culture was invested in protecting the “secret” of an individual’s
homosexuality and expressing it only in a symbolic or heavily coded
way. Cultural resistance to hetero-normativity was expressed through
cross-gender performances and sex role-playing. The new gay libera-
tionists, however, had little appreciation of traditional gay and lesbian
life of the 1950s and 1960s. Instead of protecting “secrecy” as the right to
privacy, gay liberationists gave political meaning to “coming out” by ex-
tending the psychological-personal process into public life. To “come
out of the closet” was to do the very thing most feared in the gay and
lesbian culture of the 1950s. By putting coming out at the center of its
political strategy, the gay liberation movement tended to mobilize those
people who felt more emotionally committed to living a full-time life as
homosexuals rather than those who experienced homosexual desire only
sporadically, or who experienced desire for both men and women.9

Gay activists believed that gay liberation had “ramifications and im-
portance,” as Dennis Altman, author of the pioneering Homosexual Op-
pression and Liberation (published in 1971) suggested, “not only for those
of us who are homosexuals, who are finding the courage and self-as-
surance to come out in public, but indeed . . . for everyone else.” Les-
bians and gay men also saw the connection between sexual preferences
and gender norms. In a forum on sexual liberation, Altman went on to
comment how “our society denies the inherent bi-sexuality of all hu-
mans. . . . [A]mong most people who identity themselves as heterosex-
ual there is a very determined and calculated attempt to deny their ho-
mosexual component and this leads to the quite grotesque cults of
masculinity and femininity.”10

In the period immediately after the Stonewall riots, the gay and les-
bian movement did not at first focus on the question of identity, or even
strictly on civil rights—though black civil rights was, most certainly, on
the political horizon—but on sexual liberation. The sexual revolution
had been underway since the early Sixties and that—along with the
student antiwar movement, which had mobilized millions of Ameri-
cans against the war in Vietnam—influenced how gay activists framed
their political struggles.
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The first political organization formed in the wake of the Stonewall
riots was the Gay Liberation Front (GLF), named in honor of the Na-
tional Liberation Front, the Vietnamese resistance movement, and as a
gesture toward the unity of the struggles of blacks, the poor, the colo-
nized in the Third World, and women. One early flyer, distributed in the
Bay Area in January 1970, announced: “The Gay Liberation Front is a
nation-wide coalition of revolutionary homosexual organizations creat-
ing a radical Counter Culture within the homosexual lifestyles. Politi-
cally it’s part of the radical ‘Movement’ working to suppress and elim-
inate discrimination and oppression against homosexuals in industry,
the mass media, government, schools and churches.”11 The political
analysis that informed GLF’s politics was often developed by those
who had been active in the New Left. Many of the early documents of
the gay liberation were modeled on the Port Huron Statement, Martin
Luther King’s speeches, and Herbert Marcuse’s theories. In 1970, former
Students for a Democratic Society activist Carl Wittman wrote “A Gay
Manifesto,” one of the founding documents of the nascent gay liberation
movement. “By the tens of thousands,” Wittman announced, “we fled
small towns where to be ourselves would endanger our jobs and any
hope of decent life; we have fled from blackmailing cops, from families
who disowned or tolerated us; we have been drummed out of the
armed services, thrown out schools, fired from jobs, beaten by punks
and policemen.”12 The universality of homosexual desire was assumed
throughout these early documents and underlay the gay movement’s
gestures of cultural resistance. GLF activist Martha Shelley warned het-
erosexuals that “the function of a homosexual is to make you uneasy. . . .
We will never go straight until you go gay. . . . We will no longer allow
you drop . . . the homosexuals in yourselves.”13 Sexuality was political.
The Red Butterfly, GLF’s “cell” of Marxist intellectuals, invoked Her-
bert Marcuse: “Today the fight for Eros, the fight for life, is the political
fight.”14

Embroiled in the bitter and highly charged atmosphere arising from
consciousness-raising groups, from political battles over the support of
the Black Panthers, the antiwar movement, and debates about primacy
of homosexual civil liberties, and from an explosion of gay male sexual
activity, GLF barely survived two years before completely falling apart
and splintering into many other groups focused on more narrowly de-
fined goals, such as newspaper publication, cultural projects, transves-
tite support groups, effeminism, radical lesbian feminism, gay Marx-
ism, and civil liberties.15
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Sexual Revolution and the Politics of Desire

The sexual revolution as it emerged in the Sixties was the historical cul-
mination of processes begun long before World War II. The term “revo-
lution” usually implies something that occurs rapidly and dramatically.
However, the time frame of the sexual revolution is much longer (it re-
sembles the time frame of the “industrial revolution”). It is an immense
and contradictory process, often not very obvious, stretching out over
the life span of two generations.16 The post–World War II sexual revo-
lution radically altered the sex/gender system, as anthropologist Gayle
Rubin has called the system that organizes the biological capacities of
sex and gender differences into the cultural and social patterns that
constitute our lives as gendered and sexual human beings.17

The sexual revolution that followed World War II was primarily fed
by changes in the social forms that organize sexuality and gender rela-
tions—for example, invention of the birth control pill, large-scale entry
of married women into the labor force, decline of the family wage, in-
creased divorced rates, or the emergence of a new consumerism. In ad-
dition, three major political-cultural shifts spurred many of the changes
in U.S. sexual mores: first, the explosion of youth culture (and the stu-
dent political movements), which reinforced the thirst of young men
and women for sexual experience before marriage; second, the emer-
gence of feminism and the women’s movement at the end of the Sixties;
and third, the gay liberation movement’s dramatic Stonewall rebellion
in 1969. Each of these developments spurred new forms of nonrepro-
ductive (i.e., perverse) sexual relations. In time, the sexual revolution
also provoked a profound and powerful counterrevolution—the reli-
gious fundamentalist Right—that continues to wage a battle against the
forces and over the issues (homosexuality, abortion, sex education, and
nonmarital sexuality) that ignited the revolution.

New permutations of sexual desire and gender behavior generated
what Jonathan Dollimore calls the perverse dynamic (similarly, Michel
Foucault spoke of the “perverse implantation”).18 Freud argued that
perverse sexual desires (i.e., all nonreproductive forms of sexual be-
havior, such as kissing or oral sex) were incompatible with a stable so-
cial order; instead, they must be transformed, through repression and
sublimation, into forms of energy more compatible with “civilized so-
ciety.” Freud believed that sublimated sexuality put extraordinarily
large amounts of energy at the disposal of social activities.19 In Eros and
Civilization, published in 1955, Marxist theorist Herbert Marcuse devel-
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oped the emancipatory potential of Freud’s theories. He argued for the
possibility of “non-repressive sublimation” which would allow for new
forms of work based on nonalienated labor as well as the creation of
new kinds of libidinal communities.20 However, by 1964, Marcuse was
increasingly concerned that advanced industrial society had made sex-
ual liberation impossible—not through intensified repression, but by
harnessing “de-sublimated” energies through increased productivity
and mass consumption. Instead, the desublimated sexuality released
by the sexual revolution was channeled into commercialized forms of
advertising and entertainment, and institutionalized forms of aggres-
sion, and it was isolated from broader forms of erotic life.21

Both Freud and Marcuse assumed that society governed perverse
sexual energies primarily through repression and sublimation. How-
ever, Michel Foucault argued that the proliferation of discourses on
sex—through the exercise of power/knowledge—stimulates the devel-
opment of certain sexualities. In the History of Sexuality: An Introduction,
Foucault showed that late-eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century
discourses (such as medicine and psychiatry) promoted certain types 
of sexual persons: the masturbating child, the hysterical woman, the
Malthusian couple (who practiced birth control), and the homosexual.22

Through the construction of the discourses about these “identities,” the
society is able to govern what would otherwise be an uncontrolled un-
derground sexuality. Thus, sexual revolution and its discourses of sex-
ual liberation, in Foucault’s theory, both emancipate those who are stig-
matized for their sexuality and facilitate the governing of the newly
emancipated identities.23

For the last thirty years, there has been a long-standing contradiction
at the heart of contemporary conceptions of homosexuality—between
(a) notions of behavior or sexual acts and (b) categories of persons, so-
cial roles, or identities. This contradiction functions like a true antinomy:
two equally reasonable but inconsistent conceptions of homosexuality.
In the late Sixties and early Seventies, the political-cultural basis for or-
ganizing homosexual liberation vacillated between a “universalistic”
conception of homosexuality founded on everyone’s presumed bisexu-
ality (what Herbert Marcuse and Norman O. Brown characterized as
“polymorphous sexuality”), and an identitarian conception of homo-
sexuals as a category of persons organized around homosexual orienta-
tion.24 In contemporary society, sexual orientation or identity (hetero-,
homo-, or bi-) has achieved a certain degree of self-consciousness; today
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many people “choose” their social identifications (“lifestyles”), if not
their sexual desires. Because the perverse dynamic stimulates and dis-
perses new sexual desires across the population without regard for al-
ready accepted sexual identities, those identities may fail to adequately
represent certain people’s sexual behavior.

These two perspectives had originally surfaced in the political dif-
ferences between a “liberationist” ideology (e.g., Gay Liberation Front)
and a “gay rights” strategy (e.g., Gay Activist Alliance, which split off
from GLF) during the early years of the gay movement. In 1969, most gay
liberationists believed that homosexuality was a form of sexuality of
which everyone was potentially capable. Leading social theorists of sex-
uality like Freud, Herbert Marcuse, Norman O. Brown, and Paul Good-
man all argued that human sexuality was polymorphous.25 One barrier
to the “universalist” perspective was that the stigmatization of homo-
sexual desire and other “deviant” sexualities made it extremely difficult
to mobilize those people politically just because they experienced such
desires—largely because they infrequently acted on them and were of-
ten not comfortable with them or in many cases not even conscious of
them. Thus the liberationist perspective was not able to provide a frame-
work that could effectively facilitate the organization of “an interest
group” among those who shared similar sexual desires. Finally, many
lesbians and gay men, in addition to many heterosexuals, believed nei-
ther in bisexuality nor the reality of polymorphous desire. The gay
rights or identitarian approach emerged as the dominant political-in-
tellectual perspective because it was compatible with the U.S. empha-
sis on civil rights, and also because it provided a viable basis for com-
munity organizing and development in the tradition of ethnic group
politics.26

The Identitarian Moment

Up until 1977, gay politics was a mélange of sexual liberation, civil
rights activism, alternative social activities, and feminist conscious-rais-
ing groups.27 Thus the lesbian and gay movement possessed a double
consciousness of being a sexual liberation movement, as well as a civil
rights movement for those whose primary erotic orientation was homo-
sexual. Almost immediately after Stonewall and into the mid-Seventies,
the gay movement was organized around the political act of coming
out—of making a full disclosure of one’s homosexuality. Coming out
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was the praxis, the basis for mobilizing collective action, but it exerted
an enormous emotional pull because it was a form of both political
praxis and personal revelation. It produced a profound and emotionally
charged political/cultural “catharsis” (to use Antonio Gramsci’s formu-
lation) among lesbians and gay men as they made the transition from
passive acceptance of the stigma to an active attack on it.28 The move-
ment’s first years were organized almost completely around efforts to
establish a supportive social environment to come out into—all sorts of
community institutions were established to reinforce and nurture those
who came out. Inevitably, such a stress on public disclosure had a his-
torically significant and ironic effect because it gave political priority to
the sexual identity of the person disclosing their homosexuality.

Almost from the beginning of the movement—during the tempestu-
ous days of GLF—tensions emerged between women and men. Gay
men were often no less misogynists than most heterosexual men. Les-
bians were critical of the hothouse sexual atmosphere that soon sur-
faced in meetings and social events; gay men often remained indifferent
to consciousness-raising exercises and criticism. Very early in the 1970s,
impatient with gay men’s lack of interest in women’s issues, many les-
bians left the gay organizations to focus on feminist politics.29 There-
after, at least until the early Eighties, there remained a certain separate
and parallel development between lesbian social/political activities
and those of gay men. Lesbian feminism was the most thoroughly de-
veloped political philosophy to emerge from the heady days of early
feminism and gay liberation—it was both a theory and a politics of les-
bian identity. It was first publicly articulated in 1970 in the pamphlet
“The Woman-Identified Woman” published by Radicalwomen (some
of whom had been active in early GLF) and elaborated more fully in Jill
Johnston’s Lesbian Nation.30 Through a series of popular and provocative
essays and books, lesbian feminist writers created an intellectual and
political framework that offered bold and vigorous interpretations of
feminist politics, pornography, rape, lesbian culture, and history.31 De-
spite their ideological differences and social separatism, lesbians and
gay men developed coalitions at several key historical junctures to re-
spond to political attacks from political actors outside the lesbian and
gay male communities.

The identitarian paradigm emerged triumphant as the dominant form
of homosexual praxis when religious conservatives in Dade County,
Florida, organized to rescind a recently passed gay civil rights ordinance
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in the Dade Country Metro Commission. Under the banner of Save Our
Children, Anita Bryant, a popular singer, organized a campaign in May
and June 1977 to put a referendum on the ballot to repeal the civil rights
law in a specially held election. Save Our Children, as its name suggests,
organized a campaign around the idea of homosexuals as sexual pred-
ators and seducers of children. “Homosexuals acts are not only illegal,”
Bryant proclaimed, “they are immoral. And through the power of the
ballot box, I believe the parents and straight-thinking normal majority
will soundly reject the attempt to legitimize homosexuals and their re-
cruitment plans for our children.”32 Lesbians and gay men across the
United States mobilized to helped Dade County gay and lesbian activ-
ists fight the Save Our Children ballot referendum. When the gay rights
ordinance was overturned, activists in the major gay centers across 
the country organized the first in a series of candlelight marches that
brought out thousands of lesbians and gay men.

In the footsteps of Bryant’s Miami triumph, similar ballot referen-
dums were organized by religious conservatives in St. Paul, Minnesota
(April 1978); Eugene, Oregon (May 1978); and California (the Briggs Ini-
tiative, November 1978) that mobilized ever larger numbers of gay men
and lesbians.33 The tumultuous year and a half of lesbian and gay mo-
bilizations finally led to a victory against the Briggs Initiative in Cal-
ifornia. The years 1977 and 1978 were watershed years for the gay move-
ment, analogous to 1968 on the Left. The mobilization that ensued helped
to institutionalize identity politics (à la ethnic identity) as the homo-
sexual political paradigm in the United States. And for the first time, na-
tionally recognized leaders appeared in the gay and lesbian movement.
San Francisco’s Harvey Milk, a member of the city’s board of supervi-
sors, emerged from these civil rights battles as the best-known gay po-
litical leader in the country.34 In addition, gay Democratic Clubs (within
the Democratic Party) became the primary political vehicles of the
movement. However, the political struggles of 1977–78 also installed the
religious Right as the gay movement’s evil twin over the next decade
and a half.35

In the period between 1977 and 1988, the theory and politics of “ho-
mosexual identity” emerged as an explanatory framework on the ver-
nacular as well as the academic level. The 1970s saw the growth of fully
articulated gay and lesbian communities—they consisted of a range 
of institutions from bars, bookstores, bathhouses, community centers,
counseling centers, choirs and musical groups, small businesses, and
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concentrated real-estate developments to Chambers of Commerce—all
of which helped foster the institutionalization of lesbian and gay iden-
tities.36 During the Eighties, particularly among intellectuals, the pri-
mary debates on homosexual identity focused on whether a homosex-
ual identity was socially and historically constructed or was, in some
way, biological and transcended historical time period and cultural dif-
ferences.

Although the Stonewall riots had originally involved black and Latino
homosexuals and transvestites, as well as working-class gay men and
lesbians, the movement that emerged to confront the backlash of 1977–78
took on an increasingly specific racial and class character—primarily
white, college educated, and often middle class.37 Gay and lesbian com-
munities in the major gay centers—New York, San Francisco, Boston,
and Los Angeles—consisted most often of young white men and women
who were willing to leave their families and the places where they had
grown up to settle in a large city where they would be able to lead an
open and predominantly gay lifestyle. Discrimination and racism di-
rected toward people of color existed throughout the gay community.
Many blacks and other racial minorities might wish to participate in the
life of the community, but they often found themselves excluded from
the commercial establishments that grew up within the newly liberated
gay communities emerging in the wake of Stonewall. Occasionally, gay
activist groups would demonstrate outside a bar, a bathhouse, or some
other commercial establishment that discriminated against people of
color, but many gay men in particular failed to observe the picket lines
(lesbians were generally more responsive).

Gay men and lesbians of color also faced racial discrimination in
housing and employment and therefore did not have the same oppor-
tunities that white homosexuals did to live in the newly emerging gay
neighborhoods. They often continued to live in the communities where
they had grown up. “Sheer economic necessity and fierce white racism,
as well as the joy of being there with black folks known and loved, com-
pelled many gay blacks,” bell hooks observes, “to live close to home
and family. That meant however that gay people created a way to live
out sexual preferences within the boundaries of circumstances that
were rarely ideal no matter how affirming.”38 These circumstances dis-
couraged lesbians and gay men of color from coming out—they never
received the kind of political “protection” that white gay men and les-
bians did. In addition, many people of color were unwilling to come out
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if that meant breaking with their families and communities.39 “By sep-
arating, as we often do, race from class, gender and local community, we
deracinate the very foundations of identity,” Framji Minwalla has ob-
served, thereby “removing the analysis and judgment of an individ-
ual’s behavior from the specific understanding provided by cultural
memories and heritages.”40 Without the political inclusion of race in the
gay movement’s agenda, coming out as the centerpiece of gay praxis ul-
timately failed to promote the politics of civil rights for all those who
value their homosexual desires.

The lesbian and gay movement’s identitarian project, in conjunction
with its racial politics, created a dilemma that has beset the movement
throughout its history—the identity’s coherence requires difference in or-
der to define itself and to establish its boundaries, but every attempt to
regulate the identity’s homogeneity provokes new differences within it
that will be excluded. “Identity norms breed deviations,” observed Erv-
ing Goffman.41 Thus the lesbian and gay movements have generated an
endless series of separatist groups and disgruntled claimants who
clamor for inclusion in the “lesbian and gay community.” From, approx-
imately 1973 until 1981, lesbians and gay men created parallel but sep-
arate homosexual emancipation movements. Bisexuals, sadomasochists,
queers, man-boy-loving, fetishists, drag queens, transvestites, and trans-
gendered people were excluded, as they fought for inclusion, from the
hegemonic definition of homosexual identity or community. At the same
time, the implicit racial politics of gay identitarianism marginalized
women and men of color. These struggles over the definition of identity
and its historically contingent character made it almost impossible for na-
tionally recognized leaders and organizations to emerge. Each fluctua-
tion in the meaning of “homosexual” and in the membership of the com-
munity undermined leaders and political organizations modeled on
earlier or different definitions.42

The interplay between culturally defined identities and the political
struggles of groups included or excluded by the definitions make iden-
tity politics a form of cultural politics. The lesbian and gay movement of
the 1970s had taken upon itself the immense historical task of helping to
create, many times over, both socially and politically, forms of homo-
sexual identity that had not existed before the movement emerged in the
wake of the Stonewall riots. New formulations of the identities central
to “homosexual emancipation” have proliferated throughout the last
thirty years. Like all identity movements, it has experienced significant
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debates around the politics of naming (for example, colored, Negro,
black, or African American), and since the fifties it has been identified
politically as homophile, gay, gay and lesbian, lesbian feminist, queer
and LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered). In addition to
the more traditional forms of politics, the movement created the social
context—through social and cultural institutions such as dances, con-
sciousness-raising groups, hotlines, bookstores, newspapers and maga-
zines, and publishing collectives—for individuals to organize their per-
sonal identities around sexuality.

The Rise of Homophobic Populism

The rise of the religious Right was a reaction, in part, to the dramatic so-
cial changes of the Fifties and Sixties. Since the black civil rights strug-
gles of the Fifties, the United States has experienced successive waves of
paranoid politics focused on blacks, liberals, women, and, most re-
cently, homosexuals—only the most recent examples of what Richard
Hofstader has called the paranoid style in U.S. politics.43

The religious Right’s mobilization against homosexuality had its in-
tellectual origins in the antihomosexual interpretation of biblical texts,
but its political mobilization arose in response to its belief that homo-
sexuality contributes to the breakdown of the family. Open homosex-
uality is disapproved of, not only because it implies a nonreproductive
sexuality, but also because young women and men coming out as les-
bians, gay men, or bisexuals demonstrate that the family’s control over
youthful sexuality is threatened. Homosexuality is thus interpreted in
“moral” terms—as a moral choice on the part of men and woman who
fail to see the necessity of keeping religious laws. In addition, the reli-
gious Right’s belief that homosexuality is a moral choice necessarily im-
plied for many on the Right that reproductive sexuality, as the basis of
the family, was also being rejected. Of course, most lesbians and gay
men do not experience homosexual desire as a choice, and the belief of
many religious conservatives that homosexuality is morally evil has
been psychologically devastating to young homosexuals growing up in
those families.

These intellectual/ethical beliefs might not have any political signif-
icance if the religious Right was not using widely felt homophobia as
the basis for making their beliefs about homosexuality into law and pub-
lic policy. There are two basic approaches that the religious Right has
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adopted to achieve its goals. Many of the most bitterly fought cam-
paigns against lesbians and gay men grew out the religious Right’s strat-
egy to make it illegal to “promote” the tolerance or acceptance of homo-
sexuality. The Right’s appeal is ironic precisely because its argument
actually violates a basic American political belief. Any campaign that
targets tolerance of homosexuality on the basis of religious beliefs is a
violation of the separation of church and state. The religious Right is at-
tempting to turn the religious beliefs of fundamentalist Christian de-
nominations into law.

The other strategy of the religious Right is to argue that homosexuals
do not need civil protections and that lesbian and gay demands for civil
rights are pleading for “special” legal protections that are unnecessary.
Antigay conservatives do not believe that society discriminates against
homosexuals. Usually a populist or class element supplements this ar-
gument, which suggests that gay men and lesbians are wealthier and
better educated than most Americans and therefore do not need “spe-
cial” protections. Both of these political strategies appeal to the large
preexisting reservoir of homophobia among Americans.44 Beyond the
homophobia, these strategies also appeal to other populist sentiments:
the distrust of “proselytizing” (the belief that lesbians and gays “re-
cruit” young people), and the resentment against underground or “in-
visible” minorities that have economic power—attitudes resembling the
anti-Semitic beliefs held by paranoid and reactionary political move-
ments in the past.

Fundamentalist campaigns that stress the belief that homosexuals
are asking for “special rights” obscure the fact that openly gay men and
women actually suffer discrimination and denigration. As economist
Lee Badgett has shown, lesbians and gay men usually earn less than
their comparable (by age, occupation, and race) counterparts. Ironically,
it is the religious Right with its conservative allies that has dramatically
shifted the distribution of wealth so that less than 10 percent of the pop-
ulation controls almost 70 percent of the wealth.45 These more general
public issues are related to the political interests of the lesbian and gay
communities in the same way that AIDS activism relates to national
health insurance—these issues cut across a broad spectrum of Ameri-
cans. They are not unique to lesbians, gay men, or other sexual and gen-
der nonconformists. “Americans will have to recognize their gay family,
friends, and neighbors as fellow citizens,” Michael Nava and Robert
Dawidoff have argued in their eloquent and forceful broadside, just to
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“protect their own individual freedom, not to mention traditional Amer-
ican democratic pluralism.”46

Homophobic varieties of populism had gained increasing legitimacy
through a series of political and legal battles since Anita Bryant’s victory
in 1977—the proliferation of antigay legislation at local levels, the 1986
Supreme Court decision in Bowers v. Hardwick, the enforcement of the
closet in the military through the policy of “Don’t ask, don’t tell.”47

However, the Right’s juggernaut slowed in May 1996, when the U. S.
Supreme Court in Romer v. Evans struck down an amendment to the
state constitution of Colorado that nullified any existing antidiscrimi-
nation ordinances in the state but also barred the passage of any gay and
lesbian civil rights laws in Colorado. The decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court to overturn Amendment 2 of the Colorado constitution marked a
turning point in the history of homosexuality in the United States. The
decision represents a subtle shift in public discourse—away from the ac-
ceptance that homosexuality is a category defined by traditional reli-
gious doctrine as an evil against which society is justified in adopting
the severest forms of repression (which the Court had upheld in Bowers
v. Hardwick just ten years before) to a definition of homosexuality as a
quotidian trait or characteristic of human behavior to be treated in a so-
cially responsible manner by lawmakers, judges, and citizens—a tran-
sition that takes lesbians and gay from the status of sexual outlaw to cit-
izen.

U.S. society, which had for so long exhibited the complex historical in-
tertwining of homoeroticism and homophobia, now has an explicit pub-
lic discourse dedicated to the status of homosexuality in U.S. life. The
public discourse links the conversations of ordinary men and women,
gay or straight, to the institutional discourses of churches, to the legis-
latures of cities, states, and Congress, and to the Supreme Court—de-
bating issues ranging from the rights of gay men and lesbians to serve
in the military to the right of privacy (Bowers v. Hardwick), from the le-
gitimacy of civil rights legislation (the Colorado decision) to the right of
same-sex marriages. The public discourse is highly contested, defined
by sexual latitudinarism as well as homophobic populism, but it is no
longer a taboo subject of public conversation.48

The 1996 majority opinion in Romer v. Evans, written by Justice An-
thony Kennedy, argued that the provision under consideration, which
singled out Colorado’s homosexuals, violates the U.S. Constitution’s
equal-protection guarantee that “[a] state cannot so deem a class of per-
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sons stranger to its laws,” thus establishing a legal disability so sweep-
ing that the majority of the Court concluded that it was otherwise inex-
plicable except for simple hatred—”animus,” in the Court’s language.
As the Court implicitly noted, such language resembled that used to
characterize the laws passed by the Nazis to disenfranchise German
Jews.49 The parallel was reenforced by the opening of Justice Antony
Scalia’s dissenting opinion: “The Court has mistaken a Kulturkampf for
a fit of spite. The constitutional amendment before us here is not the
manifestation of a ‘bare . . . desire to harm homosexuals,’ . . . but rather
a modest attempt by seemingly tolerant Coloradans to preserve tradi-
tional sexual mores against the efforts of a politically powerful minority
to revise those mores through the use of laws.” Scalia’s use of the omi-
nous German term “Kulturkampf” suggests the long German history,
from Bismarck to Hitler, of state-initiated “culture wars” against mi-
nority religious and cultural groups.50 Both opinions acknowledge, in
different ways, the ongoing culture wars that have placed homosexual-
ity at the center of U.S. political life.51

The Supreme Court’s Colorado decision of 1996 is one of the more re-
cent episodes in the culture wars over homosexuality that have been
waged continuously since 1977—before then erupting only intermit-
tently, such as during the McCarthy scare in the Fifties. Together with
the political effect of the AIDS epidemic that provided an entree into the
governing process, homosexuality represents a historically complex in-
tertwining of religion, politics, and culture. Gay and lesbian identity
politics are only in part about the social status of self-identified homo-
sexuals; they are also about the meaning of sexuality, gender, the family,
and even community in our society.

AIDS and the Contradictions of Identity Politics

The tumultuous Seventies showed almost unbelievable political and
social gains for gay men and lesbians, but the decade also revealed
enormous obstacles. Nevertheless, the gay community’s most stagger-
ing setback was yet to appear. The complex syndrome of diseases that
goes by the name AIDS was first discovered among gay men in 1981.52

However, from the moment that the gay male community became
aware of AIDS (it was first called GRID—“gay-related immune defi-
ciency”), it triggered strong political responses both inside and outside
the gay community. Gay activists realized immediately that an epi-
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demic of a fatal sexually transmitted disease originating in the gay male
community was politically explosive. It provided the potential for dras-
tic political action against the gay community. It would allow homo-
phobic conservatives to demonize homosexuals and offer the grounds
for promulgating an antisexual morality.

As the number of deaths in the gay community grew exponentially,
the inadequate response of federal and local authorities provoked in-
creasing despair and anger. Soon gay men banded together to try to
deal with the problems of the epidemic more effectively. In addition, 
it soon became apparent that the public health authorities were less
than responsive to the epidemic than to previous fatal outbreaks, such
as Legionnaire’s Disease in Philadelphia in 1975. In late summer 1981, a
group of gay men met at author Larry Kramer’s apartment in New
York City and established the Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC)—today
one of the largest AIDS organizations in the country—to organize a
medical–social service response to AIDS.53

Even before the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) itself was dis-
covered, the epidemiological evidence suggested that the disease was
probably transmitted through blood and sperm. Doctors initially ad-
vised gay men to stop having sex. However, groups of activists in New
York and San Francisco focused on education as a way to limit the
growth of the epidemic. Safe-sex guidelines were developed, and or-
ganizations were set up to disseminate information about the epidemic
and counsel worried people who feared exposure.54

The dimensions of the epidemic seemed to expand enormously—
other communities were affected—Haitians, African Americans, hemo-
philiacs and other recipients of blood transfusions, and IV drug users;
the incubation period seemed to be growing longer. The gay commu-
nity’s own organizing efforts, important and valuable though they
were, were far short of the effort required to deal with an epidemic of
such huge proportions.

By the mid-Eighties, gay and lesbian politics, though nurtured by an
ethnic-like model of community, was increasingly unable to cope with
the devastating impact of AIDS among gay men. It became clear that a
more forceful political response was needed. In the fall of 1987, GMHC
founder Larry Kramer invited a group of friends to create ACT UP
(AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) and launch a direct-action cam-
paign against the federal government and the medical-industrial com-
plex. Soon after, chapters of ACT UP sprang up in cities across the
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country. ACT UP revitalized a style of radical political activity that had
flourished in the early days of the gay liberation movement—it was
grass roots and confrontational and possessed a flair for imaginative
tactics that captured media attention. It targeted the FDA to speed up
the approval of drugs that combat opportunistic infections, pharma-
ceutical firms to lower the prices of drugs, the National Institutes of
Health to expand its research on AIDS, and public indifference that hin-
dered AIDS education and encouraged discrimination against people
with AIDS from employers, landlords, and insurance companies.

The growing impact of AIDS in the African American and Latino
communities forced activists to broaden the definition of their con-
stituency. While ACT UP groups around the country primarily consisted
of gay white men, the need to reflect the epidemiology of AIDS and to
build alliances with other communities affected by the epidemic led to
a politics that strove to be more inclusive and more open to coalition
building. It was never a smooth process. Various groups and commu-
nities affected by AIDS sometimes had little else in common, or were
also socially stigmatized groups with even fewer resources than the gay
community, or consisted of vocal segments uneasy toward or disap-
proving of homosexuality. Strategically, AIDS activism increasingly ex-
perienced tensions with identity-based gay and lesbian political elites
and their political agendas.

The politics of AIDS activism forced gay and lesbian activists into
coalitions with activists from other communities and increased inter-
action with the federal, state, and local governments. AIDS activism
transformed the relation between the lesbian/gay community and the
state. Lesbian and gay community organizations dealing with AIDS got
government funding and participated in policy making to a much
greater extent than ever before. The AIDS movement has had a signifi-
cant impact on AIDS research, public health policies, and the funding of
treatment, care, and education.55 In addition, AIDS funding created
large-scale institutions with jobs and career possibilities that had not
existed in the lesbian and gay communities before the AIDS crisis.

These economic and institutional developments had two major ef-
fects on the gay and lesbian communities. First, they encouraged lesbian
and gay political institutions to engage to a greater extent than ever be-
fore with other communities, with governmental agencies, and with
mainstream institutions. Second, they transformed the class structure of
gay and lesbian leadership. The new jobs and career possibilities at-
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tracted a new generation of leaders who were upwardly mobile and ed-
ucated at elite universities and colleges. This new leadership was often
drawn from among those directly affected by AIDS, who in the past
might have pursued careers along more conventional lines but took up
AIDS activism to fight for their lives. The older generation of gay lead-
ers had chosen gay political life as an alternative to mainstream career
possibilities. But very early on in the epidemic, they were both physi-
cally and emotionally devastated by AIDS and were soon displaced by
the new generation.

AIDS seriously decimated the gay male community but also forced it
to reach out to other overlapping communities and social groups. The
epidemic also seriously undermined the self-sufficiency of the commu-
nity’s cultural and economic institutions, so painstakingly constructed
in the 1970s. As AIDS spread to black and Latino communities, the lim-
itations of gay identity politics became ever more problematic. Almost
from the beginning, the devastation of AIDS in the black and Latino
communities grew exponentially. The countervailing demands of gay
and lesbian identity politics and of AIDS activism produced a political
situation that required a new political perspective—one that recognized
a stable conception of identity, as well as the diversity and kinship of all
sexual minorities, and the range of possible gender roles and of ethnic
and racial identities. One response was the development of Queer Na-
tion and a “politics of difference” that sought to build bridges with
other marginalized communities.56 But Queer Nation was short-lived
and never really succeeded in building coalitions with communities of
color. The other response was the development of an AIDS politics that
dealt with HIV/AIDS in a generic way within communities of color—
that is, without distinguishing between people with AIDS who became
infected through IV drug use or men who were infected by having sex
with other men.57

One historical irony is that the AIDS epidemic has facilitated the open
participation of homosexuals in the process of government—primarily
through the formation of policies dealing with medical and epidemio-
logical research on HIV, in the development of HIV prevention, and in
the treatment and care of people with AIDS. Once representatives of
gay men and women were included in the formulation of policies, and
perhaps even more significantly, once the details of homosexual sexual
practices became the subject of epidemiological and prevention dis-
courses, it also became increasingly difficult for political leaders to avoid
confronting other issues raised by the gay and lesbian communities.
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Queer and Present Dangers:
Sexual Politics in the Clinton Years

By 1990, the lesbian and gay movement had achieved a visible, though
still somewhat marginal, presence in U.S. public life. The AIDS crisis in
the previous decade had profoundly challenged the community, but
ironically, it had also created political opportunities. Nevertheless, the
persistence and changing character of homophobia remained a fact of
life. The AIDS crisis had tremendous impact on a whole generation of
gay men, many of whom had never been politically active or even in-
terested in the gay movement. Many of those men and their friends
joined ACT UP and the AIDS movement to fight for medical and social
services for those dying of AIDS. The AIDS crisis and the rise of the re-
ligious Right’s homophobic politics intensified gay men’s experience of
sexual stigmatization and thus provoked divergent political responses.

The New Right’s homophobic populism had also created a crisis for
those men and women on the Right who were themselves homosexual.
Under attack from the end of the political spectrum where they had
made their political homes, they resented the gay and lesbian commu-
nity’s insistence on coming out as an ethical-political act, its direct action
tactics, the prominence of its sexuality (which AIDS had only height-
ened), and its flamboyant public displays (nudity, leather, and drag) at
gay parades and other events.

The gay conservative strategy was a response, in part, to attacks on
gay civil rights and AIDS policy from the religious Right. Nevertheless,
gay conservatives have failed to understand how the religious Right’s
political project deliberately employs false and misleading representa-
tions and violates basic political guarantees like the separation of
church and state. Instead, journalists Bruce Bawer and Andrew Sullivan,
and political consultants Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen, proposed
mounting an educational and public relations campaign—partly to undo
the negative effects of what they saw as the gay subculture’s radicalism
and flamboyance. They wanted to focus on “the ignorance that makes
straight people fear homosexuality and consider it a threat to American
society.” The gay conservative agenda would require a major recon-
struction of gay/lesbian politics, in particular a rejection of identity pol-
itics in favor of assimilation into U.S. middle-class society.58 Ironically,
the gay conservatives sought to eschew the identity politics that cre-
ated the enabling conditions for their own political emergence and their
strategy of assimilation.
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The election of Bill Clinton to the presidency in 1992 dramatically
transformed the political terrain on which homosexuals fought for their
civil rights and recognition for their relationships, and against social
stigma and discrimination. The Clinton administration had come to
Washington offering the most extensive social reform program since
Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society programs in the Sixties—an activist eco-
nomic policy, national health insurance, and most significantly for the
lesbian and gay community, a proposal to remove the ban against al-
lowing openly gay men and lesbians to serve in the military.

During the election, Clinton had campaigned widely in gay and les-
bian communities throughout the United States. Lesbians and gay men
had voted for him and had contributed significantly to his election.59

Thus when he came to office, he appointed openly gay men and lesbians
to cabinet-level positions and the White House staff. Within weeks of
his inauguration, Clinton had announced that he was going to lift the
ban on homosexuals serving in the armed services.60 The debate on
homosexuals in the military was his administration’s first major politi-
cal battle. The adoption of the “Don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in 1993 was
a major defeat—a defeat that hindered the Clinton administration in its
conduct of defense and foreign policy, over and over again.61 Few if any
of Clinton’s policies in support of gay and lesbian civil rights were suc-
cessful or have endured. In the end, it appeared that Clinton was al-
most more dangerous as a friend than the religious Right had been as an
enemy.

Despite the setbacks of the Clinton years, homosexual communities
continued to develop—both politically and socially—and continued to
find increasing acceptance and visibility in U.S. society. Yet, as legal
scholar William Eskridge notes, “there are today more antigay laws than
ever before.” While direct action along the lines of ACT UP and Queer
Nation has declined, political action increasingly focuses on lobbying
and legal challenges. Organizations like the Human Rights Campaign,
a lobbying organization based in Washington, D.C.; National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, also based in Washington; Lambda Legal Defense
Fund, a public interest law firm; and the Gay and Lesbian Rights arm
of the ACLU have become more prominent. In the 1990s, gay and lesbian
political efforts—part of the unfinished business of U.S. democracy, as
philosopher Morris Kaplan noted—were predominately preoccupied by
three related issues—decriminalization of private, consensual homo-
sexual acts between adults; protection of lesbian and gay men from dis-
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crimination; and recognition of lesbian and gay relationships and fam-
ilies.62 It is the last of these—the civil union or marriage of same-sex cou-
ples—that has become the central political issue for gay and lesbian po-
litical and legal institutions, although the rights of lesbian and gay
parents, co-parents, and foster parents is also a significant issue in terms
of public visibility.

William Eskridge has argued that recognition of civil union and mar-
riage for same-sex couples is the strategic centerpiece of gay and lesbian
politics—not only will these social forms secure the tax benefits, health
insurance, property rights, and parental arrangements that heterosexual
couples enjoy, but also the politics of marriage will help create the po-
litical conditions under which lesbians and gay men will be able to
achieve social equality.63 It is the marriage issue that has brought about
a fusion of lesbians and gay men who are political liberals (e.g. sup-
porters of Clinton and Gore) and gay and lesbian conservatives.

Making same-sex marriage the political priority, Michael Warner has
warned, is a grave political mistake. By making marriage the center-
piece, gay politics has abandoned its “historic fight against the stig-
matization of sex.”64 Cleaning up the gay image in order to blend in, to
be “normal,” separates “sex” from “identity.” It implies that homosexual
erotic acts are not good. The political danger of separating sex from
identity creates the opportunity for oppressive measures like the con-
servative Defense of Marriage Act that has been introduced into Con-
gress, along with other policies built on a politics of sexual shame.65 The
military’s “Don’t ask, don’t tell” policy, HIV prevention efforts, and ur-
ban zoning policies (openly gay or sex-oriented business) have been
shaped by the politics of sexual shame that underwrites the separation.
Since the adoption of “Don’t ask, don’t tell”—ostensibly intended to lib-
eralize treatment of homosexuals in the military—record numbers of
gay men and lesbians have been discharged.66 Michael Warner, Michael
Bronski, and David Nimmons have shown that the gay, lesbian, and
queer communities have developed “an alternative ethical culture” that
is ignored, unfortunately, all too frequently by mainstream and conser-
vative analysts.67 In many ways, the marriage debate resembles the ten-
sions reflected at the beginning of the movement between liberationist
sexual politics and identitarian civil rights, as they now resurface in a
new configuration as political differences between a radical sexual pol-
itics and a liberal-conservative civil rights focus on marriage and as-
similation.
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Sexuality, Citizenship, and Democracy

The trajectory of homosexual politics from the defense of the sexual
outlaw in 1969 to the well-behaved queer citizen of 2002 who wants to
marry, have children, and serve in the military is one of the most re-
markable social transformations in the period after World War II.68 In
the homophobic days before the Stonewall riots, lesbians and gay men
were pariahs—stigmatized and excluded from open participation in
civic and social life. However, in their capacity to pass as “straight,”
lesbians and gay men pay taxes, fight in wars, and vote in elections—
they are citizens.69 However, they lose, in effect, some of the rights of cit-
izenship when they engage in homosexual acts.

In the late Eighties and early Nineties, “queer politics” celebrated the
significance of the homosexual as the other, the different, or the mar-
ginal—reinforced by the tremendous influence of queer theory in the
academy—and currently defines the community as LGBT (lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgendered). However, mainstream contemporary gay and
lesbian politics has increasingly focused on the political recognition of
citizenship—based primarily in the public interest law firms and elec-
toral political organizations—and acknowledges the power of con-
forming and of passing, and the satisfactions of belonging and accept-
ance.70 Inside the lesbian and gay communities there is, nevertheless,
considerable ambivalence toward the campaign for citizenship, because
the outlaw status of homosexuals is historically very significant. It orig-
inally spurred the creation of the gay and lesbian movement, stimu-
lated cultural creativity, and helped to mobilize the building of lesbian
and gay communities across the nation.

There is, however, yet another more fundamental and riskier irony in
the increased participation of lesbians and gay men in politics and in the
governing process. This increased political participation is enabled by,
while at the same time masking, those disciplinary mechanisms and
normative processes already in place in U.S. society.71 Lesbians, gay
men, and bisexuals continue to be shaped by the stigma on homosex-
uality—for example, shame of the body, the restricted psychological
horizons, the corrosive secrecy, the performative skills of passing, fear of
homophobic violence, unsanctioned relationships, truncated political
rights—while using these disabilities as resources for resistance. Even
the corporate effort to expand the lesbian and gay market that resulted
from the growth of urban homosexual communities has a “regulatory”
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or “disciplinary” effect through the economic structuring of the psy-
chological and physical needs that are satisfied by goods and services
available in the “gay” market. In addition, social acceptance and the
recognition of these political rights may well ensure the spread of vari-
ous normalizing and regulatory practices. Certainly, it was one of Fou-
cault’s most bitter truths that every institutionalized form of political
rights also enabled various disciplinary and normalizing processes. Yet
it is only the active exercise of our democratic rights that allows us to re-
sist, modify, or restructure disciplinary and normalizing mechanisms.72

It is this complicated and double-edged process that has been charac-
terized as “mainstreaming” by lesbian and gay activists. Like a struggle
in quicksand, the effort to define political rights may result only in sink-
ing further into a morass of normalizing discipline.

It is not possible to escape completely this messy and contradictory
conception of civil life. No one can ever step totally outside the society
in which one is raised—not even by emigrating can one escape com-
pletely from one’s socialization and language—nor is it necessary to ac-
quiesce in society’s gender and sexual norms and the stigmatization of
homosexuality to endorse the social contract of one’s community. Social
life is riven by all sorts of crosscutting cleavages. There are no transcen-
dent solutions to the ambivalence of identity—only the social structures
of friendship, love, and solidarity, nurtured among the sexual minorities
(homosexual and other) by the dialectic between perversity and com-
munity.

In our society, political and cultural inclusion must be negotiated by
complicated maneuvers linking the building of communities with direct
political action in the context of political alliances with other social groups
and movements. This triangular strategy of community building, direct
action, and political alliance was conceptualized by the Italian political
theorist Antonio Gramsci, who argued that, in the highly developed
civil societies of European and North American market societies, oppo-
sitional political movements must wage both a “war of position” (i.e.,
building communities) and a “war of maneuver” (direct action plus po-
litical alliances) in order to resist hegemonic institutions and ideologies
(challenging the heterosexual, male-centered, and pronatalist cultural
norms and institutions that stigmatize homosexuality).73 Building les-
bian, gay, and queer communities to include the full range of economic,
cultural, and political institutions will by itself never achieve political
inclusion. It will probably always be necessary to resort periodically to
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grassroots politics to mobilize the lesbian, gay, and queer communities
on particular issues and specific enemies. And until a majority of the
population sees itself as “queer”—that is, as sexually unique and dif-
ferent—homosexuals and other sexual minorities will have to rely on
political allies for mutual political support. Until sexual citizenship is
achieved, gay, lesbian, transgender, and bisexual communities will ne-
gotiate the Gramscian triangle in order to advance toward an affirmation
of sexual variety.
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Christopher Capozzola

8 A Very American Epidemic
Memory Politics and Identity Politics 
in the AIDS Memorial Quilt, 1985–1993

During a gay protest march in San Francisco in November
1985, local activist Cleve Jones asked participants to carry placards
bearing the names of people they knew who had died of AIDS. Protest-
ers then posted the names on a wall of the San Francisco Federal Build-
ing, and in surveying them, Jones says he was reminded of a quilt. Soon
thereafter, in grief over the death of a friend, Jones made the first panel
of what was to become the AIDS Memorial Quilt, whose 44,000 panels
now bear witness to the memories of some of the 468,000 people in the
United States who have already died of AIDS.1

But in 1988, just three years after the AIDS Memorial Quilt was born
at a political demonstration, Cleve Jones, then acting as the executive
director of the Names Project Foundation, told reporters that “we’re
completely non-political; we have no political message at all.” Jones’s at-
tempt to distance the Names Project from politics reveals the complex-
ities of political culture and political activism in the 1980s, and encour-
ages us to examine memory politics, cultural politics, and identity
politics together with the issue-oriented, interest-group activism that is
often assumed to encompass the full definition of politics. What kind of
politics did the AIDS Quilt envision in its design, and what kind of pol-
itics did it embody in its practices?2

In its first decade, the AIDS epidemic disproportionately affected par-
ticular social groups that often found existing cultural forms for mourn-
ing unable—or unwilling—to represent the emerging crisis. In turn,
communities responded to AIDS by developing new cultural products
that could accommodate the urge to memorialize and mourn those who
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had died. These were particularly visible among urban gay men, then
just emerging from the hotly contested battles of “personal politics” in
the late 1960s and 1970s. Mourning that might have been private and
cultural took place in the midst of an activism that had made personal
issues into the stuff of politics. These categories worked as opposites at
the same time that the boundaries between them were consistently
blurred. Creations of cultural meaning, like the AIDS Memorial Quilt,
intended as acts of personal memory and collective mourning, were
drafted into political battles and affirmed as instances of militancy. Long
before Cleve Jones stood in front of the San Francisco Federal Building,
culture and memory were already bound up with the political in the
public response to the AIDS epidemic.3

From its outset, the constituency of the AIDS Memorial Quilt was al-
ways an issue of controversy. The Names Project made extensive use of
what its founders called “traditional American” symbolism in an effort
to reach out to “mainstream” America’s hearts and pocketbooks. Names
Project founders sought to demonstrate that the disease was, indeed, as
Jones claimed, “a very American epidemic,” or to prove, as another
Names Project document put it, that “America has AIDS.”4 The attempt
to nationalize a global epidemic that had disproportionately struck seg-
ments of a national population embodied some obvious tensions, but it
can best be understood within the overlapping contexts of nationalism
and identity politics in the 1980s.

The Names Project voiced its claim to national inclusion at a moment
in U.S. political culture when the power to define Americanism rested
primarily with conservatives who were hostile to all people with AIDS
and gay men in particular. The Names Project was one of many efforts
to challenge that cultural power in the language of Americanism itself,
insisting that active and caring national responses to AIDS and people
who had the disease were not fundamental departures from U.S. tradi-
tions in the political and memorial realms.5

This reworking of U.S. national identity had a radical edge at a par-
ticular moment in history, but its limits quickly became apparent. Al-
though Jones repeatedly acknowledged the Quilt’s origin as a memorial
and political tool “by gay men and for gay men,” he and his supporters
recognized early on that the demographics of the AIDS epidemic were
more encompassing. Responding to activism by women with AIDS and
in communities of color that were also hit hard by AIDS, the Names
Project worked throughout the late 1980s to make the Quilt more inclu-
sive of race, gender, class, and sexuality.6
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But the AIDS Quilt was never just about culture and memory. It was
also intended as a tool of political mobilization and a weapon in the
battle for access to economic resources that could be used in the fight
against AIDS. Its use of the language of Americanism and its claim on
inclusion was most closely connected to activism in the early years of
the epidemic, particularly around its first public display at the 1987 Na-
tional March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights. But from the
very beginning, radical activists from groups such as Queer Nation and
the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) raised questions about
the Quilt’s inclusiveness and the political limits of its focus on grief and
memory.

There were many tensions: between the Quilt’s private power and
public voice; between its gay and its American identities; between cul-
tural politics and the politics of economic distribution. Despite all its
weaknesses, despite all its limits, during the years from 1985 to the mid-
1990s, the Quilt managed to resolve those tensions in positive ways. The
form of the memorial mattered a great deal: Its creation, display, and ul-
timate meaning were radically inclusive, and its framework of memory
was consistently democratic in ways that could encompass its multiple
constituencies and their varying definitions of politics.7

AIDS and the Politics of Memory

In 1981, there were just over three hundred cases of AIDS reported
worldwide. United Nations officials estimated in December 2002 that
27.9 million people have died of AIDS since that time, and more than 42
million people are currently infected with HIV. While AIDS had clearly
reached global epidemic proportions by the mid-1980s, the initial pat-
tern of its devastation in the United States and Western Europe seemed
limited, most notably to gay men and people who used intravenous
drugs. Existing social stigmatization of these groups combined with
and was intensified by a lack of knowledge of the disease’s causes and
methods of transmission, creating a nationwide epidemic of fear in the
early 1980s.8

In a culture of stigma, fear, and discrimination, people with AIDS of-
ten chose to be silent about their illness, contributing to difficulties in
both personal and collective commemoration. Many early victims of
AIDS refused to be identified as such in their obituaries, and gay friends
and lovers were often excluded by the deceased’s families from funeral
services and burials. Even when conventional methods of mourning
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were available, they were often insufficient to cope with the epidemic
nature of the disease. As one person put it, “Who the hell would think
that you’d go to 15 funerals in 19 months?”9

The dispersal of recently urbanized gay men—in the return of many
to spend their dying days with family and in the literal dispersal of
ashes rather than interment in cemeteries—acted to obscure the collec-
tive nature of the epidemic even further. For Cleve Jones, this retreat into
silence was dangerous. “I felt that we lived in this little ghetto on the
West Coast which would be destroyed without anyone in the rest of the
world even noticing. I knew we needed a memorial.”10 Jones was moti-
vated to overcome the silence and willful forgetting of AIDS that char-
acterized conventional frameworks of memory in the early years of the
epidemic. “I was obsessed by the idea of evidence. . . . I felt that if there
were a field of a thousand corpses, people would be compelled to act.
. . . I wanted to create evidence [of AIDS deaths] and by extension create
evidence of government failure.”11

The origins story of the AIDS Memorial Quilt raises complex ques-
tions about the practice of cultural politics and the political nature of
memory in the early years of the AIDS epidemic. Recent scholarship in
history, anthropology, and cultural studies argues that the creation of
memory as a social practice helps to shape the collective identities of
groups. Nowhere is this process easier to examine than in the construc-
tion of monuments and memorials, deliberately conceived as public
acts of memory.12

The process of memory formation in social contexts has two distinct
yet interrelated elements: that of the commemorative and that of the
monumental. The archetype of the commemorative in modern Western
culture is the gravestone: It is directed primarily at the past and seeks to
testify to, record, and document the loss of a person or the passing of an
event. Its enactment is primarily, but never fully, private and individual.
The monumental function of memory, whose analogous archetype is
the monument, is aimed primarily at the future and seeks to interpret
loss or passing and put it to contemporary or future political uses so
that, in the words of Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, “these
dead shall not have died in vain.” While it speaks to individual and
private concerns, this function is self-consciously public. All cultural
memory work embodies both aspects, even when some attempt to
deny or play down the presence of one of the two forms of memory.
Like the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, to which it has often been com-
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pared, the AIDS Memorial Quilt represents a relatively unique memo-
rializing tactic in which the commemorative and political functions of
monuments are densely intertwined. This linkage holds the key to the
Quilt’s pluralist politics.

The AIDS Quilt performs the commemorative function of memorials
through its creative design. Each cloth panel measures three feet by six
feet. Eight panels, chosen for aesthetic considerations, theme, or com-
mon geographical origin, are then sewn together to make a larger panel
that is attached to other groups of eight to fit the capacity requirements
of a display space. There are currently more than 84,000 names re-
corded in the 44,000 panels of the Quilt, representing about 18 percent of
AIDS deaths in the United States, albeit just a fraction of the estimated
29.7 million AIDS deaths worldwide. The creation of panels is highly
egalitarian in nature. Anyone—family, friends, strangers, or even people
with AIDS themselves—can make a panel; in fact, individuals can be
memorialized in more than one panel. No panel that meets the neces-
sary size specifications is rejected, emphasizing the AIDS Quilt’s refusal
to place limits on either the expressive content of the memorial or its
eventual interpretation.13

The AIDS Quilt creates an alternative site of memory for many who
have been excluded from traditional means of mourning. Understand-
ably, then, it frequently resembles those forms, in particular the ceme-
tery: Formal names and the record of birth and death dates often ac-
company religious symbols such as crosses, doves, Stars of David, and
figures of Our Lady of Guadalupe. Elaborate rituals also accompany its
display, which begins with an intricately choreographed unfolding con-
ducted by white-clad Quilt volunteers, while others publicly read the
names of those memorialized on the Quilt. The intonation of names is
central to the AIDS Quilt’s aim of breaking through the silences that
surround people who have died of the disease. As one Quilt viewer has
written: “Think of the personal engagement that such a rigorous, si-
multaneous structure evokes from all who participate [in the reading of
names]. . . . At its end, I finally comprehend what the Names Project
means, why names must be spoken.”14

The AIDS Quilt gives a voice to the dead, but it also records the lives
and emotions of the panelmakers as well. The Quilt’s interactive at-
mosphere is furthered through the inclusion of blank “signature panels”
and markers and pens, which allow viewers to write messages and re-
sponses to the Quilt. Here, the audience literally inscribes its interpre-
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tations onto the monument itself, and these inscriptions become part of
the symbolic material that others ultimately use in interpreting the me-
morial. The blank panels contribute to the communal participation in
the formation of meaning, especially when debates are triggered by con-
demnations of homosexuality or by provocative statements about the
Quilt’s relation to political activism.15

The AIDS Quilt’s emphasis on the people who are commemorated in
it—their lives and their deaths depicted in the Quilt itself—has made it
difficult for the 14.5 million people who have viewed the Quilt to ignore
it or make it into a nebulous abstraction. As one viewer has written:
“There is no viewing distance from which viewers confront the monu-
ment in its entirety; the Quilt’s relentless emphasis on the dead necessi-
tates our interaction with individuals.”16 Instead of offering its viewers
a symbolically empty screen upon which they project their individual
interpretations and recollections, the AIDS Quilt provides a proliferation
of symbolic material that onlookers themselves must make sense of by
participating in the memorial. “No one tells the viewer where to start,
finish, or pay particular attention. Nor does it require of the viewer any-
thing like an ‘appropriate’ response. For despite the enormous grief
that inspired and attends it, tackiness and camp also play their irre-
pressible roles—the carnival always interrupts the wake.”17

What is missing is not interpretive material, but interpretive hierar-
chy. Rather than a monument that provides viewers with an answer to
political problems, the AIDS Quilt simply poses the age-old question of
politics—what is to be done? The inescapability of commemoration is
used to make the AIDS Quilt’s political function equally inescapable.
Through the monument’s cultural memory work, we become part of
the memorial, and our enclosure within the AIDS Quilt implicates us in
the events—both private and public—that it commemorates.

Here we must consider the relationship between individual and col-
lective memory, for it is the formation of collective identity that is at the
heart of the AIDS Quilt’s radically inclusive and democratic take on the
complexities of identity politics in the 1980s. While some individual
panels make explicit reference to religious, racial, or ethnic identity or
employ traditional U.S. symbols (such as the eagle or the flag), and oth-
ers are explicit in their references to gay rights activism and sexual
liberation, most of the panels in the Quilt resist reduction into social or
political categories. More typically, they record each individual through
unique representations of hobbies, family, and love relationships.
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Through this process, the people memorialized in the Quilt are com-
memorated as unforgettable individuals embedded in social relation-
ships rather than statistical representations of forgettable risk groups.
As Quilt volunteer Jack Bier put it: “The quilt helps [viewers] to start
putting a story together. People do not generally get a story when they
are taught about AIDS; they just get the statistics. But the quilt brings
out the stories.”18

But this process, while highly individualized, also creates a collec-
tivity, one which is then mobilized as a political body in a complex and
contingent manner as the community created by the AIDS Quilt is called
upon to confront the political structures that have made its formation
necessary in the first place. The Quilt embodies a consciousness not just
of the political nature of commemoration, but of the political potential of
these acts as well. Individual memory itself is a political act in the cul-
tural work of the AIDS Quilt, but in gathering a collectivity, the Quilt
also creates political responsibilities.

Becoming American

Cleve Jones often tells of how he learned to quilt from his grandmother,
evoking a heartwarming image of cross-generational bonding that could
grace a Norman Rockwell cover of the Saturday Evening Post. Quilting in
America has always been a cultural practice filled with divergent social
meanings, from the calico quilts of travelers on the Oregon Trail to the
freedom quilts that marked the way stations of the Underground Rail-
road. Quilts have played a role in American collective memory and in the
nostalgia and romance of U.S. national mythology. But Jones’s vision is
largely an invented tradition. For most of U.S. history, quilting has been
ignored as just one among the many chores of the nation’s women. By
the mid–twentieth century, with mass-produced household items like
bedspreads cheaply available to all Americans, participation in quilting,
particularly in group settings such as quilting bees, had drastically de-
clined.19

The 1970s and 1980s saw a revival of quilting from two very different
points of origin. Feminists and women’s historians recovered the history
of women’s quilting work, while Reagan-era cultural nostalgia brought
a new interest in U.S. traditions of domesticity. In a culture with rapidly
shifting attitudes toward death, these developments were linked to
changes in the use of cultural creativity in therapeutic and grieving sit-
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uations. The odd convergence of these trends, and not solely the acci-
dental arrangement of placards on a wall, ensured that the most fa-
mous memorial to AIDS took the form of a patchwork quilt.20

Jones and his colleagues have always acknowledged this and have
often spoken of the Quilt’s dialogue with U.S. symbolism. In the origi-
nal design of the AIDS Quilt and in its accompanying literature, the
Names Project deliberately attempted to cast the Quilt in specifically
American terms in order to argue for the inclusion of AIDS into an arena
of national concern. Cleve Jones explained that he fervently wished to
“recapture traditional American values and apply them to [AIDS] too.”21

But what were those values? In a recent interview, Jones’s reflections re-
vealed both his hopes and his assumptions: “This is such a warm, com-
forting, middle-class, middle-American symbol. Every family has a
quilt; it makes them think of their grandmothers. That’s what we need:
We need all these American grandmothers to want us to live, to be will-
ing to say that our lives are worth defending.”22

Jones’s own frustration at many Americans’ avoidance of the AIDS
crisis motivated these claims for inclusion, but they were also based on
his belief that the gay community was not capable of responding to
AIDS on its own. In the political competition for the allocation of eco-
nomic and cultural resources to battle AIDS, the relationships between
Jones’s grandmothers, their grandsons, and their political representa-
tives would play a key role.

The attempt to describe AIDS activism and people with AIDS with an
American cultural vocabulary at the historical moment of the mid-
1980s may seem somewhat peculiar, given the ways that gay identity
spanned national boundaries and the global nature of the AIDS epi-
demic, visible even then. Many criticized the Quilt for precisely these
reasons, as well as for the “middle-class, middle-American” assump-
tions of its inventor. But we should think about these claims to nation-
hood not as rejections of gay identity politics or as evasions of the
global implications of AIDS, but—with a sensitivity to the historical
contexts out of which they arose—as challenges to a discourse of nation
and family that was particularly prevalent in the 1980s.

Claims for national inclusion had radical implications, given the
seemingly “un-American” nature of the disease in the cultural contexts
of the early 1980s. The post-1960s counterculture and the sexual revo-
lution had many opponents, but despite occasional victories like Anita
Bryant’s 1977 Save Our Children Campaign in Florida, members of
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“family values” groups seemed to pose little threat to the gay libera-
tionists of San Francisco’s Castro District and New York’s Greenwich
Village. By 1981, conservatives were in control, and they had a friend in
the White House. It was against this cultural backdrop that the Quilt’s
most public displays were set, and to great effect. Confrontations with
national symbols were drawn in the clearest strokes in AIDS Quilt dis-
plays on the Mall in Washington in October 1987, 1988, and 1992. Laid
out in the symbolic heart of U.S. political culture and cultural memory,
within view of the White House, the U.S. Capitol, and the Lincoln Me-
morial, the Quilt confronted the exclusions of U.S. political authority
and argued for the inclusion of people with AIDS into not just memorial
but political structures from which they had been left out. The connec-
tions between viewing the Quilt and participating in political protest
were also most direct at these moments, as activist Betty Berzon made
clear: “In the afternoon the sadness of the quilt experience gave way to
exhilaration as, under gray and overcast skies, the marchers stepped
off in an explosion of energy, shouting, singing, and chanting the rally-
ing cries of gay pride.”23

The silence of the Reagan and Bush administrations about these pub-
lic displays only solidified the community the Quilt created and the po-
litical stance it engendered. Whether or not the cultural history of the
1980s will be described as the Reagan era, the role of President Ronald
Reagan in the political, medical, and cultural history of the AIDS epi-
demic will always loom large. During the 1980s, many AIDS activists
condemned the Reagan administration for its silence on the issue of
AIDS; the president did not even mention the word “AIDS” publicly un-
til more than 21,000 Americans had already died of the disease.24

In fact, the power of Ronald Reagan and national conservatism as
mobilizing symbols may very well have been more central to AIDS and
gay activism than participants realized at the time. Certainly greater
funding, tolerance, and compassion might have come out of a presi-
dential administration led by Jimmy Carter, but in all likelihood not
much more, and the anger that catalyzed around the Reagan adminis-
tration is palpable in a wide range of historical and cultural artifacts
produced by people with AIDS in the early 1980s.25

It was not merely Reagan the president but Reagan the cultural sym-
bol to which AIDS activists responded. Following Reagan’s lead, con-
servatives of the 1980s asserted cultural power through their claim on
the definition of family. This struck particularly at gay men, who were
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often excluded from family structures or had rejected them in the midst
of the sexual revolution. Furthermore, conservatives often described
the nation in terms of the family, a connection that excluded those who
were, for whatever reasons, not part of conventional families.

Understandably wary of this discourse of family and nation, many
critics called into question the Names Project’s attempt to include peo-
ple with AIDS in the U.S. national imaginary. Marita Sturken feared
that this form of accommodation would allow the continued marginal-
ization of people with AIDS: “Notions of ‘patriotism’ and ‘family her-
itage’ implicit in the Quilt may simply backfire and act to rescript those
memorialized into a discourse of Americana in a country that continues
to view their deaths as less than tragic.”26 Yet this view underestimated
the radical nature of Jones’s project at a time when a claim to member-
ship in the American nation seemed all but off-limits to people with
AIDS. The makers and viewers of the Quilt challenged the hegemony of
cultural meaning over the discourse of the family, insisting that people
with AIDS were part of the national family and pointing out the con-
tradictions of exclusion. As Elinor Fuchs noted: “The Quilt, without an
ounce of apparent confrontation in its soft and comforting body, is a
hugely visual riposte to official culture’s fervent wish that AIDS would
just disappear. . . . Its association of gay sexuality with Reaganite cul-
tural mythology—the celebration of the rural American, family Ameri-
can, homemade American, nostalgic American—in effect forcing its
spectators to embrace in a single image what to many is an impossible
contradiction—this is no doubt the Quilt’s most brilliant and far-reach-
ing element of ironic masquerade.”27 The symbolic discourse sur-
rounding the nation and the family was reshaped by the memorial
work of the nation’s actual families, who created meaningful panels
and wrote touching letters showing that the connections of family
could—and did—continue to include gay men, people who used intra-
venous drugs, and other people with AIDS whose lives and identities
were stigmatized.28

Debates about the constituency of the AIDS Quilt and of AIDS ac-
tivism also took place in a struggle over the relationship between the
Quilt and the gay community. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, the
changing demographics of AIDS were impossible to ignore: The dis-
ease was disproportionately ravaging poor communities of color at the
same time that it continued to spread in overwhelmingly white, middle-
class, urban, gay neighborhoods. Some white gay AIDS activists felt
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that their organizations needed to expand their services and their polit-
ical mobilization efforts; others worried that attempting to reach every-
one in the category of “people with AIDS” would strain organizational
resources and efface both the special catastrophe that gay men lived
with and the responses that they had developed. These tensions were
aired nationwide in community papers, at City Council hearings, and at
political meetings and protest rallies. They also appeared in the Names
Project and raised challenges to the assumptions of many of the Quilt’s
founders.29

At times, in its search for national inclusion, Names Project staff con-
sciously played down the fundamentally gay nature of the organization.
In 1988, Cleve Jones stated publicly that “the Names Project is not a gay
organization. . . . To say we are would be a disservice to the thousands
of AIDS patients who are not gay, and it ignores the fact that during the
past two years, the majority of new cases are from the heterosexual pop-
ulation.”30 Jones’s disavowals of the Quilt’s close relationship to the gay
community were part of his larger aim of bringing the AIDS crisis to na-
tional attention through a symbolic language adapted to the main-
stream. “We very deliberately adopted a symbol and a vocabulary that
would not be threatening to nongay people,” said Jones. This rhetoric
made the Quilt’s inclusion in the U.S. cultural landscape easier for some
people to digest, a goal that Jones pursued at least in part for program-
matic political reasons. “[We] needed a strategy that would affect the
outside world, which clearly is going to decide whether we’re going to
survive.”31

But there were dissenting voices. Many critics claimed that the Names
Project’s efforts at cultural inclusion “de-gayed” the AIDS Quilt, effec-
tively erasing the contributions of the community out of which the
Quilt had grown. Robin Hardy was angered that “the Names Project . . .
has siphoned hundreds of thousands of dollars out of gay pockets, but
omits the word ‘gay’ in its literature and puts a photograph of a mother
and children on the cover of its commemorative booklet.”32 Activist
Eric Rofes thought that “de-gaying AIDS might bring more funding,
but isn’t the cost too high?” and Bay Windows, a lesbian and gay news-
paper in Boston, editorialized that “although . . . Cleve Jones is correct
when he says that nobody could walk around the Quilt and not be
struck by the gay community’s losses, that doesn’t mean that the current
trend among AIDS organizations to put gay men at the bottom of the
outreach heap is right.”33
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Jones and the leadership of the Names Project tried to balance several
goals: to challenge political and cultural exclusion, to make inclusion
possible, and to accommodate racial and sexual diversity. The use of
the language of Americanism, broad enough to contain many different
viewpoints, usually served Jones well. At other times, however, it did
not, particularly in the Names Project’s early encounters with African
American and Latino communities dealing with epidemic use of intra-
venous drugs as well as high rates of HIV-infection among gay men of
color. Arguments for the application of “American values” to the AIDS
crisis rang hollow in inner-city neighborhoods long ignored by white
America and its government. The AIDS Quilt itself often appeared jar-
ringly out of place, as the $3,000 cost of displaying the Quilt strained
communities and activist organizations that could barely mobilize funds
for AIDS education or health care. As one critic asked: “Is it a privilege
to be able to mourn in the middle of an epidemic?”34

Ongoing arguments by Jones and his colleagues for inclusion into
U.S. cultural mythology consistently ran up against the assumptions
embedded in how Names Project organizers had defined U.S. identity
and its possibilities. These difficulties were exacerbated as the Names
Project extended its work beyond its founding and core constituency of
white middle-class gay men to include the numerous other Americans
affected by AIDS, Americans whose understanding of and relationship
to myths of national identity were dramatically different from those of
Cleve Jones. So long as that project was conducted through rhetorical
manipulations by Names Project staff and other middle-class white ac-
tivists, it was bound to get stuck on its multiple and contradictory as-
sumptions. It succeeded in the democratic project of the Quilt itself,
when people with AIDS, panelmakers, and their families spoke out for
a broad definition of American identity, articulating thereby their place
in, and their vision of, U.S. nationalism.35

What Kind of Identity Politics?

Through its radically inclusive and democratic structure, the AIDS
Quilt accommodated multiple identities at the same time that it created
a collective one. In its earliest years, when AIDS was widely seen as a
foreign phenomenon visited upon people beyond the pale of the imag-
ined national community, the Quilt and its makers presented an argu-
ment for inclusion within that community and created an identity not
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just as people affected by AIDS, but more specifically as Americans af-
fected by AIDS. This form of identity politics—which was pursued not
just in the cultural work of the Quilt but in many other arenas as well—
had significant consequences for the political activism surrounding the
AIDS epidemic.

Criticism of the Names Project extended to the tone of its political
message. Viewers such as Douglas Crimp thought the AIDS Quilt did-
n’t go far enough, and that it could create political passivity rather than
consciousness. “Public mourning rituals may of course have their own
political force, but often they seem, from an activist perspective, indul-
gent, sentimental, defeatist.”36 Activists accused the Names Project of
failing to follow through on the more focused and didactic political po-
tential of the AIDS Quilt. “Does the quilt itself educate those in need of
information on how not to contract or spread HIV disease?” asked Rick
Rose, who argued in 1992 that the AIDS Quilt was a poor allocation of
already insufficient resources. “More than ten years into the epidemic,
the Quilt has taken on a life of its own . . . weighing 30.7 tons. That’s a
lot of quilt and a lot of time, money, and resources, all of which could be
spent in other ways. . . . To justify its tremendous costs, the quilt must be
used in a more proactive role if it is to continue.”37 Rose would likely
have preferred the approach of the radical AIDS activist group ACT UP,
which petitioned the Names Project in 1992 to use Quilt panels for an act
of civil disobedience; protesters had hoped to wrap George Bush’s va-
cation home with the Quilt to draw attention to the AIDS crisis.38

Activist critics demanded that the memorial confront and speak to
the U.S. public. But those who criticized the Quilt’s political program
were criticizing something that did not really exist. As Jones said in re-
sponse to political criticisms, “No one ever said the Quilt was the an-
swer.” Instead of providing a political answer, as traditional monuments
often do, the AIDS Quilt provided a political tool, enabling a politics that
reflected its vision of pluralism and its accommodation, not merely of
demographic difference, but of political diversity as well.39

Coming to terms with issues of activism and diversity in the Names
Project sheds light on broader trends of political culture after the 1960s.
The pursuit of identity politics in the United States in the 1980s must be
seen within long-term shifts in the modern West toward the expression
of political activism through what sociologists have called new social
movements. These social forces, as defined by Jürgen Habermas, are
thought to reflect new political conflicts which “no longer arise in areas
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of material reproduction. Rather, the new conflicts arise in areas of cul-
tural reproduction, social integration, and socialization. . . . In short, the
new conflicts are not sparked by problems of distribution, but concern
the grammar of forms of life.”40 Often involving cultural creativity, the-
ater, and performance, these movements’ contests and struggles have
concerned symbols and meanings more than issues of institutional ac-
cess and economic resources. The gay liberation movement of the 1970s,
which saw changes in lifestyle as fundamental challenges to the struc-
ture of power in society, clearly fits this model.

The movements formed by gay men in the 1980s in response to the
AIDS crisis at once confirm and challenge our understanding of new so-
cial movements. For many in the Names Project, the ties to earlier
movements were genealogical. Cleve Jones was himself a member of the
Gay Liberation Front and also active in San Francisco electoral politics
in the 1970s. “I got involved in 1980–81. . . . I had been an activist in the
gay liberation movement and had worked with Harvey Milk. To me
my activism was a natural outgrowth of my work in gay liberation, and
the early days were very much grassroots, ad hoc. . . . We were just gay
activists who were trying to alert our brothers.”41 Jones’s story mirrors
those of many other activists—particularly in New York and San Fran-
cisco—whose AIDS activism was of a piece with their ongoing commit-
ment to a gay and lesbian identity politics that matches Habermas’s
definition.42

Cultural politics was never the point of AIDS activism in the early
years of the epidemic. Funding, research, health care, and other ques-
tions about the allocation of scarce social resources headed the agenda.
But the circumstances of history had created a unique intersection of in-
terest-group politics and identity politics, of old and new social move-
ments.

In the 1980s, most commentators, particularly gay men in the hard-
est-hit communities, felt that the marginality and stigmatization of sex-
ual minorities allowed structures of government, health care, and the
media to ignore the devastation of the disease without voicing any
meaningful public response. But perhaps, in retrospect, another pattern
comes into view. The relatively sophisticated political organization of
segments of the gay community made it possible for AIDS to receive a
great deal of funding and a quick response from the public sector. Den-
nis Altman noted that “among the groups most affected by AIDS, only
the homosexuals have been able to mobilize and articulate political
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demands.” Furthermore, suggests Altman, the disease also mobilized
more gay men into activism—whether for narrowly tailored issues re-
lated to AIDS or to gay and lesbian rights more generally—than had
ever been involved in such movements before.43

If we consider AIDS next to other major health crises of the modern
era, the significance of already existing networks of gay politics is put
into sharp relief. Arriving in the middle of an era of identity-based pol-
itics, the AIDS epidemic taught that diseases create identities, even
when those identities overlap in the imagination of the so-called general
public with existing social categories such as gay men or drug users.
People with AIDS did not exist as a social category that could act in the
arenas of interest-group politics before the disease. Gay people did.
That there was a close correlation between the categories of gay men
and people with AIDS in the early years of the disease in the United
States meant that disease activism could take place at a much more
rapid and better-organized pace than any other disease activism in U.S.
(or world) history. Had gay men not already been organized as a polit-
ical and cultural body around their identities, they would not have
been able to mobilize politically and culturally specific responses to a
crisis that disproportionately affected them as a group.44

Critics of identity politics often suggest that its practice has led to nar-
row, fragmented, and selfishly oriented communities. Those who make
this suggestion should look seriously at the alliances formed in the 1980s
in the realms of AIDS volunteer service, AIDS education, and AIDS ac-
tivism. In the early days of the AIDS crisis, identity politics saved and
prolonged lives, not merely of the gay men whose identity politics fa-
cilitated a quick response to the emerging epidemic, but of all those af-
fected by AIDS who gained access to the institutions of medicine, poli-
tics, and culture established by gay men and their allies in the early
1980s.45

The AIDS Memorial Quilt was one of those institutions. Even as it
disavowed its gay identity, it created a cultural space for gay men who
were dealing with AIDS. Even as it spoke the language of power and na-
tionalism, it drew from and mobilized large numbers of gay men, their
families, and friends. But it was never “only” a gay project, so long as its
panels gave voice to the diverse constituencies of AIDS. On the eve of
the first Quilt display in New York City in 1988, Clarke Taylor, director
of New York’s Names Project chapter, expressed his hope that the Quilt
could bring unity in the response to the AIDS crisis: “For the first time
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in eight years, the city is going to be together on AIDS. It will be physi-
cally together, representationally together and, in the long run, politi-
cally together.” It was a utopian claim, more fantasy than reality. But it
had an element of truth to it.46

The Quilt put its cultural space to work for the purpose of political
mobilization. AIDS activism, particularly in the 1980s when research
funds were not forthcoming, differed from the new social movements
that Jürgen Habermas describes, in that debates did in fact concern
problems of resource allocation. That these problems could at times be
addressed by cultural products such as the AIDS Quilt, which has raised
more than $3 million for local AIDS service organizations at the same
time that it has addressed issues of cultural meaning and personal life,
only shows that identity politics was always related to areas of struggle
more traditionally defined as political in the case of AIDS activism.47

Thomas Yingling has suggested that AIDS “is the disease that an-
nounces the end of identity.”48 By this, he referred primarily to the uni-
versal experience of death even under highly differentiated experiences
of life. But the AIDS Memorial Quilt also demonstrates a reworking of
identity politics and resource politics. For a moment, the pursuit of a
politics of respectability, inclusion, and nationalism achieved a great
deal for people with AIDS, their families, and friends. Created in an era
in which notions of nationality and the family were tinged in reac-
tionary ways by the cultural conservatives who dominated politics and
the media, the Quilt ultimately claimed some aspects of those very no-
tions that supposedly excluded it. Did panelmakers do this out of ac-
ceptance of nationalist beliefs, as a self-conscious strategy of political ac-
tivism and fund-raising, or out of some postmodern quest for ironic
subterfuge? The Quilt panels, of course, in all the wild contradictions to
which they give voice, prevent us from choosing any one of those con-
clusions but force us to reckon with a politics that might conceivably al-
low us to do all three.

Postscript

If memory politics, identity politics, and resource politics were useful
tools in the early response to AIDS, they were a mixed blessing. AIDS ac-
tivism—dominated in the 1980s by white gay men raised in the Amer-
icanism of the 1950s, schooled in the politics of the 1960s, and liberated
by the sexual cultures of the 1970s—was predetermined by earlier pat-
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terns of political organization, for better and for worse. Through its ar-
ticulation of the AIDS crisis in a “nonthreatening” manner, the Names
Project succeeded in bringing the disease before a wide range of Amer-
icans who might have avoided the issue in the 1980s. But now that Newt
Gingrich and Miss America have appeared at Quilt displays and the
Names Project has received a grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts, it is perhaps time to rethink the relationship between nation-
alism and activism. In the year 2003, the Names Project is an actively in-
ternational organization dedicated to incorporating worldwide cultural
traditions of memory and quilting. With U.S. political and cultural in-
stitutions responding in at least a partial way to the concerns of Amer-
ican people with AIDS, a continued focus on U.S. national identity is
now quite simply not that radical. Furthermore, as the disease’s global
impact rears its ever uglier head, it is the formation of transnational cul-
tural and political responses that is desperately necessary now.49

The history of the formation and structure of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt tells a complex story of public and private, personal and political,
protest and acquiescence, inclusion and resistance. It also provides
some lessons for those who seek to extend the cultural and political re-
sponse to AIDS in the future. Any attempt to use the AIDS Quilt—and
its communities—to form an identity and craft a political program has
been made transparent by the panels themselves and the lives they re-
member. That is not a bad thing. On the contrary, that transparency is a
fundamental precondition of a democratic political program. Only a
recognition of the pluralism the Quilt embodies can allow its viewers a
critical appropriation of multiple and ambiguous traditions, one that
allows for and encourages collective identities that serve political ends,
but that is incompatible with predetermined and exclusionary bound-
aries of politicized identities.50

The men and women who confronted the AIDS epidemic in its early
years recognized these ambiguities. Sometimes they demanded inclu-
sion of the disease within one or another tradition. Sometimes they re-
sisted the assumptions of these traditions, or challenged their failures.
And at moments, they carried out acts of critical appropriation—by
making panels for the Quilt, by visiting it, and by opening their hearts,
wallets, and political imaginations to the lessons its panels taught. The
AIDS Memorial Quilt offers a valuable example of the reconciliation of
memory and politics in a pluralist society. Memorials must never aban-
don their duties in either the commemorative or political realms, but
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they can never substitute for our own participation in commemoration
and political action. In an era in which memory and identity are part
and parcel of the practice of every kind of politics, we cannot let politi-
cians—radical or conservative—decide what our memories mean. Nor
can we let our memories do our politicking for us.
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Carolyn Strange and Tina Loo

9 Holding the Rock
The “Indianization” of Alcatraz Island, 1969–1999

In the 1960s, an era of political turbulence and social upheaval,
popular rock and folk musicians expressed their hope that life in Amer-
ica would never be the same. When Bob Dylan declared, “The times,
they are a-changin’,” other musicians like the Chambers Brothers sang
about the need to act “today,” lest the chance for change might “slip
away.” Throughout the country, especially in hippie centers like San
Francisco, protest against the Vietnam War and calls for civil rights took
on an urgency that reached its peak in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In
the midst of those politically charged times, when radical transforma-
tion seemed imminent, American Indians also leapt into the limelight
by making their grievances known on an unlikely stage: Alcatraz, the
wind-swept island known as “the Rock,” where the Bureau of Prisons
had locked up what it claimed were America’s “toughest” criminals. Re-
jecting the old slogan that “Indians don’t demonstrate,” San Francisco
Bay Area Indians, many of them students, seized the island as “Indian
Land.” For these Native activists, the time had come to reclaim and re-
make the Island after more than a century of government occupation.1

These were not the first protesters to use Alcatraz to press indigenous
land claims. In 1964, a small group of Indian people had occupied the is-
land briefly to protest the official designation of the island as govern-
ment “surplus” property, rather than native land. Although they man-
aged to capture headlines, their occupation lasted only a few days, and
media attention quickly waned.2 The 1969 seizure of the Rock was a dif-
ferent story. In the name of “Indians of All Tribes,” protesters landed on
the abandoned island on November 20, 1969, and refused to leave. For
more than a year, occupiers drew mainstream media attention to the
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plight of Indian people: They made demands for Indian self-determi-
nation, set up housing, and ran a school and a health clinic. In short,
they made Alcatraz their home. Their welcome mat was huge red-let-
tered graffiti on the landing dock: “indians welcome” and “you are
on indian land.” Elsewhere on the island, political slogans and sym-
bols were painted over buildings where prisoners and guards had eked
out a tense and uneasy existence. Now vibrant messages and images of
liberation and protest (“Red Power” and a gargantuan red fist) gave the
site new meanings. Sarcastic graffiti above cells in the Main Cell Block
announced that the real prisoners ought to be Nixon, Agnew, and Alioto,
the San Francisco mayor who had provoked the protest after he cooked
up a deal for the city to sell Alcatraz to a commercial developer. In the
final days of the occupation in June 1971, numerous buildings were de-
stroyed by fire, and many were torn down after the federal government
reestablished control over the site.3 Yet much of the graffiti survived.
The Indians had been removed, but the words and pictures of their
groundbreaking and ground-claiming protest remained, leaving both a
tangible and symbolic resource for remembrance.

Thirty years after the occupation began, another remarkable event
took place. This time, Indians, many of them veterans of the occupa-
tion, had the government’s blessing to occupy the island. Native people
struck an Anniversary Planning Committee in 1998 and worked with
several other government agencies, commercial operators, and volun-
teers to hold a daylong celebration on Alcatraz Island in October 1999.
Millie Ketcheshawno, the events coordinator, explained that the day
was meant to “salute all of those brave, strong-hearted Warriors who
stood together and held the Rock for nineteen months. Their fight for
the rights of Native Peoples will be remembered.”4 The National Park
Service (NPS), the official caretaker of the island, agreed and actively en-
couraged the committee’s efforts and supported its objectives. Though
NPS general superintendent Brian O’Neill had, as we will see, previ-
ously rejected a permanent monument to the occupation on the island,
he embraced this one-day celebration: “This special cultural, musical
and educational event will help keep alive the importance of Alcatraz to
the Indian community, and to all people.”5

Native activists and historians agree that the occupation of Alcatraz
was a pivotal event in Indian political history. During the anniversary
celebrations, veterans and political allies imagined Alcatraz’s enduring
relevance in terms of a spark that lit the flame, or a stone that sent off
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ripples in a pond. Using similar metaphors, historians of the occupation
have underlined its importance. Troy Johnson describes the protest as a
“catalyst for change” without which the government might not have
rolled back the damaging “termination” policy.6 Paul Chaat Smith and
Robert Allen Warrior stress that Indian discontent and mobilization for
change had been brewing for a decade before the occupation. They too,
however, describe it as “a fulcrum, a turning point,” in Indians’ will to-
ward self-determination and in Americans’ consciousness of Indian
grievances. Whatever the metaphor, the consensus is that the occupation
was a place-making event that had made history.7

Looking back at a dramatic action and contextualizing it in relation to
events that preceded and followed it is a routine means of historical ex-
planation. Arguing, as many have, that the occupation of Alcatraz is
important historically does not explain why or how it has come to be re-
membered today, however. Such an argument is circular and relies on a
notion of inevitability, effectively side-stepping the necessity for critical
inquiry. Explaining public remembrance requires that one ask why and
how events are remembered. After all, it is always possible to forget, es-
pecially (as was the case with Alcatraz) if actions are unsanctioned or
embarrassing to the government of the day. And even when disturbing
events are later commemorated, sponsors may not present them in a
positive light.8

The prospect of future government-sanctioned celebrations of the oc-
cupation in cooperation with Native people was unthinkable in its im-
mediate aftermath. In federal authorities’ eyes, the occupiers were law-
less trespassers and vandals who had destroyed government property.
By the end of the occupation, the Indians were not heroes or martyrs in
the wider public’s mind, but troublemakers. An atmosphere of distrust
and suspicion descended over the two groups: one, the custodians and
site interpreters, and the other, Indian activists struggling to marshal
political gains out of apparent defeat. Once Alcatraz Island became a
park in 1973, representatives of the federal government, not the pro-
testers, presented the official storyline of Alcatraz, typically character-
izing the occupation to tourists as a frivolous or destructive action.9

Viewed in light of the legacy of political tension and continuing power
imbalances between Indians and the federal government, the thirtieth-
anniversary celebration on Alcatraz seems extraordinary, not inevitable.

Alcatraz’s protest graffiti, now faded and peeling, visually signal
how easily the memory of the occupation might have disappeared. Just
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as the natural forces of wind, rain, and saltwater have eroded the defi-
ant images painted on buildings during the occupation, so too can time
weaken memories of struggle. And as Holocaust scholars note, out-
right denial of the painful past is not uncommon.10 In this case, however,
the recollection of the occupation has become more, not less, vivid over
the past decade, and noble struggle, not tragedy or defeat, has become
the dominant motif in government-sanctioned commemorations. In-
deed, these messages have been packaged and preserved in a variety 
of forms, including tours, videos, guidebooks, and, most recently, graf-
fiti conservation and restoration projects. Troy Johnson suggests that
such support for and general interest in Alcatraz’s Indian history dem-
onstrates how “time may heal all wounds, but sometimes time needs
some help.”11

His observation neatly summarizes public historians’ wider argu-
ment that the past’s interpretation at public historic sites is neither fixed
nor pre-ordained.12 Instilling public memory is possible only when “a
shared need to remember what had not been remembered before” can
be created.13 In other words, key actors, making decisions and pressing
demands in the context of broader policy changes and shifts in political,
fiscal, and cultural climates, determine the possibility and character of
commemoration.

How, then, did Alcatraz emerge as an Indian place? From the point of
view of aboriginal people, particularly the Ohlone people who claim
the Rock as ancestral land, Alcatraz is, was, and will always be Indian
land. What we are tracing is not the true nature or legal status of Alca-
traz, but the ways in which its public interpretation has changed over
time, from the NPS’s stance of ignoring the occupation or presenting it
in a unfavorable light, to recent investments of time and resources into
the preservation of its memory as a place-changing event.

NPS agents were important players in this process, but they did not
act in isolation to bring about this change. In fact, two broad currents of
commemoration have flowed around the island over the past thirty
years, gathering the people, memories, and ideas that have shaped it
symbolically. One, which we might think of as internal and official,
originated with the NPS, both at the level of policy-making and grass-
roots interpretation initiatives. The other was external, the product of
unofficial actions by nonstate institutions and actors, including Indian
activists, occupation veterans, and academics. These two distinct cur-
rents converged around the Rock by the mid-1990s, leaving a more “In-
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dianized” island in their wake.14 Alcatraz visitors could thereafter en-
counter the island’s aboriginal past much more directly, as a result of the
systematic, concerted, and eventually joint efforts of the NPS and Native
Americans to commemorate the Indian occupation of 1969–71.

Alcatraz’s notoriety as a former prison site appealed to the fourteen
Bay Area urban Indian college students who planned the invasion. They
envisaged it as a kind of “street theatre”; as agitprop.15 Their choice of
place was symbolic as well as strategic. Claiming the site of America’s
most infamous prison guaranteed the occupiers national and interna-
tional attention, allowing them to make the point that all federal lands
and not just the Rock belonged to Native Americans. Moreover, for In-
dians of All Tribes, “America’s Devil’s Island” bore an uncanny resem-
blance to “the rez.” According to their proclamation, the site of the for-
mer penitentiary was “more than suitable for an Indian reservation, as
determined by the white man’s own standards”:

It is isolated from modern facilities, and without adequate means of
transportation.

It has no fresh running water.
It has inadequate sanitation facilities.
There are no oil or mineral rights.
There is no industry so unemployment is very great.
There are no health care facilities.
The soil is rocky and non-productive; and the land does not support

game.
There are no educational facilities.
The population has always exceeded the land base.
The population has always been held as prisoners and kept dependent

upon others.16

From the outset, Alcatraz’s preexisting reputation as a cruel place of-
fered an opportunity for activists to dramatize the plight of Indian peo-
ple; paradoxically it also presented the possibility to reimagine the
place as the home for American Indian rebirth and self-determination.

Growing support from Native and non-Native Americans across the
continent quickly transformed what began as a humorous and ironic
critique of U.S. Indian policy into a concrete model of what aboriginal
emancipation might look like. For many of the occupiers and their sup-
porters, the regeneration of Indian people came to be tied, symbolically
and actually, to a self-conscious remaking of Alcatraz Island. As one
participant told a gathering of the Indians of All Tribes in late 1969: “We
will not ever get anything till we make Alcatraz.”17 In that spirit, the is-
land’s inhabitants inscribed the Rock with more than two hundred
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pieces of graffiti. The occupiers also modified the Bureau of Prison’s
coat of arms above the entrance to the cell house so that the eagle sitting
on the Stars and Stripes shield wore a sign that said, “This land is my
land.” Later, someone painted the word “free” into the vertical red and
white stripes of the shield.18 “What an ironic twist of fate for an old
prison island with a grim and sadistic past,” recalled occupation veteran
Adam Fortunate Eagle. “In its heyday desperate men went to any ex-
treme, even certain death, to escape the island; in 1969 Indian people
were just as desperate to get onto the island to seek their freedom.”19

The process of appropriating and Indianizing Alcatraz involved more
than painting the island red.20 Most ambitious of all were the plans for
an All-Indian University and Cultural Complex on the site of the for-
mer prison, consisting of Thunderbird University, a cultural and eco-
logical center, and (tongue-in-cheek) a Bureau of Caucasian Affairs.
Thus, as central as the physical occupation of the island was to making
their point, holding the Rock also depended on other tactics of place
making, ranging from graffiti on the site itself to the proposed conver-
sion of the penitentiary into a cultural center, and parts of the guards’
quarters into classrooms.

In the face of overwhelming logistical, political, and economic odds,
these ambitious plans failed to materialize. Instead, in June 1971, nine-
teen months after the occupation began, federal marshals escorted the
last holdouts off the island and bulldozers were brought in. The de-
struction of burned-out buildings and the graffiti that adorned them
sent an unmistakable message about the island’s new identity. Having
sat by and watched while protesters forged pan-Indian identity and a
sense of collective protest against federal Indian policy, the government
suddenly flexed its muscles to “render the area ‘placeless.’”21 Whether
or not federal agents set fire to the buildings, as many Indians believed,
the razing of structures festooned with antigovernment graffiti literally
obliterated the occupiers’ sense of place and prepared the ground for Al-
catraz’s new role as a national park. In geographer Robert Rundstrom’s
opinion, the bulldozers conveyed “an unambiguous reassertion of fed-
eral authority and an unmaking of place.”22

Nonetheless, some of the graffiti remained, and destructiveness was
not the only government agenda. New traditions were in the making as
the site underwent its transition into a park, because NPS custodians
were mindful of the occupation’s political significance for Alcatraz’s his-
tory. While one branch of the state was erasing the remnants of the oc-
cupation, another was taking the first tentative steps toward recording
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it. From this perspective, it is difficult to characterize government ac-
tions as the straight “invention” of hegemonic views of the past. If any-
thing, the federal government’s actions were contradictory and com-
plex. Shortly after the last protesters left the island, the NPS sent in a
team of historical conservators to photo-document the graffiti.23 Though
some in the federal government may have hoped that the conservators’
photos could be used to build a legal case against the occupiers, the Park
Service’s involvement in this task (rather than that of the FBI or the San
Francisco police, for instance) confirms that at least one state agency had
a sense at the time of the occupation’s historical importance. On this oc-
casion, at least, the government’s “memory work” produced a record of
an illegal action that created a resource for possible future commemo-
ration.

The NPS’s concern about recording occupation graffiti grew out of its
earlier move to establish a framework for Alcatraz’s interpretation as a
nationally significant site with a multifarious history. In preparation for
its proposed takeover of the island, the NPS undertook a study of the is-
land’s potential as a park. Called “A New Look at Alcatraz,” it was re-
leased shortly after the occupation began. Ironically, the document pro-
posed that the Rock be made into a federal park that acknowledged the
site’s Indian history.24 In March 1970, federal negotiators tried to use
that concept of a park with “maximal Indian qualities” to convince In-
dians of All Tribes to end their protest.25 Indian negotiators testily re-
jected the proposal, insulted at the idea of handing over Alcatraz only 
to see it turn into a tasteless Indian theme park. As the occupation wore 
on, the protesters’ resolve hardened and NPS’s early keenness to fore-
ground native history at the site softened. Despite the agency’s prompt
action to document the graffiti, it did not follow through on its plan to
interpret Alcatraz’s Indian history once the island became part of the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) in 1973. By this point,
public sympathy for the occupation had gone up in smoke, along with
some of the island’s buildings. The possibilities for presenting Alcatraz
as Indian land seemed remote, as NPS policy makers defined the is-
land’s historical importance solely with reference to Spanish explo-
ration as well as military, transportation, and prison history.26

Although a formal legislative framework for the recognition of In-
dian history at national historic sites was in place when Alcatraz opened
as a park, it did not result automatically in the interpretation of the oc-
cupation. The original National Park Service Act of 1916 committed the
federal government to acknowledge and preserve the aboriginal past on
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the lands under its jurisdiction, and the 1966 National Historic Preser-
vation Act had reconfirmed that commitment. Despite these legislative
imperatives, however, the NPS had a poor track record in this regard.
For much of the twentieth century, the agency ignored aboriginal claims,
treaties, and patterns of customary use in acquiring and administering
park lands. Only active resistance on the part of a number of tribal
groups in the 1960s and 1970s forced the NPS to revisit its policies re-
garding resident peoples in national parks and to adopt a more cultur-
ally sensitive approach to managing the land under its stewardship, in-
cluding developing interpretive programming that would highlight the
history of its first occupants.27

By the 1970s, the NPS began to take more seriously its responsibilities
to present Indian history in its park interpretation at sites with historic
tribal presence. But here, Alcatraz posed a problem. Because the occu-
piers were urban Indians, many of them relocatees from distant reser-
vations, and because the event in question had occurred in the very re-
cent past, the occupation did not square with the NPS’s conception of
authentic aboriginal history, that is, something that involved indigenous
peoples engaging in activities tied to ancestral lands.28 Furthermore, the
very radicalism of the pan-Indian ethos at Alcatraz meant that there was
no single tribal group with whom the NPS might have worked through
official channels. Nevertheless, in incremental and informal ways, the
climate of concern about aboriginal history on Alcatraz did begin to
warm by the 1980s at a grassroots level.

The impetus to commemorate the occupation came from Alcatraz
staff members, not as a result of concrete directives from on high. Al-
though long-serving rangers note that the atmosphere for interpreting
the island’s aboriginal history became more favorable in the 1980s, they
agree that it was individual rangers, working in an ad hoc fashion and
operating under the freedom granted to them to develop programs,
who took the first real steps.29 Initially, rangers drew on their own
knowledge of the event, supplemented by sporadic research under-
taken in their spare time. Despite their best efforts, throughout the
1970s and early 1980s, a lack of resources and a reluctance on the part of
Native Americans to help the NPS package that part of the island’s his-
tory for public consumption meant that programming was slow to de-
velop.

As the twentieth anniversary of the occupation approached, two fac-
tors internal to the NPS promoted the official Indianization of Alcatraz
beyond what had been achieved informally. A new interpretive pro-
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spectus for Alcatraz, issued in 1987, emphasized the need to present the
multiple histories of the island in a way that would better reflect the cul-
tural diversity of the U.S. population. Programming that highlighted Al-
catraz’s aboriginal history would fit the bill perfectly and would also
meet the NPS’s new Native American Relationships Management Pol-
icy, promulgated the same year, which deemed that the agency would
“actively promote tribal cultures as a component of the parks them-
selves.”30 Rangers found themselves with more time to develop just
such initiatives, for 1987 also saw the inauguration of an audiotaped
prison cell-house tour, something that freed them to engage in other in-
terpretive activities. Interest among rangers to develop specialized pro-
grams was high, and research began in earnest. The result, twenty years
after the occupation began, was the first specialized tour, provocatively
titled “Alcatraz Is Indian Land.”31 Taking their cues from the graffiti that
remained on the site, rangers illustrated how Indians had rendered Al-
catraz into a place of hope, defiance, and struggle.

Still, barriers to a fuller interpretation of the occupation remained.
The Bay Area Native community remained largely distrustful of the
Park Service and continued to refuse overtures from Alcatraz staff to
help expand interpretive programs. Their reluctance was understand-
able, as Ranger Craig Glassner recalls: “After all, we were the bad guys,
the guys in uniform; we were the government.”32 Moreover, when Na-
tive Americans did organize to commemorate the occupation, their pro-
posals received what might easily have been interpreted as a bureau-
cratic brush-off from the NPS’s higher administration. Although he
acknowledged the symbolic importance of the occupation, GGNRA
general superintendent Brian O’Neill rejected a 1990 proposal of the
Native American Alcatraz Indian Project to erect “The Spirit Keeper,” a
permanent monument to the events of 1969–71. As he told occupation
veteran Adam Fortunate Eagle, as well as two non-Native supporters of
the project, a “visual monument” would compromise the interpretive
balance on the island. Not only did the NPS have to put forward an ob-
jective interpretation of Alcatraz’s history, but also it had the responsi-
bility to “present all aspects of the island’s scenic and natural as well as
historic qualities. We feel a statue or monument would overshadow the
incredible diversity of the island’s 22 acres.” The Park Service did not,
he insisted, “want to allow one theme to dominate the others.”33

For O’Neill, achieving an interpretive equilibrium on the island also
involved maintaining a balance of interpretive power. It was not just 
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a question of what histories were told, but who got to tell them. The
general superintendent noted that the agency already allowed one Na-
tive American group to commemorate the occupation independently.
Each November, the International Indian Tribal Council conducted its
annual UnThanksgiving sunrise ceremony without input from the
NPS, and that, he intimated, was enough.34 Any additional recognition
of the 1969–71 period would have to be the result of a cooperative effort
between the NPS and Native Americans.35

Equally disappointing for some rangers was the typical visitor’s man-
ifest lack of interest in the island’s aboriginal history. Since its opening,
the mystique of Alcatraz, carefully cultivated by J. Edgar Hoover in or-
der to appear tough on crime, whetted visitors’ appetite and lured them
to walk in the footsteps of famous criminals.36 As former ranger John A.
Martini put it: “Many folks, if you try to talk to them about the Indian
story, especially before you’ve told them about Al Capone, they’ll tune
you out completely.”37 Those who tuned in were frequently hostile, ac-
cusing Indians of All Tribes of being vandals who had destroyed and
defaced government property. Ironically, the Indians’ peaceful occupa-
tion inspired condemnation among non-Native visitors, whereas the ex-
ploits of notorious murderers and kidnappers who had been imprisoned
in the cell house seemed unquestionably worthy of commemoration.38

If the visiting public could have dictated the stories told at Alcatraz, the
occupation would never have been placed in a positive light.

Peevish tourists did not halt efforts to Indianize the island’s inter-
pretation, however. Rangers committed to the ideal of public education
felt sufficiently committed to continue their efforts to commemorate the
occupation. In the meantime, Congress passed legislation that required
the NPS to revise its thematic framework “to reflect current scholarship
and represent the full diversity of America’s past.”39 Small gestures sig-
naled that park management was finally prepared to add Indian history,
and the occupation in particular, to the palette of Alcatraz stories. In
1992, the Golden Gate National Park Association published Adam For-
tunate Eagle’s memoirs Alcatraz! Alcatraz! and made them available for
purchase at the Alcatraz bookshop. Two years later, in 1994, NPS em-
ployees developed an official web site that identified and explored the
occupation as one of the four major interpretive themes on the island
(the others being its penitentiary, military, and natural histories).40

Working with professional historians, the NPS completed its revi-
sion of the thematic framework for historical interpretation in all na-
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tional parks in 1994. Unlike the previous effort, in 1987, to diversify the
interpretation of national parks, this thematic overhaul was touted as a
radical reconception of the U.S. past. Academic historians and an NPS
working group came up with its revisions at a time when Americans
were engaged in a rancorous debate over the content and purpose of
history. Precipitated by an attempt to set voluntary national standards
for the teaching of the discipline in public schools, the 1994 “history
wars” sent reverberations through the country’s universities, galleries,
museums, and parks, as well as its Senate chambers.41 On one side was
an influential group of academic historians who criticized the orthodox
approach to U.S. history, in which the journey from the past to the pres-
ent was a tale of progress marked by great events and great (white,
more often than not) men. “American history has been remade,” an-
nounced historian Eric Foner in 1991, because the social movements of
the 1960s and 1970s had “shattered the consensus vision that had dom-
inated historical writing.”42 On the other side were prominent conser-
vative politicians, bureaucrats, and pundits like Pat Buchanan, Lynne
Cheney, and Rush Limbaugh, who denounced such views as “political
correctness,” arguing that the principal role of history wherever it was
taught was to preserve tradition and instill patriotism.43

Mindful of both Foner’s critique and the conservative reaction to it,
the working group determined that national park interpretation had to
be “remade,” albeit carefully. Alcatraz’s identity as a place where one of
America’s protest movements had originated made it a prime site for
the interpretation of one of the working group’s new proposed sub-
themes: “creating social institutions and movements.” Based on the un-
derstanding that “why people organize to transform their institutions
is as important to understand as how they choose to do so,” the occu-
pation could be interpreted as a significant event, which “influenced
American history but did not produce permanent institutions.”44 Thus,
although Indians of All Tribes did not achieve its principal goal of re-
claiming ownership of Alcatraz, the occupiers’ bid for liberation and
self-determination, a militant action once condemned by state authori-
ties, could now be incorporated as an important incident in the nation’s
history.

In doing so, however, the NPS was careful to leaven the story of
American Indian dispossession and oppression in a manner that would
deflect charges from the Right of political correctness. That balancing act
is evident in the Alcatraz curriculum guide developed by rangers
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working in the educational arm of the Park Service. Unlocking Alcatraz
(1994) highlights how the Indian occupation can help students to un-
derstand Americans’ “ongoing struggle to define freedom.”45 Successful
implementation of the NPS’s curriculum guide will not only incorporate
the occupation into the politically palatable story of the struggle for
American freedoms, but also transform students’ sense of Alcatraz as a
place without transforming the place per se, in the way a permanent
monument or recognition of aboriginal sovereignty would.

In another of its bids to shake up historical conventions, the working
group stressed that indigenous peoples not be relegated to the distant
past. At the Golden Gate National Park, this concern, in conjunction
with statutory imperatives, translated into greater efforts to involve
aboriginal people in park interpretation. When NPS archaeologists dis-
covered the remains of Bay Area Ohlone/Costanoan tribal groups dur-
ing the 1998 excavations of Crissy Field (a part of the GGNRA on the
shoreline close to Alcatraz), the NPS and local Indian people began to
forge formal relationships.46 As archaeologists described their efforts to
consult with indigenous peoples on the project: “It wasn’t all absolutely
perfect but it is a developing and productive dialogue which never ex-
isted in the park before.”47 On a more casual basis, rangers also solicited
Indian people’s opinions on park policy. For instance, at a pow-wow
held with NPS approval on Alcatraz in 1997, attendees learned that
plans were underway to document and stabilize occupation graffiti on
the site. As the survey form explained: “We need the help of individu-
als who participated in the occupation of Alcatraz in making decisions
about how best to preserve the graffiti.”48 By the time the thirtieth anni-
versary of the occupation came around, the NPS was prepared not only
to acknowledge Alcatraz’s Indian history but also to encourage Indian
people to participate in its retelling.

The NPS was neither the sole nor even the chief architect of Alcatraz’s
“Indianization,” however. As it happened, rising academic interest in
documenting the occupation’s history, along with veterans’ growing
willingness to tell their stories publicly, added Indian voices to the site’s
interpretation. Site interpretation of the occupation could have pro-
ceeded without Indian involvement, but these complementary changes
external to the agency lent NPS interpretive shifts greater legitimacy.
Rather than orchestrating public memory of the event, the NPS oper-
ated largely in a reactive mode, allowing government outsiders and his-
torical insiders the freedom to determine how and by whom the occu-
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pation story would be told on the island. The Indianization of Alcatraz,
while buoyed by broader NPS policy objectives, became possible only af-
ter a series of separate, independent, and unofficial initiatives to re-
member the occupation occurred in its wake. It is to those that we now
turn our attention.

Indian efforts to apply the lessons of the occupation began almost
immediately after the last Native Americans were removed from the
Rock in 1971. Although the American Indian Movement (AIM) had been
formed in 1968, the spirit of the “Alcatraz–Red Power movement”
shifted the organization’s direction, transforming it into a more radical
and nationally active organization.49 It was only after AIM’s leaders had
spent time on the island that they “realized the possibilities available
through demonstration and seizure of federal facilities.”50 Occupation
veterans, among other AIM members, seized the Mayflower II in Ply-
mouth, Massachusetts, in November 1970 and went on to occupy the
Bureau of Indian Affairs Washington offices in 1971. As well, former Al-
catraz “warriors” participated in the “Trail of Broken Treaties” March
in 1972, the stand-off with the FBI at Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge
Reservation in 1973, and the Longest Walk on Washington in 1978. By the
end of the decade, more than seventy Native demonstrations or occu-
pations conducted to protest injustices and to demand redress had taken
place across the country.51 Although AIM captured more headlines over
the decade, Indians of All Tribes had been the first to seize the nation’s
attention. While these other important actions were significant moments
in the Red Power movement’s history in the 1970s, the occupation’s pi-
oneering status, and Alcatraz Island itself, accrued unique significance
in activists’ memories.

Subtler forms of Native activism also helped to ensure that Indian
people would honor the memory of Alcatraz as an Indian place. In an
era of student radicalism and curriculum reform, Alcatraz veterans,
many of whom had been students during the occupation, took up lead-
ership roles as educators in the postoccupation era. In the spirit of the
Indians of All Tribes’ Proclamation, Native Americans renewed their
demands for more culturally relevant and sensitive curricula and edu-
cational institutions to meet their needs. The decade between Alcatraz
and the Longest Walk witnessed the establishment of American Indian
studies centers at more than one hundred U.S. universities, as well as
nearly two dozen reservation community colleges.52 Thunderbird Uni-
versity may not have been built on Alcatraz, as Indians of All Tribes
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had wished, but many versions of it rose from the ashes of the occupa-
tion, its closest analogue being Denagawide-Quetzalcoatl University.
“D-Q U” was established in 1971 on abandoned federal government
lands near Davis, California, the result of a successful Indian occupation
by Alcatraz veterans, among others. One of the first courses on offer
was two-time occupation veteran Grace Thorpe’s “Seminar in Surplus
Land,” a primer in “securing [federal] surplus land for educational and
health purposes.”53 Commemorating the occupation became, in part, a
matter of curriculum planning and collecting college credits, as well as
constructing barricades.

At the same time, Indian people continued to visit Alcatraz to keep its
memory alive. Without the approval of NPS personnel (and arousing
the suspicion of FBI agents, according to one ranger), small groups of
Native people began to commemorate the occupation in visitation ritu-
als soon after the occupation ended.54 In this unsanctioned fashion,
memories gathered at the site, condensing on Alcatraz as successive cer-
emonies memorialized the event. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Na-
tive people privately marked UnThanksgiving Day, as they had in the
early days of the occupation, while rangers and tourists looked on from
a distance. In another ceremony, this one designed to garner public at-
tention, AIM chose the island in 1978 as the starting point for the Long-
est Walk, a protest march to Washington that called attention to unan-
swered demands for fairness and justice toward American Indians. By
that point, the NPS did not interfere with these unofficial commemora-
tions but participated merely by having rangers escort Indians to and
from their chosen ceremonial site. Meanwhile, from a distance, Park Po-
lice disguised as curious tourists still kept their eyes and telephoto
lenses trained on the celebrants.55 While Indians clearly remained com-
mitted to memorializing the occupation on the site where it occurred,
the possibility of NPS-Indian cooperation remained remote well into the
1980s.56

Nevertheless, institutional and informal ritualistic frames for the rev-
erential recollection of the occupation kindled Alcatraz’s spirit in indi-
viduals who later became prominent figures in Native politics and
protest. Occupation veteran Wilma Mankiller, who became the Chero-
kee Nation’s first female chief, credits Alcatraz with renewing her com-
mitment to her people. “Ironically,” she recalls, “the occupation of Al-
catraz, a former prison, was extremely liberating for me. As a result, I
consciously took a path I still find myself on today as I continue to work
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for the revitalization of tribal communities.”57 Although jailed Indian ac-
tivist Leonard Peltier was in Seattle at the time, laying claim to surplus
federal lands, he points to it as one of the keys to his politicization.58

Joseph Myers, a Bay Area student during the occupation, went on to be-
come the director of the National Indian Justice Center. As he reflected:
“Alcatraz encouraged young people to become themselves, as opposed
to hiding their Indianness. Alcatraz changed things.”59

More broadly and fundamentally, the occupation led many Native
Americans, even those who had never set foot on Alcatraz, to embrace
their identities as aboriginal peoples again. Navajo Lenny Foster recalls
that Alcatraz “gave me back my dignity and gave Indian people back
their dignity.”60 According to La Nada Boyer, who had been a student
leader during the occupation, “Alcatraz was symbolic in the rebirth of
Indian people. We were able to raise, not only the consciousness of other
American people, but our own people as well.”61 The graffiti is the most
visible evidence of both the occupation and its intangible inspirational
qualities for Native people. In response to the Alcatraz survey question,
“What significance did the graffiti have for you then, and in what ways
is it meaningful to you now?” each of the veterans who responded men-
tioned its enduring capacity to instill pride. As one woman declared:
“It shows and proves that the occupation is validated. It was and is an
important part of history and should be maintained for future refer-
ence.”62

These two distinct currents of remembrance—one bureaucratic and
largely white, the other unofficial and mainly aboriginal—might have
remained divided by distrust, or they may have drifted together over
time. What did bridge the gulf of mutual suspicion was academic in-
terest in the occupation. When Troy Johnson decided in 1991 to study
the occupation for his Ph.D., his decision to rely largely on veterans’
oral histories had profound repercussions for the Indianization of Al-
catraz. Encouraging former occupiers to tell their stories reactivated
individuals’ memories and simultaneously helped to forge a sense of
collective memory among those who had actually been there. By artic-
ulating private memories with public remembrance, Johnson’s work
reinvested Alcatraz with special meaning for Indian people.63

Motivated by a sense of the larger historical importance of what they
had done on Alcatraz, many former occupiers were ready to reenter the
public forum and remake Alcatraz by memorializing it. A generation af-
ter the occupation, they no longer used graffiti to convey their mes-
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sages. Instead, a number wrote memoirs of the occupation, which were
published, along with a number of academic papers, in a special issue 
of the American Indian Culture and Research Journal to mark the occupa-
tion’s twenty-fifth anniversary in 1994. The same year also saw their
participation in the first public celebration of the occupation, an event
held in conjunction with the start of AIM’s long walk for justice, a
march on Washington inspired by the incarceration of Leonard Peltier.
Every year since, the International Indian Treaty Council, a branch of
AIM, has held public sunrise ceremonies and UnThanksgiving pow-
wows to mark the occupation and its legacy, events that draw growing
numbers of occupation veterans and indigenous peoples from around
the world to Alcatraz.64

Recognizing that remembrance could be framed not just textually as
written memoirs or seasonally in the annual UnThanksgivings, but also
filmically, Native Americans harnessed the power of the documentary
to their cause in the years after the twenty-fifth anniversary. Working
with the National Park Association’s Jon Plutte, independent Native
filmmaker Jim Fortier and academic Troy Johnson, many occupation
veterans recorded their remembrances of the events of 1969–71. The re-
sult was We Hold the Rock, a twenty-eight-minute video completed in
1998 and permanently installed on Alcatraz Island. With minimal nar-
ration, the film recounts the occupation from the perspective of those
who participated in it and illustrates the story with contemporary pho-
tographs and news footage of the event. In many ways, We Hold the
Rock perpetuates occupation and objectives: It is a direct outcome of the
heightened consciousness and changed political landscape the occu-
piers helped forge, and it flags the enduring Indian identity of Alcatraz,
something Indians of All Tribes was at pains to underscore. Moreover,
the video continues the alternative educational work central to the oc-
cupiers’ purpose, for We Hold the Rock has been adopted for use in the
California school system.65

Building on the success of We Hold the Rock, Fortier, Plutte, Johnson,
and occupation veteran Millie Ketcheshawno formed a private produc-
tion company and produced a feature-length documentary independent
of the National Park Service, released February 1999 to mark the thirti-
eth anniversary. Entitled Alcatraz Is Not an Island, the film explores the
occupation’s legacy, showing how its transformative powers touched all
Native Americans and even pushed a reluctant government bureau-
cracy into action.66 Producing both the video and the documentary
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gathered the memories of Native American occupiers and government
officials around the site, just as watching it draws a new generation of
people into an interpretive process that Indianizes Alcatraz. The film-
makers hope that, like the event thirty years ago, their version of the oc-
cupation gains national attention, showing non-Native Americans that
for aboriginal peoples, Alcatraz stands as a “rock prison of liberation,”
testimony to the power of collective action.67

The occupation of Alcatraz might have turned out very differently.
Native people could have interpreted it as a failure. The federal gov-
ernment might have obliterated all evidence that protesters had once
made it Indian land. And the passage of time could have made it diffi-
cult to recall the event. As Paul Chaat Smith and Robert Warrior wrote
in 1996: “For most of those who did not directly experience the surge of
activism it has all but faded from memory. If it is recalled at all, it is as
a series of photojournalistic images of Indians with bandannas and ri-
fles.”68 Well-publicized and popular events like the thirtieth-anniver-
sary celebration, featuring ceremonies to honor Alcatraz warriors and
speeches from veterans about their experiences, are proving them
wrong.69 And so are NPS-led efforts to preserve the occupation’s visible
traces. In 1997, the documentation and assessment of all existing graffiti
began, and by 1999, it was completed. That a fine art conservator was
hired to help stabilize images that were slapped up in the heady mo-
ments of a political action confirms the reverential treatment that the oc-
cupation has come to receive on Alcatraz.70 The expression of political
beliefs on the Rock not only changed people’s consciousness—first, In-
dians’, and much later the NPS’s—but also transformed the place itself.
As Indians of All Tribes spokesperson Richard Oakes declared during
the occupation: “Alcatraz is not an island.”71 His words proved to be
prophetic. The ritualistic recollection of the occupation over the past
thirty years has sanctified the island in the same way that memorials to
fallen soldiers sanctify battle sites.72 As sometimes happens in dynamic
processes of public remembrance, yesterday’s rebels can become to-
day’s martyrs and heroes.

In spite of these symbols and gestures of cooperation between the
NPS and Native peoples, for most of the visiting public, Alcatraz’s
identity remains closely tied to its prison past. The persistent undertow
of U.S. Penitentiary Alcatraz and its flamboyant Hollywood dramatiza-
tions draws visitors by the millions. While some may learn about the oc-
cupation during their visits, either by taking a special tour or by watch-
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ing We Hold the Rock, public memory of the occupation and its ongoing
political meanings continues to flicker in the shadows cast by gangsters
and movie stars.

Even at the level of government policy, the NPS’s recognition of the
occupation’s national significance and its commemoration has not trans-
lated into concrete action by other agencies on aboriginal issues. Indeed,
many activists point out that despite the gains they have made with fed-
eral agencies like the NPS, Indian grievances are, in fact, much lower on
the nation’s political agenda today than they were in the early 1970s,
even though Indians continue to struggle against racism and injustice.73

As one respondent to the graffiti survey somberly defined the occupa-
tion’s significance: “We stood united, it was our Declaration of Inde-
pendence then and now. But nothing much has changed for us.”74

For Ohlone leader Rosemary Cambra, the Indianization of Alcatraz is
particularly bittersweet. Though supportive of events like the thirtieth-
anniversary celebration and proud of what Alcatraz has come to mean
for aboriginal peoples around the world, Cambra argues that Alcatraz
is, fundamentally and above all else, an island. It is a part of Ohlone ter-
ritory, not a symbol of either America’s prison past or the power of pan-
Indianism. Challenging both Native and non–Native American claims
to Alcatraz at the thirtieth-anniversary celebration, Cambra clarified
what the island meant to her. “I am considered an aboriginal leader,”
she stated. “This is my land. But I am homeless, landless. And I pose this
question to all of you. Will you help me? Will you help me in my strug-
gle of reclaiming my land?”75 Pleas like these underline indigenous
people’s ongoing struggles for acts of restitution, not just moving cere-
monies. The gap between reverential remembrance and reparation re-
mains vast.
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Kitty Krupat

10 Out of Labor’s Dark Age
Sexual Politics Comes to the Workplace

In October 1995, John Sweeney was elected to head the na-
tion’s labor federation. A coup engineered from within the AFL-CIO by
an oppositionist cadre bent on ousting the administration of Lane Kirk-
land,1 Sweeney’s victory was widely regarded as a repudiation of forty
years of conservative leadership under Kirkland and his predecessor,
George Meany. To mark the first anniversary of this event, a group of
historians organized a labor teach-in at Columbia University in October
1996. It drew nearly two thousand participants, a mixed crowd of leftist
intellectuals and progressive trade unionists, coming together in a spirit
of celebration and rapprochement. The teach-in was explicitly future
oriented, but implicitly it was also an homage to an earlier moment 
in labor history, when factory workers and intellectual workers might
meet at a union hall or on a picket line.

This is the period Michael Denning has called the “Age of the CIO.”
Breaking away from the American Federation of Labor, the Congress of
Industrial Organizations undertook mass industrial organizing cam-
paigns in the 1930s and 1940s that brought many thousands of immi-
grant workers, people of color, and women into unions. Along with auto
workers and meat packers came professionals and semi-professionals
in the burgeoning communications industries, such as film and radio.
This intellectual and social mix was stirred not only by an activist cadre
of socialists and communists within the CIO, but also by an alliance of
intellectuals and cultural workers Denning defines as a cultural front.2

In this atmosphere, a concept of social unionism developed that was still
an ideal for many who joined the labor teach-in at Columbia. Distanced
from labor in the Meany-Kirkland era, they now wished to reassert an
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alliance between labor and intellectuals. Timely as well as visionary, the
Columbia teach-in gave voice to these ambitions.

The teach-in has justly earned its referential status. That said, it was
not without its contradictions or its moments of historical amnesia. On
opening night, an array of labor luminaries and academic celebrities sat
front and center on the stage. Behind them, a group of clerical workers
from Barnard College sat mutely, like so many actors in a tableau vivant.
Members of the United Automobile Workers union, they had just won
a bitter six-month strike against the college, a Columbia University af-
filiate. Midway through the proceedings, the philosopher Richard Rorty
rose to deliver a stinging critique of New Left movements in the 1960s
and 1970s. The failures of identity politics in this period, he maintained,
were largely responsible for a vitiated Left in the following decades.3

Rorty’s remarks drew an audible hiss from some members of the audi-
ence. Silently, I took offense myself. In the presence of these Barnard
workers, Rorty’s remarks seemed incongruous, even rude.

In 1974, fresh from the antiwar movement, I had joined the organiz-
ing staff of District 65. The Barnard workers—a markedly diverse group,
with women and people of color in the majority and a significant num-
ber of openly gay members—were already there. They had organized
into District 65 in 1973, at the height of New Left social activism. They
were not an anomaly but among thousands of office and professional
workers in both public and private sectors—mainly women and people
of color—who were unionizing on the heels of identity-based political
movements. Many new union leaders who emerged from these organ-
izing campaigns had been through basic training in New Left move-
ments. Though we did not theorize it this way, we apprehended class as
a category that had been reconfigured by identity politics of the Sixties
and Seventies. From our shop-floor perspective, class appeared much as
labor historian Daniel Walkowitz has argued that it is: an amalgam of
identities, including race and gender along with economic position.4

I have begun with recollections of the Columbia teach-in because it
was among the first public forums for a discussion about the future of
U.S. labor at what many believed was an auspicious moment. This dis-
cussion, which continues to this day, turned out to be a retrospective
analysis as well as a prognostication.5 What emerged was a new dis-
course of pro-unionism, cast as a narrative whose historical analogues
are the dark ages and the renaissance. It usually begins something like
this: “Organized labor, awakening from its quarter-century ‘era of stag-
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nation,’ finds itself, Rip Van Winkle–like, in a world transformed. While
labor slept. . . .”6

This example is taken from “Labor’s Day: The Challenge Ahead,” an
important essay by Jeremy Brecher and Tim Costello published—along
with seven responses—in the September 1998 Nation magazine. For
good reasons, the authors chose to discuss the industrial sector and the
challenges John Sweeney continues to face as labor struggles to rebuild
its traditional base in the new century. In that connection, the deep-
sleep metaphor works. The service sector is another story, however, one
that is missing from Brecher and Costello’s account. Most likely, they
omitted it in order to focus more sharply on their particular subject. Yet
the service sector is where most Americans are employed and where
unions have organized, even in the doldrums of a quarter century. Ser-
vice workers in all their diversity and all their identities are left out
when Brecher and Costello delineate a “reconfigured working class.”
They map this new working class along geographical and economic
lines, with race factored in tangentially. Gender and sexuality are virtu-
ally absent from their argument.7

Social identity is present to some extent in contemporary debate
about the future of organized labor. It is prominent, for example, in State
of the Union: A Century of American Labor, the latest work of historian Nel-
son Lichtenstein.8 Nevertheless, the subject is easily sidelined or muted.
This can happen even in the most innovative analysis. Take, for exam-
ple, a wonderful collection of essays entitled A New Labor Movement for
a New Century. In the introduction, editor Gregory Mantsios asks the big
question: “Why did a labor movement that was so vibrant, massive and
capable of bringing about fundamental change in the 1930s and 1940s be-
come virtually moribund in the 1980s and 1990s?”9 Twenty-one com-
mentators in this very excellent volume provide thoughtful answers to
that question and offer prescriptions for a healthy labor movement in
the twenty-first century. Four essays, focusing specifically on women
and people of color, are grouped under the heading “Diversity and In-
clusion.” Segregating the topic in this way inadvertently implies that
“diversity and inclusion” may be separated from the larger discussion
of organizing strategies, union democracy, political action, and interna-
tional affairs, which are the other topics in this book. More to the point,
of the four essays on diversity, only one—“Getting Serious about Inclu-
sion” by José La Luz and Paula Finn—suggests that social identity is a
component of class.10 And, despite a generous sprinkling of comments
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on racism and sexism throughout the anthology, not one essay even
refers to homophobia or to sexual orientation as a factor in workplace
struggle.

Despite overt antiworker and antiunion policies of the Bush admin-
istration, public intellectuals and journalists continue to offer a labor cri-
tique that is generous in spirit compared to the relentless negativity of
labor reporting in previous decades. However, to the extent this critique
glosses over questions of social identity, it tends to distort both the his-
tory and the meaning of John Sweeney’s victory in 1995. It obscures the
steady development of an identity-based class formation that I believe
created the political space for labor reform in the first place. My argu-
ment rests on three interrelated points: First, while the institutional la-
bor movement was moving rightward in the 1950s—and while it was
in a period of drastic decline—workers themselves were laying the ba-
sis for progressive change in the 1990s. Seen in this light, the ouster of an
old-guard leadership was not a mutiny engineered by a few union pres-
idents at an AFL-CIO convention but an inevitable response to pressures
from below. Second, identity-driven campaigns beginning in the late
1960s and continuing through the next two decades of labor’s “dark
age” were reshaping our conception of class struggle.11 I hope to add
something by my third claim: The beginnings of a gay and lesbian work-
ers’ movement can be traced through emerging forms of class struggle
in this period.

If sexual identity is rarely defined as a component of class, it is
brought into clear view by the documentary Out at Work: Lesbians and
Gay Men on the Job.12 This film, by Tami Gold and Kelly Anderson, fol-
lows three workers—two of them union members—who come out on
their jobs and become leaders in the struggle for sexual rights and rep-
resentation in the workplace. The class consciousness of their position is
underscored by the nature of their demands: not simply issues of prin-
ciple but economic rights as well—rights to job security and equality of
benefits, among other things. Here, then, is a clear case in point, not just
for the constitutive relationship between class and social identity, but
also for the argument that social identity can be, and often is, the axis of
class struggle. In this sense, it provides the inspiration for a revisionist
history of working-class formation in the latter half of the twentieth
century.

In his book The Origins of Postmodernity, Perry Anderson makes an al-
most offhand remark that sums up the context for a decline-and-fall
narrative of labor since the 1950s. With the onset of the Cold War,
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Anderson observes, “the labour movement was neutered and the left
hounded.”13 His use of the term “neutered” is of some interest, sug-
gesting, as it does, that “big labor” was emasculated. As I hope to show
later in this essay, the masculinity of labor was compromised, but to
more productive purposes than Anderson envisions. His point here is
that conservative political forces and growing corporate power in the
Cold War years conspired to undermine organized labor. Of that there is
no doubt, and this idea is the bedrock upon which most accounts of re-
cent labor history rest.

My attempt to reframe conventional accounts is not intended to dis-
pute fundamental verities. Nor do I wish to downplay the importance
of a change in institutional leadership. Early on, the Sweeney adminis-
tration defined a progressive agenda for labor, designed to boost num-
bers and power. If Sweeney has not delivered on this promise, he has at
least embraced a more progressive unionism. In December 1999, he led
thirty-five thousand trade unionists through the streets of Seattle to
protest antiworker policies of the World Trade Organization. In the old
AFL-CIO, this thrilling display of labor militancy and solidarity with
young activists of diverse political tendencies would have been un-
thinkable. Despite a dismal organizing record, there have been some
bright spots. Innovations in campaign strategy brought 1.5 million new
members to the AFL-CIO in the three-year period between 1997 and
1999. In addition, the Sweeney program has made some legislative
gains, including an increase in the federal minimum wage.14 Despite
these fruits of change, I nevertheless want to offer a ground-floor per-
spective on the new labor order ushered in by John Sweeney and his ad-
ministration. Mine is a counternarrative, or revisionist history, that fore-
grounds a wave of organizing and new class formation. Looking at our
history this way suggests two things: that the “dark ages” of labor’s de-
cline were not so dark and that the “renaissance,” heralded in 1995, was
in the making decades earlier.

The Narrative of Decline

Labor’s right to organize, guaranteed under the National Labor Rela-
tions Act (NLRA) of 1937, was sharply curtailed by restrictive provi-
sions of the Taft-Hartley Act passed in 1947. Bitterly opposed by organ-
ized labor from its inception, Taft-Hartley has never been overturned,
nor has labor achieved ameliorating labor law reform. Throughout the
Reagan-Bush era, new organizing was stymied by a series of probusi-
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ness changes in the NLRA, virtually transforming pro-union legislation
into an instrument of corporate power. This combination of factors—
coupled with deindustrialization and the flight of jobs to global mar-
kets—accounts for labor’s sharp decline in the last forty years. In some
respects, however, labor contributed to its own undoing. The decline-
and-fall view of recent labor history relies heavily upon labor’s “sins,”
starting with its turn from social to business unionism.

Class was the matrix of solidarity in CIO social unionism, the rubric
that united working men and women of all races and social positions. At
its most visionary, social unionism can be described as a culture of or-
ganizing: militant in its class consciousness; “holistic” in its attention 
to education and leisure activities;15 ideological in its stance on a range 
of social justice issues, from civil rights to war and peace. One of social
unionism’s more utopian aims was the development of rank-and-file
democracy and leadership. Ideally, rank-and-file democracy would lead
to full representation on the basis of race, ethnicity, and gender. But this
principle was honored in the breach more often than not. Though
African Americans and women made strides during the Age of the CIO,
they continued to be underrepresented in the union movement, both in
membership numbers and leadership positions.16

By the end of World War II, social unionism was badly compromised.
Organized labor had made its greatest gains during the New Deal
administration of Franklin Roosevelt, but in this period it had also set 
a precedent for compromise. Linked to the Popular Front alliance by
strong antifascist sentiment, the CIO joined forces with the administra-
tion, entering into a wartime compact with government and business.17

Labor had a seat on the tripartite War Labor Board (WLB), for example.
Often a reluctant partner, labor nevertheless helped to establish WLB
policies that were adamantly opposed by its own constituency. These in-
cluded wage restrictions and a “no-strike” pledge, fiercely resisted by
wildcat strikers in auto, steel, and other industries.18 If the cause of an-
tifascism could be served by this form of cooperation—and if, into the
bargain, labor might achieve favorable conditions for organizing—it
would also lay the basis for concession bargaining and for a long-term
marriage of convenience between labor and the Democratic Party.

The anti-red crusade that crippled the labor Left also had its origins
in the New Deal period. The House Committee on Un-American Activ-
ities, headed by Martin Dies, held its first hearings in 1938, an ominous
beginning to the witch hunt that would culminate in anticommunist af-
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fidavits, required of union leaders under provisions of Taft-Hartley.
Persecuted from the outside, CIO unions battled internally. Commu-
nists and fellow travelers were purged. Between 1948 and 1950, eleven
unions and a million members were drummed out of the CIO.19 When
the AFL and CIO merged in 1955, the labor movement had already be-
gun its rightward turn.20

Despite the ravages of red-baiting and despite the increasing power
of corporations, labor was still in a relatively strong position when
George Meany was elected to head the new Federation in 1955. The
AFL-CIO had good reason to be confident: America’s postwar industrial
economy was booming. With basic industry virtually organized by the
late 1940s, total union membership reached an all-time high of 35 per-
cent in 1954.21 Attention shifted away from organizing the unorganized
toward increasing benefits for an already established membership and
strengthening the existing base of labor power. Not in all unions but on
a fairly general scale, business unionism—a top-down, corporate style
of union practice—replaced social unionism. The hallmark of business
unionism was bureaucratization and professionalism, with attorneys
and administrators negotiating contracts and managing sophisticated
benefit plans. In this model of unionism, members became, in effect, cli-
ents. Vital energies of rank-and-file activism were sapped in the process.

Following the lead of successive administrations from Eisenhower
onward, the AFL-CIO assimilated into the Cold War apparatus. After the
Cuban Revolution of 1959, for example, the Federation established the
American Institute for Free Labor Development (AIFLD). An affiliate of
the AFL-CIO International Affairs Department, AIFLD was created to
train and support anticommunist unions in Latin America. Though by
1980, AIFLD’s board was composed entirely of union officials, its
founding board had included executives of United Fruit, Pan American
Airlines, and the W. R. Grace Company.22 Though many unions within
the Federation and thousands of individual union members were play-
ing an exceptional role in the advancement of civil rights—and later in
the antiwar and feminist movements—the Federation itself was drifting
into the middle ground, opting for neutrality on controversial domestic
issues such as abortion rights, and toeing the administration line on for-
eign policy, supporting the war in Vietnam even when the nation as a
whole was divided on the question.

All along the way of this history, the industrial base of America was
shrinking. Often the last hired, women and people of color were among
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the first factory workers to lose their jobs. Unprepared for this eventu-
ality, the labor movement was slow to react. Continuing to place its
faith in the Democratic Party, the Federation spent millions on electoral
campaigns. But in 1980, some member unions—including the Team-
sters and the air-traffic controllers union (PATCO)—were staunch sup-
porters of Ronald Reagan. In 1981, less than a year after his election,
Reagan betrayed his labor allies and fired more than eleven thousand
striking air-traffic controllers. The labor movement suffered a particu-
larly humiliating defeat. To complicate matters, unions were coming
under ideological attack from both the Right and the Left. If the reac-
tionary Right measured unionism on a scale of socialist evils, the Left
took organized labor to task for accommodationist party politics, its
support of U.S. foreign policy and neo-liberal economics, as well as for
concession bargaining at home. Within the ranks of organized labor it-
self, many union members and some union leaders shared this left cri-
tique.

Throughout the Eighties and Nineties, union membership continued
its steady decline. In an increasingly right-wing political environment,
corporations had held the upper hand for quite some time and seemed
to be running roughshod over unions. The percentage of organized
workers had dropped to about 10 percent of the private sector when
John Sweeney was elected to head the Federation in 1995.23 In these cir-
cumstances, the ouster of an old-guard leadership was celebrated by
union members and labor advocates across the country. The renais-
sance was at hand.

The boilerplate of many popular accounts, this truncated history is
true enough. But it is a flat account. Reading between the lines, we get
a fuller picture. Something was actually going on during the putative
dark age of labor’s decline. Indeed, a renaissance of sorts was in the
making. To offer but one stunning example: In 1987, home health-care
workers in Los Angeles began an eleven-year struggle to gain repre-
sentation through the Service Employees International Union (SEIU),
whose president at the time was John Sweeney. That struggle came to fru-
ition in February 1999, when seventy-four thousand workers achieved
what the New York Times described as labor’s biggest win since 1937.24

No doubt, victory in this long union struggle was facilitated in its final
phase by the emergence of a new and progressive labor leadership in
the mid-1990s. But the important point, here, is that this victory was
the fruit of pioneering efforts in the service sector that had begun more
than a decade before.
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Rethinking the Renaissance

In the 1960s, women and people of color—office workers, professionals,
and paraprofessionals in both public and private sectors—began to
unionize in significant numbers for the first time.25 In the public sector
alone, four million workers organized between 1959 and 1980.26 Cul-
tural workers were organizing alongside service employees and pro-
fessionals. Writers and editors, journalists, graphic designers and mu-
seum workers, teachers and graduate students were adding their voices
to an emergent class struggle, in some ways reminiscent of the Age of
the CIO.27 Though it is tempting to emphasize the grassroots nature of
this groundswell in unionization, the truth is some unions spent huge
sums to support white-collar organizing efforts. If a drive failed—and
many did—these unions would never recoup a cent in dues income.28

Growth in white-collar sectors was never enough to offset losses in the
industrial sector. Nevertheless, it brought new issues and new forms of
organization into view. The language of class had already changed. No
longer the fundamental distinction between workers and owners, class
was also defined by education and skill, workplace hierarchies, taste
and lifestyle. If many white-collar and professional workers had been
raised in working-class families and neighborhoods, they now identi-
fied themselves as middle class.29 Yet, to the extent they shared work-
place conditions and concerns, to the extent they occupied a common
position in the power relations between labor and management, they
were also working class. While workplace inequities fueled their ambi-
tions, the source of their solidarity often lay in the particularities of so-
cial identity rather than economic position. What emerges from these
contradictions is a picture of class as a multiple identity, both complex
and ambiguous. I believe that the ambiguities inherent in this class con-
ception are productive, for they allow workers to struggle for rights and
representation on many fronts simultaneously and to recognize pro-
found connections between the politics of identity and the universality
of class.

Affinities of race, gender, and sexuality have always been points of
solidarity among workers. What distinguishes this period, however, is
how these affinities were articulated as fundamental trade-union prin-
ciples. New union members put their particular concerns on the bar-
gaining table for the first time. These concerns had everything to do with
identity politics: gender-based pay equity, comparable worth, child care,
affirmative action, domestic-partner benefits, and expanded protections
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against discrimination. They introduced challenging ideas about dem-
ocratic trade unionism, demanding representation at every level of
union structure for women, people of color, differing age groups, and
eventually sexual orientations. Negotiating for labor-management com-
mittees on issues such as health and safety, affirmative action and child
care, union members began to formulate a notion of worker involve-
ment in policy making at a higher level than traditional collective bar-
gaining frameworks had allowed. For example, the Harvard Union of
Clerical and Technical Workers (HUCTW) established an unorthodox
(and still controversial) form of collective bargaining. Rather than as-
suming an adversarial position in negotiations, HUCTW emphasized
consciousness raising through discussions between university admin-
istrators and clerical workers. It is tempting to suggest that there is a
link between this modus operandi and the fact that HUCTW is a union
of women workers and leaders. If so, they are a powerful sisterhood.
Their first union contract included recognition in principle of the role
support staff should play in university governance.30

The drive toward empowerment was a significant factor in bringing
sexual identity into the workplace. Nevertheless, in the early years of
white-collar organizing, questions of race and gender were paramount
and sexuality was low on the order of priorities. Homophobia remained
largely unexplored, despite preoccupations with other forms of social
injustice. But in a disciplined union movement—by which I mean, quite
simply, a movement schooled in the dialectic of right and wrong—ho-
mophobia could be presented and examined as a social injustice along
with racism and sexism. If only grudgingly, most committed unionists
would at least stand by the old maxim: “An injury to one is an injury to
all.31 In an identity-conscious milieu, gay workers could begin to test
this principle. If nothing else, the atmosphere was conducive to a new
struggle for representation. Even if they were not “out” in the political
sense, many gay workers in the culture industries were more comfort-
ably assimilated in their workplaces than gay workers in other indus-
tries. If straight unmarried couples and single parents could demand
equality of union benefits, gay and lesbian workers might risk coming
out of the closet to demand the same, starting with explicit protections
against discrimination.

At first blush, the Village Voice is not a typical example of the union-
ized workplace. But in fact, the Voice is representative of an influential
sector of organized professionals and cultural workers who have helped
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to define the current culture of organizing.32 The Voice was founded in
1955 by a trio of “beat generation” devotees, including Norman Mailer.
They conceived of the Voice as a neighborhood newspaper, a venue for
writers and artists who congregated in Greenwich Village. In the next
twenty-one years, the paper would go through several changes of own-
ership and management. Through it all, the Voice retained something 
of its alternative flavor. In the mid-1970s, it was still a polymorphous
workplace, where a nine-to-five ad taker one day could be a reporter 
the next; where a former New York Times book reviewer, Eliot Fremont-
Smith, wrote stately literary prose, while Jill Johnston, an open lesbian,
talked about the ups and downs of her love life in a weekly column on
dance.

Though faithful in some ways to its bohemian traditions, the Voice
was nevertheless moving perceptibly toward the commercial main-
stream and was a very profitable national enterprise by the time Rupert
Murdoch bought it in 1977.33 When the sale was announced, Voice work-
ers went into a panic. Fearing that Murdoch would sweep the place
clean in an effort to turn their paper into another of his commercial
tabloids, they formed a wall-to-wall union over the weekend and pre-
sented themselves to District 65 on Sunday evening. I was assigned by
the union to be their organizer. After an election in the spring of 1977,
their union was certified by the National Labor Relations Board, and
several months later, they began negotiations for a first contract. Early
on, Voice then-publisher William Ryan committed to affirmative-action
goals, mandating 10 percent minority representation in every depart-
ment of the newspaper. Employees sought and won an affirmative-
action committee to monitor progress. In many other ways, the first
Voice contract was revolutionary. Besides providing benefits for free-
lance writers—unheard of in standard newspaper contracts—the first
agreement also contained a broad equal-rights provision that laid the
basis for redefining family to include same-sex relationships. At the
time of these first negotiations, District 65’s health plan was already
covering unmarried straight couples as a matter of practice. Gay and
lesbian couples were formally included through contract-renewal talks
at the Voice in 1982. Jeff Weinstein, an openly gay staff writer, was a mem-
ber of the negotiating committee. Backed by his straight colleagues, he
bargained hard and won, despite the employer’s determined defense:
“We will not go beyond what the law requires.” In the end, they did,
and it was management’s attorney, Bertrand Pogrebin, who coined the
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phrase “spousal equivalents” to include gay and lesbian couples for the
first time in the District 65 Security Plan, as well as in the union’s be-
reavement clause.34

The Village Voice example leads to an interesting comparison. Through
a merger of District 65 and the United Auto Workers (UAW), Voice em-
ployees were represented by the same union that demanded protec-
tions for gay auto workers in 1996 contract talks with Chrysler. This de-
mand was among the last issues to be resolved, and it went all the way
to Chrysler’s CEO, Bob Eaton. Jack Laskowksi, a UAW vice president,
described this top-level meeting. There were two unresolved economic
issues. Union president Stephen Yokich put them on the table, then
turned to Laskowski and asked, “Is there anything else?” Laskowski
tacked on the gay rights demand. Eaton wouldn’t hear of it. Once all the
economics were resolved, Laskowski explained, gay rights became a
potential strike issue. UAW dropped the demand, believing the union
could not mount a national strike over gay rights.35 I think that is prob-
ably true. As an outsider and in hindsight, I am uneasy about question-
ing the wisdom of UAW leaders at that critical moment. Nevertheless, at
the time, I had a lingering doubt. Did the union abandon the cause too
readily? Short of a strike, were there other forms of public pressure that
could have been applied?

At the point of decision, a rancorous argument took place between
union delegate Ron Woods—a lone, gay holdout for the demand—and
other UAW members. The question of how much crass homophobia
figured in this hostile exchange is wide open. On the surface, however,
it played out as a debate between class and identity politics. In the
male-intensive auto industry with its culture of masculinity, a muscular
vision of working-class solidarity prevailed. The “weaker” claims of so-
cial identity were abandoned. In this connection, the distinction that
Laskowski made between economic and noneconomic issues is of in-
terest. Chrysler (and its straight employees) did not perceive the de-
mand for gay rights as an economic issue—not a cost factor, like wage
increases or fringe benefits. Neither did the union, for that matter. But
for lesbian and gay workers who face discrimination in hiring and pro-
motional opportunities, protections against discrimination have every-
thing to do with economic security.

While no one knows what percentage of auto workers are gay and
lesbian, I think it is safe to say only a small minority of them are out at
work. Thus the voices of gays and lesbians were muted in this class-
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identity debate and remain generally absent from the culture of organ-
izing in this and other industrial sectors.36 At the Voice, by comparison,
the union dropped a number of its demands in the course of bargain-
ing, but it was unthinkable in that workplace of ex-hippies, war refus-
niks, feminists, and queers to forsake rightful demands for equality of
benefits and representation. This comparison between differing sectors
within a single union points to the uneven and fluctuating development
of an identity-based class culture. The class compact of an earlier, in-
dustrial era is encoded in the bone-crushing handshake between white
and black laborers that is still the AFL-CIO’s logo. This vision of class
solidarity persists in many sectors of the workforce. But even in its
strongholds, it has been challenged, and increasingly it is mediated by
newer, fuller conceptions of class that acknowledge sexual identity
along with gender and race.

An interesting sidelight to the Village Voice story is the process of ed-
ucation that went on, on both sides of the negotiating table. Zeke Cohen,
the union’s chief negotiator, was an old-style laborist with deep work-
ing-class roots. The son of poor Jewish immigrants, he had risen to
union leadership from the ranks of a small quilting shop in Manhattan’s
garment center. His trade-union values were learned from class-con-
scious radicals in the 1940s. In some ways he was as ill prepared by his
experience to bargain for same-sex domestic partner benefits as were
the guys and gals in suits on the other side of the table. Yet, in short or-
der, Zeke was not only held in high esteem by the Voice workers, he was
loved.

Zeke was not comfortable with the lingo of identity politics. “What’s
this shit?” he said, when the Voice workers presented him with a “polit-
ically correct” preamble they wished to include in their first collective-
bargaining agreement. Curiously, the Voice workers took irascible com-
ments like this in stride. They seemed to trust Zeke’s good instincts,
and they were right. Zeke had the advantage of an experienced organ-
izer, whose ear is attuned to what is not said. If only intuitively, he un-
derstood the terms of class solidarity among these workers and modu-
lated his own rhetoric of class to inflect it with the language of identity
politics. By the end, he had earned the right to speak in family terms. He
could have called a dyke a dyke without being misunderstood.

On reflection, Zeke was not so much intuitive as well trained in daily
exchanges with the “broads,”a group of young women organizers (in-
cluding me), who worked under his supervision. We would rattle on to
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him about the ugly sexism of his male colleagues. He would listen seri-
ously. “Yeah, that guy’s a real putz. Tell him to go and fuck himself,” he
earnestly advised us on one occasion. Then, with transcendent self-
irony, he said: “Now, you broads go into my office, take off your clothes,
and lie down. I’ll be right in.” It was a moment of high parody. Zeke
flashed an impudent smile, and we were overcome with laughter. On
another occasion, Zeke barged into my office and stopped dead when he
saw that a colleague of mine was there, nursing her infant daughter. He
blushed to the roots of his slick black pompadour. “Sorry, wrong restau-
rant,” he muttered and turned on his heel.

Like the Voice workers, the “broads” took Zeke Cohen for who he
was—not a poor benighted fellow of his times, but someone blundering
his way into the contemporary moment. Admittedly, my interpretation
of “Cohen’s rehabilitation” depends on a hunch I have: that radicals-for-
life are distinguished by their capacity to change with the times—to
stay tuned to the struggle, even when it appears in unfamiliar forms. All
the same, it took a lot more than tolerance and humor to get us through
the transition from class to identity politics. It was quite a battle, illus-
trated in another anecdote from my early union experience.

Among the most forward looking of union leaders, District 65 presi-
dent David Livingston was an early champion of white-collar organiz-
ing. In the mid-1970s, he hired a group of women to lead campaigns in
the female-intensive publishing and higher-education industries. With
a history of civil rights activism going back to the Scottsboro case, Dis-
trict 65 was always race conscious and had had a Black Affairs Com-
mittee for some time.37 Following this example, the new women lead-
ers attempted to establish a committee as well. A radical of the old CIO,
Livingston clung to his belief in the universality of class. He was irri-
tated. “Why do you need a women’s committee?” he asked. “A worker
is a worker. We make no distinctions based on sex.” “But what about
the Black Affairs Committee?” we asked. In characteristic manner, Liv-
ingston brushed off the apparent contradiction and continued to resist
our demand. He could not—or would not—see the logic in our effort to
link gender to race in the politics of both class and identity.

Increasingly, however, the union was focusing its attention on offices
and nonprofit institutions, where women employees were in the major-
ity. As a consequence, male leaders of District 65 were drawn deeply
into feminist struggles both inside and outside the workplace. An or-
ganization founded on the principles of social unionism, District 65 and
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its older leaders remained sensitive to rank-and-file aspirations. Though
it may have been difficult to abandon old notions of class, it did not take
a great leap of imagination to grasp the potential power of union-
minded feminists. Eventually, we got our women’s committee. By 1982,
District 65 members at the Village Voice had formed one of the first gay
union caucuses in New York.38 Though this story is particular to one
union, and a small one at that, I venture to say it suggests larger conti-
nuities between CIO social unionism and identity politics of a later time.

Out at Work and on the Line

Of the seventy-four thousand home-health-care workers who won
union representation in 1999, the majority were women, people of color,
and immigrants. We have to assume that gays and lesbians were present
in their number, as they are in every sector of the workforce. As organ-
ized labor struggles to rebound in the millennium, it has to target the
many thousands of low-wage, exploited workers who have been left
behind in the shuffle of deindustrialization. At the same time, it must or-
ganize a diverse population of workers in new sectors of the economy
and in workplaces that have been traditionally nonunion. In fact, that is
already happening. Since the 1980s, industrial unions like the UAW
have been broadening their base to incorporate white-collar and pro-
fessional units, including workers in the academy, for example. To-
gether, at least four major unions—the American Federation of Teachers,
the Communications Workers of America, the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Union, and the UAW—have committed many
millions to organizing teaching and research assistants, adjuncts, and in
one case even undergraduates who work in residence halls. Demands
made by university workers characteristically foreground identity-
based claims, such as affirmative action and domestic-partner benefits
for gay as well as straight couples. Another example: In 1992, the Na-
tional Writers Union affiliated to the UAW. That year, it sent represen-
tatives to the union’s national convention and lobbied successfully for
an amendment to the UAW constitution, adding sexual orientation to
the existing articles of nondiscrimination.

In 1996, after the setback at Chrysler, UAW vice president Jack Las-
kowski vowed that an antidiscrimination clause covering gay workers
would be in the next Chrysler contract.39 And it was. On September 25,
1999, UAW members at DaimlerChrysler set the pattern for Ford and
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General Motors (GM), ratifying a contract that added sexual orienta-
tion to the “equal applications” clause. On June 8, 2000, the agreement
was augmented to provide domestic-partner benefits to same-sex cou-
ples among the 466,000 employees of DaimlerChrysler, Ford, and GM.
Although Chrysler workers in Canada have had these benefits since
1993, this U.S. agreement is the most sweeping of its kind in the North
American industrial sector. The hope is that it will encourage more
LGBT industrial workers to come out of the closet and take a forceful
stand for workplace rights.40 And the hope is too that Ron Woods will be
recognized for the enormity of his contribution to this victory.

Gay workers (even in heavy industry) are taking their place at the
table, and they are changing the language and culture of organizing in
the process. It is a small sign, but the morally loaded term “sexual pref-
erence” has been replaced in many union contracts by “sexual orienta-
tion,” the term of choice in gay communities. “We’re queer, we’re here,”
is not unheard of on the picket line. The concept of queer strategy has
entered even the mainstream labor movement. Red days at Barney’s
department store—where the majority of employees are gay—is a good
example.

Every Tuesday during contract negotiations in April 1996, employees
—who are members of the apparel workers union UNITE—defied the
all-black dress code. Men in bright lipstick and women in red waited on
customers, to the chagrin of buyers and managers. The grand finale of
this queer contract campaign was an alternative fashion show outside
the store, featuring drag queens and dykes. As they strutted their stuff
down a makeshift runway, they flashed UNITE picket signs. One of their
demands was an end to excessive overtime. “He can’t get his beauty
sleep,” the (straight) emcee said, as one especially flamboyant queen
made his entrance. Garment workers from other UNITE shops stood in
the street, cheering the queers on.41

If these seem like sporadic examples of gay activism, the national
growth of gay union caucuses points to a developing, stable base of or-
ganization. Though there had been ad hoc alliances of gay union mem-
bers since the Seventies, not until the Eighties did these take shape as ef-
fective coalitions.42 The Gay Caucus at Village Voice was fundamental to
an informal New York City coalition that had been meeting since the
early 1980s. Similar groups, such as the Gay and Lesbian Labor Action
Network (GALLAN) in Boston, developed in other union towns.43 In
October 1987, queers descended on Washington, D.C., for the second na-
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tional gay pride march in the country’s history. Gay union members
marched as a bloc, union banners and signs held aloft among the other
insignia of gay pride. On the eve of that demonstration, the AFL-CIO
had opened its vast marble lobby for a premarch rally and reception.
Among the speakers at that rally were the presidents of America’s two
largest public sector unions, Gerald McEntee of the American Federa-
tion of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) and John
Sweeney of SEIU. Not coincidentally, these unions had perhaps the larg-
est and most active gay caucuses.44 In 1998, three years after Sweeney
was elected to head the AFL-CIO, Pride at Work—a national caucus of
gay, lesbian, and transgendered trade unionists—was affiliated to the
AFL-CIO, joining the Coalition of Labor Union Women, the Coalition of
Black Trade Unionists, the Labor Council for Latin American Advance-
ment, and the Asian-Pacific-American Alliance, all of which had affili-
ated during the Kirkland administration. The historical development
of a new class conjuncture was symbolically complete. Will this sym-
bolic gesture translate into something more tangible? In “Getting Seri-
ous about Inclusion,” La Luz and Finn say no—not until the constitu-
ency groups are “re-defined as organizing groups.”45

In his first public statements as president of the AFL-CIO, John
Sweeney committed the Federation to a vigorous, new, and multicul-
tural organizing effort. “The secret to our success and the greatest po-
tential for organizing,” he declared, “is among women, people of color,
and young workers.”46 This comment, made the day of his election, has
been augmented to include lesbian and gay workers. In “The Growing
Alliance between Gay and Union Activists,” an essay that appeared
first in the winter 1999 edition of Social Text, Sweeney offered a very
specific organizing agenda that begins with a mandate for leadership:
“We must draw gay and lesbian union members into our programs for
leadership development and provide opportunities . . . to become lead-
ers in their workplaces and in their unions.”47

This mandate has mostly been honored in the breach. Nevertheless,
there is an emergent gay rights movement within the ranks of labor,
and it is intimately connected to the growing power of a new identity-
based class coalition. The history of this class formation was present, if
unacknowledged, in the AFL-CIO leadership transition that took place 
in 1995. Some months before the AFL-CIO convention that year, the
heads of several unions mounted an open campaign to oust Federa-
tion president Lane Kirkland. Leading the insurgents were—again—
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McEntee and Sweeney. Built in the last thirty years—the “dark ages”—
their public sector unions probably represent more women, people of
color, and gays than any others. It is no accident that these unions were
the advance troops for change in 1995. Nor was Sweeney’s opposi-
tion slate constructed out of mere political expediency.48 Sweeney’s
running mate was Richard Trumka, president of the United Minework-
ers of America (UMWA), a union now so small it is barely viable. But
Trumka was young, and he was an outspoken, even brash, critic of the
old guard. His fiery speeches were laced with the rhetoric of class strug-
gle. He had gained a reputation for charismatic leadership during the
1989 UMWA strike against the Pittston coal company and several other
coal operators in Appalachia. Won against great odds, the strike rep-
resented a triumph of class solidarity over corporate power and gov-
ernment intervention.49 With Linda Chavez Thompson of AFSCME, the
Sweeney slate demonstrated more than progressive and potentially
militant class struggle. It was also a recognition of the diversity princi-
ple in representation. The AFL-CIO Executive Council had included a
few women since the 1980s, but no woman, and no person of color, had
been elected by convention delegates to executive office before Chavez
Thompson.50 Anyone who knows the labor movement gets the mes-
sage, but its basis in historical process may not be taken into full ac-
count.

Before the AFL-CIO convention in October 1995, black labor leaders
had presented both presidential candidates with demands for greater
representation by African Americans. A constitutional amendment
passed at the convention provided for expansion of the Executive Coun-
cil, with ten seats designated for women and people of color.51 True, no
openly gay woman or man holds office in the Federation, but the new
emphasis on multiculturalism suggests that possibility is no longer in-
conceivable.

To bring this story full circle, I come back to the Columbia teach-in
and its aftermath. In May 1997, teach-in founders met with John Swee-
ney to discuss the institutional potential of a labor-intellectual alliance.
Sweeney agreed to support the establishment of Scholars, Artists, and
Writers for Social Justice (SAWSJ), and an interim steering committee
was developed. Although SAWSJ has since lapsed into inactivity, its
origins offer an instructive tale. In the spring of 1997, the question of di-
versity was first and foremost on the minds of some new steering com-
mittee members. After heated discussion, a decision was made to delay
formation of the organization until women and people of color, stu-
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dents, and other activists were fully represented in the group.52 Within
a year, the organization had made progress toward this goal. Scholars,
Artists, and Writers for Social Justice held its first annual meeting in
April 1998. In marked contrast to the teach-in of 1996, two rank-and-file
union leaders shared the speakers’ platform with intellectual and labor
elites. Of eight keynoters, four were people of color and three were
women. Though the question of sexual identity had slipped to the back-
ground of internal SAWSJ discussions, it was kept alive by a few mem-
bers of the steering committee and surfaced at this founding convention
with a screening and discussion of Out at Work. At the next SAWSJ
meeting, a year later, one workshop was devoted to the subject of gay la-
bor rights. It included Charisse Mitchell, transgendered herself and a
public advocate for the rights of transgendered workers.

Living Class

Historian Robin Kelley has said that “class is lived through race and
gender.”53 It is the word “lived” that captures my attention. To live class
implies an engagement. At its most intense, this engagement is de-
scribed rhetorically as class struggle. I like Kelley’s maxim very much,
precisely for the degree of agency it implies, but I have wondered why
he did not include sexual identity. I tried it out: “Class is lived through
race, gender, and sexual identity.” Given the extent to which rights, priv-
ileges, and social position are determined by sexual identity, my refor-
mulation feels right. More so, when I consider the history of workplace
struggle for gay and lesbian rights. Much of that history is necessarily
absent from this discussion.

While the account I have offered points to a few victories for those
who have been historically underrepresented in the labor movement, it
omits years of struggle and defeat. In 1970—even in San Francisco—
gay firefighters and teachers were denounced by local union leaders for
displaying affection on a picket line and carrying pro-gay signs. The
San Francisco Central Labor Council later issued a condescending plea
for tolerance, calling the group a “small, unschooled, and new” sector of
the movement.54 This is but one example in a dramatic history of strug-
gle for sexual representation in the workplace and the labor movement.
While historians and analysts of contemporary labor have increasingly
focused on race and gender, in the main, they have failed to recognize
the vital signs of class struggle in contemporary movements for gay
and lesbian workplace rights.
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At the risk of oversimplification, I would suggest that the mere fact
that such movements have developed in the workplace—that they have
been advanced through workplace struggle—demonstrates that sexual
identity is intimately connected to class and to the ways class is asserted.
This is made more obvious to the extent straight workers and union
leaders have incorporated these struggles in the broad pursuit of work-
ers’ rights. This is not to say there is a single comprehensive agenda for
workers’ rights. Class is not monolithic and class struggle is not all em-
bracing, all the time. Nevertheless, in the crossings and partings that
mark the various ways workers identify themselves, points of solidar-
ity emerge. Sexual identity is a lived experience for all workers. Of
course, workers who identify as straight live it very differently. They
live it in the comfort of social approbation and with all the rights and
privileges that come from respectability. Never mind that straight work-
ers routinely engage in sexual practices that might be considered de-
viant—promiscuity, homosexual affairs, sex-work-on-the-side. What
straight folks do in bed is mostly nobody’s business when it comes to
workplace benefits. That is not the case for those who are openly gay,
lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered. Straight workers and straight ad-
vocates for workers’ rights may not be ready to abandon hetero-nor-
mative standards of sexual propriety, but they are becoming more con-
scious of inequities in this double standard. In that sense, the potential
for solidarity across lines of difference is nowhere more evident than in
the struggle for gay and lesbian workplace rights.

Notes
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Stanley Aronowitz, Liz Cohen, Michael Denning, Miriam Frank, Robin D. G.
Kelley, Nelson Lichtenstein, and Daniel Walkowitz.

An earlier version of this essay appeared under the same title in Kitty Krupat
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neapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001).
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Richard Moser

11 Autoworkers at Lordstown
Workplace Democracy and American Citizenship

As the 1960s began, philosopher Hannah Arendt looked to the
American Revolution as a way to understand what freedom might mean
for her own time. Quoting Thomas Jefferson she wrote: “For political
freedom means the right ‘to be a participator in government’ or it means
nothing.”1 Arendt’s admiration for the American Revolution was tem-
pered by her criticism that the Constitution left citizens few means of
direct political participation. Although her constitutional remedies were
not adopted, millions of Americans embraced a similar understanding
of freedom by creating powerful social movements that exercised polit-
ical participation in the name of equality, justice, and peace.2 The diverse
and sometimes conflicting goals of the civil rights, women’s, youth, la-
bor, peace, environmental, gay, black power, and community move-
ments shared one essential principle—participatory democracy.

The democratic movements and social conflicts of midcentury are
perhaps best seen as a partial revolution that reshaped political con-
stituencies, transformed public thinking, and left America deeply di-
vided. We have lived in the stalemate ever since.

The history of Local 1112, an activist union of autoworkers in north-
east Ohio, offers us a way to explore how some Americans lived the
legacy of the Sixties through the changing domestic and international
conditions of the subsequent decades. Perhaps the most daunting chal-
lenge to the movements in the post-Sixties era was a chilling sense of fi-
nancial insecurity. Labor historians and social observers look back on
those years as a time when America’s unique economic arrangements,
called the midcentury social contract or the labor/capital accord, un-
derwent a historic revision.3

The history of Local 1112 suggests that some workers did more than
merely survive these changes. They set to work on the new economic or-
der and found that their material well-being, values, and sense of justice
demanded an extension of their participation and power at work. The
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history of participatory democracy in the workplace holds profound, if
unappreciated, implications for our notions of property ownership, for
it suggests the possibility of establishing the concept of property rights
in jobs. Given the centrality of property rights to the U.S. political tra-
dition, these developments enable us to envision an important evolution
in the theory of U.S. citizenship.

The Context

In the wake of World War II, the United States enjoyed unrivaled power,
and most Americans enjoyed a remarkable period of opportunity that
encouraged faith in government and business leaders. Unions fought
hard and won material benefits for millions of people. These struggles
earned the labor movement a degree of power that was real but limited
to a narrow sphere of workplace issues such as pay, benefits, and work-
ing conditions. Business leaders retained undisputed control over in-
dustry and upheld their end of the bargain by reluctantly tolerating
unions and permitting a rising standard of living for workers.

By the late 1960s, however, this postwar social contract had begun to
subvert itself as a result of the multiple crises that came to a head dur-
ing the Vietnam War. Not only did the war lead to a crisis of faith in po-
litical and cultural institutions, but also it damaged the U.S. economy.
America’s vast military spending produced no marketable goods or
services, resulted in relatively few jobs compared to other forms of cap-
ital investment, and diverted research money from more productive
purposes. As the war dragged on, GNP slowed and prices rose.4 In 1968,
the economy tottered on the brink of disaster as a monetary crisis sig-
naled the end of America’s economic golden age.5

President Nixon responded to the economic crisis by ending the gold
standard for U.S. currency in 1971 and instituting wage and price con-
trols that spurred inflation, unemployment, and profits.6 By the mid-
1970s, the rate of economic growth declined and there began an almost
unprecedented redistribution of wealth from the vast majority of work-
ing people to the very richest Americans.7

U.S. industry had thrived from a sheltered position in world mar-
kets because all major rivals were devastated by World War II. Com-
bined with the relative lack of domestic competition, this comfortable
supremacy allowed U.S. business leaders to ignore advances in indus-
trial technology and focus narrowly on short-term profits.8 The limita-
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tions of this approach were revealed when international competitors
came on line during the 1970s.

The labor/capital accord collapsed in part because of this interna-
tional competition but also because it treated U.S. workers as second-
class citizens who lacked the right to engage in meaningful decision
making. By concentrating all power over production in the hands of
management, the United States forfeited the opportunity for countless
shop-floor innovations.9 This centralized authority also clashed head-on
with a rising awareness of democratic rights inspired by the civil rights
movement.

Young workers in particular longed for meaningful work and for less
work altogether. Questions of health and safety, pace of work, and pro-
tection from arbitrary dismissal became prominent union issues early
in the decade. Labor went to bat for basic political and human rights.
Unions fought hard for the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the 1965 Voting Rights
Act, and the 1971 Occupational Safety and Health Act, all of which ben-
efited millions outside the union movement. The United Auto Workers
(UAW) and other unions helped to fund the civil rights movement, and
tens of thousands of union members bucked the prowar AFL-CIO lead-
ership to oppose the Vietnam War. This new politics was also expressed
in a wave of strikes and worker militancy, of which Lordstown became
one of the most notorious. National strikes at General Electric and the
U.S. Post Office and the coalminers’ campaign against black-lung dis-
ease all emphasized issues of power rather than pay.10

Organizations of reform-minded workers fought for more democracy
within unions and for a more aggressive approach toward management.
Perhaps best known is the Teamsters for a Democratic Union (TDU). Af-
ter twenty years of struggle, TDU won the right to democratic elections
and in the early 1990s elected reform candidates to national leadership.
Groups like the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement, founded by
autoworkers in 1968, attacked racial discrimination and advocated black
nationalism.11 In 1972, the Coalition of Black Trade Unionists was or-
ganized to promote the interests of African Americans and grew to fifty
chapters by century’s end. The Coalition of Labor Union Women, or-
ganized in 1974, advanced the women’s movement into labor’s ranks.12

In the 1990s, gay, lesbian, and bisexual workers formed Pride at Work,
a national caucus that was “out and organizing.”

This new brand of post-1960s working-class politics, intertwined with
varied social concerns, is sometimes called social movement unionism.
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Social movement unionism sought to advance the interests of Ameri-
cans regardless of union membership, and to build alliances with other
movements. This more ambitious and political form of unionism upset
the balance of power at the heart of the labor/capital accord.13

Lordstown and the Labor Revolt

The General Motors assembly plant at Lordstown was built in 1966 in a
rural part of the Mahoning Valley just a few miles from Youngstown,
Ohio. The plant and GM’s new model, the Vega, were touted as exem-
plars of technological innovation that would best international com-
petitors.14

The new union struggled for the kind of work environment other
UAW workers had already achieved. It resorted to the kinds of tactics
workers used in the 1930s when industrial unions were just beginning.
Members sat in, slowed down, or took extra time to enforce the highest-
quality production standards. When serious conflicts arose, they walked
off the job in unofficial wildcat strikes.15 In 1970, a long and bitter na-
tional strike stopped production at Lordstown.

By 1969, Local 1112 and GM management had negotiated a gener-
ous version of the midcentury social contract. Union and management
would agree to be adversaries on questions of pay, benefits, and work-
load. While the union exerted discretion over the details of work as-
signments and some workforce changes, production and hiring deci-
sions and all the major investment, technological, and pricing matters
were regarded as the unassailable right of management. An uneasy
truce prevailed at Lordstown.

That labor peace ended abruptly when a new, aggressive manage-
ment team, General Motors Assembly Division (GMAD), arrived on
October 1, 1971.16 The ensuing conflict would bring national media at-
tention to Local 1112 and spur debate on worker alienation, or “the
blue-collar blues.”17 In retrospect, GMAD’s arrival signaled the begin-
ning of the end of the labor/capital accord for the workers of the Ma-
honing Valley and inaugurated a time of intense struggle, searching,
and experimentation.

GMAD practiced a highly confrontational management style aimed
at total control.18 In the name of efficiency, GMAD pushed back the
perimeter of union power by targeting the number and nature of jobs.
The crunch began when GMAD abruptly laid off hundreds of the 7,700
workers at Lordstown while still maintaining the fastest assembly line
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in the world. Whether it was the loss of 400 workers, according to GM,
or 700, according to the union, the pace of work became unbearable to
many.19 This new regime, which allowed workers only thirty-six sec-
onds to perform certain assembly line jobs, was enforced by strict disci-
pline.20 Supervisors were increased by fifty to a total of six hundred and
bossed workers around with “direct orders.” The harsh discipline pro-
voked comparisons with prison or the military, particularly for the many
Vietnam veterans working at Lordstown.21 Workers called GMAD “the
Gestapo,” “Get Mad and Destroy,” or “Gotta Make Another Dollar.” “It
was,” in the words of one ex-foreman, “a tough crackdown.”22

When the quality of the Vega declined abruptly, GM alleged sabo-
tage, while Local 1112 alleged management by terror. At least nine hun-
dred were punished with disciplinary layoffs for refusing or failing to
keep up with the new pace or for sabotage. Workers were guilty until
proven innocent and disciplined or discharged without due process.
For the editor of the union’s paper, See Here, GM now operated outside
American values: “As we enter the General Motors complex, it puts
you in mind of entering a foreign land consisting of a dictatorship that
the ‘General’ rules or tries to rule with an iron hand.”23

Many workers feared the worst: GMAD’s behavior was not de-
signed to increase efficiency, but to break the union itself.24 Workers re-
sponded with a campaign of shop-floor struggles, wildcat strikes, and
—in 1972 and 1974—official strikes.

Beginning in September 1971, workers attempted a kind of guerrilla
warfare that slowed down production. The union insisted on working
the “normal” pace that existed before GMAD. Workers hampered pro-
duction by slowing down or simply following company rules to the let-
ter. Some workers responded to the authoritarian discipline with youth-
ful abandon typical of the hippie counterculture. The running joke at the
time was: “Q. How come you only work three days a week? A. Because
I can’t live on two.”25 People celebrated their resistance, even their sus-
pensions from work. “If people saw some guy with . . . a foreman walk-
ing down the aisle . . . they’d be yelling, . . . giving the power sign. Even
if they ain’t for the union, they want to show the company they’re be-
hind it.”26 GMAD’s assault forced displays of unity otherwise unlikely:
A number of older leaders began growing beards to pique manage-
ment’s dislike of hairy hippies.

Workers were accused of sabotage, and cars did show up with sides
dented or keys broken off in the ignition. Workers and union leaders
claimed that the accusation of sabotage was used to cover the work
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overload.27 The work slowdown created a sense of collective power and
proved the union could control working conditions. The battle in the
plant lasted for almost six months before culminating in the March 1972
strike.

The strike brought a great deal of national publicity, and attention fo-
cused on the union’s elected leadership. Gary Bryner, the union’s twenty-
nine-year-old president, was hailed as “a new breed” of union leader be-
cause of his support for a four-day workweek, racial justice, and an end
to the war in Vietnam.28

With the backing of the national UAW leadership, workers turned
out in large numbers to deliver an overwhelming 97 percent vote to
support the strike.29 Picket lines were strong, union meetings drew
thousands, and the plant was sealed tight. For twenty-two days, pro-
duction stopped.

Neither GMAD nor Local 1112 could win a clear-cut victory. All the
workers punished for not keeping up were rehired with back pay. Most
of those laid off by GMAD’s restructuring were rehired and most of the
five thousand grievances resolved. Work pace returned to something
resembling normal, but tensions would remain.30

By summer 1973, GMAD had renewed its offensive and the workers
once again resorted to direct action. There was a wildcat strike in the
truck plant when a welder was sent home for refusing to work where a
broken exhaust fan failed to remove toxic fumes. One thousand workers
followed him out the door. Workers brought in their meals to boycott
the unhealthy cafeteria food. When company guards prohibited large
containers, hundreds of workers showed up carrying oversized coolers.
One Puerto Rican worker, suspended for repeatedly bringing in food
and drink, organized a hundred Latinos to protest in nearby Youngs-
town.

In 1974, management’s failure to ensure quality production became a
strike issue.31 A worker from the paint shop chided G.M. management:
“Lets face it . . . G.M. officials don’t want educated thinking people to
work for you . . . you might lose your own non-productive job. . . . You
also lack the willingness to listen. The assembly line worker has much to
offer toward the growth of G.M.; toward the quality of our product.”32

The pressure from GMAD had once again unified Local 1112. Spo-
radic resistance flared, and some fourteen thousand grievances lay un-
resolved. Workers voted overwhelmingly to walk out. The 1974 strike
stood up to the company’s “terror” but could only sustain the stale-
mate.33
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Jobs and Workplace Democracy

The various strikes and job actions were about more than narrow eco-
nomic interests of pay and benefits. They raised the question of who
should govern the world of work. In an appeal to what seemed simple
fairness, Paul Cubellis, the union’s shop chair, captured the essence of
the struggle for workplace democracy: “All we are asking for at Lords-
town . . . is what we already had. Nothing more. . . . We are not asking
for any more than for our people who fight these production lines, to be
treated like American workers, human beings, not as pieces of profit
making machinery.”34 “American workers” and “human beings” are
not mere economic instruments or second-class citizens, but political
figures possessing the right to govern. Workers waged a defensive bat-
tle aimed at conserving the conditions of the past, but to do so, they ad-
vocated ideas and actions that pointed beyond the narrow political con-
fines of the labor/capital accord. Most suggestive of change was the
implicit link between job protection and workplace democracy.

In a comprehensive study of the Lordstown strike, David Moberg
observed: “Workers wanted the power to keep their job. . . . Asked ab-
stractly, workers often admitted that management had a right to hire
and fire. In every other way, they saw the paramount issue for the
union . . . as the protection of jobs for everyone.”35 To save their jobs, the
workers had to win a share in the government of the enterprise.

A New Generation of Workers?

The strikes and struggles of the 1970s brought nationwide media atten-
tion to Lordstown. Following a provocative front-page article in the
New York Times, television crews from Sixty Minutes and CBS showed
up. Time, Harper’s, Life, Business Week, the Wall Street Journal, the Christ-
ian Science Monitor, New York Review of Books, Motor Trend, and Rolling
Stone all covered Lordstown. Newsweek called the strike “an Industrial
Woodstock,” while Commonweal saw the “showdown” as “the most
dramatic instance of worker resistance since the 1937 Flint sit-downs.”36

Observers were drawn to Lordstown because its workforce, with an
average age of twenty-four, seemed to represent the arrival of the coun-
terculture at the gates of industry, and the wedding of youth rebellion to
unionism. These observations were only half true, because they ignored
important continuities with working-class culture and history. The
Lordstown activists were drawn from an industrial working class long
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familiar with struggle and solidarity. The Mahoning Valley was a steel-
workers’ stronghold, and many at Lordstown were their kin. In the
1930s, the UAW itself was organized thanks to a nationwide worker re-
volt against speed-up issues similar to those facing Lordstown workers
in the 1970s. Indeed, workers contested power and sought democracy
throughout the twentieth century.37

Lordstown’s connection to earlier labor history is particularly striking
in light of the relationship between war and workers’ movements. U.S.
wars in the twentieth century tended to weaken managerial control, be-
cause labor demand was high and good profits were easily had without
the need for excessive labor discipline. War spending and government
regulation tended, however, to make workers restless, because they
promoted inflation while limiting wage increases.

World War I provoked a massive strike wave in 1919 that was waged
with direct-action tactics and made workers’ rights a real issue in the
United States. The economic conditions produced by World War II also
emboldened demands for greater rights at work. The UAW’s “open the
books strike” of 1945 demanded that the car companies disclose their fi-
nances to the public to prove they could well afford wage raises without
price increases. For a few years, the UAW struggled to exercise national
policy and managerial responsibilities in the auto industry, until the
Taft-Hartley Act passed by Congress in 1947 made it almost impossible
for unions to gain workplace democracy. In the following year, the
UAW accepted management’s right to rule in the “Treaty of Detroit,”
and the political parameters of the labor/capital accord were set for the
next two decades.38

While the laws continued to favor management in the Vietnam era,
other aspects of the time provided new opportunities for organizing.
Unlike previous conflicts, the Vietnam War occurred against a back-
ground of powerful protest movements that added new dimensions to
the meaning of workers’ rights.39 Particularly within the UAW, the civil
rights, peace, and to a lesser degree the environmental and women’s
movements were supported and recognized as coinciding with labor’s
interests. Despite some real shortsightedness in relation to racial issues,
the UAW represented social movement unionism more than did other
large unions of the period.40

The young workers at Lordstown held deep-seated antiauthoritarian
and antiwar attitudes. Among these young workers were veterans rad-
icalized by the Vietnam War and the GI and veteran peace movements.41

Their status and experience made them weary of taking orders, sensitive
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to illegitimate authority, and powerful role models for other workers.
The Detroit Free Press captured the link between veteran attitudes and
worker unrest. Touring the plant, reporters saw “Vietnam returnees in
Army Jackets. They grin and flash the peace sign to newsmen. . . . But
they sometimes have another salute for the foreman whose back is
turned.”42 When Vietnam Veterans Against the War leader John Kerry
spoke at the 1972 UAW convention for peace, veteran benefits, and good
jobs, many at Lordstown applauded.43 Some veterans adopted alterna-
tive lifestyles, while others became class-conscious activists who led re-
sistance in the plant and flirted with radical politics: “I could see a bet-
ter way of running things. . . . The workers are getting more educated.
. . . They will realize there’s a better way of changing things than wars
and taking over other countries for profits. . . . If the United States has all
this money to fight wars, they have enough money to take care of things
here at home. . . . You don’t have some people with everything and peo-
ple without anything.”44 While such ideas were hardly majoritarian
views, David Moberg found that about 20 percent of those he inter-
viewed expressed similar sentiments.45

UAW supported civil rights activities, and African Americans like
Ray Lewis were a part of the local leadership from the early days of
1112. Nonetheless, blacks still found themselves working the hardest
and dirtiest jobs disproportionately to their numbers (15 percent), and a
union survey found that African Americans were dealt harsher punish-
ments for breaking work rules.46

African Americans organized in 1971 when seven hundred showed
up for work wearing shirts that bore the UAW symbol and the group’s
name—Du Du Ujamma. An African American leader described Du Du
Ujamma as “a political caucus” that aimed at getting “two or three
hundred . . . to come to a union meeting.”47 They fielded a slate for the
union election but were roundly defeated by a white backlash. Leaders
of Du Du Ujamma tried to calm white suspicions by appearing before a
general membership meeting.48 Du Du Ujamma based its appeal on a
mix of black pride, African heritage, and class consciousness.

Lordstown suggested a growing affinity between campus activism
and working-class sensibilities. Staughton Lynd, a well-known radical
intellectual, took the story of Lordstown to the University of Wisconsin
at Madison in 1972. Madison had been a center of student activism since
the early days of the antiwar movement, and in the early 1970s, gradu-
ate students organized America’s first graduate-employee union. Ad-
dressing an assembly of graduate students, Lynd drew potent parallels
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between Lordstown and Madison. When he evoked a “new kind of
working-class militancy . . . led by young people your own age,” Lords-
town was hailed with a wild ovation.49

In a 1972 survey, Moberg found that 25 percent of the Lordstown la-
bor force were “traditional union loyalists,” defined as activists with
strong ideological ties to unionism. Fifteen percent were “counter cul-
tural unionists” who identified with students and rock and roll and felt
“sympathetic to many politically or culturally radical currents ranging
from ecology, peace, and women’s movements to . . . yoga, vegetarian-
ism, and craft work.” Moberg claimed that another 5 percent were “fac-
tory radicals” who espoused leftist political views and were always
ready to fight GM.50 It has yet to be demonstrated that any campus or
community, even at the height of the Sixties, had more than 45 percent
of its population engaged in political action.

For Lordstown, as for much of the U.S. working class, the Sixties was
mostly like our common image of the Fifties. It was not until the Sev-
enties that Lordstown’s workers initiated major cultural changes. It is
worth considering that Woodstock, the most remembered single event
symbolizing the counterculture, did not happen until the summer of
1969. It was also that summer that the riots at the Stonewall Inn in New
York City initiated a large gay activist movement. Similarly, it was not
until the early 1970s that a majority of Americans consistently thought
the Vietnam War was wrong and the Vietnam Veterans against the War
articulated working-class discontent with empire. The women’s and
environmental movements found their capacity to effect both legislation
and the outlooks of millions of Americans in the Seventies as well.

The events at Lordstown formed one small part of a larger pattern in-
side and outside the labor movement. Wave after wave of activism and
a disastrous war had, by the end of the 1970s, produced a new political
constituency in the United States. Social movement unionism, of which
Lordstown was but one example, emerged as an important and endur-
ing expression of the new ways Americans thought and acted in the
late twentieth century.

The End of the Labor/Capital Accord 
and Lordstown in the 1980s

The history of Lordstown offers us a way to think about the 1980s not
only as a period of conservatism but also as a time when democratic
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possibilities beyond the political confines of the labor/capital accord
became visible. The most formidable challenge facing the new spirit of
participation was the decline of the midcentury social contract. By the
late 1970s, slower economic growth, global competition, government
and corporate policy, and the drive to maximize profits brought an end
to the period of rising material wealth for most Americans.51 Some
measure of wealth had helped enable Americans to voice expectations
beyond mere material comfort and elevate their desires toward the im-
provement of their social, spiritual, and political lives.

A series of events shifted the costs and risks of economic stagnation
to workers and consumers and altered the political terrain. Despite the
Democratic Party’s comfortable majority in Congress and control of the
White House in the late 1970s, labor failed to win even moderate leg-
islative victories that could have challenged the economic restructur-
ing.52 When the new Republican president, Ronald Reagan, fired strik-
ing air-traffic controllers and staffed the National Labor Relations Board
with those hostile to workers’ rights, he seemed to deny labor’s role as
a legitimate part of the social order.53 Reagan also weakened the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration. At the same time, Repub-
licans and Democrats passed new tax, budget, money, and debt poli-
cies that accelerated the redistribution of wealth away from working
people.54

Given the green light by government, business assaulted labor. More
work at less pay was enforced through increased surveillance and su-
pervision of employees.55 Corporate America spent millions on new
forms of union busting in an intensified legal and criminal assault
against union-minded workers.56 New business conditions made it pos-
sible to weaken unions by moving operations to rural or less-organized
regions. Additionally, corporations sought to escape high wages and en-
vironmental regulations by going abroad to invest the profits they had
made in the United States.57 When companies could not run from the
U.S. standard of living, they undermined it by hiring part-time and con-
tingent workers without health care, decent compensation, or job secu-
rity.

Throughout the late 1970s and 1980s, political and business leaders
failed to promote the rates of economic growth typical of the 1943–70
period. When growth returned in the 1990s, the lion’s share of new
wealth went to the very top. Instead of pursuing the public good, work-
loads were intensified and wealth redistributed upward.
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In the early 1980s, catastrophe hit the Mahoning Valley. In rapid suc-
cession, the steel industry deserted Youngstown, the auto industry suf-
fered a wrenching decline, and the country was in the throes of the
worst downturn since the Great Depression. Writing in See Here, John
Russo warned Local 1112 that “all bets are off.”58

After nearly a century of profitable operation, the steel industry
threw thousands out of work. Steelworkers responded with a social in-
novation of enormous potential. Based upon their long association and
reliance on the steel industry, workers, community activists, and legal
scholars asserted community property rights over the abandoned fac-
tories. Although this approach failed in court, the concept of community
property rights recognized that there was a compelling public interest in
private property and that social relationships could define property
ownership.59 The idea of worker ownership persisted, and by the late
1990s, Ohio would lead the nation with some eighty worker-owned en-
terprises.60

As the 1982 recession choked off buying power and car sales, the
UAW was confronted with aggressive demands for wage concession
from the three big car companies. The union conceded, and GM re-
ceived $2.5 billion back from workers in 1982.61 Local 1112 sided with 48
percent of all UAW members and voted overwhelmingly against subsi-
dizing some of the richest and most powerful corporations in history.
GM’s transfer of wealth proved successful indeed when it rebounded to
a $3.7 billion profit in 1983.62 The autoworkers had paid a high price for
their jobs.

While workers became increasingly dependent upon GM for em-
ployment, GM became increasingly reliant on worker initiative to turn
profits. To achieve quality production, GM had to begin to revise its po-
litical ideology based on management’s exclusive right to organize and
manage production. The crisis of the early 1980s made way for the
rapid advance of participatory and cooperative work strategies.63

The origin of these cooperative programs, known as Quality of Work-
ing Life (QWL), is complex. As early as 1967, delegates to the UAW con-
vention approved a resolution that called for a more humane work en-
vironment and worker participation in decision making. The UAW first
brought such ideas to the bargaining table in 1970, and by 1973, GM be-
gan a modest implementation of QWL-style rhetoric and initiatives de-
spite significant resistance from high-ranking GM officials.64

The 1972 Lordstown strike itself was a significant long-term cause of
the shift toward worker participation. Like no other single effort, Lords-
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town forced the issues of worker alienation and managerial practice
onto the agenda of U.S. business, labor, and governmental leaders.65 By
the mid-Eighties, the national agreement between GM and the UAW
endorsed QWL programs.

Worker-participation programs, when the union is less than a co-
equal partner, can subvert rather than promote democracy. Yet at their
best, they can help humanize work according to democratic values that
recognize mutual interdependence rather than the dictatorship of man-
agement. At Lordstown, the democratic side of worker participation
showed real promise precisely because years of activism had created
strong solidarity and good leadership. Al Alli, a militant and farsighted
leader, was elected shop chair in 1976 and was returned to leadership
for more than two decades.

By the mid-1980s, Lordstown’s QWL programs, jointly designed by
union and management consultants, allowed workers to volunteer for
training that emphasized the value of cooperation and worker partici-
pation. Environmental committees raised awareness about hazardous
chemicals, and ergonomics teams redesigned tools and workstations to
make the job fit the person, not the person fit the job. Many of the pro-
grams focused on quality controls by reengineering production, reduc-
ing costs and embracing shop-floor innovations. One committee tried to
reverse the loss of jobs through “insourcing” work currently done out-
side the plant.66

When jobs were cut in 1985 and 1986, members had the right to draw
full pay from GM by enrolling in a jobs bank run by the union. Workers
were creatively reassigned to other duties. “We were keeping the rolls.
. . . So we took a chance . . . we sent two guys from our jobs bank to
school.”67 When the union’s experiment was discovered by manage-
ment, the union prevailed on GM and paid tuition for 150 more to at-
tend Youngstown State University, where they gained undergraduate
and advanced degrees as full-time students. Another 400 workers were
schooled in a variety of trade skills. Scores of volunteers went to War-
ren and Youngstown to work with senior citizens. Some worked at the
union hall.

The union’s claim on job ownership was also evident in the buyout
programs. In August 1987, seventy-one workers agreed to leave the
plant and sell their jobs back to GM. GM purchased the jobs at a sliding
scale, with senior employees receiving up to $50,000 each, for a total of
$2,595,000. Another fifty workers became eligible for buyouts later that
year.68
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When management shut down the truck line, almost two thousand
jobs were threatened. Union leaders proposed a four-day workweek
that eliminated overtime, increased leisure, and saved all the jobs.69 The
union further secured work by convincing management to update
Lordstown’s technology. After twenty years, See Here celebrated its an-
niversary with headlines claiming that the union’s greatest achieve-
ment had been “saving jobs for the Valley workers.”70

The failures of worker participation at Lordstown are as telling as its
successes. GM revealed its lack of commitment to democracy and true
worker participation by outsourcing jobs and increasing the use and
abuse of contingent labor during the 1990s. Temporary “summer help”
became a year-round practice. Under the guise of cost cutting, GM sent
cushion production to an outside supplier situated close to the factory
site. Although the union negotiated a temporary compromise to allow
offsite production with union labor, workers fought back with direct
action. GM tried to fire Alli in 1996 but succeeded only in provoking a
wildcat strike reminiscent of the 1970s.

These events illustrate broader patterns in the rocky relationship be-
tween adversarial politics and worker participation. The success of
worker-participation programs seems to depend upon a rough equality
of power that only class struggle can create. Outrage over corporate
profiteering and arrogance, an improving economy, growing calls for re-
form within the labor movement, and the rise of the antiglobalization
movement provoked a tougher stance toward corporations. Workers at
Lordstown and elsewhere began, once again, to adopt more adversarial
politics in the 1990s.

The period of worker participation in the 1980s nonetheless aug-
mented the adversarial politics of the labor/capital accord, because a
more democratic vision of enterprise emerged. It is no coincidence that
a new vision for industry was most clearly articulated by Irving Blue-
stone, labor’s foremost advocate of worker participation.71 This con-
sumer- and worker-centered view seeks to promote consumer demand,
full employment, and job security by winning market share through
plentiful high-quality, low-priced products. As a leader at Lordstown
observed: “The most important thing that effects our job security is the
quality of the product.”72

The working-class perspective on industry claims that economic
democracy is consistent with efficiency, technological innovation, qual-
ity, and even profit making. Only the single-minded pursuit of the max-
imum possible profit remains inimical to a more democratic economy.
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Labor’s view of enterprise is vitally important, because it poses a prac-
tical alternative that allows us to imagine the transition from existing re-
ality to conditions of economic and political justice. Without an alterna-
tive plan or vision, social movements may continue to be critics of the
world but will never become its authors.

At Lordstown and across the country, the vision of a more democratic
economy began to take tangible shape in the late 1980s and 1990s. The
desire to bring corporations into a new contract with the communities
that made them wealthy was one of the prime motivations for the envi-
ronmental, antiglobalization, community, and living-wage movements
of the 1990s. A small but growing number of Americans agreed with
Lordstown activist Joe Santiago’s call for public control over corporate
behavior: “We need a commitment from corporate America, that if they
get tax breaks . . . tax abatements . . . , there’s a commitment to take care
of the community, not just pick up and leave anytime they feel like it.
. . . They take my youth, they take the environment, they destroy the
community . . . and there’s no complication? Why not? . . . There’s noth-
ing until we have some commitment—some laws.”73

Tested by decades of labor war and labor peace, Lordstown’s work-
ers asserted that control by sharing responsibility for management and
production and by claiming their jobs as their property. Articulating a
theme the union would make its standard for more than twenty years,
shop leader Alli held: “These are jobs that should be passed on to our
children and grandchildren.” The failure to do so would be like “squan-
dering the family fortune.”74

The pursuit of economic democracy at Lordstown evolved from a
sharp struggle to limit management’s power to a more positive assertion
of rights—including the right to control jobs as if they were the property
of the workers.75

Job Property Rights

What are the broad historical implications of Lordstown’s experiment in
workplace democracy? How are we to interpret three decades of class
conflict and negotiations centered on everyday working-class jobs?
Lordstown offers us an opportunity to think about the relationship be-
tween jobs, property, and democracy.

Our concepts of property are historical.76 Property rights evolved in-
crementally, rarely giving way to revolutionary changes such as when
the Civil War ended slavery and millions of former slaves became citi-
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zens. If we consider the economic reorganization of the last half of the
twentieth century, it could well be argued that the conditions for a prac-
tical, if gradual, redefinition of property rights and citizenship once
again exists.

The legal requirements for job property rights were set out by two
1972 Supreme Court rulings, Perry v. Sinderman and Board of Regents v.
Roth. Both cases considered disputes over academic tenure, one of the
only forms of job property rights upheld by U.S. courts. In both cases, the
justices wrote: “Property interests . . . are created . . . by existing rules or
understandings . . . that secure certain benefits and that support claims
of entitlement to those benefits.”77 Philosophically, the high court made
way for us to reconsider jobs as property by asserting: “‘Liberty’ and
‘property’ are broad and majestic terms. They are among the great con-
stitutional concepts . . . purposely left to gather meaning from experi-
ence. . . . They relate to the whole domain of social and economic fact.”78

Job property rights emerged in practice from many decades of both
adversarial and cooperative union/management relations. U.S. unions
have conventionally placed jobs at the center of their concerns.79 In his
pioneering study of the International Typographical Union, Arthur R.
Porter Jr. argued that “property rights have evolved in the composing
rooms of the printing industry.”80 For Porter, these new rights grew out
of routine union principles and procedures.

Job-centered unionism favored the creation of elaborate rules gov-
erning work that were enforced by contract. Seniority can be seen as a
way to establish the connection between length of relationship and de-
gree of equity accumulated in a job. Grievance procedures and job se-
curity clauses insisted that formal proceedings should make “just cause”
the standard of judgment to fire someone in the same way the Fifth or
Fourteenth Amendment demands due process of law before property
or liberty is taken by the government. Severance pay, cash settlements,
retraining grants, and relocation costs may all be interpreted as com-
pensation for lost property.81

For more than a century, law, labor contracts, and precedent have
laid one foundation for the emergence of property concepts in the job.82

The practice, if not the theory, of U.S. unionism has always treated the
job as a type of social property owned jointly by worker, union, capital-
ist, and community. While U.S. courts have rarely decided in favor of job
property rights, a new economic context may, as Staughton Lynd has
suggested, transform the meaning of the common working-class value
placed on a job.83
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When the members of Local 1112 ran the jobs bank, controlled man-
power transfers, negotiated the job buyouts, limited management’s
right to demand layoffs, changed the workweek, and led the fight for
product quality, they acted as owners of property have traditionally
acted. When the UAW gave wage and benefit concessions to achieve
job security, they paid for their jobs; GM recognized that workers
owned their jobs by buying them back with cash settlements. By estab-
lishing long-standing and open control over jobs, and by creating rea-
sonable expectations about such control or access in the future, the
union asserted property rights.84

If jobs were treated as property, then workers could bring citizenship
rights into the workplace. Just as important, labor history could then be
more easily considered a chapter in the larger, and unfinished, history of
American democracy.

Citizenship and the Citizen-Worker

The citizen-soldier, yeoman farmer, and small proprietor of the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries served as powerful models of U.S. citi-
zenship. These citizen figures were the “free and independent men” es-
sential to the political traditions that evolved from the revolutionary
era.85 As Richard Hofstadter observed in his classic Age of Reform, the
yeoman ideal was based on a series of interlocking concepts: “Land is
the common stock of society to which every man has a right—what Jef-
ferson called ‘the fundamental right to labor the earth,’ that since the oc-
cupancy and use of land are the true criteria of valid ownership, labor
expended in cultivating the earth confers title to it; that since govern-
ment was created to protect property, the property of working land-
holders has a special claim to be fostered and protected by the state.”86

Labor, property ownership, and rights were bundled together as the
indivisible foundation to revolutionary conceptions of citizenship. The
Fifth Amendment expresses this view by twinning personal liberty and
property and shielding them both with due-process protections.87 The
Bill of Rights did not, however, apply to conditions at the workplace but
focused solely on the abuse of governmental power. Private property
was conceived of only in positive terms, as a realm of rights and free-
doms that good government dared not violate.88 While we know that
these freedoms did not apply to slaves, women, or the poor, the U.S. po-
litical tradition assumed that economic democracy, in the form of wide-
spread property ownership, was absolutely necessary to the political
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freedom of its citizens, because it permitted economic security and in-
dependence of mind. The yeoman ideal became national ideology and
functioned “as a depiction of reality as well as an assertion of an ideal.”89

At the end of the nineteenth century, however, the rise of corporate
capitalism reorganized property under the control of large bureaucra-
cies and radically severed economic from political democracy. Most in-
dividuals no longer owned or controlled productive property and only
could acquire consumer goods. These developments were often seen as
a threat to democracy and a root cause for the decline of civic engage-
ment. People without property were thought to have no stake in society
and could be easily misled by bosses and tyrants. Given U.S. political
values since the time of Thomas Jefferson, persons without property
could not be model citizens.90 By centralizing productive property, the
modern corporation overthrew the original yeoman and proprietor fig-
ure and left the American political tradition in disarray.91

Although the corporations undercut the democratic aspect of the
economy, they could not help but make their own private property and
economic activities increasingly political and public.92 The very exis-
tence of corporations as legal persons took its modern form in the judi-
cial revolution of the 1890s, when U.S. courts redefined certain types of
vital public activity as a private matter. For example, railroad companies
began as special associations granted political privileges and charged
with the public interest. Yet they were made financially feasible only by
the free transfer of millions of acres of public lands to private hands.93

This confusion and fusion of the public and private accelerated as
the twentieth century progressed. In response to the Great Depression
and World War II, the welfare/warfare state was built to promote in-
dustry for war and to protect citizens against economic failure. Many
forms of welfare followed; some, like veteran’s benefits and Social Se-
curity, were for the benefit of common people. Yet it has been the mili-
tary-industrial complex above all that has made public policy decisions
and public expenditures essential to economic activity. The military-
industrial complex is a socialized economy that protects industrial gi-
ants from market forces and transfers billions of public dollars to private
coffers. In general, the public/private mix encouraged private access to
national wealth.94

During the last half of the twentieth century, corporations and gov-
ernment merged many of their activities, as government promoted
profits and corporations exercised sovereignty. The association between
the two became systemic and routine through the corporate finance of
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campaigns and political parties, by the exchange of high-level execu-
tives and managers, and through lobbying efforts. A half century of
vast public subsidies, government bailouts, immense military budgets,
low-interest loan guarantees, price supports, political favors, so-called
free-trade agreements, and billions of dollars in tax abatements helped
to cover costs for almost every major industry.95 In the words of Daniel
Bell, private forms of corporate ownership are “simply a legal fiction.”96

The economic requirements of the modern corporation no longer justify
its completely private control, for “when we see property as the creature
of the state, the private sphere no longer looks so private.”97 By the late
twentieth century, economic activity and work were thoroughly politi-
cized. In this regard, property reassumed the form it took at the dawn of
the capitalist era when “the concept of property apart from government
was meaningless.”98

By merging private enterprise and public government, current eco-
nomic realities have ironically created the conditions under which
democracy at work, that is, economic democracy, and political democ-
racy are also practically indistinguishable. That is, citizens must have
power in both realms or they will not have power at all. Job property
rights offer the possibility of exerting civic control over corporations
and government by repopulating the politicized workplace with citi-
zen-workers. Once in possession of their jobs and protected by due pro-
cess, citizen-workers could exercise their right to free speech, associa-
tion, and participation in the governance of their enterprises.

The history of worker participation at Lordstown hints at the possi-
ble reinvention of classical citizen ideals through the traditional pre-
rogatives of property ownership. For the citizen of old, widely distrib-
uted small property holdings safeguarded democracy. In our time, job
property rights could play the same symbolic and political role as pro-
ductive property once did by protecting the citizen-worker’s freedom to
participate in corporate and civil governance. Viewed from this per-
spective, struggles for workplace democracy, and other campaigns for
corporate responsibility and living wages, may best be understood as
part of the larger project of U.S. democracy.99

The idea of the citizen-worker will make sense, however, only if we
appreciate the interplay between novelty and tradition that animates
history. Our society will not realize its democratic promise unless it taps
the latent power of ancient and inherited belief and proposes a future
that is a coherent extension of the grand narratives of U.S. history. The
new citizen-worker I have discussed is a descendant of the American
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Revolution, the Bill of Rights, the Civil War, and the 1960s, and the po-
litical traditions they represent. This is a revolutionary figure with a
past, a present, and a project.

As we continue to reinterpret late-twentieth-century America and
the social movements that made it distinctive, we might choose to un-
derstand this history as growing out of a tradition of citizenship that
thrived whenever people struggled “to be a participator in govern-
ment.” Three decades of experimentation with workplace democracy at
Lordstown point toward the possibility that a democratic practice and
vision comparable to the traditions that moved America in its most lib-
erating moments may once again be established.
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James Livingston

12 Cartoon Politics
The Case of the Purloined Parents

The 1990s were an astonishing moment of innovation in ani-
mated film—indeed, the increasing use of special effects in every genre
threatened, or promised, to make all movies an adjunct of animation.
These innovations were not the results of an anticapitalist art-house sen-
sibility, or of small, “independent” studios, because animated films are
still labor-intensive, very expensive productions. They are still mass-
market movies or television series that must appeal to many overlap-
ping constituencies. So they typically register and rework most of the
social conflicts and moral dilemmas specific to what we used to call
“mass society.” But because they are not realistic renditions of contem-
porary life, and because they often valorize the fears and fantasies of
childhood, they are especially good at inhabiting and imagining changes
in the “family romance” of our time.

And since the typical U.S. family changed so drastically in the after-
math of the sexual revolution and women’s movements of the 1960s
and 1970s—for example, females were finally freed from an exclusive
preoccupation with domestic roles (as wives and mothers) and thus
were able to ask new questions about the functions of families—ani-
mated filmmakers have had a lot to ponder. From The Little Mermaid
and Toy Story to The Princess Monanoke, from The Simpsons to South Park,
the question at issue is, What can we do with a past we’ve outgrown? or
What are parents good for anyway? In animated film, however, these
parents are never given by the past—they are not just there because they
happened in the past, because they somehow precede us. Instead they
get created by a narrative that can leave them out, or reconstitute them in
weird disguises, or insert, even invent, them at inappropriate times, ac-
cording to the bizarre but rule-bound logic of contradiction that regu-
lates cartoons. They are always there, in other words, only not so that
you would notice. They are mostly missing, like absent causes, or like
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real parents who can’t seem to show up when it counts but who shape
our lives anyway. In the letter and postscript that follow, I look at the
breakthrough Disney movies of the 1990s—The Little Mermaid and Toy
Story—as brilliant exemplars of the animated films that feature these
purloined parents. They are addressed to my daughter, but they were
written with her brother and their friends in mind. Mine, too.

July 4, 1990
Dear Julia,

Last Sunday Mommy and I took you to see your first real movie in
a real theater. The movie was The Little Mermaid, made by Walt Disney
Studios. You liked the theater because it was old and dark and smelled
good. And you got to eat lots of popcorn. But you were not impressed
with the movie. It was too big and complicated for you—you don’t yet
have the skills to watch a movie without thinking about it, so that you
can concentrate on the story.

But I’ve been going to movies for a long time now, and this one im-
pressed me. I watched it for you and hope you’ll read these notes on it
someday, before you decide you’re too grown up for cartoons.

The story of Ariel, the little mermaid, is pretty simple (it’s a
retelling of a fairy tale that was first written down and published
about two hundred years ago). She lives in the ocean, so she has a big
fish tail instead of legs, and she can breathe underwater. She’s almost
but not quite human—the people who made the movie try to tell us
that by covering her breasts and making her look exactly like the big
girls you see every day, except of course for her fish tail. The differ-
ences between her and the other mermaids (her sisters) are that she
believes life is better among the human beings who walk around on
the ground, on legs, and that she has a beautiful singing voice. She be-
lieves life is better above the water because she collects things from
shipwrecks—things like forks, corkscrews, pipes—all kinds of stuff
she can’t use and doesn’t understand, but stuff that seems wonderful
to her, anyway.

Now, Ariel’s father is Triton, the king of the ocean, who would like
her to be the same as her sisters—they seem uninterested in other
worlds and are eager to sing songs for him while they stand on big
oyster shells. But she keeps on collecting human stuff and ignores his
stern warnings about going to the surface. In fact, Ariel falls in love
with a prince she sees on a ship and saves him from drowning in a
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storm. The prince never sees her clearly when she rescues him, but he
remembers and falls in love with her voice.

When Ariel’s father finds out about her rescue, and her love for the
prince, he destroys her collection of human stuff and forbids her to go
back to the surface. Ariel then goes to Ursula, the wicked sea witch—
she’s a big ugly octopus—and makes a bargain. The bargain is this:
The witch gets Ariel’s voice, but in return Ursula casts a spell giving
Ariel legs to walk on and three days with the prince. If at the end of
three days, the prince has not kissed Ariel, her soul becomes Ursula’s
property.

You can imagine how hard it is for Ariel in the next few days. She
doesn’t have the voice the prince remembers, so she can’t tell him it
was she that rescued him. And he keeps thinking about that voice.
Even so, he does try to kiss her while they’re rowing a boat through an
ocean inlet. The kiss never happens because Ursula’s helpers—two
nasty eels named Flotsam and Jetsam—turn the boat over at the last
second. Then Ursula, knowing she’s about to lose her bet, casts an-
other spell, turning herself into a dark-haired twin sister of Ariel who
can sing with the voice the prince remembers. He is enchanted by the
voice, of course, and decides to marry this twin right away.

Ariel and her friends prevent the marriage, but the sun sets on the
third day before the prince can kiss her—and so Ursula takes her back
down to the ocean floor, where Triton challenges the witch’s claim to
Ariel’s soul. But he agrees the claim is valid (his daughter signed a
contract, after all) and trades his soul for his daughter’s. Ursula then
inherits the king’s magical powers and turns on the prince, who has
dived down to free Ariel. Once more the prince is saved by Ariel, who
now becomes the object of Ursula’s anger. The witch turns herself into
a giant octopus and stirs up a huge whirlpool that traps Ariel but also
brings a wrecked ship to the surface. The prince steers the bowsprit
(the mast at the front) of this wreck into Ursula’s gigantic belly, killing
her and restoring the king’s powers.

Triton then finds Ariel gazing at the unconscious prince, who was
washed up on shore after his battle with Ursula. The king finally un-
derstands how much his daughter wants to join the prince’s earthly
world and uses his magical powers to make her fully human, with
legs and all. Ariel and the prince get married, and I suppose they live
happily ever after.
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These are the bare outlines—the plot—of a pretty simple story. Told
like this, its meaning is equally simple: Girl wants boy, girls loses boy
to wicked witch, girl gets boy. The prince is passive—he doesn’t do
much—until he knows that the voice he loves belongs in Ariel’s body.
At that point, he gets the point in every way. But it’s Ariel’s love story
until the prince becomes the pilot of the wrecked ship (and remember
that it’s got to be the same wreck Ariel explores at the beginning of the
movie).

The meaning of the movie isn’t as simple as this, though, because
there are all sorts of funny and interesting moments that aren’t real
events in the story the movie tells. To begin with, there are lots of
songs and speeches that show us how the people and the fish might
think and act later on—lots of words and music that show us where
they stand between Ariel, who longs for the world above the surface,
and Triton, who can’t imagine a better world than his undersea king-
dom. Even the ways the words are spoken and the songs are sung tell
us something more than we get from the simple events that make the
plot.

One of Ariel’s friends, for example, is Sebastian the crab, who also
serves as Triton’s trusted advisor. He’s torn between loyalty to the
king’s commands and sympathy for Ariel, just as a human being in his
position would be. So he helps us see a difficult situation from both
sides and makes the story more complicated by being caught in the
middle of it. But he adds even more to the meaning of the story, be-
cause he speaks with a West Indian accent, and because, in his one big
song, he tries to persuade Ariel to stay in the water by pointing out
that “up dere” they work all the time.

All these little things like accents amount to what grown-ups call
the discourse—the parts of the story that aren’t exactly events in the
story, yet somehow add meaning to the story anyway. Let’s see how
they do so by looking at the discourse of this movie.

Let’s start with the songs. There are four big numbers, one by Ariel
at the beginning of the story, two by Sebastian, and another by Ursula
in the middle. Ariel starts by singing about all the things she’s found
in the wrecks she explores. She calls this stuff treasures, wonders,
gadgets, gizmos, whose-its, what’s-its, thingamabobs. She doesn’t un-
derstand what any of it is for—how or why it gets used by people “up
there”—but she’s sure that all of it somehow fits together in a way of
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life that’s very different from hers. When Ariel calls herself “the girl
who has everything” (she’s using a phrase common in the 1980s),
she’s really complaining that by themselves, as simple objects, her
things don’t have any meaning. She knows they would take on mean-
ing—and proper names—only in the world “up there,” where they are
taken for granted but get used with specific purposes in mind. So
when she goes on to sing “I want more,” she doesn’t mean more stuff.
Instead she wants the way of life in which the stuff makes sense.

That’s why she doesn’t sing about her stuff in the rest of the song.
Ariel sings instead about seeing, dancing, running, jumping, strolling—
about walking upright on two feet, “wandering free.” What would I
give, she asks herself, “if I could live out of these waters?” But it’s ob-
vious that she can already wander more freely in the water than any-
body her age can on the land. So she must have some ideas about free-
dom that involve more than moving about in space. She makes those
ideas clear in the next part of the song. “Betcha on land,” she sings,
“they understand—bet they don’t reprimand their daughters.” She’s
thinking about how her father has scolded her and tried to keep her in
her place, underwater. Then she switches from “they” to “we”—she
identifies herself with other ambitious girls who don’t want to stay in
the same old place: “Bright young women, sick of swimmin’, ready to
stand.” I think she means that girls everywhere are ready to stand up
to their fathers, to face them as equals on their own two feet. I think
that because she goes on to sing about the question she wants to ask
the people up there: “What’s a fire, and why does it—what’s the
word—burn?”

Fire, you may know, has been the symbol of human civilization for
thousands of years. We have long believed that we became something
more than animals when we were able to change the natural world by
using tools, planting crops, building houses, and making fires. With-
out fire, we wouldn’t have been able to make the tools, cook the food,
or warm the houses, so it usually comes first in the stories we tell
about how we became human beings. There is a wonderful story, for
example, about how, once upon a time, a god named Prometheus
brought the gift of fire to people on earth, and so let them copy the
ways of the gods. When they did, they began to understand that the
world up there in the heavens, among the gods, was different, and
better, and they also began to want more of the gods’ way of living.
For it was a way of living in which the natural world presented no ob-
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stacle to freedom—no obstacle to becoming what you wanted to be
when you grew up.

But there is another, more recent, set of stories that completes the
myth of Prometheus. These stories are also part of the movie’s dis-
course. They tell us that long ago, we evolved from—we grew out
of—animals that swam in the sea, like whales and dolphins do now.
Once upon a time, these stories go, we were similar to hairy apes and
lived in trees. Then bad weather came and killed off the trees. There
we were on the plains with no place to hide from the animals that
would eat us. So the females among us—the mothers—led us into the
water, where they could escape the flesh-eating creatures on the land
and protect their babies. Because we stayed in the water for thousands
of years, as swimming mammals, we lost our body hair except in the
places where the water could not go as we swam.

But at some point, when the weather changed again, we came out
of the water and took over the world. For the males among us—the
fathers—had meanwhile learned how to use weapons to kill animals
for food. They had spent a lot of time out of the water hunting ani-
mals. And so they were more hairy, and better at walking and run-
ning, than the females, who had stayed out of danger by staying in the
water with their babies. Notice that it was the males who led us back
to the footing of civilization on land, where fires could be started.

The many stories about mermaids we have heard and told over the
years are a way of recalling this watery “past,” this strange “moment”
that remains in our memories because we keep telling the stories—this
decisive “moment” at which we could choose to stay in the ocean or
fight it out on the land. They are also a way of reminding us that these
stories have always been told as if the choice that made fire (civiliza-
tion) possible was between the fluid, formless, watery habitat of the
females and the harder, rougher, grounded habitat of the males.

When Ariel sings she “wants more” and asks herself what she
would give up to “live out of these waters,” she is recalling that “mo-
ment,” that choice. Only this time, she is doing the choosing—she is
not being led out of the water by a man used to killing animals (the
prince doesn’t want to be a fop, a mere gentleman like his uncle, but
it’s clear that until he meets Ariel he has no purpose in life except rid-
ing around on boats). She wants to know what fire is, what it means,
what it does. She wants to be ready to stand up to her father, but she
can’t unless she gets legs and leaves the fluid, formless, watery habitat
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where things don’t have names. So her story is not just about growing
up and getting married. The discourse of the movie tells us it’s also
about the weird relation between males, females, and what we think
we mean when we talk about civilization. It’s about how that relation
has changed and is still changing.

Before I try to tell you how it has changed recently, and why the
changes confuse us, let’s listen to Sebastian’s first song and think
about how it, too, adds to the story’s meaning. His accent, remember,
is West Indian, and his big number has a tropical sound and rhythm
that place it closer to calypso and reggae than to the African American
music we call the blues. So the song makes a new connection between
males, females, and civilization. For Sebastian is a male, but his accent
tells us that if he were a human being, he would be a brown man from
a part of the world that is much poorer than our country. Now, many
people in our day think that if a country is poor, it can’t be fully civi-
lized. These people often say that poor countries stay poor and un-
civilized because the brown men and women who live in them don’t
want to work hard or don’t know how to. These same people also use
a term that is nicer than “poor” or “uncivilized,” but it means both.
That term is “less-developed countries.” And everyone who uses it
agrees that the poorest of the “less-developed countries” are in Africa
and, in our part of the world, in the West Indian islands of the
Caribbean Sea.

So Sebastian’s accent places him in historical time as well as space
—he stands between Ariel and Triton, to be sure, but also between
Africa, the ancient cradle of civilization, and our own most-developed
country, the United States. And in his big song, he tries to convince
Ariel to stay in that “less-developed” time and space—to stay in the
water because it’s a place where no work needs to be done. “Out in de
sun,” he sings, “dey slave away,” and yet it’s somehow “hotter down
under de water.” Nature is bountiful in the warmth of the ocean, he
says—you don’t have to work down here to be comfortable, to get
food and shelter. So there’s more energy available for playing music,
for doing things without a purpose, for having fun with your body. In
fact, Sebastian is telling Ariel to stay in her body by staying in the
ocean. He can’t see why she’d want to rise above her body or above
the water. He can’t see why anybody would want to go beyond what
is naturally given by working harder, by changing the world. He can’t
(yet) understand the idea of development.
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Sebastian is of course a stereotype. I mean that he speaks in a way
that is familiar to people who know almost nothing about poor coun-
tries and their real problems. He is afraid of the world “up there” be-
cause even before his escape from the crazed French chef—”Zut alors!
What eez zees?”—he knows that civilized people have terrific power;
after all, they catch and cook and eat little fish. He also claims “we 
got no troubles” down under the water and so confirms the silly no-
tion of “happy darkies” whose desires are simple, natural, and easily
met. But his song is important because it lets us see that Ariel won’t
stand for the related stereotype that connects females and dark conti-
nents like “less-developed” Africa. It also lets us understand why you
and your friends identify so strongly with the little mermaid even
though you love Sebastian and his songs. For Ariel likes the idea of
development, of rising above her body and the water. She rejects the
idea that females are somehow trapped in their natural bodies—that
their desires are simple, natural, and easily met, perhaps by piling up
more stuff in their pantries. She wants to get beyond the fluid, form-
less, watery habitat that is her “less-developed” country, the place
where no work is necessary and knowledge of other worlds is impos-
sible.

And so she disappears before Sebastian is done singing. She’s al-
ready on her way to make her bargain with the witch. Here the dis-
course of the movie again adds meaning to Ariel’s simple story. For
the bargain she strikes is the kind of pact with the devil that usually
symbolizes the moment when plain old civilization becomes modern
society through the mechanical use of natural science. The best-known
example of this pact is in a book called Doctor Faustus from almost 250
years ago (although its author was borrowing from earlier legends
and plays). The date is important, since it was about then that the dif-
ferences between countries became obvious to educated people. They
became obvious because in some countries, new inventions based on
science were applied to the way people worked and produced goods.
The result in those countries was the industrial revolution. In other
countries, this application of science to goods production never hap-
pened—and they are the countries now called “less-developed.” So
Ariel’s pact with the devil enlarges the meaning of her determination
to escape the “less-developed” world that holds her sisters as well as
Sebastian. It suggests that she wants the modern version of civiliza-
tion, where progress is scary, and costly, and normal.
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But until very recently, most people have believed that what Ariel
wants is not something that females should want—because females
are not supposed to rise above their bodies, like men seem to do, and
to think abstractly or scientifically, without emotions or feelings. You
may find this belief amazing, but it is still common sense among many
grown-ups, including some of the most ardent champions of women’s
rights. And you should try to treat it as a belief that contains a certain
kind of truth. For until very recently, females did not get much of a
chance to think in these ways and weren’t sure they wanted to. Males
kept females out of places and jobs where they’d learn to think ab-
stractly or scientifically—so most females had no motive and no way
to use their reason exactly as males did. Besides, most women have
long been suspicious of thinking that didn’t take real bodies and real
desires into account. As it turns out, they were right to be suspicious.
We’ve finally realized that we think with our bodies. Our minds and
thoughts are never far removed from emotions and feelings.

Ariel’s choice is almost unsettling, then. She rejects the old view of
females, the one that would keep them out of the world of work, sci-
entific knowledge, and development. She also rejects the new view,
the one that would suggest that work, scientific knowledge, and de-
velopment are mental illnesses to which females have been somehow
immune. She’s not “the girl who has everything.” She is the girl who
wants it all. She is modern.

But she learns something important on the land. Or at least she
teaches us something important. Back when our ancestors were learn-
ing how to walk and run on the land, they found that their abilty to
see made a difference. They couln’t smell their prey unless they were
very close to it, and they couldn’t hear as well as most flesh-eating
creatures on the land. But their upright posture let them see farther
than most four-legged animals and gave new meaning to the horizon.
So vision was essential to the quick-footed hunters—the males—who
led us out of the water, once upon a time, to build fires and civiliza-
tion.

It became even more essential in the great leap from civilization to
modern society. For modern society is built around stories, messages,
and promises that are written or typed. Before ideas and possibilities
could be stored in this way, on paper, the past was preserved in mem-
ory and the future was imagined in stories by talking and singing. So
hearing was more essential than seeing, if you were doing something
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other than hunting animals to kill for food. And most people, espe-
cially females, spent most of their time doing something other than
hunting. But about 250 years ago, when printed stories, messages, and
promises finally replaced talking or singing as the way most people
preserved their memories and imagined their futures, seeing became
more essential than hearing. New vistas of silence opened up, and the
menfolk started to the see the horizon as a frontier—a place where
boyish beginnings could be endlessly repeated.

Now, hearing is complicated, because you have to listen to sounds
made by someone or something else, and you usually have to respond
somehow to those sounds, to let the other know you’re paying atten-
tion. The logic of the gaze is simpler. You can stare at people or things
as if they were mute objects. And since you can’t see people or things
up close or around corners, it’s better to look at them from a distance
or from above. Sooner or later, you begin to try to see things as if you
were far away from them, and out of your own body as well. So vision
is the forerunner and becomes the model of abstract reasoning or sci-
entific thinking. And once this kind of reasoning becomes normal—
again, about 250 years ago—it tends to make people believe that vi-
sion is more important than any of the other four senses, maybe even
the only important one.

But vision can tell us only about surfaces. It can’t get us inside peo-
ple, where songs start out as sounds. It can’t let us respond to some-
one unless we use the rest of our senses and other parts of our bodies,
especially our voices—which of course come from within us. So we
lose our ability to know each other well if we let vision stand in for all
the ways we think with our bodies.

That is what Ariel learns and teaches us when she leaves the water
for the first time. Her body has changed in two ways. She has legs—
she walks upright—but she can’t speak or sing. She can be an object 
in the prince’s field of vision, but she can’t turn herself inside out, so
to speak, through her voice. For all practical purposes, she doesn’t
have an inside—she’s all surfaces. So the prince, who remembers the
sounds and song that once came from within her, is mostly puzzled by
Ariel’s appearance on the shore. He keeps looking at her and wonder-
ing why she stares at him.

You’ll remember that he does try to kiss her. But he tries after Se-
bastian has put together a chorus of little animals to sing about how
we think with our bodies when we fall in love—after music reminds
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the prince of the interiors that we can discover, express, and share
only by talking to one another.

By this time, you’re probably thinking, Jeez, Dad, it’s only a car-
toon. Why should we take a movie made for children so seriously? 
I’d say we have to just because it’s made for children. It tells us some-
thing about what grown-ups believe—they made the movie, after
all—and something about what children might grow up to believe. It
does both because the people who made it wanted children to like it.
So they had to make sure it wouldn’t offend or trouble children. But
they also used grown-up ideas in making the movie. They had to try
to see the world the way children would, but they couldn’t become
children—like all parents in modern society, they had to see the world
as if they were children.

They didn’t make a simple movie. Its discourse is quite compli-
cated. But the movie works because the stories and meanings embed-
ded in it are familiar—they are part of the common sense grown-ups
have to teach children, by example and with stories. You already
know there’s nothing natural about common sense, for you already
know that it tells us what is natural and normal. Once upon a time, the
common sense of Christians let them believe it was natural or normal
to hurt and kill Jews. The common sense of the Europeans who in-
vaded North America after 1500 let them believe it was natural or nor-
mal to kill Indians and make slaves out of Africans. And then there is
the common sense that still tells us how natural or normal it is to be-
lieve that females cannot, do not, and should not want what males
want—that it’s pointless to think of women as the equals of men be-
cause the differences between them are so great.

Now, I happen to think that we won’t know what females really
want or need until women and men are equal—not the same, but
equal (think about it: If we were all the same, if we had no differences,
we wouldn’t want or need to fuss about equality). But what I think
about this matter is less important than what the makers of The Little
Mermaid think, because their audience is so much bigger than mine.
And they seem to think that it’s both unnatural and good for Ariel to
stand up to her father, get out of the water, and enter the habitat of
males on her own two feet. If you don’t like her and don’t agree with
her, the movie fails. But she does have to go beyond her natural body
and her “less-developed” undersea world to get what she wants. Is
there a new common sense in the making here?
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To answer the question, we have to go back to what Ariel wants.
She starts out wanting the way of life that would make sense of her
stuff. But then she rescues the prince and falls in love with him. She
sings a slower yet more confident version of her opening song: “Just
you and me, someday I’ll be . . . part of your world.” This song an-
nounces that three changes are underway. First, the world up there be-
comes his world, a man’s world. Second, what drives Ariel into that
world is still her curiosity, her desire for knowledge, but she is now
thinking with her body. Third, all the dangers of her departure from
the “less-developed” undersea world—all the tensions and fears this
departure might create—are tamed by the idea of marriage. Ariel is
paired off with the prince, so the possible meanings of her ascent get
contained by the familiar. Her goal becomes the start of a new family
that marriage symbolizes.

This use of the familiar lets the moviemakers take chances with
their mermaid story without offending or troubling their audience.
They do question the common sense of our time. But they end up sug-
gesting that marriage is the way to answer all the questions raised by
the “bright young women” who are “sick of swimmin’” and ready to
stand up to their fathers. And that is a way of suggesting that the im-
portant questions of our time can be addressed from within the family.

You may have noticed that Ariel seems to have no mother—no one
to help her father decide what’s best for her. But look closer. The only
character in the movie who is Triton’s equal is Ursula the sea witch.
She competes directly with the king for control of Ariel’s future, as if
she were, in fact, the mermaid’s mother. And she shows the daughter
how to get the man she wants. She’s the closest thing to a mother Ariel
has. Now Ursula seems simply evil because what she’s really after is
the power of the king—she used to live in Triton’s castle, she tells us, and
wants to move back in. So it’s clear that, once upon a time, just like the
devil himself, she challenged the king’s powers from within his home,
his castle, and got kicked out for that reason.

No matter where we look in the movie, then, it seems that females,
both mothers and daughters, have to leave the castle if they are going
to stand up to the king as his equal. This departure is either the cause
or effect of conflict with the father who rules the castle, but it happens
to both Ariel and Ursula. Yet we’re supposed to be able to tell the dif-
ference between them, apart from obvious differences of age, size, and
shape. We’re supposed to know that Ariel is good and Ursula is evil.
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So we have to ask, What does Ursula want that makes her evil?
What makes her rebellion so awful? And why is Ariel’s rebellion ac-
ceptable in the end? Both stand up to the father, remember. But one is
killed by Ariel’s husband-to-be; the other is rewarded with entry into
the enlightened world of men of earth. One is driven out of the king’s
castle; the other chooses to leave. One tries to change the inherited
(“normal”) relation between father and mother—and she’s the one
who sings about sex rather than marriage—the other wants to re-
create this relation in a new family. One breaks the law of the father;
the other upholds it. But how?

There is an ancient story about his law. Once upon a time, a king
was told by a prophet that his queen would have a son, and that this
son would grow up to murder him. So as soon as the son was born,
the king told a servant to take him away and let him die in the open.
But instead the servant gave the baby to a poor shepherd’s family.
When he had grown up, this son set out for the great city of his prov-
ince. On his way, he came to a crossroads, where he met an older man
who challenged him. They fought, and the younger man won—he
killed the older man.

When the son arrived in the city, he met and married the queen,
whose husband had recently died. Soon after, the city suffered a ter-
rible plague that no one could explain except by saying that the gods
were angry. The son—he was now the king of his adopted city—
decided to find out why the gods were so angry. He found that the
man he had killed at the crossroads was his father, the king, and that
the woman he had married was his mother, the queen. He had broken
the law of the father by taking his father’s place within the original
family. That is why the gods were angry.

This is the story of Oedipus the King. It is retold with a new twist 
in The Little Mermaid. For in the movie, the law of the father still works
only if Ursula’s rebellion gets punished by death. Only if the witch is
removed can Ariel pair off with the prince in the enlightened world 
of men by calling on her father’s great powers. But remember that
Ursula is in effect the mermaid’s mother. And remember that she is
killed by the prince—the future son-in-law of the father, the king—
with the bowsprit of the wreck Ariel found at the beginning of the
movie. Everyone is cooperating, it seems, to aim this shaft at the belly
of the beast—to kill the mother, to remove her from the scene she has
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tried to steal. By doing so, they preserve the law of the father and let
Ariel ascend to earth.

I think that’s what must happen if we believe that the important
questions of our time can be answered from within the family. Some-
thing’s got to give if we’re confined to this small social space. The Little
Mermaid suggests that either the law of the father or the mother her-
self will give way. The “bright young women” who are “sick of swim-
min’” need new ground to stand on. But if that ground can be found
only within the family, father or mother must be removed from the
scene. And so the choice the movie lets us make is reduced to the kind
we faced when, once upon a time, we hesitated at the water’s edge—
the choice between the fluid, formless, watery world of the mothers,
and the harder, rougher, grounded world of the fathers.

But I have to think that the people who made this movie were trou-
bled by the choosing they did for us. Otherwise they wouldn’t have
given such important choices to a girl who, like you and your friends,
might grow up to be a mother.

Love,
Daddy

P.S. July 5, 2000. Well, Julia, here I am at the end of the 1990s, still as-
tonished by the ambitions of mainstream animation since The Little
Mermaid. Look at The Simpsons, one of the longest-running televison
series ever. It’s a loving parody—both imitation and criticism—of
Ozzie and Harriet, the family sitcom of the 1950s, and a serious yet hi-
larious commentary on parental absences, mental and physical. Or
look at South Park, the most idiotic, and thus the most appealing, ani-
mated series since MTV’s Beavis and Butthead. Heh-heh. Notice the ex-
cremental vision of the world that guides the creators of both: Every-
thing is shit, they seem to believe, and, to judge from their popularity,
lots of kids your age and older agree. Do you? I hope not. But then I
have to hope because I’m a parent—it’s in the job description.

It seems that I’m not the only one on the job. As it turns out, there’s
a parental principle of hope at work in the mainstream animation of
the Nineties. For example, look at the left-wing politics of The Simp-
sons, the series in which the only real villains are the characters who
promote “family values” and free markets: Republicans all! Or look at
Disney’s Beauty and the Beast (the follow-up to The Little Mermaid), in
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which the female lead rejects the dumb jock and chooses the hairy in-
tellectual with the big library—all in the name of redeeming her hap-
less father, the absent-minded professorial type who invents useless
gadgets. A similar principle of hope is at work, I think, in the best Dis-
ney movie of the Nineties, Toy Story. At least that’s what I argued in a
letter to Frank Rich, a New York Times columnist, back in 1995. Let me
share that letter with you, and then ponder the sequel.

Dear Mr. Rich,

In your recent column, you suggest that because fathers are absent
from Toy Story, the moral of the story must be “more work for mother.”
I want to suggest that you’re wrong about this absence—that the
movie is about how fathers can and should reinsert themselves in the
“family romance” that is modern U.S. culture. I mean that you’re right
to say that father’s absence is the premise of the movie, but wrong to
say that the writers leave it at that.

How so? Let’s suppose that we treat Woody and Buzz, the toy cow-
boy and the toy astronaut who compete for the son’s undivided atten-
tion, as the two sides of the U.S. male who emerged and evolved in
the twentieth century—in movies and TV, as well as in the larger cul-
ture. Woody (voice by Tom Hanks, the Jimmy Stewart of our time) is
the distant echo of the western hero who resists progress because he
knows it means the eclipse of his independence, his unique and self-
evident position in a fixed moral universe (think of John Wayne in Red
River, but more poignantly in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence; or try
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid). But Woody also stands at the end
of a long line of suburban middle managers who crowded TV screens
in the 1950s and 1960s, pretending that “father knows best” (think of
the staff meeting Woody holds before the son’s birthday party). So he
represents a hybrid of male images drawn from film and TV, the most
characteristic cultural media of the twentieth century.

Buzz (voice by Tim Allen, a stand-up comic who became the star 
of a hit TV series in the mid-Nineties) is Thorstein Veblen’s engineer,
Vince Lombardi’s shoulder-padded poet, and Tom Wolfe’s astronaut
rolled into one—the ex-jock with the right stuff who hates the past
and believes almost religiously in progress and its technological arma-
ture. He wants to go to the moon and thinks he already has the equip-
ment he needs—like Tim Allen’s other alter ego, in his sitcom role, his
credo is “More power!” He represents “the machine,” the favorite
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metaphor of U.S. writers, but he reminds us of cheesy Saturday-
morning cartoons, too, and not just because he recognizes himself in a
TV commercial.

Together, and only together, Woody and Buzz are the missing father
the son needs. At the outset, Woody is simply afraid of the future—he
might be displaced by a new toy—and Buzz is just contemptuous of
the past, when space travel was science fiction. By itself, neither side
of the modern U.S. male can make the family whole again, by restor-
ing the father to his proper place at its head. And each is vulnerable 
to Sid, the nasty boy next door. This boy is the mad scientist from the
past—you know, the young Frankenstein, except he’s not funny—and
he’s perverted modern technology. Like the folks who are exploring
the human genome, he takes things apart and reassembles them as if
he’s trying to invent brand-new species (think of the disfigured baby
doll’s head on Erector Set spider legs). In doing so, he scares every-
body, but especially parents, who like to think that they are the origin
of the next generation.

For this kid’s goal is to downsize Dad (Woody and Buzz) by divid-
ing him up and dispersing his parts. Sid represents the hard side of
Microsoft, I’d say—he’s bound for glory in Silicon Valley, or wherever
computer scientists congregate these days, by depriving dads of the
good jobs they had when baby boomers (like me) were dutiful sons
and daughters (when Disneyland got its start as a destination). Like
the audience—like dads everywhere—Woody and Buzz experience
this threat of a jobless future as dismemberment, perhaps even as im-
pending castration. Only by joining forces, only by coming together
and trading on each other’s strengths, can these two sides of U.S.
manhood (thus fatherhood) defeat the perversions of technology and
familial relations that Sid represents. Only then can they resurrect the
mangled toy soldiers, the heroic fathers from World War II, who were
buried by Sid in the sandbox—buried, that is, in the Vietnam memo-
ries of their postwar children. Only then can they reappear, courtesy
of old-fashioned rocket science, at the son’s side, just as his family
reaches the horizon of no return.

That was the end of my letter to Frank Rich. In writing it, I was try-
ing to say that Toy Story was a great deal more complex, and frighten-
ing, than another parable of “more work for mother,” or another eva-
sion of the question, “Where’s Dad?” I was trying to say that this
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movie spoke directly and productively to the sense of loss—the loss of
jobs, the decline of “typical” families, the fear of the future—that per-
meated our culture back then. But you will rightly say, Dad, what
about now? I’ll answer by looking at Toy Story 2, a movie released
early on in the new millennium, when you were getting to be a teen-
ager.

The delightful cast of toy characters came back, to be sure, and its
mission was accomplished by the reunion of Woody and Buzz (played
again by Tom Hanks and Tim Allen). In fact, the reconciliation of their
different personalities just is this movie’s mission. Woody still fears
the future in which Andy (the same but older son) will outgrow his fa-
vorite fatherly toy. He fears it so much that he has decided to retire to
a museum of TV memorabilia, the cartoon equivalent of a nursing
home, where he won’t have to beg for attention. Buzz understands
Woody’s fear, but he’s willing to let go, even to be put on the shelf
where childish things languish and get forgotten until the garage
sale—he’s willing to let this son grow up and decide for himself
what’s worth keeping and caring for.

Before Woody can leave for the museum, he’s kidnapped by the
cartoon version of Jerry Seinfeld’s postal nemesis. Buzz then leads the
other toys on a rescue mission. When the leading men are finally re-
united, Buzz convinces Woody that it’s too early for retirement from
fatherly duties, and they return to their proper place just in time to
welcome Andy home from camp. So the movie’s mission is accom-
plished by the mere juxtaposition of the main characters, not by any
change in their attitudes toward history.

Bear with me now, Julia. The original Toy Story taught us that a us-
able model of fatherhood and family can’t be imagined by committing
ourselves to the past or the future, as if these are the terms of an either/
or choice. It taught us that we exile ourselves from the present, and
from our families, whether we try to stay in the past along with
Woody or try to flee the past along with Buzz. In the end, they under-
stood that each had to adopt an attitude toward history that allows for
both previous truth and novel fact—an attitude that lets each of them
change the other, and so makes their cooperative effort, their unison,
greater than the sum of its parts. They taught us that the point is to
keep the conversation going between the past and the future, not to
choose between them. The point is to live forward but understand
backward.
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So the sequel is less hopeful, more elegiac (more funereal, more
nostalgic), than the original. It speaks directly, but not very produc-
tively, to the sense of an ending that our strange millenial moment
afforded us. For it suggests that you can’t teach an old toy new atti-
tudes. All you can do is get older and watch as your kids grow up,
move out, move on. And pretty soon you’ll be on the shelf like your
own father, diminished (“downsized”) not by technology but by
time—by the growing gaps of memory you share with people who
believe that history is bunk. Such weary resignation probably seems
realistic as the baby boomers (your parents) start thinking about how
to finance their retirement. Even so, Toy Story 2 inadvertently adver-
tises another and more useful truth, which I’d put this way: It is only
when our attitudes toward history become fixed that both the past
and the future look the same—that is, impervious to change.

The moral of the story? I don’t know. Isn’t it still in the making, as
we keep retelling and reinterpreting? Good night, Julia. Tomorrow is a
Sunday. Let’s go see another matinee.
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Eliot Katz

13 At the End of the Century

Written for Allen Ginsberg at his 70th birthday

Ah century that has embraced me these past 39 years, that has set
before my eyes so much tumult and catastrophe, that has taken too
many of my friends and ravaged the calendar with my mother’s
mother’s blood, that has wormed a hole

from earth’s core through ozone layer to the sun, I have but one
wish for you: Die my century! why wait? early to bed with you!
Take early retirement, take your granite eyes, your fully paid
tombstone, your electrified casket, your four billion odes to death,

burn your damn books those dastardly lies, lay your plutonium
shroud over leftover legacy, let’s be done with you. Artists around
here in all watercolors have prefigured many paths to follow—
choose one: no-warning aneurism during peaceful sleep, drunken

liver rot, kidney explosion at top of donor wait list, youthful breast
cancer, no-holds-barred immune system surrender, sudden leap off
college dormitory roof—if you don’t like local Jersey methods, why
not blow your brains out

like Russia’s Mayakovsky, you betrayed his dreams as much as
anyone’s, over & over & over, so go ahead, straight to your grave,
die my century! It’s your time, the signs all there, all 500 TV
channels are screaming bloody random murder,

—“Lester Leaps In” now
playing on my CD, these the jazz rhythms A.G. had in mind while
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writing angelic “Howl,” while swinging for the century’s fences, ah
Allen’s 70th birthday last week, maybe the books are worth

saving from the bonfire, maybe some twentieth-century visions to carry,
some ways to connect—maybe, my century, you never intended to
fuck us up? maybe never intended to walk into the bar wearing the
death mask? Whatever your intentions, you’re through!

Die my century, we’re growing impatient, no need to prolong this
multiperspectival agony, leave now so rebirth may arrive soon, too
many cannot afford to wait—Goldie’s kidneys can’t take it much
longer, you’ve already killed her, what more do you want?

For her, there was too much apartheid far & near, too many youth
shot, too many communities allowed to go broke, too many
pharmaceutical giants allowed to roughshod concrete boots through
city’s historic gardens—for Mark, too many fathers

dying ridiculous wars, too many mothers scrambling for shelter, too
many hungry children deserving songs of their own—audrey’s
landlord never let her pick up her clothes, robbery by the propertied
class plain and simple, an old-fashioned crime

your courts never learned to solve—what good were you? Your
patriarchal capitalisms grew immeasurable tumors, you threw out
socialized medicine before inventing an alternate cure, Ethan leapt
off the balcony & nobody knows why, too many too manys,

cover that body, cover that experimental beard, hide that loud
music, cover cover cover blood blood blood cover—now I’ve got
this throbbing headache, like a hammer at the back of the head
banging from the inside, could be sinus

infection, how am i supposed to be sure when no doctor will see
anyone for days—southern black churches are burning,
Woodbridge’s fiery oil storage tanks at this very moment spewing
huge toxic clouds, hawks drop Mid-East bombs on infant ribs,

FBI looks up the wrong files, Vietnam’s lessons & veterans remain
locked outside our nation’s checkbook memory, celebrities endorse
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sexy underwear sewn by starved Guatamala teens, Nigeria is
hanging its writers, Philadelphia prefers to lethally inject—

how beautiful Lester’s rhythms of earthly engagement, dead friends’
divine energies digging those sounds, they lived spread out &
diverse, they lived this century as well as died it, they rode the
universe’s internationalist intergenerational bus along

your potholed highways & loved out loud many of your bumpy
struggles, —My beloved pillowcase century! After yr breathing has
slowed, we who endure will send our compassionate imaginations
ahead, will keep our coalitions together with tough new thread,

our desire for change will survive the most callous assassins, so
send yr SS back to their self-made hells, toss torturers East & West
back into their flesh-eating ditches—let go yr thousand demons & yr
one gods, merciful death & even more merciful rebirth,

we will encounter a future, the fourway mirror will forgive,
emancipatory eyedrops will relieve the ache, after the sliding back
& the spiraling forth, the planet & the plan, after the redwood
keyboard & the meditative sprint, the bacbacbac back back

bacbacbac—sometime next century our sketches will come to life . . .

June 1996
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